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The interest in nanocrystalline materials has been partially motivated by improve-
ments in mechanical properties over coarser grained polycrystalline materials through the
classical Hall-Petch relationship. The mechanisms through which nanocrystalline mate-
rials plastically deform are primarily due to the increasedfraction of grain boundaries at
these scales and are not as well understood as those at largergrain sizes. Atomistic simula-
tions have provided much insight into the inelastic deformation behavior of nanocrystalline
materials, as in-situ experiments at this scale are often very difficult. In line with these
simulations, this research will concentrate on the nucleation of dislocations from the grain
boundaries in face-centered cubic aluminum and copper throug atomistic simulations.
One area of interest is how the grain boundary degrees of freedom impact the interface
structure and dislocation nucleation. The recent ability to experimentally characterize both
grain boundary misorientation and grain boundary plane inclination has shown that asym-
metric tilt grain boundaries (ATGBs) have the highest frequency in polycrystals. Moreover,
research in grain boundary engineering has concentrated ongrai boundaries with a high
density of coincident sites in the boundary plane,i. . low Σ values.
Consequently, this dissertation primarily focuses on low orderΣ asymmetric tilt grain
boundaries. First, the structure and energy of these faceted, dissociated grain boundary
structures is investigated. Atomistic simulations show thatΣ3 ATGBs can be decomposed
into the structural units of theΣ3 symmetric tilt grain boundaries (STGBs),i.e., the co-
herent and incoherent twin boundaries. Moreover, the energy for all Σ3 ATGBs can be
predicted with only the energies of theΣ3 STGBs and the inclination angle. Understanding
the structure ofΣ3 ATGBs provides insight into dislocation nucleation from these bound-
aries. Further work into the structure and energy of other low orderΣ ATGBs and the
xxv
spatial distribution of free volume within the grain boundaries also provides insight into
dislocation nucleation mechanisms.
Molecular dynamics simulations are used to apply uniaxial tension perpendicular to
these boundaries. The resulting dislocation nucleation mechanisms inΣ3 ATGBs are highly
dependent on the faceted structure of these boundaries. Grain boundary dislocation sources
can act as perfect sources/sinks for dislocations or may violate this premise by increasing
the dislocation content of the boundary during nucleation.Furthermore, simulations under
uniaxial tension and uniaxial compression have shown that dislocation mechanisms –e.g.,
nucleation of the second partial dislocation in Cu – are highly dependent on the loading
directionality.
Models that use the resolved stress components on the slip sytem of dislocation nucle-
ation to predict the atomic stress required for dislocationnucleation from single crystals and
grain boundaries are investigated as well. The first step in predicting the nucleation stress
for grain boundaries is to isolate the effect of lattice orientation,i.e., single crystal defor-
mation simulations. It is found that the resolved stress normal to the slip plane on which
the dislocation nucleates plays a commanding role in the dislocation nucleation stresses
and mechanisms. The influence of thermal activation on grainboundary dislocation nucle-
ation can be accounted for with activation volumes and activtion energies calculated from
atomistic simulations.
The synthesis of all aspects of this dissertation provides abetter fundamental under-






Grain boundaries, interfaces separating grains of dissimilar orientation, play a vital role
in the bulk properties of polycrystalline materials. Recently, the need for a better of un-
derstanding of the role of grain boundaries in polycrystalsha increased because of the
ability to generate nanocrystalline materials [3–6], whereby the grain size is on the order
of nanometers and the fraction of atoms in the grain boundaries is dramatically increased.
Nanocrystalline materials represent an interesting reseach area because while their prop-
erties relate to the underlying material length scale (grain size), these nanometer-sized mi-
crostructures can be produced in bulk materials. Much of therec nt scientific interest in
nanocrystalline materials has regarded their mechanical properties and the atomic-level
plastic deformation in the grain boundaries [7–29]. In linewith these studies, this disser-
tation will concentrate mainly on plasticity in face-centered cubic (FCC) nanocrystalline
materials, with a specific focus on dislocation nucleation phenomena occurring at grain
boundaries in copper and aluminum.
The interest in nanocrystalline (nc) materials has been motivated by potential improve-
ments in mechanical properties over coarser grained polycrystalline materials [30] through
the classical Hall-Petch relationship [31,32], which is defin d as,





In this equation,σY is the yield stress,σ0 is the friction stress required to move individ-
ual dislocations,k is the constant, and is the grain size. The increase in yield strength
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Figure 1.1: True stress-true strain curves for nanocrystalline aluminat a strain rate of
0.0001 s−1, with different grain size due to milling for different time duration, as in Khan
et al. [35].
with decreasing grain size is directly attributed to the grain boundaries, which serve as ob-
stacles to dislocation motion. Therefore, as the grain sizei decreased to the nanoscale,
the strength of the polycrystalline materials should increase. Early studies of the strength
of nanocrystalline materials [33, 34] had difficulty separating the strengthening effect of
the nanocrystalline grain size from the weakening effect of small pores due to process-
ing. However, later studies have shown much higher yield strengths and significantly better
ductilities for nanocrystalline materials [35–39]. For example, Figure1.1 shows the true
stress-true strain curves for nanocrystalline aluminum for ed by ball milling, whereby dif-
ferent grain sizes (from 40 nm to 45,000 nm) were obtained by varying the time durations
of milling. A large increase in the yield strength of the nanocrystalline aluminum was
observed with a decreasing grain size.
Numerous mechanical experiments on nanocrystalline materials have shown that there
is a physical limit to the strength increase predicted by theHall-Petch relation with decreas-
ing grain size [34, 40],i.e., the “inverse” Hall-Petch behavior. Experiments have revealed
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the breakdown of applicability of the classical Hall-Petchrelation at grain sizes typically
somewhere between 10-20 nm, whereby thenc material has a lower yield strength with
decreasing grain size in this regime. A multitude of theories have been proposed to explain
the softening effect with further decreases in the grain size. As explained byLi [41], one
school of thought considers the material as a composite of a grain boundary (GB) phase
and a grain interior phase, whereby the softening is due to a soft GB phase [42], an increase
in theGB thickness with decreasing grain size [43], or an amorphousGB phase of constant
thickness with a pressure dependent yield stress [44]. Other theories consider a change in
the mechanism within the grain boundary for smaller grain sizes:e.g., a Coble creep mech-
anism [34] or a grain boundary sliding mechanism based on atomis ic simulations [18,45].
Li [41] has shown that impurity segregation and grain boundary porosity can also explain
the grain size dependence of yield stress in nanocrystalline materials. Numerous models
have been developed based on these theories to capture the material length scale effect
(grain size) associated with the Hall-Petch and inverse Hall-Petch behavior (e.g., [46,47]).
In terms of atomistic simulations, these length scale eff cts are manifested by under-
lying physical mechanisms associated with inelastic deformation. For ordinary grain size
polycrystals (micron scale), dislocations are nucleated and emitted by Frank-Read sources
within grains, which are most likely associated with prior defect content or impurities.
However, as the grain size decreases, the grain boundary volume fraction increases, result-
ing in heterogeneous nucleation and emission of dislocations from the grain boundaries.
Below a certain critical grain size, on the order of 10 nm, dislocation nucleation becomes
limited and grain boundary-mediated processes (e.g., grain boundary sliding and grain ro-
tation) become dominant deformation mechanisms. These deformation mechanisms are
confirmed by in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments, which show
grain boundaries emitting partial dislocations that form stacking faults and deformation
twins in nc Al and Cu [48, 49], as well as grain boundary sliding and rotatin processes
during deformation inncNi [20] as shown in Fig.1.2. While the deformation mechanisms
3
Figure 1.2: In situ dark-fieldTEM images of grain rotation in nanocrystalline nickel. Im-
ages are from Shan and coworkers [20].
at larger scales have been well studied for decades, a comprehensive understanding of the
deformation mechanisms fornc materials is still being developed. However, the atomic
level details of how dislocation nucleation occurs at the grain boundary is still not well-
understood.
While some insight into the deformation mechanisms ofncmaterials was obtained from
in situ high resolutionTEM (HRTEM) experiments [20, 48, 49], these experiments are of-
ten very difficult to perform. In many cases, atomic simulations of plasticity phenomena
actually preceded the experimental observation of the samephenomena. For example, Ya-
makov and coworkers predicted deformation twinning in aluminu with molecular dynam-
ics simulations [25, 50] prior to the experimentalTEM evidence of deformation twinning
in nanocrystalline aluminum by Chen and colleagues [10]. However, a clear understand-
ing of the deformation mechanisms at the nanoscale are vitalto he design and reliability
of engineered nanodevices (e.g., MEMS andNEMS). Unfortunately, experiments at the
nanoscale can be very time consuming and costly, often ambiguous, and require expensive
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equipment and sensors. In situTEM capabilities to monitor deformation mechanisms are
very specialized, complicated and often ambiguous due to lack of constraint of the thin
foils examined. This explains the limited amount of experimnts dealing with deformation
mechanisms in the literature. Accordingly, the difficulty with conducting critical exper-
iments at the nanoscale motivates the use of atomistic simulations to better understand
deformation mechanisms at the nanoscale.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can serve as an effective tool for analyzing dis-
location nucleation mechanisms andGB sliding processes inc FCCmaterials [25,51–58].
MD has been utilized to investigate the critical grain size fortransition between dislocation
emission-mediated andGB-mediated deformation modes, which also corresponds to the
peak strength inFCC materials [19] and the breakdown of the classical Hall-Petch rela-
tion [31, 32]. Below this critical grain size,MD simulations have shown thatGB sliding
becomes the dominant deformation mechanism [59], giving rise to grain rotation. Further-
more, Van Swygenhoven and colleagues [54] have shown thatGB sliding is triggered by
atomic shuffling and stress-assisted free volume migration from triple junctions; the emis-
sion of dislocations fromGBs was limited. In addition, three-dimensional nanocrystals
that undergo grain rotation have also displayed the inverseHall-Petch response,i.e., the
peak stress decreases with decreasing grain size [18,59]. Above this critical grain size,MD
simulations have shown that partial dislocation nucleation fr m GBs was accompanied by
atomic shuffling in theGB [52, 60]. Schiøtz [61] predicted the formation of dislocation
pileups at theGB in ncCu samples with grain sizes above 15-20 nm.MD simulations have
shown that nanocrystalline Ni does not emit a trailing partial dislocation even for grain
sizes as large as 30 nm, but trailing partial dislocations were observed innc Al [62] and
nc Cu for grain sizes above 15-20 nm. Van Swygenhoven and coworkers [53] have also
shown that dislocation propagation through a thermally activ ted pinning/depinning mech-
anism operates in fcc nanocrystalline materials. The deformation mechanisms observed in
theseMD simulations qualitatively agree with limited experimental results.
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1.2 Problem statement
Dislocation nucleation in molecular dynamics simulationsof three-dimensional (3D)
nanocrystalline materials is very complex, though. The combined tilt and twist charac-
ter of grain boundaries and the inclination of the boundary plane with respect to the tensile
axis complicates the analysis of the role of specificGB structures innc simulations. Ad-
ditionally, different boundaries may nucleate and emit dislocations at different stresses in
nc simulations; it becomes very difficult to separate out the individual eff cts ofGB struc-
tural units on dislocation nucleation. An alternative method is to use bicrystal simulations
to study the dislocation nucleation mechanism for specificGBs [63, 64]. For example,
Spearot and colleagues [64] have shown that the spacing between dissociated structural
units for symmetric tilt grain boundaries (STGBs) impacts dislocation nucleation in Cu
and Al. However, while many bicrystal simulations have focused onSTGBs, experimen-
tal characterization shows that most boundaries in polycrystalline materials are actually
asymmetric tilt grain boundaries (ATGBs) [65]. In view of the interest in boundaries with
a high density of coincident sites (i.e., 1/Σ) for grain boundary engineering (GBE) pur-
poses [66, 67], low order coincident site lattice (CSL) asymmetric tilt grain boundaries
from theΣ3, Σ5, Σ9, Σ11, Σ13 systems were chosen for this research. Copper and alu-
minum were chosen as twoFCCmetals with significantly different stacking fault energies.
Asymmetric tilt grain boundaries present an interesting case for studying dislocation nucle-
ation behavior because of the faceted structure and dissimilar adjoining crystal orientations.
While molecular dynamics simulations are frequently used tostudy the deformation
mechanisms at the nanoscale, relatively few studies have ventured from relatively simple
symmetric tilt grain boundaries to study the structure-prope ty relationships of more com-
plex grain boundaries, such as asymmetric tilt grain boundaries. Due to the limited work
in the area of asymmetric tilt grain boundaries, there are a multitude of research questions
that will be addressed in this dissertation.
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1. How does the grain boundary structure for a specificCSLsystem change as a function
of the grain boundary plane orientation? What is the most effective methodology for
obtaining the minimum energy structures of asymmetric tiltgrain boundaries? Do
asymmetric tilt grain boundaries have a well-defined boundary structure? Do they
facet at an atomic level? How does the structure of asymmetric til grain boundaries
relate to symmetric tilt grain boundaries? What is the role oflow index planes in
the structure of asymmetric tilt grain boundaries? Are there differences between the
structure of differentCSL systems and how they organize? Are there differences in
structure between a low and high stacking fault energyFCCmetal?
2. How does the grain boundary energy for a specificCSLsystem change as a function
of the grain boundary plane orientation? What is the best formf r describing the
energy of asymmetric tilt grain boundaries? Does this help dscribe experimental
observations of high frequencies of asymmetric tilt grain boundaries? How does
this change as a function of the tilt axis, theΣ-value of the boundary systems, or
the stacking fault energy of the material? Does the asymmetric til grain boundary
energy provide insight into the structure of these boundaries, or vice versa? How?
3. How do grain boundary degrees of freedom affect mechanisms of dislocation nucle-
ation in asymmetric tilt grain boundaries? How do they affect the relative ease of
nucleation and emission? What is the relationship between grai boundary struc-
ture/energy and dislocation nucleation in asymmetric tilt grainboundaries? What is
the role of faceting or dissociated partial dislocations ondislocation nucleation? Is
dislocation nucleation in asymmetric tilt boundaries similar to that observed in sym-
metric tilt grain boundaries? How is it different? What is the role of dissimilar lattice
orientations and resolved stress components on dislocation nucleation in asymmetric
tilt grain boundaries?
4. What insight of dislocation nucleation in atomistic simulations can be incorporated
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into higher order models? For instance, can the stress required for dislocation nucle-
ation be predicted? If so, what parameters are important forsuch a model?
The answers to these research questions will provide a fundamental understanding of
the relationship between asymmetric tilt grain boundary structures, energies, and inelastic
properties, specifically dislocation nucleation. However, there are still unanswered research
questions that relate to dislocation nucleation in symmetric tilt grain boundaries and single
crystals as well.
5. What is the relationship between grain boundary structureand free volume? How
does the spatial distribution of free volume affect properties? What is the best
methodology for characterizing free volume in atomistic simulations? How does the
free volume or its spatial distribution affect dislocation nucleation from boundaries?
6. What are the differences in dislocation nucleation between uniaxial tension and uni-
axial compression applied perpendicular to the boundary? How does the stress re-
quired for dislocation nucleation change with loading directionality? How does the
mechanism change? Does the boundary structure and free volume play an important
role in tension and compression?
7. How does the uniaxial loading orientation of a single crystal affect homogeneous dis-
location nucleation? How does uniaxial tensile and compressiv loading influence
single crystal dislocation nucleation mechanisms? How do res lved stress compo-
nents impact homogeneous dislocation nucleation? Can simulations of homogeneous
dislocation nucleation in single crystals provide insightfor heterogeneous disloca-
tion nucleation from grain boundaries? How are these mechanisms related? How are
these different?
The synthesis of findings from all of these studies will allowfor a more complete un-
derstanding of homogeneous and heterogeneous dislocationnucleation at the atomic level.
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1.3 Research objective
The research objective of this dissertation is to use atomistic simulations to examine the
structure and dislocation nucleation/emission behavior of symmetric and asymmetric tilt
grain boundaries inFCCcopper and aluminum. This research objective is met throughde-
signing and performing systematic studies that answer the afor mentioned research ques-
tions and any subsequent questions that arise.
Research questions1 and2 are motivated by the lack of understanding of asymmetric
tilt grain boundary structure and energy. Consequently, theminimum energy equilibrium
structure is obtained for each symmetric and asymmetric grain boundary to investigate the
relationship between structure/energy and grain boundary degrees of freedom. This re-
quires the development and implementation of a robust methodology that incorporates a
nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm [68] into the parallel molecular statics and dynam-
ics code,WARP [69], that is used for these simulations. Additionally, thecrystallographic
orientations for a number of boundary structures with different grain boundary plane ori-
entations and equivalent misorientation angles is needed for the bicrystal computational
cell. The analysis of the results used post-processing computational codes to analyze the
atomic coordinates at and nearby the boundary to identify the s ructural building blocks of
different grain boundaries. The energy of these equilibrium structu es represents the ther-
modynamically favorable configuration and can answer a number of the questions posed in
question2.
There is a distinct lack of understanding of the underlying physics of deformation (dis-
location nucleation, emission, absorption, transmission) in asymmetric tilt grain boundaries
as well. Consequently, uniaxial tensile deformation is applied perpendicular to the mini-
mum energy boundary structure in the bicrystal computationl cell to ascertain the disloca-
tion nucleation/emission mechanisms and to address research question3. For dislocation
nucleation, the motion of the simulation cell bounds are prescribed to avoid any adverse
effects on the instantaneous dislocation nucleation event. The analysis of the mechanical
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behavior and the mechanisms as a function of the grain boundary degrees of freedom is
combined with knowledge of the boundary structure and energy to provide a clear picture
of dislocation emission from boundaries of complex structure. As a follow-up to defor-
mation studies with uniaxial tension, several grain boundary configurations were deformed
under an applied uniaxial compressive stress to examine asymmetries in dislocation nucle-
ation behavior (question6). To the authors knowledge, this is the first study to analyze
tension-compression asymmetries in dislocation nucleation from boundaries.
Once the atomic scale dislocation nucleation mechanisms inasymmetric tilt grain
boundaries are better understood, this insight must be incorporated into models that op-
erate at higher length scales. In this work, the stress requir d for dislocation nucleation
is correlated with parameters used in constitutive models to examine the potential validity
of using atomistic results to inform continuum models at higher length scales. The model
formulated helps address research question4. I particular, parameters that resolve the uni-
axial load into Schmid and non-Schmid stress components were considered along with an
approximate measure of the grain boundary free volume. A model correlating the atomistic
stress required for grain boundary dislocation nucleationwith the resolved stress and free
volume parameters has shown good agreement for many symmetric tilt grain boundaries.
However, this model was unable to capture the influence of theE structural unit in some
symmetric tilt grain boundaries, presumably due to its highfree volume. A stereologically-
based methodology was pursued to investigate the spatial correlation of free volume within
these boundaries. This systematic study on grain boundary free volume addresses question
5.
The dependence of homogeneous dislocation nucleation on the single crystal loading
orientation in uniaxial tension and compression is investigated to properly address ques-
tion 7. In this manner, the role of lattice orientation on dislocation nucleation is isolated;
this helps describe the role that the adjoining crystal lattices play on the heterogeneous
nucleation of dislocations from grain boundaries.
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1.4 Significance of this research
Understanding fundamental material behavior at the nanoscale can lend insight into ex-
periments as well as higher order simulations for modeling.Additional impetus for us-
ing atomistic simulations to investigate inelastic deformation processes is to inform higher
scale models, such as continuum or dislocation dynamics models. For example, Warner
et al. [70] implemented a continuum model fornc Cu informed by quasicontinuum de-
formation simulations for grain boundaries with different structural units [71, 72]. Ad-
ditionally, Potirnicheet al. [73] used molecular dynamics to investigate nanoscale void
growth and coalescence in single crystal Ni for potential application to macroscopic con-
stitutive relations. Similarly, dislocation dynamics simulations have been used to model
the three-dimensional character of dislocation mechanisms for coupling with continuum
finite element models [74]. As discussed in later chapters, the results of the current dis-
sertation have potential applicability for informing cohesive zone finite element models,
dislocation nucleation phenomena in dislocation dynamicsodels, or continuum constitu-
tive relations [64]. The insight from atomistic simulations may have implications on the
formulation of higher scale models and their assumptions.
Dislocation nucleation from grain boundaries at the nanoscale an also be used for grain
boundary engineering purposes [75], whereby the characterof he grain boundary structure
can be designed to control the grain boundary dislocation prcesses and the bulk mechani-
cal properties. Improved understanding of dislocation nucleation and emission behavior in
nanocrystalline materials may lead to opportunities for grain boundary engineering at the
nanoscale in the regime where grain boundaries act as the source f dislocations and plastic
deformation. For instance, if the active nanoscale mechanisms can be accurately modeled,
then materials can be engineered to take advantage of our fundamental knowledge of how
materials deform. For example, Luet al.[13] have recently shown that varying the process-
ing parameters for electrodeposition in nanocrystalline copper introduces different growth
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twin spacings (i.e., Σ3 coherent twin boundaries), which results in significantlyhigher ten-
sile strengths than coarse-grained Cu while retaining the high electrical conductivity of
copper. In this respect, the nanoscale growth twins act as barriers to dislocation motion,
but their low electrical resistivity compared to other highangle boundaries suppress the
detrimental effects due to a higher grain boundary area in nanocrystalline mat rials. In-
creasing the distribution ofΣ3 coherent twin boundaries in coarser grained polycrystalsis
a widely used technique for grain boundary engineering low stacking fault energy materi-
als [66,67].
The objective of grain boundary engineering is to increase the number of boundaries
with favorable properties while decreasing the number of boundaries with detrimental prop-
erties. Grain boundaries with favorable properties are labled “special” boundaries, while
all other boundaries are termed “random” boundaries. While “special” boundaries have
been associated with low orderCSL boundaries,i.e., a lowΣ value, this is mainly due to
the distinctly different properties of theΣ3 coherent twin. However, there is a wide range
of possibleΣ3 structures and associated properties, as will be discussed in later chapters.
More recent viewpoints on “special” boundaries have re-examined the lowΣ value criteria
and suggested that “special” boundaries should refer specifically to the associated proper-
ties and not theΣ value. In line with these studies, the change in the grain boundary plane
orientation shows how properties change for a boundary witha fixedΣ value (i.e., fixed
misorientation angle). Therefore, the atomic simulationsin this work provide a more re-
fined definition of “special” with regard to how grain boundary structure affects dislocation
nucleation.
1.5 Dissertation structure
This dissertation is organized as follows. Background information about grain boundaries
and the simulation methodology used throughout this dissertation is presented in Chap-
ter 2. The research results for this dissertation are brokendown into three categories:
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grain boundary structure simulations, grain boundary dislocation nucleation simulations,
and continuum models for dislocation nucleation in single crystals and grain boundaries.
The format of each chapter is based on submitted and published journal papers [64,76–82],
whereby an “introduction-methodology-results-summary”format is used. In this respect,
each chapter is self-contained, although some knowledge ofconcepts in other chapters may
be required. The simulation methodology for some chapters has been moved to Chapter 2
and discussed there, to reduce redundancy.
The structure, energy, and free volume of grain boundaries ae investigated in chapters
3-5. Specifically, Chapter 3 examines the structure and energy of Σ3 asymmetric tilt grain
boundaries in copper and aluminum as a function of the grain boundary plane orientation.
Chapter 4 examines the structure and energy of several low orderCSLasymmetric tilt grain
boundaries (Σ5,Σ9,Σ11,Σ13) in copper and aluminum as a function of the grain boundary
plane orientation. Chapter 5 examines the structure and freevolume in symmetric tilt grain
boundaries with the E structural unit, because of the large associated free volume with this
structural unit.
The dislocation nucleation mechanisms for symmetric and asymmetric tilt grain bound-
aries are investigated in chapters 6-8. Chapter 6 examines dislocation nucleation fromΣ3
asymmetric tilt grain boundaries in copper and aluminum as afunction of the grain bound-
ary plane orientation. Chapter 7 examines dislocation nucleation from symmetric tilt grain
boundaries with the E structural unit in both uniaxial tensio and uniaxial compression.
Chapter 8 summarizes some general insight regarding dislocation sources provided from
atomistic simulations of dislocation nucleation from grain boundaries in this work.
A model that correlates atomistic stresses required for dislocation nucleation with con-
tinuum parameters is presented in Chapters 9-11. Chapter 9 examines the relationship
between single crystal homogeneous dislocation nucleation and grain boundary hetero-
geneous dislocation nucleation to formulate a model to predict the dislocation nucleation
stresses. Chapter 10 expands the model for homogeneous dislocation nucleation in single
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crystals by incorporating loading orientations from all over the[100]-[110]-[111] stereo-
graphic triangle. Chapter 11 thoroughly examines the influence of resolved stress compo-
nents on homogeneous dislocation nucleation for single crystals under both uniaxial tension
and compression. In addition to a more refined model that incorporates the evolution of the
resolved stress components, Chapter 11 also examines tension-compression asymmetries
in dislocation nucleation mechanical responses and mechanisms.
Chapter 12 summarizes the significant overall contribution of this dissertation as a
whole. A summary of each chapter is discussed along with several important conclusions
for each chapter. Last, future research directions that build upon this work are discussed.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
2.1 Atomistic simulation methodology
This research uses atomistic simulations to investigate the structure and properties of grain
boundaries. Two main types of atomistic simulations are used in this work: molecular
statics (MS) and molecular dynamics (MD). Molecular statics simulations employ numer-
ical optimization techniques to minimize the potential energy of the system at 0 K. On the
other hand, molecular dynamics simulations augments the atomic coordinates with atomic
velocities to incorporate the eff cts of temperature into the system. Then, in an iterative
manner, Newton’s second law of motion is numerically integrated to solve for the evolu-
tion of atomic positions and velocities as a function of time. A brief overview of molecular
statics, molecular dynamics, the potentials used, and other atomistic necessities are pro-
vided in this section along with the post-processing visualization techniques. For further
information, Allen and Tildesley [83] and Haile [84] provide a more comprehensive review
of atomistic simulations.
In these simulations, each atom is represented as a point mass in space while an inter-
atomic potential provides a description of the potential energy as a function of interatomic
spacing. The interatomic force on an atomi is given asFi and is related to the interatomic





Here,U (rN) denotes that the potential energy is a function of the position vectors of
N atoms within the system (rN). The negative derivative ofU with respect to the position
vector of thei th atom (r i) gives the force vector on atomi. In this equation and subsequent
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equations in this chapter, the superscripts denote the atomic labels. Note that the choice of
interatomic potential gives the functional form ofU (rN).
2.1.1 Molecular statics
Molecular statics (MS) considers athermal interactions (0 K) whereby the atomic positions
are calculated via the minimization of the potential energyof the system. One numerical
method is the Monte Carlo method [85] or the Metropolis sampling method [86]; these
methods use a random rearrangement of atoms with an acceptancriterion to search for
the minimum energy configuration. Another method is the conjugate gradient method [87,
88]; this method determines specific positional rearrangements of atoms, conjugate to the
previous rearrangements, that follows the direction of steepest descent on the potential
energy curve. The nonlinear conjugate gradient method is used to iteratively solve for the
minimum energy configuration for the atomic positions within a predefined convergence
limit.
In this research, it is vital that the initial grain boundarystructures are accurately de-
scribed prior to the deformation process. Thus, the initialgr in boundary structures were
obtained using a nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm which incorporates the secant
method to determine the appropriate step length and the Polak-Ribière formulation for
the search direction [68]. For more details of the conjugateradient method, the reader
is referred to an article by Shewchuk [68]. The implementation of the nonlinear conjugate
gradient algorithm into the molecular statics framework has been reviewed by Spearot [89].
Unfortunately, there is no algorithm that guarantees determination of the global mini-
mum energy configuration. Thus, this work uses a large numberof initial starting positions
to increase the probability that the global minimum energy configuration is attained, as
in previous bicrystal energy minimization calculations (cf. [90–92]). This is accomplished
systematically by removing atomic layers at the interface or by manually translating the lat-
tice regions normal and parallel to the interface plane and allowing the energy minimization
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procedure to rearrange the interface atoms as necessary (resolving the microscopic degrees
of freedom of the grain boundary). For example, to access theminimum energyGB struc-
tures for many asymmetric tilt grain boundaries discussed in subsequent chapters, energy
minimization calculations utilize over 2700 initial configurations with different in-plane
rigid body translations and atom deletion criterion [78]. Tschopp and McDowell found
that some asymmetric tilt grain boundaries have accessibilities [90] as low as 0.1%. The
methodology used to obtain these structures in discussed inmore detail in Section2.2.2.
2.1.2 Molecular dynamics
In molecular dynamics (MD), the motion of atoms is described by the interatomic potential
(energy function), which is a function of the positions of the atoms in a system. The
evolution of atom positions and velocities for each time step in the simulation is calculated
using Newton’s second law of motion. The equations of motionfor all atoms are coupled
to the equations of motion of all other atoms in the system through the conservative forces.
By discretizing time into specific time steps, the coupled equations are solved based on
the atomic positions and velocities at the previous time step. In this research, the velocity
Verlet algorithm [93] is employed with a time step of 1 femtosecond. Once all the forces
on the atoms have been computed using Eq.2.1, then the Verlet algorithm can be employed
by using Newton’s second law of motion,i.e.,









In these equations,mi is the mass,pi is the momentum andvi is the velocity, where the
superscripti denotes thei th atom. The first derivative with respect to time is denoted by
a dot. Equations2.2 and2.3 are the equations of motion for a perfectly isolated system.
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However, most systems are not in perfect isolation and will interact with their surroundings.
In this case, the equations of motion need to be augmented with additional differential
equations to correctly describe the interaction between thsystem and its surroundings.
Hoover [94] has shown that the formulation for the equationsf motion for a constant
volume, constant temperature (NVT) ensemble is given as
ṙ i = p
i
m








Here,ζ is a thermodynamic friction coefficient that evolves with the deviation of the
instantaneous temperature,T (t), from the external temperature of the surroundings,Text.
The thermostating rate,νT , specifies the rate of the evolution ofζ̇.
The equations of motion can be similarly represented for thecas of a system with con-
stant pressure and temperature,i. . a isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble. Melchionnaet
al. [95] have shown that the correctNPT distribution function is obtained using a modifi-
cation to Nose and Hoover’s [94,96] original equations for the isothermal-isobaric case:




r i − R0
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V (σ (t) − PextI )
ḣ = ηh
(2.5)
In Eq.2.5, η is the isobaric friction coefficient that acts to balance the deviation between
the instantaneous stress tensor (σ (t)) and the specified external pressure (Pext), R0 is the
center of mass of the system,νP is the barostating rate,N is the number of atoms,kB is
Boltzmann’s constant,V is the system volume, andh is a tensor that contains the basis vec-
tors for the box. In Eq.2.5, ζ̇ andη̇ act to control the system deviation from the temperature
and pressure of the external reservoir, respectively. Furthermore, the integration of Eq.2 5
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is efficient, stable over a large number of timesteps, and minimal in memory requirements
since no scaling is required.
The disadvantage of using Eq.2 5 for dislocation nucleation simulations in anNPT
ensemble is that the external pressure must be specified. Theequations of motion move
the simulation cell boundaries in anNPT ensemble based on the difference between the
desired and current system pressures; since the cell boundaries are driven by the difference
in pressures, the strain rate in the system is not constant. Ymakovet al. [56] have shown
that by setting the desired system pressure in a given direction above a critical pressure,
dislocation nucleation and emission occurs at the grain boudaries. However, if the desired
system pressure is set below this critical pressure, the only deformation is due to grain
boundary mediated processes, such as grain boundary sliding and diffusion.
Spearotet al. [97] have modified the Melchionnaet al. [95] equations of motion such
that the rate of change of the cell boundaries is prescribed and, hence, the applied strain
rate is constant. As described by Spearotet al. [89, 97], the modified equations for the
isothermal-isobaric case with a specified strain rate are given by
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V (σ (t) − PextI ) − γη
ḣ = ηh
(2.6)
Here, the evolution of the isobaric friction coefficient is augmented by the termγη, an
additional damping term necessary for smooth motion of the system boundaries. These
NPTequations of motions are combined with a mixed set of boundary conditions, whereby
the motion of one simulation cell boundary is specified with the other two boundaries
following the equations of motion. This is accomplished by prescribing the rate of change




Stress calculations in atomistic simulations have been formulated in several ways. The




































whereU′ is the derivative of the potential energy with respect to position and r ij is the
distance vector between atomsi and j, i.e., r ij = r i − r j. The subscriptsα andβ denote
components in theα andβ directions, respectively.
For MD deformation simulations, this work will use the continuum stre s measure of
Zhou and McDowell [98] and Zhou [99] for a quantitative deformation response variable.
The virial stress [83, 100–102] has been commonly used, but Zhou and McDowell [98]
and Zhou [99] have shown that the virial stress is not equivalent to the continuum measure
of Cauchy stress. Specifically, the microkinetic contribution to the virial stress formula-
tion violates the classical conservation of momentum. Since this research aims at linking
atomistic results to higher scale continuum models, the choice f stress measure must be
equivalent to the continuum stress. While other authors haveproposed different continuum
stress measures for atomistics (e.g., the Hardy stress in Zimmermanet al. [103]), the Zhou
and McDowell formulation of the atomic stress is perhaps most appropriate for the current
deformation simulations.















whereFijα is the force vector between atomsi and j in the directionα, r β is the distance
vector in directionβ, N∗ is the number of neighbor atoms for atomi, N is the total number
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of atoms in the simulation cell, andV is the simulation cell volume. The volume averaged
stress tensorσαβ is the same as the global stress used in theMD simulations of Horstemeyer
et al. [104, 105] to investigate length scale effects on yield. This stress measure is used
throughout this work.
The stress measure in Eq.2.8 is used to obtain critical stress components that relate to
the dislocation nucleation event. Specifically, thestress required for dislocation nucle-
ation is defined as the maximum uniaxial tensile stress in the bicrystal simulations. Visual-
ization of selected grain boundary configurations with the centrosymmetry parameter [106]
and the slip vector [107] have shown that dislocations are nucleated at a strain very close to
that corresponding to the maximum tensile stress in both asymmetric tilt grain boundaries
and single crystals. In some cases, dislocations appeared to nucleate slightly before reach-
ing the maximum tensile stress (< 1.0% below the maximum tensile stress). However, in
light of the difficulty of visually ascertaining exactly when the dislocation nucleates (i.e.,
how many spatially clustered, disordered atoms on the slip plane constitute the nucleation
of a dislocation?), the maximum tensile stress will providean accurate indication of the
stress required for dislocation nucleation throughout this work.
2.1.4 Embedded atom method potential
This research uses the embedded atom method (EAM) interatomic potential developed by
Daw and Baskes [108,109], which is applicable toFCClattices with metallic bonds. Daw
and Baskes based theEAM on the quasiatom [110] and eff ctive medium [111] theories,
in which an impurity is embedded in a host of atoms. TheEAM views the energy of the
system as the sum of the energy to embed an atom into a local eletron density of all other
atoms in the system and the energy of the pair interactions inthe system. The total energy



































In these equations,̄ρi is the averaged background electron density at atomi due to the









is the pair interaction for atomsi and j, separated by the scalar
distancer i j . The background electron density is a superposition of the electron density














characterizes the decay of electron density as a function ofdistancer i j from
atom j.
An important assumption in the derivation ofEAM is that the electron background
density is spherically distributed. This restricts the useof EAM potentials to materials in
which angular bonding is deemed unimportant,e.g., certainFCCmetals. InFCCmetals,
by empirically fitting to several key parameters (e.g., equilibrium lattice constant, elastic
moduli,etc.), Foileset al.[112] show that theEAM potential accurately reproduces several
properties of both pure metals and binary alloys, such as thevacancy migration energy, the
vacancy formation volume, divacancy binding energy, divacancy migration energy, self-
interstitial formation energy, self-interstitial formation volume, self-interstitial migration
energy, surface energy, and impurity segregation energy. In addition, forMD simulations
of deformation, reproducing the intrinsic and unstable stacking fault energies are essential
for simulations of nucleation and motion of partial dislocations inFCCcrystals.
The EAM assumption of non-directional bonding is inaccurate for body-centered cu-
bic (BCC) and hexagonal close-packed (HCP) material systems; even certainFCCmetals,
such as Al, exhibit more directional bonding than others such as Cu [113]. For these ma-
terials, Baskeset al. [114–117] developed the modified embedded-atom method (MEAM),
which uses the same formalism asEAM to account for the directionality of bonding to re-
produce physical properties in various crystal structuresincluding silicon, germanium, and
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diamond cubic as well asHCP, BCC, andFCCcrystal structures. However, when applied
to MD simulations, the originalMEAM has several shortcomings: the(111) surface energy
is lower than the(100) surface energy in mostBCC metals, contrary to experimental re-
sults [118,119], and a structure more stable than the original structure is created duringMD
simulations of some metallic crystal structures (.g., HCPmetals in Maeet al. [120]). Lee
and Baskes [121] show that by modifying the originalMEAM formalism to partially in-
clude the interactions of the second nearest neighbors, theecond nearest neighborMEAM
(2NN MEAM) agrees better with the experimental data for surface energies and with the
structure inMD simulations. The2NN MEAM has been applied to bothBCC transition
metals [122] andFCCmetals [123] to alleviate both of the aforementioned problems with
the originalMEAM formulations. However, the2NN MEAM still does not predict stack-
ing fault energies for Al better thanEAM potentials; in view of the focus on dislocations
in this research, theEAM potential is therefore used for both the Cu and Al interatomic
potentials.
Embedded atom method potentials for Cu [124] and Al [125] wereus d for this re-
search. These potentials were experimentally fit to give thecorrect physical properties for
Cu and Al, including the equilibrium lattice parameter, the cohesive energy, three elastic
constants, and the vacancy formation energy, to name a few. The calculated stacking fault
energies for these potentials are consistent with experimental data andab initio calcula-
tions; for Al, the stable stacking fault energy (SFE) was even included as a highly weighted
fitting parameter. The stableSFEis critical for atomistic simulations of fracture and de-
formation because it determines the width of dislocation dissociation in the lattice; this not
only affects full and partial dislocation emission, but also theGB structure of materials.
These particularEAM potentials also approximate the unstableSFEadequately; this is im-
portant for capturing dislocation nucleation events [126]. The choice ofEAM potentials
determines the accuracy of deformation results, especially in Al where EAM potentials
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have chronically underestimated the stable stacking faultenergy [127]. The stable and un-
stable stacking fault energy calculated by theEAM potentials of Mishinet al. are closer
to density functional theory calculations [128] than otherEAM potentials (e.g., Foileset
al. [112], Voter and Chen [129], Ercolessi and Adams [130], Liuet al. [131]).
Recent simulations have argued the importance of both the stable and unstable stacking
fault energy for simulating dislocation processes with embdded atom method potentials.
For example, Van Swygenhoven and colleagues [23, 132] argued the importance of both
the intrinsic and unstable stacking fault energies,γS F andγUS F to model grain boundary
structure and dislocation nucleation. Moreover, Van Swygenhovenet al. proposed that
the transition between partial and full dislocation emission can be correctly understood in
terms of the generalized planar fault energy curve, which considers both the intrinsic and
the unstable stacking fault energies. They find that the ratio of intrinsic to unstable stacking
fault energies is a critical parameter for determining whether a trailing partial dislocation
is emitted from theGB in nanocrystalline materials; as this ratio approaches unity, the
energy barrier for creating a trailing partial dislocations very low. Mishinet al. reported
excellent agreement between the intrinsic stacking fault energy computed with their Cu
and Al potentials as compared with experimental andb initio calculations. Moreover, an
analysis by Boyeret al. [133] and Zimmermanet al. [127] of stress-displacement, atomic
relaxation, and theγ-surface for{111}〈112〉 shear indicated that the Mishinet al. Cu and
Al potentials capture the essential characteristics of deformation, including the unstable
stacking fault energy, in line withab initio electronic structure calculations. Thus, the
EAM potentials utilized in this research are considered sufficient to model the structure of
symmetric and asymmetric tilt grain boundaries as well as the nucleation of dislocations
from these boundaries.
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2.1.5 Visualization of atoms
In atomistic simulations, post-processing of the atomic information requires various tech-
niques and computational tools to effectively visualize dislocation activity during the de-
formation process. Several approaches have been used to visualize dislocation activity.
Dislocations are typically visualized with either centrosymmetry [106], common neighbor
analysis [134, 135], slip vector [107], energy [136] or coordination number [137]. Figure
2.1 shows some examples of how these different visualization tools are used to visualize
dislocations. This research mainly employed the visualization methods in Fig.2.1(a) and
2.1(b), i.e., the centrosymmetry parameter and slip vector, respectively.
The centrosymmetry parameter [106] characterizes the position of an atom with respect
to its nearest neighbors. The centrosymmetry parameter exploits that a centrosymmetric
FCC material will remain centrosymmetric upon elastic deformation, i.e., each atom has
pairs of equal and opposite bonds to its nearest neighbors. In an local elastic environment,
the centrosymmetry for an atom is zero. However, the centrosymmetry parameter is non-
zero for atoms at free surfaces, dislocations, stacking faults, grain boundaries and other












wherer j andr j+6 are the bond length vectors of two neighboring atoms on opposite sides of
the atom in question. The summation of 1 to 6 incorporates the12 nearest neighbors (or 6
bond pairs) for an atom in anFCCmaterial. The centrosymmetry parameter (Pi) increases
from zero as the centrosymmetry for atomi decreases.
The slip vector [107] quantifies the Burgers vectors of dislocations created during de-
formation by computing the displacement of atoms from theirinitial positions relative to




Figure 2.1: Methods for visualizing dislocations in atomistic simulations: (a) Centrosym-
metry parameter [106], (b) slip vector parameter [107], (c)coordination number [137], and
common neighbor analysis [134,135] (from Ref. [138]).
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xij − X ij
)
, (2.12)
whereN∗ is the number of nearest neighbors for atomi, Ns is the number of slipped neigh-
bors for atomi, andxij andX ij are the distance vectors between atomsi and j in the current
and reference configurations, respectively. The slip vector is applicable to any material
system since it does not require the atomic configuration to be centrosymmetric, as with
the centrosymmetry parameter [106].
In addition to viewing dislocation activity, deformation processes at the atomic scale
may require visualizing the free volume associated with grain boundary and/or triple junc-
tion regions. Farkaset al.[11] defined the free volume by overlaying a grid onto a nanocrys-
talline Ni sample. For every point on the grid, the nearest atomic distance was calculated
and if the nearest atom distance is greater than a defined critical distance, the grid point
was considered free volume. With this free volume method, Farkas et al. observed the
evolution of free volume ahead of a crack tip in a nanocrystalline Ni grain structure. A
similar method for visualizing free volume has been developd by Tschoppet al. [82] for
characterizing the volume fraction and spatial distribution functions for free volume within
the grain boundary. This method was applied to〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain boundaries with
the E structural unit and is discussed with the simulation results in Chapter5.
2.2 Simulation specific methodology
Here, the simulation methodology employed for generation of the computational cell and
the minimum energy structure is discussed along with various techniques that are used
within multiple chapters, such as the identification of grain boundary structural units.
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2.2.1 Computational cell and boundary conditions
A computational cell with Born-von Karman three-dimensional (3D) periodic boundary
conditions consisting of two grains was used in the atomistic simulations in this work. Fig-
ure2.2show an example of the computational cell used to obtain the equilibrium 0 K GB
structure and excess energy, and to nucleate dislocations in the uniaxial deformation sim-
ulations. For symmetric and asymmetric tilt grain boundaries, the tilt axis,ci, is the same





cell has been previously used to model grain boundary structure [90] and to study dislo-
cation nucleation in selected〈100〉 and〈110〉 symmetric tiltGBs [97, 139]. There are two
crystallographically identicalGBs in each simulation cell: one periodicGB at the upper
and lower bounds of the simulation cell (GB1) and oneGB in the middle of the cell (GB2).
The3D periodic boundary conditions ensure that there are no fixed regions of atoms within
the computational cell,i.e., free surfaces. For generation of the minimum energy structu e,
this allows the crystal lattices to translate during energyminimization if such a translation
is energetically favorable. For the deformation of this computational cell, this removes the
effects involved with free surfaces, which may have detrimental effects on the nucleation
of dislocations, and also allows the use of theNPTequations of motion for deformation, as
used in the deformation of3D nanocrystalline materials (e.g., [23,45,50,53,140–142]).
The geometry and dimensions of the cells are similar to that used in previous works. For
example, for generation of the minimum energy structure, Rittner and Seidman [90] used
a similar computational cell with a spacing between grain boundaries of 5 nm to create
their minimum energy symmetric tilt grain boundary structures. The size of the computa-
tional cell must be large enough to eliminate any interaction between the twoGBs while
minimizing the number of atoms in the computational cell. A mini um distance between
GBs (dGB) of 5 nm in Cu was used. This distance is identical in the two crystals; i.e.,
dGB = x |n1| = y |n2| wherex andy are positive numbers, andni is theGB normal in crystal
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the 3D periodic bicrystal computational cell showing crystal




and the spacing between
periodic GBs is greater than 5 nm.
slightly larger distances in Al (a0= 4.032 Angstroms) than in Cu (a0= 3.615 Angstroms).
Simulations show that the error inGB energy associated with the distancedGB ≥ 5 rela-






ATGB in Cu, whereΦ is the inclination angle from the coherent twin boundary. The
minimum period in the X and Z directions (i.e., theGB plane) was chosen to reduce the
size of the boundary region and the number of atoms in the simulations. Simulations con-
firm that this assumption does not affect either theGB excess energy calculations or the
GB structure. With these conditions, the simulation cells in Chapter3 contain between






Φ = 70.53◦ ATGB.
For deformation of the grain boundaries, the dimensions in all directions are increased
to counteract the image constraints caused by the periodic bundary conditions. The simu-
lation cell dimensions were set to a minimum length of 16 nm intheGB plane directions
and a minimum distance of 16 nm between the periodicGBs (i.e., a total length of 32 nm
or greater in the direction normal to theGB). Appropriate dimensions were used to en-
force the3D boundary conditions. Simulations that investigated the eff ct of the distance
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between the boundaries validated that the stress required fo islocation nucleation was
essentially unaffected by further increases in the size of the simulation cell. For example,
there was an error of approximately 1.0% in the peak tensile stress between a simulation
cell with a 16 nm distance between boundaries (as used in thiswork) and a cell with a 24





ATGB at 10 K.
Spearotet al. [89] justified their choice of the distance between periodicgrain bound-
aries by computing the stress field generated by the dislocations in the interface. They
found that a spacing between interfaces of≥ 10 nm was sufficiently large to minimize ef-
fects on nucleation of the first dislocation. Spearotet al. [89] have shown that dislocation
nucleation is accompanied by distortion of the structural units in the interface. Moreover, if
this distortion is represented as a single dislocation placed at the dislocation point, the mag-
nitude of the shear stress at the opposite boundary is generally l ss than 10% of the ideal
shear strength derived from first principles calculations [143]. Since the 16 nm distance
betweenGBs in this work exceeds that in Spearotet al. [97,139], it is deemed sufficient to
avoid significant effects of periodic boundaries on the3D dislocation nucleation dynamics.
The same notation for the computational cell is used throught this work, whereby
the grain boundary period direction is specified as the X-direct on, the grain boundary nor-
mal direction is specified as the Y-direction, and the tilt axis direction is specified as the
Z-direction. In some cases the Miller indices are necessaryto describe the directions asso-
ciated with the grain boundary. Here, the grain boundary period, normal and tilt direction
vectors are specified bypi, ni, andci wherei refers to the crystal.
When generating the minimum energy grain boundary structures, th periodic simula-
tion cell boundaries normal to the boundary (Y-direction) are permitted to move to allow
for volume expansion at theGB and to relieve the internal pressure within the cell. The
lateral simulation cell boundaries are fixed to maintain thecorrect equilibrium lattice con-
stant in the bulk crystal lattice regions. For the uniaxial loading simulations, the applied
load is always along the Y-direction, perpendicular to the boundary plane. The lateral cell
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boundaries are allowed to move via theNPT equations of motion in Eq.2.6.
2.2.2 Generation of minimum energy grain boundary structure
For each initial configuration, theATGB generation step constructs identical atomic struc-
tures at the two periodicGBs: GB1 and GB2 in Figure 2.2. This is important because
without identical atomic structures at the grain boundaries in the generation stage, energy
minimization may produce differentGB energies and structures at the twoGBs. For ex-
ample, this may result in a higher energy metastableGB at GB1 and a stableGB at GB2,
which may be detrimental to further simulations that use this periodic atomic configura-
tion. The methodology presented here results in identicalGB structures at GB1 and GB2
and this methodology can be extended to more complex boundaries with both tilt and twist
character. There are three vital steps in generating the grain boundary structures.
2.2.2.1 Rigid body translation
After creating atoms in the two crystal lattice regions, rigid body translations (RBTs) of
one lattice with respect to the other was used to sample a number of different initial con-
figurations, improving the chance of finding the correct equilibrium GB structures [90].
The RBT vectors consist of two components parallel topi andci. The translational compo-
nents are divided into a grid of points to sample the in-planetranslations uniformly; these
components are characterized using the displacement shiftcomplete (DSC) lattice [144].
Applying this toGBs, the translational vectors of theDSC lattice result in the conserva-
tion of the boundary atom positions of the two lattices,i.e., this results in the same atom
positions. A grid spacing of 0.25DSC lattice vectors ora0/8[11̄0] in theci direction is
used for each boundary. The grid spacing in thepi direction is the smaller of the two grain
boundary periods multiplied by 1/4 (i.e., (1/4)p1 if |p1| < |p2|). This results in exactly 16
RBT vectors for each selected grain boundary; forGBs with a large|pi |, additional RBT
vectors in thepi direction are used to increase the chance of locating the equilibrium 0 K
GB structure.
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2.2.2.2 Criterion for atom deletion
In the atom generation and translation steps, atoms were built up to theGBs; hence, neigh-
boring grains may contain atoms that were physically too close. Atoms too close to each
other were removed by defining a critical distance between neighboring atoms for deletion.
This criterion was used for removing atoms at the two periodic GBs. For this work, dis-
tances between 0.275a0 and 0.700a0 in increments of 0.005a0 were sampled for eachRBT.
In addition, the interplanar spacing often differs in eachATGB crystal lattice, so the initial
configuration may be different depending on whether atoms are deleted from crystal 1 or
crystal 2; therefore, both cases were included. For each grain boundary studied, this re-
sulted in 172 different initial configurations for eachRBT vector (i.e., 2752 configurations
total). The criterion for atom deletion increased the number of different initial configura-
tions, while maintaining identical structures at GB1 and GB2 for each initial configuration
sampled by removing an identical number of atoms from each periodic GB.
The criterion for atom deletion differs from methodologies used for obtainingGB ener-
gies available in the literature. Some methods translate the atom build origin in the direction
normal to theGB plane. Either methodology may be used to obtain the minimum energy
configuration as long as there are a sufficient number of initial configurations. Furthermore,
some methods do not use periodic boundary conditions in the direction perpendicular to the
boundary plane. Free surfaces are often employed and this may actually result in a simpler
calculation of the minimum energy grain boundary structure. However, the3D periodic
configuration was chosen because of its applicability toMD simulations following the gen-
eration of these structures:e.g., the nucleation of partial dislocations fromATGBs [77], as
examined inSTGBs [64,97,139].
2.2.2.3 Molecular statics
A parallelMD code that employs domain decomposition [69] was used for molecular stat-
ics simulations. TheMD code was modified by adding a nonlinear conjugate gradient
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algorithm for energy minimization along with the necessarysubroutines to iterate over the
different initial configurations for eachGB. The nonlinear conjugate gradient subroutine
employed both the Polak-Ribière formula and the secant method for calculating the new
search direction (i.e., for atom movement) and the appropriate step size (magnitude of
movement), respectively. The conjugate gradient algorithm terminated when the residual
of the potential energy (i.e., the force vector) fell below a predefined value that corresponds
to an error in the interface energy of approximately 0.1% when compared to a much lower,
computationally more expensive, value.
Molecular statics simulations rearrange atoms to identifythe equilibrium 0 KGB struc-
tures and energies. Since energy minimization techniques oft n require numerous initial
configurations to locate the minimum energy configuration, the relative ease of accessing
the equilibrium structure was examined. The accessibilityof the equilibrium 0 K structure
is defined as percentage of initial configurations required to obtain that structure [90]. Fig-





Φ = 70.53◦ ATGB as a function
of theGB energy. Assigning a width of 2 mJ/m2 for each bin, 15 individualGB structures
were obtained. The accessibility of the equilibrium 0 KGB structure was approximately
8.76%. While many of theATGBs have accessibilities greater than 10%, the accessibilities
of someATGBs are< 1%. The multiplicity of energies for eachATGB corresponds to dif-
ferent atomic configurations, as in Wanget al. [145], but only the lowest energy structure
was used for the structural analyses.
2.2.2.4 Methodology validation
The above methodology was used to create 48STGBs in the〈110〉 tilt axis system cor-
responding to different misorientation angles in both Cu and Al. The calculatedenergy
values are in excellent agreement with previously calculated EAM GB energies for Cu
and Al ( [92] and [146], respectively). Additionally, the trend of the Al curve is in agree-
ment with the experimentally measured〈110〉 energy curve determined from the Herring
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Figure 2.3: Graph showing the accessibility of the different stable and metastable GB
configurations for theΣ3(111)1/(115̄)2Φ = 70.53◦ ATGB. Notice that 15 different 0 K
structures are generated, but the minimum energy 0 K grain bou dary structure is only
accessed 8.76% of the time.
relationship by Hasson and coworkers [147]. Several of theGB structures generated are
compared to the simulatedGB structures for low and highSFEmaterials [72, 91, 148] as
well as experimentally observedGB structures using high resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy [90, 149, 150]; theGB structures predicted using this methodology are in
agreement with both the calculated and experimentalGB structures. In addition to this
validation, the symmetric and asymmetric tilt grain boundary structures and energies are
compared with available HRTEM structures and experimentally measured energies, which
is discussed in the subsequent chapters.
2.2.3 Identification of grain boundary structural units
The grain boundary structures were identified using the centrosymmetry parameter of
Kelchneret al. [106]. Recall that the centrosymmetry parameter permits theidentification
of those atoms whose local environment is elastically deformed (i.e., bulk crystal lattice)
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from atoms whose local environment is distorted due to lattice defects or, in this case, grain
boundary structural units (SUs). The centrosymmetry parameter is given by Eq.2.11. A
threshold ofPi = 0.25 was used as a guideline to delineate atoms belonging toGB SUs
from those belonging to the bulk lattice. OnceGB atoms were identified, these atoms were
divided intoSUs that are consistent with the structural units of the symmetric tilt grain
boundaries with identicalΣ value for theATGBs or with previously calculated structural
units (e.g., [90,148,151]) forSTGBs.
2.2.4 Grain boundary energy
The grain boundary energy (γGB) is defined as the excess energy of a bicrystal containing a
grain boundary with respect to an equal number of atoms in a perfect crystal. In our work,
theGB energy is calculated by the following technique:
1. The total energy is calculated by summing the potential energy of each atom (γi) over




2. The total excess energy is calculated from the difference between the energy of the





3. The interfacial excess energy is calculated by dividing by the interfacial area,e.g.,
2AGB for this configuration. Therefore, the expression for obtaining the grain bound-





i (γi − γbulk) wherei sums over all atoms within the
computational cell.
2.2.5 Deformation of grain boundary structure
There are two essential steps that must be performed prior tothe deformation simulations
under a uniaxial load. First, after the minimum energy configuration is attained via molec-
ular statics calculations as discussed in Section2.2.2, this structure is generated in the
larger computational cell necessary for the deformation simulations. The same parameters
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are used to access the minimum energy structure; the periodic gra n boundaries gener-
ated in the larger simulation cell will have the same grain boundary structure and energy
as the smaller simulation cell used for generating the minimum energy structure1. Second,
molecular dynamics simulations are used to equilibrate thecomputational cell to a specified
pressure of 0 bar and the temperature of interest, 10 K or 300 K. The Melchionnaet al.[95]
equations of motion given in Eq.2.5are used to control the simulation cell boundaries.
Once the configuration has achieved the specified pressure and t mperature, then uniax-
ial deformation can begin. For many simulations, the bicrystal configuration is deformed in
uniaxial tension applied normal to the boundary plane (Y-direct on) at a constant strain rate
of 109 s−1. The movement of the simulation cell boundary corresponding to the Y-direction
is prescribed, while the motions of the lateral cell boundaries (X and Z) are governed by
the modified Melchionnaet al. [95] equations of motion (Eq.2.6), as in Spearotet al. [89].
For all simulations in this work, the lateral boundaries aresp cified as stress-free. The
109 s−1 strain rate was chosen for its computational efficiency vs. lower strain rates and
to avoid the detrimental effects (e.g., inducing shock waves within the computational cell)
that are introduced at higher strain rates. Moreover, atomistic simulations of grain bound-
ary dislocation nucleation in uniaxial tension and compression under quasistatic loading
conditions (as applied in Ref. [152]) have shown similar stress-strain responses and dis-
location nucleation mechanisms to the dynamic strain rate used here. These results are
discussed for〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain boundaries with the E structural unit iChapter7.
Therefore, this strain rate is deemed sufficient for investigating dislocation nucleation from
grain boundaries.
1Recall that the smaller simulation cell bounds were used because several thousand trial configurations
are often necessary to locate the one minimum energy structure
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2.3 Grain boundaries
2.3.1 Grain boundary degrees of freedom
The geometry for grain boundaries starts with identifying the grain boundary in terms of
degrees of freedom. TheGB can be identified by eight degrees of freedom total: five de-
grees of freedom (DOF) referring to macroscopic parameters and three degrees of freedom
relating to microscopic parameters [65,153]. The five macroscopic degrees of freedom are
divided into two grain boundary normal directions (4DOF) and an angle (1DOF). Note
that to specify a direction in three-dimensional space, only two degrees of freedom are
required. The three microscopic degrees of freedom correspond to the relative translation
between the two lattices at an atomic level. When defining aGB, the five macroscopic de-
grees of freedom are used to identify the misorientation betwe n the two crystallographic
lattices as well as the grain boundary plane. The following subsections will discuss the
common methods used to defineGBs. Note that the three microscopic degrees of freedom
are typically not specified.
The grain boundary are primarily defined in two ways [153]:
1. Interface Plane Scheme. This scheme specifies theGB normals in the two adjoining
crystal lattices (i.e., n1 andn2) along with the rotation angle (θ).
2. Angle/Axis Scheme. This scheme specifies the misorientation across theGB with
an axis of misorientation (UVW) along with an angle (θ); this gives theGB misori-
entation but not theGB plane. One of the grain boundary normals (i.e., n1 or n2) is
needed to completely specify both the misorientation and the grain boundary plane.
An alternative notation to the angle/axis notation is to use the misorientation matrix
(M ) to describe the rotation required to transform one crystalla tice to an adjacent crystal
lattice. However, the misorientation matrix also fails to give the grain boundary plane so
one of theGB normals (n1 or n2) is required to fully describe a grain boundary with a
misorientation matrix. In this work, a combination of the angle interface plane scheme
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and the angle/axis scheme is used. For the most part, the angle/axis scheme is used for
symmetric tilt grain boundaries and the interface plane scheme is used for asymmetric tilt
grain boundaries.
2.3.2 Symmetric versus Asymmetric Tilt Grain Boundaries
Grain boundaries are also typically classified as tilt or twis grain boundaries. In the an-
gle/axis notation, tilt grain boundaries are formed by a rotation about a tilt axis that lies
within the grain boundary plane. On the other hand, twist boundaries are formed by a
rotation about a tilt axis that lies perpendicular to the boundary plane.
Tilt grain boundaries are separated further into symmetricand asymmetric tilt grain
boundaries based on the orientation of the grain boundary plne. For symmetric tilt grain
boundaries (STGBs), the grain boundary plane is oriented such that the adjoining lattices
are mirror images of each other,i.e., STGBs are symmetric about the boundary plane. Due
to the symmetry for this class of boundaries,STGBs are often specified by a tilt axis, a
misorientation angle about that tilt axis, and one grain boundary normal or the plane that
this normal describes. For example, theΣ3 incoherent twin boundary can be obtained by
a 70.53◦ rotation about the〈110〉 tilt axis with a 〈111〉 GB normal direction defining the
(111) plane in one of the adjoining lattices. In this work, this boundary is referred to as
a Σ3(111) θ = 109.47◦ STGB. For asymmetric tilt grain boundaries (ATGBs), the grain
boundary plane is oriented such that the adjoining latticesar asymmetric with respect to
the grain boundary plane. Asymmetric tilt grain boundariesare often specified by a tilt
axis, two grain boundary normals or the planes that these normal vectors describe, and the
degree of rotation from aSTGBof the same misorientation (the inclination angle). Since
twist boundaries are formed by a rotation perpendicular to the boundary plane, there is no
sub-classification as symmetric or asymmetric,i.e. all twist boundaries are symmetric.
The terminology often used for characterizing the structure of coincident site lattice
(CSL) grain boundaries is the sigma (Σ) designation. ACSL boundary arises if the two
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lattices surrounding the grain boundary are viewed as penetrating through the boundary
into the other lattice, with points that are coincident to both lattices forming “coincident
lattice points”. The period of the coincident lattice points is defined through the symbol,Σ.
For example, if one in three atoms are coincident, this is aΣ3 CSL boundary; this can be
obtained by a 109.47◦ rotation about the〈110〉 axis in anFCCmaterial. In addition, many
of the low energyCSL boundaries have special properties related to them such as creep,
diffusivity, ductility, energy, fatigue, precipitation characteristics,etc.
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CHAPTER III
STRUCTURES AND ENERGIES OF Σ3 ATGBS
Chapter3 is the first of two chapters that focus on the structure and energy of several
asymmetric tilt grain boundary systems. In this chapter, atomistic simulations are used
to investigate the energy and structure of symmetric and asymmetricΣ3 〈110〉 tilt grain
boundaries. A nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm was employed along with an embed-
ded atom method potential for Cu and Al to generate the equilibri m 0 K grain boundary
structures. A total of 25〈110〉 grain boundary structures were explored to identify the vari-
ous equilibrium and metastable structures. Simulation results how that theΣ3 asymmetric
tilt grain boundaries in the〈110〉 system are composed of only structural units of the two
Σ3 symmetric tilt grain boundaries. The energies for theΣ3 grain boundaries are similar
to previous experimental and calculated grain boundary energies. A structural unit and
faceting model forΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries fits all of the calculatedasymmet-
ric grain boundary structures. The significance of these results is that the structural unit
and facet description of allΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries may be predicted from the
structural units of theΣ3 coherent twin and incoherent twin boundaries for both Cu andAl.
3.1 Introduction
Grain boundaries (GBs) are important microstructural features of polycrystalline materi-
als that impact the bulk properties [154]. Watanabe first introduced the concept of grain
boundary design [75] to describe the ability to effectively control the grain boundary char-
acter of materials to enhance their beneficial effects and reduce their detrimental effects
within the bulk polycrystalline material. Some of the first exp riments focused on improv-
ing the intergranular fracture process in polycrystals through increasing the fraction of low
order coincidence site lattice (CSL) boundaries [155]. The application of this concept has
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dramatically expanded to improve other functional and mechanical bulk properties, such
as intergranular stress-corrosion resistance [156] as well as creep strength and superplas-
ticity in materials [157]. The term ‘grain boundary engineering’ (GBE) implies the ability
to manipulate the grain boundary character distribution byprocessing methods to attain
certain bulk polycrystalline properties. Much of the focusof GBE has been on increasing
the distribution ofΣ3 GBs in low stacking fault energy (SFE) materials [66, 67]; the most
commonly citedΣ3 GB is the coherent twin boundary. While some earlyGBE research
primarily characterized theGBs in polycrystalline materials according to theirCSL repre-
sentation, some current research considers the role of the grain boundary plane as well. The
grain boundary properties depend not only upon the misorientatio between grains (which
defines theCSL content), but also upon the orientation of the grain boundary plane. As
an example that relates to this chapter, for allΣ3 tilt GBs with a〈110〉 misorientation axis,
theGB plane determines whether theΣ3 boundary is a coherent twin boundary (CTB) or a
symmetric incoherent twin boundary (SITB). In addition to these two symmetric tilt grain
boundaries (STGBs), all grain boundary planes between theCTB andSITB are asymmet-
ric tilt grain boundaries (ATGBs). The orientation of the grain boundary plane for these
Σ3 GBs can have strong eff cts on properties such as theGB energy [158, 159],GB diffu-
sion [160], or intergranular corrosion resistance [161]. In light of the role of grain boundary
plane orientation, Randle proposed the concept of ‘grain boundary plane engineering’ to
maximize the proportions of desirable grain boundary planes [162,163].
Consequently, many experiments investigate the role of the boundary plane in theΣ3
system to find the distribution ofΣ3 boundaries in polycrystals and to characterize the
effect of theCTB on properties. Experiments using anEBSD analysis include theGB
plane as part of the description of theGB character distribution to show the role ofGB
plane in defining whichΣ3 boundaries are present in the polycrystal. In high stacking
fault energy pure Al, theCTB was observed 25 times more frequently than expected in
a random distribution [164]. In the same study, theSITB was not observed. In a low
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Figure 3.1: TEM images of the as-processed microstructure of (a) Cu with a higher twin
density, (b) Cu with a lower twin density, and (c) control ultrafine-crystalline Cu essentially
without twins. Images are from Lu and coworkers [174].
stacking fault energy grain boundary engineeredα-brass, theCTB was observed over 2200
times more frequently than the random expectation [165]. The latter experiment shows
that low stacking fault energy materials can be engineered to produce a higher fraction
of coherent twin boundaries in the polycrystal. Different processing methods have shown
the ability to alter the grain boundary character distribution including thermomechanical
processing [166–168] or application of external magnetic fields [169–171]. The ability to
engineer low stacking fault energy polycrystals to increase theCTB fraction is utilized to
enhance the deformation behavior of polycrystalline materi ls. For example, the introduc-
tion of coherent twin boundaries with nanoscale spacing (.e., nanoscale twins) into the
grains of polycrystal materials (e.g., Fig. 3.1) has been associated with increased strength,
ductility, and hardness [172–177]. Additional experimental work has investigated the ef-
fects of both growth (or recrystallization, or annealing) twins and deformation twins on the
mechanical properties and inelastic behavior of materials. For example,TEM images at dif-
ferent stages of deformation in fine-grained Ag have shown that annealing twin boundaries
(i) emit dislocations, (ii) act as a barrier to slip sometimes and (iii) transmit dislocations
other times [178]. A better understanding of how the grain boundary plane influences the
structure ofΣ3 ATGBs may help to explain experimentally observed phenomena.
Atomistic simulations are also useful for providing insight into the effects ofCTBs on
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inelastic deformation behavior. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with grown-in twin
boundaries have shown that the deformation mechanism of nancrystalline (nc) materials
may change in someFCC metals to a twin boundary migration mechanism by emitting
partial dislocations [55, 62]. Additional simulations have investigated the effect of vicinal
twin boundaries on the dislocation activity inncAl [179]. Vicinal twin boundaries areGBs
that deviate slightly from the misorientation of theCTB. These simulations show that the
step structures within the vicinal twin boundaries act as dislocation sources. Furthermore,
Frøsethet al. [180] usedMD simulations to show that an increased fraction ofΣ3 GB
clusters in a nanocrystalline sample results in a lower potential for accommodating strain in
5 nm diameter grains. OtherMD simulations have shown the mechanism for transmission
of screw dislocations through aCTB [181]. With the large amount of experimental work
on the presence ofΣ3 GBs and their effect on deformation behavior, atomistic simulations
that focus onΣ3 GBs can promote understanding of the role of the grain boundarypl ne in
deformation.
Atomistic simulations can also be leveraged to examine the effect of the grain boundary
plane on the energy, structure, and otherGB properties. Wolf conducted several compre-
hensive atomistic simulations of structure and energy as a function of misorientation angle
for symmetric tilt and twistGBs [92, 182–184]. However, very few atomistic simulations
have explored the role of the grain boundary plane orientation on the structure and energy
of ATGBs. The atomistic simulations that do explore the grain boundary plane can be cat-
egorized into several areas. First, some of the initial atomistic simulations that explored
the energy and/or structure ofATGBs [185] may have been limited by the accuracy of po-
tentials (i.e., Lennard Jones) or the methodology, which may skew either the calculated
energies orGB structures. Many of these studies have not been repeated despite the ad-
vances in embedded atom method (EAM) potentials and methodology that can increase
the understanding of the energies and structures of theseATGBs. A second category of
atomistic simulations ofATGBs has focused on the structure of specific grain boundary
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planes (e.g., the 9R phase) to help explain the observedGB structure fromHRTEM images
(cf. [186–189]) or calculate certainGB properties (e.g., the shear deformation response
of a few specificATGBs [72]). Yet another category ofATGB atomistic simulations are
those that investigated the eff ct of the grain boundary plane orientation on theGB prop-
erties or mechanisms. For example, Zhang and Srolovitz studied both theGB mobility
and self-diffusivity properties as well as the atomic migration mechanisms forΣ5 GBs in
Ni [177,190]. While this highlights some of the different types ofATGB atomistic simula-
tions available in the literature, the fact remains that fewsimulations examine the structure
of ATGBs in terms of atomistic faceting and the geometry of structural nits as a function
of the orientation of the grain boundary plane.
The objective of this chapter is to study the influence of the grain boundary plane orien-
tation on the structure and energy for 25Σ3 GBs using embedded atom method potentials
for Cu and Al that accurately reflect both stable and unstable stacking fault energies. This
chapter is organized as follows. The first section outlines th simulation methodology used
to obtain the equilibrium 0 K grain boundary structures. Thesecond section presents the
energy results for this study and compares the Cu results withthe atomistically calculated
and experimentally measuredGB energies of Wolf and coworkers [158]. The third section
shows some selected symmetric tilt and asymmetric tiltΣ3 GB structures in terms of struc-
tural units from theCTB andSITB. The fourth section compares the faceting behavior and
structural units to other studies available in the literature. Additionally, this section illus-
trates the fit to an energetic model forΣ3 ATGBs and presents a structural unit and faceting
model forΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries.
3.2 Simulation methodology
3.2.1 Asymmetric tilt grain boundary geometry
Table3.1 lists all 25Σ3 grain boundaries studied in this research, including 2 symmetric
tilt grain boundaries (STGBs) and 23 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries (ATGBs). Note that
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in theCSL notation, the designationΣ3 denotes that if the two crystal lattices are allowed
to overlap, one in every three points is coincident; this occurs for a specific misorientation
angleθ = 70.53◦ about the [1̄0] tilt axis. This is the misorientation angle (θ) for all grain
boundaries in Table3.1; accordingly, they can be classified asΣ3 GBs. ThisCSL notation
only considers the grain boundary misorientation angleθ b tween the two lattices and does
not consider the grain boundary plane; additional consideration of theGB plane completely
defines theGB. For this purpose, the term inclination angleΦ is used to define the relative
rotation of the grain boundary plane about the tilt axis. Recall th t the twoSTGBs in theΣ3
system are the coherent twin boundary (CTB) and the symmetric incoherent twin boundary
(SITB); the CTB andSITB are defined asΦ = 0◦ andΦ = 90◦, respectively. All other
Σ3 boundaries with intermediate inclination angles areATGBs. The inclination angle and
grain boundary normals for the two adjoining lattices are giv n in Table3.1; ATGBs require
both normals to be specified to account for both the misorientation and inclination angles.
Figure3.2shows a schematic depicting the change in inclination anglefrom the
Σ3(111)Φ = 0◦ CTB to theΣ3(110)1 / (114)2Φ = 35.26
◦ ATGB to theΣ3(112)Φ = 90◦
SITB; the subscripts for theATGB denotes the grain boundary normal directions for the
upper and lower lattices (see Figure3.2(c)). In this schematic, the grain boundary plane
is represented by the long dotted horizontal line, the grainboundary normals are the short





unit cell. Consequently, Figure3.2(a) represents the perfect single crystal since the crystal
lattices in regions 1 and 2 are identical. Figure3.2(b) shows theΣ3(111)Φ = 0◦ CTB
which is obtained by rotating the lattices in (a) by+54.74◦ and−54.74◦ (i.e., misorientation
angleθ = 109.47◦ based on a[001] reference crystallographic direction). Figure3.2(c)
shows theΣ3(110)1 / (114)2Φ = 35.26
◦ ATGB which is obtained by rotating both crystal
lattices in (b) by 35.26◦ in the clockwise direction. Last, theΣ3(112)Φ = 90◦ SITB in
Figure3.2(d) is obtained by rotating both lattices in (b) by 90◦ in the clockwise direction.
Notice that the misorientation angle of Figure3.2(d) (i.e., θ = 70.53) is defined with respect
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to the[001] reference direction; the misorientation between the two lattices has not changed
in Figures3.2(b)-(d). Note that all clockwise rotations to both latticesbetween 0◦ and 90◦
- Figures3.2(b) and3.2(d), respectively - result inΣ3 ATGBs. Note that in this schematic,
the orientations of the lattices are rotated while the grainboundary plane is fixed. An
alternative representation of inclination angle is to viewthe lattices as fixed and the grain
boundary plane as rotating (cf. Figure 1 in [191]).
The remaining computational methodology is discussed in Chapter2. A computational
cell with Born-von Karman3D periodic boundary conditions consisting of two grains was
used to obtain the equilibrium 0 KGB structure and excess energy. The embedded atom
method (EAM) potentials for Cu [124] and Al [125] were used for this study.The grain
boundary generation methodology is presented in Section2.2.
3.3 Results: Atomistic calculations of ATGB energy
TheGB energies for the 25 Cu and Al boundary configurations are listed in Table3.1. The
Cu GB energies from this study are shown in Figure3.3(a) along with the calculatedGB
energies for 12 Cu bicrystal configurations by Wolf and coworkers [158]. Additionally,
the experimental results from 9Σ3 GBs obtained by thermal grooving experiments are
included [158]. The y-axis is theGB energy,γGB, divided by the〈110〉 surface energy,
γS ur f ace(i.e., 1476 mJ/m
2 for the EAM potential in this study). Potential reasons for the
discrepancy between calculated and experimental values may be due to the temperature
difference (i.e., the experimental values were obtained at a temperature of 1313 K). An
increase in temperature for the simulatedGB structures may result in changes to theGB
and surface energies; this, in turn, may result in a lower ratio of γGB/γS ur f ace. While the
magnitude of the calculated energies deviates slightly from experimental energies, the trend
between the experimental and calculated values is in good agreement.
There is also good agreement between the two CuGB energy curves considering the
different Cu potentials, simulation cell setup, and methodologies that are used for each
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Table 3.1: The inclination angles andGB normals for the 25GBs investigated in this
study. The periods in the X and Y directions are given in termsof lattice units since the
magnitudes of theGB normals andGB periods are not equal for the two crystals of each
ATGB. The calculatedGB energies for Cu and Al are also given.






















































/ (113)2 14.07 19.90 375.6 243.6
35.26◦ (110)1 / (114)2 3.00 16.97 426.9 267.1
40.32◦ (881)1 / (2,2,11)2 16.06 22.72 471.0 285.3
43.31◦ (551)1 / (117)2 10.10 14.28 493.7 296.2
46.69◦ (772)1 / (1,1,10)2 7.14 20.20 521.7 305.8
48.53◦ (331)1 / (1,1,13)2 18.49 26.15 533.8 312.5
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Figure 3.2: Schematic showing the eff ct of misorientation and inclination angle for four
〈110〉 tilt grain boundaries: (a)Σ1(001)θ = 0◦ STGB, (b) Σ3(111)θ = 109.47◦ coherent
twin boundary, (c)Σ3(110)1/(114)2Φ = 35.26◦ ATGB, (d) Σ3(112)θ = 70.53◦ incoher-
ent twin boundary. In this study, the inclination angles for(b-d) are 0◦, 35.26◦, and 90◦,
respectively.
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Calculated - This work
Calculated - Wolf et al. 1992
Measured - Wolf et al. 1992
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.3: (a) Grain boundary energy divided by the surface energyγGB/γS ur f ace as a
function of inclination angle for Cu. The values calculated in this work are compared with
both calculated values and experimental measurements [158]. (b) Grain boundary energy
as a function of inclination angle for Cu and Al. The fits for these values are described in
Section3.5.2.
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of the studies. The Wolfet al. [158] study used theEAM potential for Cu developed by
Foiles, Baskes, and Daw [112]. Their simulation cell consisted of oneGB bounded by two
free surfaces at a distance 4-7 nm away from theGB. The configurations were relaxed
using a conjugate gradient method. Interestingly, the grain boundary energy normalized
by the surface energy shows almost no difference with respect to potential in this region.
However, the difference betweenATGB energies and the normalized energy (Figure3.3(a))
is particularly pronounced for inclination anglesΦ > 70.53◦. In this GB region there is a
different phase at theGB in Cu; the rhombohedral 9R phase is formed from an intrinsic
stacking fault on every third plane in anFCCstructure. The presence of the 9R phase may
explain the larger difference inGB energies in this region; the higher stable and unstable
stacking fault energies of the Mishinet al. EAM potential [97] may show a more prominent
effect in dissociatedGB regions (i.e., the ATGBs with the 9R phase). In addition to its
presence in the CuΣ3 system, the R-phase is also important in martensitic transformations
in shape memory alloys (e.g., intermediate austenitic to martensitic phase transitions in
Ni-Ti alloys [192,193]).
The calculated and experimentally determined cusp inclinatio s are also in agreement.
First, the two relative minimumGB energies for Cu are at theCTB (Φ = 0◦) and at an
inclination angle approximately 8◦ from theSITB (Φ = 90◦). While Wolf and coworkers
show a deep cusp at theΣ3(223)1/(4,4, 1̄1)2Φ = 81.95◦ ATGB relative to the surround-
ing ATGBs, the present study shows a more gradual decrease inGB energies from the
Σ3(111)1/(115̄)2Φ = 70.53◦ ATGB to the relative minimumGB energy of the
Σ3(223)1/(4,4, 1̄1)2Φ = 81.95◦ ATGB. This difference may be due to either the free sur-
faces in their simulation cell or proximity of the two periodc GBs in ours. To investigate
this difference, the distance between GB1 and GB2 is increased to 100 nm for the minimum
energy configurations with inclination anglesΦ > 70.53◦; the energies and structures given
for these configurations use the 100 nm minimum distance between GB1 and GB2. How-
ever, despite this difference in energies, both studies predict that the minimum energyGB
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in this region isΦ = 81.95◦ ATGB. Moreover, the thermal grooving experimental results
also show that theΣ3(223)1/(4,4, 1̄1)2Φ = 81.95◦ ATGB is the preferred facet in Cu. The
agreement between these two studies with respect toGB energy values, the energy curves,
and the relative minimum energy configurations validates that e methodology used for
obtaining theGB structure results is appropriate.
Figure3.3(b) plots both the Cu and AlGB energies from this study as a function of the
inclination angle. TheΣ3 ATGB energy curve for Al differs from Cu with respect to both
the shape of the curve as well as the two minimum energy configurations. The Al energy
curve slowly increases to a maximum value at theΣ3(445)1/(227̄)2Φ = 76.74◦ ATGB and
exhibits only twoGB energy minima, one at theCTB and one at theSITB. The difference
in the shape of the energy curve for Al results from the highSFEof Al which suppresses
GB dislocation dissociation and formation of the 9R phase.
Two geometric criteria that have been used to compareGB structures to determine var-
ious properties, including low interfacial energy. The twom st commonly used geometric
criteria forGBs are the planar coincident site densityΓ [194] and the average interplanar
spacing,〈d〉 = 1/2(d1 + d2), wheredi is the interplanar spacing for crystali. Both of these
geometric criteria calculate that theCTB is the most singularGB in this study. Minkwitz
et al. [160] used these two geometric criteria to explain the inclination dependence of dif-
fusion in Cu; they found that theΓ criterion correlated best with their experimental data.
However, in this case, the calculated energy curves for Cu andAl in Figure 3.3(b) exhibit
different minima and maxima with respect to inclination angle. The maximumGB energy
in Cu occurs atΦ = 70.53◦, while Al exhibits a maximum energy atΦ = 76.74◦. Addition-
ally, Cu exhibits a minima energy cusp atΦ = 81.95◦, while Al exhibits a minima energy
cusp at theSITB,Φ = 90◦. In agreement with the review of Sutton and Baluffi [195], albeit
this work investigated the energy ofΣ3 ATGBs, it is found that no single geometric crite-
rion is able to describe theΣ3 ATGB energy because a geometric criterion cannot account
for the physics of the interface structure.
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3.4 Results: Atomistic calculations of ATGB structures
3.4.1 Identification of grain boundary structures
The grain boundary structures for all theΣ3 ATGBs were identified using the methodology
described in Section2.2.3. The presence of the 9R phase for Cu necessitates that the
GB structures for Cu should be separated into two distinct groups, those with inclination
anglesΦ = 70.53◦ and those withΦ ≥ 70.53◦. These structures are presented in the
next two subsections for Cu and then theGB structures generated with the Al potential are
compared to the CuGB structures.
3.4.2 Inclination anglesΦ < 70.53◦
Figure3.4(a)-(f) shows the equilibrium 0 KGB structures in Cu for six boundaries with
inclination angles 0◦ ≤ Φ < 70.53◦. The structures are viewed along the [11̄0] tilt axis and
the atoms on two consecutive (22̄0) planes are shown as black and white. TheGB normal
and period vectors for the lower and upper crystal are shown in the corner boxes on the
left-hand for eachGB. The two arrows in the upper right corner correspond to the ideal
location of theCTB andSITB facets based on theGB inclination angle (also shown). There
are two facets for eachΣ3 ATGB: one facet corresponds to theSUs of theCTB and one
facet corresponds toSUs associated with theSITB. Consequently, the onlySUs present are
theSUs that are observed in theΣ3 STGBs: the C and DSUs (see Figure3.4(a) and3.5(f)).
The CSUis composed of four atoms arranged in a diamond shape, while the DSUis a line
connecting two atoms. The DSU is closely related to a Shockley partial dislocation and is
frequently found terminating an intrinsic stacking fault (e.g., in theΣ3(112)SITB).
After theSUs for theΣ3 ATGBs are identified, they can then be associated with either
the CTB or theSITB facets. TheCTB facet contains only DSUs that correspond to the
Σ3(111)θ = 109.47◦ STGB. The number of DSUs on theCTB facet decreases as the
inclination angle increases; theΣ3(77̄4)1/(558)2Φ = 13.26◦ ATGB contains 12 DSUs
on everyCTB facet while theΣ3(110)1 / (114)2Φ = 35.26






































































Figure 3.4: Six Σ3 grain boundary structures in Cu for various inclination anglesΦ <








planes are shown as black and white. The grain boundary normal and period vectors for
the lower and upper crystal are shown in the corner boxes on the left-hand side for each
grain boundary. The inclination angle is shown in the upper right corner. Note that (a) is
theCTB, while all otherGBs areΣ3 ATGBs.
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SUs on everyCTB facet. TheSITB facet contains the C and DSUs corresponding to the
Σ3(112) θ = 70.53◦ STGB. All |DC| units forATGBs withΦ < 70.53◦ are separated by at
least one DSUon theCTB facet;i.e., a|DCDC| structure could occur on theSITB facet, but
this would be a metastable atomistic configuration. Also, notice that the DSU associated
with theSITB dissociates in a direction parallel to theCTB facet. For Figures3.4(b)-(d),
the DSU only dissociates in one direction. However, for inclinations anglesΦ ≥ 54.74◦
(Figures3.4(e)-(f)) the DSU dissociates in the opposite direction. This transition of the
dissociated DSU from one side of the CSU to the other side depends on the relative
proximity of the facets. ForΣ3 ATGBs, the spacing between both theCTB andSITB facets
determines the local strain state, which then influences thedirectionality of dissociation of
the DSU. In Figure3.4(d), directly before this transition, the dissociated DSUapproaches
the CSU on the adjacentSITB facet. The local strain state surrounding this CSU acts
as a barrier and appears to pin the dissociated DSU, which causes the dissociation to
proceed in the opposite direction. It is also interesting tonote that all DSUs associated
with the SITB dissociate, while none of the DSUs associated with the low energyCTB
facet dissociate. Last, in Figures3.4(d) and (e), the unit cell is outlined both away from the
boundary and at the boundary to show the distortion in the unit cell at theGB. Note that
these two boundaries have a low indexGB normal (i.e., [001] and[110]), but do not have a
GB structure (orGB energy) that deviates significantly fromGBs with similar inclination
angles.
Table3.2summarizes theGB structure for the sixGBs depicted in Figure3.4. In Table
3.2, the GB structure is characterized with a notation format that identifi s theSUs, the
GB period, the relative displacement ofSUs in the tilt axis direction, and the facet that
the SU belongs to. The bars around the structure denotes oneGB period perpendicular





along the tilt axis from other similarSUs. The slash is used to represent a
transition from one facet to another; allGB structures start on theCTB facet. This notation
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Table 3.2: GB structural unit description of the sixGBs in Fig.3.4.


















/ (112)2 |4(D.D)/DC| 1 8
35.26◦ (110)1 / (114)2 |2(D.D)/DC| 1 4







helps to distinguish DSUs on theCTB facet from DSUs on theSITB facet. Additionally,
the notation 6(D.D) denotes that there are 12 DSUs on thisCTB facet that alternate with
respect to their relative translation in the tilt axis direction. As noted above, the ratio of the
D SUs on theCTB facets to the|DC| units on theSITB facets decreases as the inclination
angle increases.
3.4.3 Inclination anglesΦ ≥ 70.53◦
Figure3.5(a)-(f) shows the equilibrium 0 KGB structures in Cu for six boundaries with
inclination anglesΦ ≥ 70.53◦. This particular set ofGBs has attracted a significant amount
of interest due to the 9R phase transformation occurring betwe n two boundaries in sev-
eral low SFEmaterials:e.g., Cu [158, 159], Ag [186, 188], and Au [196]. This section
investigates the effect of inclination angle on theGB structure by comparing numerous
GB structures within the 9R region. First, the maximum inGB energy occurs at the
Σ3(112)θ = 70.53◦ ATGB, which is a transitionalGB structure for the 9R phase in the
Σ3 system in Cu. For this structure, the number of|DC| units on theSITB is equal to
the number of D units on theCTB; all ATGBs with inclination angles greater (less) than
70.53◦ have a larger (smaller) ratio ofSITB SUs thanCTB SUs. All D SUs for ATGBs
with Φ ≥ 70.53◦ are separated by at least one|DC| unit on theSITB facet; i.e., only a
metastable 0 K configuration will contain two D units on the sameCTB facet. For each of
these structures, the DSU on theSITB facet dissociates to the same side of the adjacent
C SU continuing the trend shown in Figure3.4(e)-(f). The intrinsic stacking fault caused
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Table 3.3: GB structural unit description of the sixGBs in Fig.3.5.





































by the dissociation of the DSU on every third plane creates the 9R phase. Table3.3sum-
marizes theGB structure for the sixGBs depicted in Figure3.5. The ratio of the DSUs
on theCTB facets to the|DC| units on theSITB facets decreases as the inclination angle
increases.
All ATGBs with the 9R phase are separated by two boundaries. The misorientation
change across theseGBs occur along the two sub-boundaries that contain the 9R phase
(viewed from upper to lower crystal of Figures3.5(b)-(e)). The first boundary that alters
the misorientation is the boundary of CSUs which rotates the upper lattice to coincide
with the 9R phase lattice. The dissociation of the DSUs from theSITB facet allows the
C SUs to rearrange to minimize strain at this upper boundary; this allows only a partial
rotation of the lattice to occur. The opposite boundary of the 9R phase is a small angle
dislocation boundary composed of the dissociated DSUs; this sub-boundary rotates the
lattice additionally to coincide with the given misorientation between the upper and lower
crystals.
Figure3.6compares the calculatedΣ3Φ = 81.95◦ asymmetric tilt grain boundary struc-
ture containing the 9R phase in Cu with an experimentalHRTEM image of the 9R phase in
Ag [188]. Although different materials, both Cu and Ag have low stacking fault energies
and anFCCcrystal structure, which enables the 9R phase to form. Figure3.6(a) shows the
structural unit description of theATGB used to generate a simulated image in Fig.3.6(b),
which is compared with the experimentally observedHRTEM image in Fig.3.6(c). The 2D
































































































Figure 3.5: Six Σ3 grain boundary structures in Cu for various inclination angles 70.53◦ ≥











Figure 3.6: Comparison of calculatedΣ3 Φ = 81.95◦ asymmetric tilt grain boundary
structure with the 9R phase in Cu with experimentalHRTEM image of the 9R phase in
Ag [188]. (a) Interface structure with structural units outlined, (b) simulated image using
atom positions from (a), and (c)HRTEM image of Ernst and coworkers [188]. The white
lines correspond to the{111} planes in the adjoining crystals and at the interface.
and experimental images. In fact, these images also have similar widths of the 9R phase,
despite the finding by Campbell and coworkers [197] that the width of the 9R phase often
increases with time in theHRTEM.
The rotation of the structural units on the different facets were calculated to further
characterize the change in theGB structure within the 9R phaseATGBs. The average
angles of rotation were calculated for the DSUs in theCTB facet and the CSUs in the
SITB facet based on the schematic in Figure3.7(a). Figure3.7(b) plots the rotation of the
CTB andSITB facets based on inclination angle against the calculated rotation angles of
the D SUs in theCTB facets and the CSUs in theSITB facets. The calculated angles
of rotation for the structural units should ideally coincide with the inclination angles; for
Φ < 70.53◦, this is the case. However, forΦ > 70.53◦, the calculated angles of rotation
for theSUs in theCTB andSITB facets deviates from those based only on the inclination
angle. For example, the CSUs are inclined at 72.7◦ compared to the ideal inclination of
81.95◦ for theΣ3(223)1/(4,4, 1̄1)2Φ = 81.95◦ ATGB. In the sameATGB, the DSUs for
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the CTB facet are inclined at 90◦, i.e., greater than the inclination angle. This observed
phenomenon stems from the interaction between the individual facets and the surrounding
crystal lattices to minimize the totalGB energy.
The width of the 9R phase is caused by the degree of dissociation of the DSU on the
SITB facet and this width changes as a function of the inclinationangle forATGBs with
Φ > 70.53◦. As shown in Figure3.5, the dissociation width increases withΦ > 70.53◦ until
theΣ3(223)1/(4,4, 1̄1)2Φ = 81.95◦ ATGB and then decreases at some point to the width
calculated in theSITB. All theseGBs, including theSITB, contain the correct 9R phase
stacking sequence caused by the intrinsic stacking faults on every third plane. However, this
9R phase may not be present in some boundaries, because thereis an nergetic penalty to
dissociate the DSUfurther and expand the 9R phase. In Figure3.5(a), notice the distortion
of the intrinsic stacking fault associated with the dissociated DSUs, which may restrict the
expansion of the 9R phase. However, as the lattices and structural units are rotated with
increasing inclination, the width of the dissociation and the 9R phase increase.
So, what are the differences that contribute to the dissociation width in theseATGBs?
All ATGBs have the|DC| structural units associated with theSITB and all DSUs dissociate
to some degree. The main differences are the orientation of the surrounding lattices, the
rotation of the CSUs, and the frequency of the DSUon theCTB facets. All three of these
differences contribute to the dissociation width. Interestingly, based on the calculations
in Figure3.7(b), theΣ3(223)1/(4,4, 1̄1)2Φ = 81.95◦ ATGB contains a DSU on theCTB
facet with a Burgers vector that is closest to lying within theplane of the boundary. The
strain field from this dislocation may provide additional impetus to expand the 9R phase by
further dissociating the boundary of DSUs. In addition, Marquiset al. [198] show that the
finite size of theSITB (bounded byCTBs) affects the high-resolution electron microscopy
structure observed in Au. Relating this to the present study,the spacing between the DSUs
on theCTB facets may also present certain length effects relating to both theSITB facet









Figure 3.7: (a) Schematic depicting the rotation angles calculated forthe D SU on the
CTB facet and the CSU on theSITB facet. (b) Rotation angles of these two structural
units as a function of the grain boundary inclination angle.Notice that the structural units
rotate away from the ideal facet orientation forATGBs displaying the 9R phase (i.e., for
70.53◦ ≥ Φ ≥ 90◦).
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Last, theEAM potential must provide an accurate description of the fcc→9R phase
transition. Mishinet al. [124] have shown that theirEAM potential calculates an energetic
path from theFCCphase to the 9R phase that is in agreement withab initio calculations.
Additionally, the low calculated barrier of≈ 20 meV, or≈ 0.020 eV, correlates well with
the experimental observation of the 9R phase atΣ3 grain boundaries [158,188].
3.4.4 Comparison of Cu and Al grain boundary structures
The Σ3 ATGB structures for Cu and Al are compared to study the differences theGB
structures between a low (Cu) and high (Al)SFEmaterial. TheGB structures differ in
several ways. First, the DSU on theSITB facet does not dissociate as far in Al as in the
Cu Σ3 ATGBs. However, the DSU on theSITB facet dissociates in the same directions
as theΣ3 ATGBs in Cu. The second difference between Cu and Al is forGB structures
with inclination angles,Φ ≥ 70.53◦. The 9R phase is not observed in Al. However, the
rotation of the C units from the ideal geometric descriptionof theSITB facet plane is still
observed. Otherwise, theGB structures are very similar between the two materials. The
main similarity is that theGB structures given in Tables3.2and3.3are also applicable for
Al; i.e., theΣ3(111)1/(115̄)2Φ = 70.53◦ ATGB has a|D/.D.C/.D/DC| structure in both
Al and Cu. This implies that theSU description ofΣ3 ATGBs may be similar between




Many experimental studies have investigated the faceting and de-faceting ofATGBs as
a function of temperature, impurity content, or material system [123, 199–204]. Hsieh
and Baluffi [204] have shown the first direct experimental observation of a reversible
roughening/de-faceting phase transition whereby facetedΣ3 andΣ11 ATGBs were ob-
served to transition to a curvedGB structure upon heating above a transition temperature.
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Straumalet al. [201] have shown that as the temperature is increased for a cylindrical Cu
Σ3 bicrystal, the number of facets decreases from six different facet structures at 0.35Tm to
two different structures at 0.95Tm, whereTm is the melting temperature. The two structures
observed at high temperatures are theCTB and theΣ3(223)1/(4,4, 1̄1)2Φ = 81.95◦ ATGB.
Additionally, thermal grooving measurements from atomic force microscopy were used to
determine the equilibrium crystal shape as a function of temp rature; the Wulff construc-
tion [205], orγ-plot, evolves as a function of temperature [203]. Using data from Table
3.1, Figure3.8 shows theγ-plot for Cu and Al, where theCTB andSITB are on the ver-
tical and horizontal axes, respectively. Theγ-plot for Cu predicts that the 0 K equilibrium
crystal shape is bounded by theCTB and theΣ3(223)1/(4,4, 1̄1)2Φ = 81.95◦ ATGB, which
agrees with the structures observed experimentally at 0.95Tm, but not at 0.35Tm. Theγ-plot
predicts the faceting at a scale comparable with experimental SEM images,i.e., macro-
faceting. However, the faceting discussed in the current study is at the atomistic level,
where the facets are on the order of a nanometer,i.e., micro-faceting. In fact, many of the
facets in this study may only be observed as facets with atomic scale resolution and prior
knowledge of theSUs ofSTGBs (e.g., Figures3.4(d-f) and3.5(a-e)). Aside from the afore-
mentioned faceting experiments, the faceting referred to in his work is micro-faceting, not
macro-faceting.
TheATGB structures observed in these simulations raise several questions with respect
to the atomistic studies of faceting. First, the facets thatare observed have as fewSUs
as possible for the given inclination angle;i.e., it is not energetically favorable for these
facets to increase in size. One explanation may be that the periodic boundary conditions
on the faces perpendicular to the grain boundary plane are assigned to the minimum possi-
ble period; this may potentially constrain the length of theboundary facets [2]. However,
increasing the size of the simulation cell in these directions does not result in a different
structure or energy, which counters this assertion. The othr explanation is that the faceting
behavior observed is the energetically favorable grain boundary structure at 0 K. Brokman
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Figure 3.8: Wulff construction orγ-plot for theΣ3 ATGB energies in Cu and Al as a
function of inclination angle using data from Table3.1. TheCTB andSITB are located on
the vertical and horizontal axes, respectively.
et al. [206] separated the energy of a facetedGB as the sum of two energy contributions:
the “self-energy” of the individual facets and the “interaction energy” between the different
facets. While the self-energy is independent of the scale of the faceting, the interaction
energy is dependent on the number of intersections of different facets. Based on theGB
structures generated in this work, the interaction energy is negative;i.e., it is energetically
favorable to have a large number of intersections of theCTB andSITB facets. This re-
sults in atomistically small facet lengths that are stable against growth. Another way of
viewing the energy of facets is in terms of continuum defectssuch as dislocations. The
facet self-energy is theGB dislocation energy and the interaction energy is the energypro-
duced by the interaction of theGB dislocation stress fields from different facets. In the
case of these simulations, the energy associated with the ineraction betweenGB disloca-
tions on different facets is reduced by the introduction of more facets. Since molecular
statics was employed, the equilibriumGB structures generated are at 0 K (athermal);MD
simulations of equilibration at 300 K for 10,000 fs for several ATGBs with largerGB di-
mensions (i.e., greater than 16 nm in theGB plane directions) show that theGB structure
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retains its atomistically faceted structure. However, it is possible that experimentally ob-
served macro-faceting may be affected by even higher temperatures, low concentrations of
impurity atoms, dislocation content in the grain interior,vacancies, or internal stresses.
3.5.2 Energetic model forΣ3 ATGBs
Assuming that the self-energies of the individual facets corresponding to theCTB and the
SITB contribute additively (i.e., no interaction energy), the equation for theGB energy can
be derived forΣ3 ATGBs. First, the ideal relation between the inclination angleΦ and the
lengths of theCTB andSITB facets (LCT B andLS IT B, respectively) is tanΦ = LS IT B/LCT B.
Note that this relation holds only if the two faceted segments are perpendicular. From this
relation, theΣ3 ATGB energy for an arbitrary inclination angle,γΦ, is given by,
γΦ = γCT Bcos(Φ) + γS IT Bsin(Φ) (3.1)
whereγCT B andγS IT B correspond to theCTB andSITB energies. This equation is plotted
against the calculatedGB energies from this study in Figure3.3(b). The Al curve fits
the calculatedATGB energies with constants that correspond to the calculatedCTB and
SITB energies,i.e., γCT B = 75.2 mJ/m
2 andγS IT B = 354.4 mJ/m
2. The Cu curve fits the
calculatedGB energies with constants that correspond to the calculatedCTB energy,i.e.,
γCT B = 22.2 mJ/m
2, and the hypothetical, unrelaxedSITB energy,i.e., γS IT B= 700 mJ/m
2.
The hypothetical, unrelaxedSITB energy for Cu is a fitting parameter that corresponds to
theSITB energy without the dissociation of dislocationSUs (as used in [189]). This fitting
parameter was calculated using a nonlinear regression forATGBs with inclination angles
Φ < 70.53◦. For Cu, the lowSFEcauses a difference between the unrelaxed and relaxed
energies in someGBs due to the dissociation ofGB dislocations. The curve predicted
using equation3.1 fits both the calculated AlATGB energies for Al and the calculated
Cu ATGB energies with an inclination anglesΦ < 70.53◦ very well. However, notice the
deviation ofGB energies from the predicted curve in Cu for inclination anglesΦ > 70.53◦.
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The good agreement with the facet self-energies shows that the energy contribution due to
interaction energy is negligible in comparison. So, while th interaction energy is important
for the faceting behavior of theATGB structure, it is not a significant component in terms
of predicting theATGB energy.
To entirely fit the calculatedGB energy values in Cu, the aforementioned equation
requires additional terms to describe the interaction energy between the two dissociated
boundaries in the 9R phaseGB region, i.e., for ATGBs withΦ ≥ 70.53◦. The additional
terms reduce the energy of theGB by dissociating and creating the 9R phase. The ex-
tended dissociation of the DSUs in the 9R phase is energetically favorable if the following
inequality is true [91]:γ1/2 >
[
γ1/3 + γ2/3 + γIS Fw+ τ (w)
]
. In this equation,γ1/2 is theGB
energy between crystal lattices 1 and 2 prior to dissociation; γ1/3 andγ3/2 are the energies
of the two new boundaries formed after the DSUs dissociate to form the 9R phase (lat-
tice 3). The energy per unit volume of the intrinsic stackingfaults γIS F is multiplied by
the dissociation widthw to give the energy per unit interfacial area. The termτ (w) cor-
responds to the interaction energy between the two boundaries. The dissociative width is
finite at equilibrium because the energy termsγIS Fw andτ (w) act against each other with
respect tow. Rittner and Seidman originally used this equation to describe the energy of
dissociated structural units in〈110〉 GBs with tilt angles between 50.48◦ and 109.47◦ as
well as generalizing to the 9R phase. This same form is used for discussion purposes only.
Notice that several terms in this equation change with respect to the inclination angle for
the 9R phase. Bothγ1/3 andγ3/2 change with inclination angle since the length of theSITB
facet per unit length ofATGB increases slightly forΦ ≥ 70.53◦. As is observed in Figure
3.5, the width of the intrinsic stacking fault created by the dissociated DSU evolves as
a function of the inclination angle; this is caused by the change in the interaction energy
between the two boundaries due to differing orientations of the structural units as a func-
tion of inclination. Interestingly,γ1/2 may be viewed as corresponding to the dotted portion
of the Cu fitted curve in Figure3.3(b); the actual calculated energies result from a lower
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energy due to dissociation,i.e., γ1/3 + γ2/3 + γIS Fw+ τ (w). Last, the stacking fault energy
of the material is directly related toγIS F. For Al, the higher stacking fault energy results
in a smaller dissociation width relative to that of Cu. Hence,no 9R phase transition is ob-
served in Al. While this equation helps explain the source of the energy terms required for
the 9R phase, the energy of these boundaries may best be described through a dislocation
description [90,91] or continuum description of these dissociated grain boundaries.
3.5.3 Structural unit and microfacet description ofΣ3 ATGBs
The structural unit model [148] is used to predict the variation in atomistic structures for
STGBs within certain misorientation ranges. This model is similar to the work of Bishop
and Chalmers [207], which characterized theSTGB description in terms of ledges from
the adjoining lattices that coincide at theGB. In the structural unit model, certain grain
boundaries with only one type of repeatingSUare termed favored grain boundaries. Grain
boundaries with misorientations that lie between two favoredGBs can be composed ofSUs
from the two favoredGBs. While the structural unit model has successfully predicteth
GB structures in highSFEmaterials, Rittner and Seidman have shown that this model only
explains some of the structures found in the〈110〉 STGBs [91]. Conversely, forATGBs
of the sameCSL system, the variation inGB structures as a function of inclination is ex-
plained through microfaceting associated with the mean boundary plane, defined by the
parameterξ [2]. However, as noted by Sutton and Vitek [208], while it is possible for a
particular coincidence system to facet into the corresponding STGBs, it is not necessarily
energetically favourable. This concept of atomistic faceting of asymmetric tilt grain bound-
aries has also been previously proposed by Brokmanet al. [206]. Still, whether anATGB
will facet into twoSTGBs depends on the anisotropy on the interfacial energies of the two
STGBs; for the case ofΣ3 ATGBs, the anisotropy of the energies allows this faceting to
occur at all inclination angles. The model presented here refl cts new insight based on the
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Figure 3.9: Structural unit and microfacet model forΣ3 ATGBs. (a) Coincident plot for
the Σ3 system rotated around the [11̄0] tilt axis. (b) Schematic of the coincident points
from (a) along with several GB planes of varying inclinationa gles. TheGB periods






Φ = 64.76◦ ATGB is predicted based solely on the coincident points
from (a) and theSUs from the twoΣ3 STGBs. Compare to Table3.2and Fig.3.4(f).
In a method motivated by the structural unit model, the atomistic SUs and their corre-
sponding facets can be predicted forΣ3 ATGBs. TheΣ3 ATGB structures for Cu and Al
can be determined using the coincidence plot [209] along with the atomisticGB structures
of the STGBs. In this respect, the following method used for predictingthe Σ3 ATGB
structure is very similar to the decomposition lattice method (cf. [148]) or strip method of
quasicrystallography (cf. [154, 210]); the strip method is used to determine the structu al
unit sequence for rational boundaries. Figure3.9 shows how the coincidence plot along
with the SUs for theSTGBs is used to predict theGB structural unit description inΣ3
ATGBs in Cu and Al. First, shown in Figure3.9(a), the coincidence plot is created by
defining a misorientation angle (i.e., θ = 70.53◦ in this case) and allowing the two crystal
lattices to overlap. The coincidence plot visually illustrates theCSLconcept for symmetric
and asymmetric tilt grain boundaries.
The GB plane is then realized by connecting any two coincident points, as shown in
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Figure3.9(b). SeveralGB planes are shown: theCTB, theSITB, and some intermediate
ATGBs with different inclination angles. TheGB periods for theCTB andSITB can be





and pS IT B = a0 [111], respectively. The relationship between the inclination









wherem andn are integers defining the number ofCTB andSITB period vectors required
to link any two coincident points. An alternate expression is that theATGB period vector
decomposes into the period vectors of the two facets,i.e., pATGB = mpS IT B+ npCT B. At
this point, atomistic simulations were then used to calculate theSUs that correspond to the
GB periods of theSTGBs. For theCTB, the structure can either be defined as a repeating









. The latterSUdescription was chosen because it contains additional information
about the translation ofSUs with respect to each other; recall that the dot preceding a





description requiresn to be an even integer. Figure3.9(c) shows how the coincident lattice
sites from (a), theGB plane from (b), and theSTGB SUs were combined to predict the
ATGB SU description of theΣ3(554)1/(118̄)2Φ = 64.76◦ ATGB. Until this point, this
model determines the number ofSUs on each facet, but there are still some rules that
govern the number and translation ofSUs on each facet. Some of the rules for theΣ3
ATGB structures are:
1. ForΦ ≤ 70.53◦, all |DC| SUs on theSITB facet should be separated by at least one
|D| SUon theCTB facet. Additionally, forΦ ≥ 70.53◦, all |D| SUs on theCTB facet
should be separated by at least one|DC| SU on theSITB facet. As observed in (c),
this rule minimizes the number ofSUs on each facet and maximizes the number of
facets.
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2. For allSITB facetSUs following a|D| SUon theCTB, there is a translation involved,
i.e., they are|.D.C| SUs. Additionally, for allSITB facetSUs following a|.D| SU on
theCTB, there is no translation involved,i.e., they are|DC| SUs. ThisSUtranslation
is assigned purely by the convention used in this research todistinguish betweenSUs




; the |.D.C| and |DC| may be switched in the
previous statements and still be correct.
TheΣ3 ATGB structural unit and microfacet model was used with theΣ3(554)1/(118̄)2
Φ = 64.76◦ GB to predict the sameSU description as the calculated grain structure shown
in Figure3.4(f) and listed in Table3.2. Moreover, this model accurately predicts theGB
SUdescription of all 23Σ3 ATGBs in this study, even with the reorientation ofSUs and the
9R phase formed forATGBs withΦ ≥ 70.53◦ in Cu. Interestingly, especially considering
the multiplicity of possible grain boundary structures [145], the lowest energy structures
for all Σ3 ATGBs in Cu and Al follow this model for structural units and faceting.
While this structural unit and microfacet model fits theGB structures calculated forΣ3
ATGBs, it is not apparent whether these rules hold for otherCSL systems. For instance,
Duparc and colleagues [211] systematically investigated th variation inGB morphology
for a high energyΣ11(332) boundary grown by solidification in a bicrystal; in addition
to the expectedΣ11(332) STGBstructure, they found faceting into numerousΣ11 ATGB
structures as well as the low energy favoredΣ11(113) STGBas a function of position in
the bicrystal. While the observedATGBs decompose into variations of the structural units
from theΣ11(332) STGB, the structural unit from the low energyΣ11(113) STGB was
not observed in theseATGBs. Moreover, the distortion of theSUs as a function of theGB
plane inclination make it difficult to ascertain theSU description. This reinforces that not
all asymmetric boundaries decompose into the structural units of their respectiveSTGBs;
this system is contrary to theΣ3 system, which ideally facets into the twoΣ3 STGBs.
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3.5.4 Continuum description ofΣ3 ATGBs
TheΣ3 ATGB structures can be applied to continuum models by using the afor mentioned
structural unit model along with a description of theΣ3 ATGB SUs in terms of continuum
defects, such as partial dislocations or disclinations. For the purposes of this discussion,
partial dislocations were chosen. The|DC| SUs on theSITB facet are well described by a
dislocation model with three Shockley partial dislocations (cf., [212, 213]). Based on ex-
perimentalHRTEM images [212], Figure3.10shows schematics of the partial dislocation
content of (a) the incoherent twin boundary and (b) a boundary with the 9R phase. In this
model, the stacking faults that form on every third plane in the 9R phase are terminated
by a pure-edge character 90◦ Shockley partial dislocation (Aδ in Fig. 3.10) with a Burgers
vectorb = a0/6 〈112〉 such that a low angle boundary exists [158]. In Figures3.5(a)-(e),
the 90◦ Shockley partials correspond to the lower array of dissociated DSUs. Additionally,
the CSUs on the opposite side of the 9R phase is represented by two 30◦ Shockley partial
dislocations [214],i.e., Bδ and Cδ in Fig.3.10. These two Shockley partials are also known
as double-core Shockley partial dislocations [215]. Therefore, the|DC| SUs on theSITB
facet are associated with two 30◦ Shockley partials and one dissociated 90◦ Shockley par-
tial. Kinematically, the net Burgers vector for the|DC| SUs is zero, so all three Shockley
partial dislocations have a differenta0/6 〈112〉 Burgers vector on the same slip plane. Also,
on both sides of theSITB, this combination of Shockley partial dislocations gives the cor-
rect stacking sequence: ABCABCABC on one side and ACBACBACB on the othr side,
as seen in Fig.3.10(a). Additionally, in Fig.3.10(b), the intrinsic stacking fault created by
the dissociated 90◦ Shockley partial dislocations gives the correct 9R stacking sequence of
ABC/BCA/CAB, which is repeated every nine{111} planes.
Shockley partial dislocations are also required for theCTB facets to completely char-
acterizeΣ3 ATGBs in terms of continuum defects. The|D| SUs on theCTB facet are
Shockley partial dislocations of the typea0/6 〈112〉. As is observed in Figures3.5(a)-(e),
the |D| SU on theCTB facet is also a component ofGBs with the 9R phase. Hofmann and
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Figure 3.10: (a) Schematic showing the arrangement of dislocations repres nting theFCC
incoherent twin interface. The dislocation Burgers vectorsare represented in Thompson’s
notation. Aδ is a negative 90◦ partial dislocation, whereas Bδ and Cδ are positive 30◦ partial
dislocations. The stacking sequence of the close-packedFCC(111) planes on the two sides
of the interface is indicated. (b) Schematic showing the arrangement of partial dislocations
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Φ = 19.47◦ ATGB





Φ = 81.95◦ ATGB. Note that the CSUs are described by
double-core Shockley partial dislocations while the DSUs are described by single Shockley
partial dislocations. The stacking faults on every third plane in (b) create the 9R phase.
Finnis [186] noted that their construction ofATGBs introducedDSC dislocations on the
Σ3 ATGBs with a component of the Burgers vector parallel to the boundary pl ne. This is
consistent with the|D| SUon theCTB facets. While the dislocation models available in the
literature are mainly applied to theSITB andGBs containing the 9R phases, these models
can also be extended to allΣ3 ATGBs.
Figure3.11shows a schematic of the dislocation structures for twoΣ3 ATGBs: (a) the
Σ3(112)1/(5̄52)2Φ = 19.47◦ ATGB and (b) theΣ3(223)1/(4,4, 1̄1)2Φ = 81.95◦ ATGB. In
this schematic, the structural unit representation from Figures3.4(c) and3.5(e) is shown
above the dislocation representation. Notice that the symbols used to represent the partial
dislocations of theATGB structure follow the prior discussion in this section. Addition-
ally, atomistic calculations for the structural unit description of these boundaries are not
required. Using the proposed structural unit description for Σ3 ATGBs along with the dis-
location description ofSUs, the dislocation structure for allΣ3 ATGBs is predicted without
atomistics.
This is significant for representingGBs in certain continuum models that employpar-
tial dislocation descriptions. For example, phase field models have been extended into dis-
location dynamics by introducing phase-fields to representdislocations similar to a phase
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transition [216–219]. Additionally, Shen and Wang [220] incorporate theγ-surface into
dislocation phase field models to better simulate the dissocative nature of dislocations in
some low stacking fault energyFCC systems. The dislocation representation discussed
here may allow for the simulation ofΣ3 ATGBs in such models. Note that continuum mod-
els may also employ disclination dipoles to represent theSUs of these boundaries, as they
are kinematically compact.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, atomistic simulations were used to explorethe structure and energy of
ATGBs in theΣ3 system about the〈110〉 tilt axis. A nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm
was employed along with an embedded atom method potential for Cu and Al to generate the
equilibrium 0 K grain boundary structures. A total of 25〈110〉 grain boundary structures
were explored to identify the various equilibrium and metastable structures. Simulation
results show that theΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries in the〈110〉 system are composed
of only structural units of the twoΣ3 symmetric tilt grain boundaries. The energies for
theΣ3 grain boundaries are similar to previous experimental andc lculated grain boundary
energies. A structural unit and faceting model forΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries fits
all of the calculated asymmetric grain boundary structures. The significance of these results
is that the structural unit and facet description of allΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries
may be predicted from the structural units of theΣ3 coherent twin and incoherent twin
boundaries for both Cu and Al. For citation of the work contained in this chapter, the
reader is referred to Ref. [76,78].
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CHAPTER IV
STRUCTURES AND ENERGIES FOR LOW ORDER CSL ATGBS
This chapter focuses on the structure and energy of asymmetric tilt grain boundaries. Atom-
istic simulations were employed to investigate the structure and energy of asymmetric tilt
grain boundaries in Cu and Al. In this chapter, theΣ5 andΣ13 systems with a boundary
plane rotated about the〈100〉 misorientation axis were examined along with theΣ9 and
Σ11 systems rotated about the〈110〉 misorientation axis. Asymmetric tilt grain boundary
energies are calculated as a function of inclination angle and compared with an energy re-
lationship based on faceting into the two symmetric tilt grain boundaries in each system.
One finding is that asymmetric tilt boundaries with low indexnormals do not necessarily
have lower energies than boundaries with similar inclination angles, contrary to previous
studies. Further analysis of grain boundary structures provides insight into the asymmetric
tilt grain boundary energy. TheΣ5 andΣ13 systems in the〈100〉 system agree with the
aforementioned energy relationship; structures confirm that t ese asymmetric boundaries
facet into the symmetric tilt boundaries. TheΣ9 andΣ11 systems in the〈110〉 system de-
viate from the idealized energy relationship. As the boundary inclination angle increases
towards theΣ9(221) andΣ11(332) symmetric tilt boundaries, the minimum energy asym-
metric boundary structures contain low index{111} and{110} planes bounding the interface
region.
4.1 Introduction
The grain boundary (GB) structure and energy are necessary for a fundamental understand-
ing of many material properties in polycrystalline materials, such as grain growth, impu-
rity segregation, diffusion, deformation and fracture. Atomistic simulations have provided
considerable insight into the atomic structure and energy of grain boundaries [154], and
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have shown very good agreement with high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) images ofGB structure (e.g., [18,158,159,186–188,198,211,213]). The major-
ity of atomistic simulations have focused on the structure and energy of symmetric tilt grain
boundaries (STGBs) [90–92,148,221,222] and twist boundaries [184,223–230]. However,
very few atomistic simulations have explored the role of thegrain boundary plane orienta-
tion on the structure and energy of asymmetric tilt grain boundaries (ATGBs), even though
experimental characterization has shown that most boundaries in polycrystalline materials
are actuallyATGBs [65].
Much of the focus on the grain boundary plane orientation, orinclination of the grain
boundary plane, inATGBs has been on theΣ3 system, mainly because the most common
Σ3 GB is the coherent twin boundary. Numerous studies ofΣ3 ATGBs have focused on the
structure and energy ofΣ3 ATGBs [18, 78, 158, 159, 186–188] as well as the influence of
GB inclination on properties, such asGB diffusion [160], intergranular corrosion resistance
[161], or dislocation nucleation [77]. While theΣ3 system has garnered much attention due
to its high observed frequency in low stacking fault energy pol crystals [164,231–233] and
its effect on bulk material properties, very few experiments or simulations have focused on
ATGBs in other low index coincident site lattice (CSL) systems:e.g.,Σ5,Σ9,Σ11, andΣ13.
A better understanding of the structure and energy of these boundaries may provide insight
into the distribution and properties of asymmetric boundaries in polycrystals. The five
parameter analysis of the grain boundary character distribution of polycrystalline materials
has shown that asymmetric tilt boundaries are often observed in a higher frequency than
symmetric tilt boundaries (excluding theΣ3 coherent twin boundary) [234].
In this chapter, the influence of the grain boundary plane inclination on the structure
and energy is studied for theΣ5, Σ9, Σ11, andΣ13 ATGB systems. Copper and aluminum
were chosen as idealFCCmaterials with moderately different stacking fault energies; these
materials are well-characterized with the embedded-atom method (EAM) [109] potential.
Moreover, using the results of previous calculations in theΣ3 CSLsystem [78], conclusions
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can be drawn on the nature of the energy and structure of asymmetric tilt grain boundaries
in FCCmaterials.
4.2 Simulation methodology and background
The equilibrium 0 K structure and energy for eachATGB was calculated using a bicrys-
tal computational cell with 3D periodic boundary conditions consisting of two grains
(cf. [78,90]). The minimum distance between the two periodic boundaries in each compu-
tational cell was 5 nm. Over 2700 initial configurations withdifferent in-plane rigid body
translations and an atom deletion criterion were used to access the minimum energyGB
structures. A nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm was used for energy minimization. Cu
and Al embedded-atom method potentials [124,125] were usedbecause their stacking fault
energies (stable and unstable) are consistent with available experimental data andab initio
calculations. This methodology yieldsGB energies that agree with both calculated and ex-
perimentally measured energies forΣ3 ATGBs [158,159], as shown in Chapter3. TheGB
structures associated with these energies also agree with several experimentally observed
HRTEM structures forΣ3 ATGB structures with the 9R structure (.g., in Cu [159] and
Ag [186, 188]). Further details of the simulation methodology that was used to obtain the
0 K minimum energy grain boundary structures can be found in Chapter2.
4.2.1 Structure and energy of symmetric tilt grain boundaries
The structures and energies of symmetric tilt grain boundaries with〈100〉 and〈110〉misori-
entation axes are important for understanding the energiesof a ymmetric tilt grain bound-
aries with the same tilt axis. Figures4.1(a) and4.1(b) show the grain boundary energy as a
function of misorientation angle,θ for the〈100〉 and〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain boundaries,
respectively, along with the low orderCSLsystems from this study. The calculated energy
values for the〈110〉 STGBs are in excellent agreement with previously calculatedEAM
GB energies for Cu and Al ( [92] and [146], respectively). Additionally, the trend of the
Al curve is in agreement with the experimentally measured〈110〉 energy curve determined
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from the Herring relationship by Hasson and coworkers [147]. Note that theGB energy
varies strongly with the misorientation angle for the〈110〉 tilt axis. The two deep cusps
are theΣ11(113)θ = 50.48◦ STGB and theΣ3(111)θ = 109.47◦ coherent twin boundary;
there appear to be minor cusps inGB energy for the remainingΣ3, Σ9, andΣ11 STGBs.
For the〈100〉 tilt axis, theΣ5 andΣ13 boundaries display only minor cusps, if any, in the
energy relationship. Of allSTGBs, only the coherent twin boundary energy is smaller in
Cu (22 mJ/m2) than in Al (75 mJ/m2); for all otherGBs, the Cu energies are, on average,
1.7 times greater than theGB energies in Al. The energy difference for the coherent twin is
mainly the result of the high stacking fault energy in Al and the low stacking fault energy
in Cu, which encourages twinning.
There is a definitive relationship between grain boundary energy and the structural
makeup of the boundary. Each of theSTGBs has a different grain boundary structure,
which can be characterized by structural units [148].GBs with certain misorientation an-
gles correspond to ‘favored’ structural units, while all otherGBs consist of a combination
of the structural units from the two surrounding favored boundaries [148]. Many of the
favored boundaries correspond to low-orderCSL systems. In this work, there are a num-
ber of favored boundaries with structural units of one type only: theΣ11(113) θ = 50.47◦
STGB (C SU) andΣ9(221) θ = 141.06◦ STGB (E SU) in 〈110〉 system [90], and the
Σ5(310) θ = 36.87◦ STGB (C SU) andΣ5(210) θ = 53.13◦ STGB (B’ SU) in the 〈100〉
system [145, 151]. Since there are a total of eight symmetrictilt grain boundaries for the
four ATGB systems (Σ5, Σ9, Σ11, andΣ13) chosen, the other four symmetric tilt grain
boundaries are not favored and contain a combination of structural units from the favored
boundaries. For example, theΣ11(332) θ = 129.53◦ STGBis not a favored boundary since
it can be broken down into both D and E structural units from the Σ3(111) θ = 109.57◦
coherent twin boundary and theΣ9(221) θ = 141.06◦ STGB, respectively. TheΣ13 ATGB
system is the only system studied that does not contain any favoredSTGBs, since the only
favoredSTGBs about the〈100〉 tilt axis areΣ5 boundaries.
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The asymmetric tilt grain boundaries are created by a rotation of the grain boundary
plane from aSTGBplane about the tilt axis. The inclination angle,Φ, is subsequently used
to describe the angle of rotation of the boundary plane from theSTGBboundary plane. For
all CSL STGBs, either (i) a rotation of the grain boundary plane about thetilt axis by 90◦
locates the otherCSL STGBin the〈110〉 system or (ii) a rotation by 45◦ locates the other
CSL STGBin the〈100〉 system. For example, an inclination of the boundary plane by45◦
from theΣ5(310) STGB is theΣ5(210) STGB; all inclination angles in between 0◦ and
45◦ areΣ5 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries for the〈100〉 system.
4.3 Asymmetric tilt grain boundary energy results
As a brief review of chapter3, recall that the change in theGB energy as a function of
inclination angle for theΣ3 ATGBs in 〈110〉 system is shown in Figure4.2. The energies
of 25 Σ3 ATGBs in Cu and Al are plotted against a relationship that describes perfect
faceting of aΣ3 ATGB into the twoΣ3 STGBs. This relationship describes theΣ3 ATGB
energy for an arbitrary inclination angle,γΦ, i.e.,
γΦ = γCT Bcos(Φ) + γS IT Bsin(Φ) (4.1)
whereγCT B andγS IT B correspond to theΣ3(111) coherent twin boundary (CTB) and the
Σ3(112) symmetric incoherent twin boundary (SITB) energies. The Al curve fits the cal-
culatedATGB energies by using the calculatedCTB andSITB energies,i.e., γCT B = 75.2
mJ/m2 andγS IT B = 354.4 mJ/m
2. The Cu curve fits the calculatedGB energies by us-
ing the calculatedCTB energy,i.e., γCT B = 22.2 mJ/m
2, and the hypothetical, unrelaxed
SITB energy,i.e., γS IT B = 700 mJ/m
2. The hypothetical, unrelaxedSITB energy for Cu
is a fitting parameter that corresponds to the SITB energy without the dissociation of dis-
locationSUs [189]. Further details of the energy and structure ofΣ3 ATGBs are given
elsewhere [76,78]. Two important points from Fig.4.2are applicable to the current study,
though.
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Figure 4.2: Grain boundary energy as a function of inclination angle forCu and Al. The
fits for these values follows Eq.4.1. Energies are from Ref. [78].
1. A good fit to Eq.4.1 indicates that perfect faceting ofATGBs into twoSTGBs is
energetically favourable. The calculated AlTGB energies and CuATGB energies
with inclination anglesΦ < 70.53◦ fit this relationship very well. The corresponding
GB structures show facets with structural units from the twoSTGBs.
2. Deviation from Eq.4.1, as in CuΣ3 ATGBs with Φ > 70.53◦, indicates changes
in the grain boundary structure. In this case, the ideal faceting still occurred, but it
was energetically favourable forGB dislocations to dissociate further, creating the
rhombohedral 9R phase.
The grain boundary energies for theATGB configurations in this study are shown in
Figs.4.3and4.4as a function of the inclination angle. The shape of the energy curves for
Al are very similar to Cu for allCSL systems, which differs from theΣ3 ATGBs shown
in Fig. 4.2. In each of theCSL systems in Figs.4.3 and 4.4, an asymmetric tilt grain
boundary can facet into the two symmetric tilt grain boundaries, but this decomposition is
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not necessarily energetically favourable [148]. Thisideal faceting relationship is plotted as
solid (Al) and dotted (Cu) lines in Figs.4 3and4.4to compare with the calculated energies.
The form of the relationship is












whereγATGB,Φ is the predictedATGB energy,γS TGB,1 andγS TGB,2 are the calculatedSTGB
energies, andα is the inclination angle separating twoSTGBs of the sameCSL system
(α = 45◦ for the 〈100〉 system andα = 90◦ for the 〈110〉 system). This equation reduces
to a form similar to Eq.4.1 for ATGBs in the〈110〉 system. Since theATGBs are formed
by facets that correspond to theSTGBs, the facetedATGB energy is simply obtained as a
weighted fraction of the relative contribution of facet lengths times the respectiveSTGB
energy.
The relationship (Eq.4.2) between the calculatedATGB energies and the predicted en-
ergies from an ideal faceting intoSTGBs may allude to the correspondingGB structure.
Figure4.3 shows the calculated grain boundary energies forΣ5 andΣ13 boundaries mis-
oriented about the〈100〉 axis. The small deviation from Eq.4.2 for the calculatedΣ5 and
Σ13 ATGB energies indicates faceting into the structural units of the STGBs may be ener-
getically favourable. As might be expected, theGB structures in Section4.4 validate that
Σ5 andΣ13ATGBs do facet into the structural units of their twoSTGBcounterparts.
TheΣ9 andΣ11 ATGBs about the〈110〉 misorientation axis display a much different
behavior, as shown in Fig.4.4. TheΣ11 ATGB energies appear to follow this relationship
reasonably well, with some amount of deviation, though. On the other hand, the calculated
Σ9 ATGB energies deviate greatest from Eq.4.2, displaying an almost linear trend between
the twoSTGBenergies. This observed energetic behavior indicates thatit is not energet-
ically favourable for theΣ9 ATGBs to facet into the correspondingΣ9 STGB structural
units. Indeed, Section4.4 shows that faceting into the structural units of their symmetric
counterparts is not energetically favourable for manyΣ9 andΣ11 ATGBs about the〈110〉
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Calculated - Al Σ5
Calculated - Cu Σ5
(a)
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Calculated - Al Σ13
Calculated - Cu Σ13
(b)
Figure 4.3: Grain boundary energy of (a)Σ5 and (b)Σ13 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries
with the〈100〉 tilt axis as a function of inclination angle. The trend linesr present the ideal
decomposition of the asymmetric boundary into the two symmetric tilt grain boundaries
for Cu (solid line) and Al (dotted) according to Eq.4.2 with α = 45◦. The upper x-axis
shows the grain boundary planes for a few select boundaries.
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tilt axis.
The observations from Figs.4.2-4.4 denote that theATGB energy depends both on
the misorientation axis of theATGBs (〈100〉 or 〈110〉) and theCSL system (Σ3, Σ5, Σ9,
Σ11, andΣ13). The differences between the misorientation axes andCSL systems may
provide some insight into whichATGBs may ideally facet into the structural units of the
STGBs. Equation4.2depends on the calculatedSTGBenergies (γS TGB,1 andγS TGB,2) and
the constantα. Recall that the misorientation axis of theATGB system determines the value
of α. Given equal energies of the twoSTGBs, asα decreases, the degree of anisotropy in
the ATGB energies decreases and the more likely that theATGB will ideally facet into
the twoSTGBs, as shown in theΣ5 andΣ13 ATGBs with the〈100〉 tilt axis (α = 45◦).
Furthermore, based onα alone, it is expected that theΣ7 ATGBs about the〈111〉 tilt axis
(α = 30◦) would facet into the two symmetricΣ7 boundaries. However,α alone is unable
to describe the behavior of theATGB energies with respect to Eq.4 2. ForATGBs with the
〈110〉 tilt axis, theΣ3 andΣ11 ATGBs follow the trend in Eq.4.2 reasonably well, while
theΣ9 ATGBs deviate excessively.
The anisotropy in the twoSTGB energies (∆γS TGB = γS TGB,1 − γS TGB,2) in Eq. 4.2
may also impact whether theATGB will follow the trend in this relationship. The largest
difference inGB energy for all〈110〉 STGBs of the sameCSL content occurs between the
Σ3(111) θ = 109.47◦ coherent twin and theΣ3(112) θ = 70.53◦ incoherent twin boundary
(i.e., ∆γS TGB = 570 mJ/m
2 in Cu and∆γS TGB = 280 mJ/m
2 in Al). The second largest
energy difference is for theΣ11 GB in the〈110〉 system:∆γS TGB= 390 mJ/m2 in Cu and
∆γS TGB = 240 mJ/m
2 in Al. In contrast to theseCSL systems, the anisotropy in theΣ9
STGBenergies is much lower (∆γS TGB= 214 mJ/m
2 in Cu and∆γS TGB= 124 mJ/m
2 in
Al). The low anisotropy of theΣ9 STGBenergies combined withα = 90◦ results in a high
predictedATGB energy (Eq.4.2) due to faceting into the twoΣ9 STGBs, much higher than
the calculated energies of theΣ9 STGBs. In this case, theΣ9 ATGBs may reorganize via
faceting intoΣ3 boundaries to minimize the total inferfacial energy [185].
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Calculated - Al Σ9
Calculated - Cu Σ9
(a)
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Calculated - Al Σ11
Calculated - Cu Σ11
(b)
Figure 4.4: Grain boundary energy of (a)Σ9 and (b)Σ11 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries
with the〈110〉 tilt axis as a function of inclination angle. The trend linesr present the ideal
decomposition of the asymmetric boundary into the two symmetric tilt grain boundaries
for Cu (solid line) and Al (dotted) according to Eq.4.2 with α = 90◦. The upper x-axis
shows the grain boundary planes for a few select boundaries.
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Merkle and Wolf [185] computed the energy ofΣ9 andΣ11ATGBs using both Lennard-
Jones andEAM potentials for Au and Cu to explain the experimentally observed faceting
obtained using high resolution electron microscopy. However, there are several differences
between this study and the current study. First, a much larger number of grain bound-
aries are used in this study to ascertain the influence of inclination angle on energy and
structure, as these calculations are now more computationally efficient to perform. Sec-
ond, while Lennard-Jones potentials may capture the qualitative trends, theEAM poten-
tials used in this study are more appropriate for calculating he grain boundary structure
and energy. The third and major difference is in theATGB energy results. The energies
from the Merkle and Wolf study [185] shows that certain boundaries with low order indices
(e.g., (001)1 / (447)2Φ = 19.47
◦ ATGB) have much lower energies (∆E = 160 mJ/m2) than
nearbyATGBs with higher order indices (e.g., (112)1 / (1,1,22)2Φ = 15.79
◦ ATGB). This
is in contrast to the current study. AllATGBs with low order indices (〈100〉, 〈110〉, 〈111〉,
〈112〉) are indicated on the upper x-axis along with a few other boundaries in Figs.4.3
and4.4. Notice that the energies ofATGBs with similar inclination angle, but with higher
indices, are very similar toATGBs with at least one low order index normal. For example,
the average energy difference in Cu betweenΣ9 andΣ11 ATGBs of adjoining inclination
angles (∆Φavg = 3.2◦) is small (∆Eavg = 14 mJ/m2) in comparison to the Merkle and Wolf
study. No large cusps in energy are observed for boundaries with low index normals. Ad-
ditionally, noATGBs have lower grain boundary energies than both of the corresponding
STGBs, as Merkle and Wolf found for someΣ9 ATGBs in both Cu and Au.
The fact that low indexATGBs do not have considerably lower energies than other high
indexATGBs is not uncommon, though. For example, in theΣ3 ATGB system, there are
no cusps in the energy-inclination angle relationship for theΣ3(221)1 / (001)2Φ = 54.74
◦,
Σ3(110)1 / (114)2Φ = 35.26





Φ = 70.53◦ ATGBs despite each






Φ = 81.95◦ ATGB in Cu. Also, recall that these results have
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also been confirmed with experimental measurements [158]. While low indexGB normals
have been associated with lower energy favored boundaries in STGBs, their presence in
ATGBs does not provide any impetus for a low energy cusp in the energy r lationship as a
function of inclination angle in this study. However, theGB energy as a function of incli-
nation angle about the tilt axis only examines one of the fiveGB degrees of freedom. Wolf
has shown that(111)1 / (115)2, (221)1 / (001)2, and(557)1 / (113)2 asymmetric boundaries
display cusps in energy as a function of a twist rotation fromthese low indexATGB struc-
tures [184]. In this example, the low index planes do not change as a function of twist, so
Wolf’s results also show that general asymmetric boundaries with low indexGB normals
can have a wide range of energy values. A possible explanation for all of these results
is that there is a specific grain boundary dislocation content r quired for each boundary;
the boundary energy is associated with theGB structure driven by local relaxations of the
dislocations. ForΣ3, Σ9, andΣ11 ATGBs, high indexATGBs near low indexATGBs are
achieved through addition or subtraction of dislocation cotent necessary to accommodate
the change in the inclination angle. The required change in dislocation content results in
localized changes to the boundary structure, which yieldsGB energies not all that much
different from low indexATGBs. How the energy results relate to the experimentally deter-
mined high frequency of low index boundaries will be discussed further after examination
of the boundary structures.
In this work, decomposition of asymmetric boundaries into facets of the symmetric tilt
boundaries was used to examine theΣ5, Σ9, Σ11, andΣ13 systems. Brokman [206] sug-
gested this decomposition based on the premise of a lower energy of the symmetric tilt grain
boundaries. However, experiments show that many systems decompose into a combination
of symmetric and asymmetric facets. In fact, Goukon and coworkers [235] combined ex-
perimentally measured boundary energies of CuΣ11 ATGBs at 1273 K with an energetic
model based on facet geometry. By using eight experimentallydetermined boundary en-
ergies, they defined a parameter that calculated whetherΣ11 ATGBs of certain inclination
86
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Calculated - This work
Measured - Goukon et al. 2000
Figure 4.5: Comparison of the calculated and experimentally obtained relativ bound-
ary energies,γGB/γS ur f ace, as a function of the inclination angle for Cu. The experimen-
tal results were obtained from the silica particle observation measurements of Goukonet
al. [235].
angles have a tendency to facet into combinations of otherΣ11 boundaries. They found
that it is energetically favourable for many boundaries to facet into a combination of sym-
metric and asymmetric boundaries. For example, they found that theΣ11(001)1 / (667)2
ATGB will facet into theΣ11(113) STGB and theΣ11(225)1 / (441)2 ATGB on the ba-
sis of the measuredΣ11 energies. In the current work, however, only the validityof the
decomposition of asymmetric tilt grain boundaries into symmetric tilt grain boundaries is
examined.
In this same study by Goukon and colleagues [235], they calculated theΣ11 boundary
energy as a function of inclination angle for Cu using the silica particle observation method.
Figure4.5 compares the measurements of Goukonet al. [235] at 1273 K with the calcu-
lated 0 K boundary energies normalized by the[110] surface energy (1476 mJ/m2) in this
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Grain Boundary Expansion

































Figure 4.6: Grain boundary energy as a function of the grain boundary expansion for Cu
and Al. The GB expansion is normalized by the lattice parameter.
work. The error bars on the experimental data represents oneta dard deviation. Quanti-
tatively, the magnitudes of the calculated relative boundary energies agree fairly well with
the magnitudes of the measured values, especially at low inclination angles. A similar dif-
ference in the relative boundary energy is observed forΣ3 ATGBs. The shape of the curves
is slightly different though. The experimental measurements for theΣ11 ATGB energy are
approximately constant as a function of inclination angle.Considering the large tempera-
ture difference, whose effect on theΣ11 grain boundary energies is not known, the general
agreement is good.
Additionally, the grain boundary expansion of the calculated structures is compared to
the grain boundary energy for Cu and Al, as shown in Fig.4.6. The symmetric tilt boundary
energies for the〈100〉 and〈110〉 tilt axis are from Fig.4.1 while the asymmetric tilt grain
boundary energies include theΣ5, Σ9, Σ11, Σ13 boundaries from this work. The grain
boundary expansion [236] is in the direction normal to theGB plane since the other two
directions are fixed; this quantity is normalized by the lattice parameter. The boundary
expansion increases with increasing boundary energy in Cu and Al, but with significant
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scatter. In general, tilt grain boundaries in Al tend to havelarger boundary expansion
than Cu. Analysis ofGB structures shows that dislocations dissociate more easilyin low
stacking fault energy Cu, which results in a lowerGB expansion normal to theGB plane.
These results agree qualitatively with the computer simulations of Wolf and Merkle [236].
4.4 Asymmetric tilt grain boundary structure
The grain boundary structures for all theATGBs were identified using the centrosymme-
try parameter of Kelchneret al. [106] using the methodology described in Section2.2.3.
The structural units of theSTGBs appear in all asymmetric tilt grain boundaries, but the
structural ordering and faceting ofSUs within theATGBs differs for the〈100〉 and〈110〉
misorientation axes. Therefore, the next two subsections discuss observations regarding the
structural unit and faceting description for these boundaries and how theATGB structure
is related to the interface energy.
4.4.1 〈100〉 Asymmetric tilt grain boundaries
Figure4.7 shows the equilibrium 0 KGB structures in Cu for sixΣ5 boundaries in order
of increasing inclination angle. The structures are viewedalong the[100] tilt axis and the
atoms on two consecutive(200) planes are shown as black and white. TheGB normal and
period vectors for the lower and upper crystal are shown in the corner boxes on the left-hand
for eachGB. The two arrows in the upper right corner correspond to the ideal location of
the twoΣ5 STGBs based on theGB inclination angle (also shown). There are two facets for
eachΣ5 ATGB: one facet corresponds to theSUs of theΣ5(310) STGB(C SUs) and one
facet corresponds toSUs associated with theΣ5(210) STGB(B’ SUs). Consequently, the
only SUs present are those observed in theΣ5 STGBs: theB′ andC SUs (see Figs.4.7(a)
and4.7(f)). Also, notice that theΣ5(100)1 / (430)2Φ = 18.43
◦ ATGB contains an equal
ratio ofC SUs toB′ SUs. Inclination angles less (greater) thanΦ = 18.43◦ contain a larger
(smaller) fraction ofB′ SUs, as shown in Figs.4.7(b), 4.7(d), and4.7(e). The structural
units have arranged such that the majority of the non-centrosymmetric atoms bounding the
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interface are on a{110} plane, as shown in Figs.4 7(a) and4.9(c).
There are a few possible representations of the favored C structural unit of theΣ5(310)
STGB. Figure4.7(a) shows two outlined C structural units; one CSU with one interior
atom (left) and one CSU with three interior atoms (right). For the purposes of this dis-
cussion, these structural units will be referred to as C1 and C3 to denote the one and three
interior atom(s), respectively. The C3 SU is commonly used to represent the favored struc-
tural unit of theΣ5(310) STGB(e.g., [145, 151]). However, both structural unit represen-
tations relate to the〈100〉 ATGB structures. In the CuΣ5 ATGBs, the C1 structural unit is
observed on theΣ5(310) facets; the C3 SU is not correlated with the non-centrosymmetric
atoms of theΣ5 ATGB structures in Cu. In AlΣ5 ATGBs, the C3 structural unit is observed
on theΣ5(310) facets at lower inclination angles and transitions to the C1 structural unit
at higher inclination angles. The slight difference inATGB structures between Cu and Al
may be due to the differences in their stacking fault energies. Note that the C1 and C3 struc-
tural units have identical energies in theΣ5(310) STGB, but either structural unit may be
present in theATGBs depending on their impact on theATGB energy. Figure4.7 shows
the C1 structural unit, while Fig.4.8 shows the C3 structural unit in theATGB structures.
Fig. 4.8(a) shows that either the C1 or C3 structural unit can be used to represent the pe-
riod for theΣ13(510) STGBand, although not explicitly shown, theΣ13(510) facets for
the Σ13 ATGBs. This is true for both Cu and Al. Given that neitherSU description is
metastable in theΣ5(310) or Σ13(510) STGBs, both the C1 and C3 SUs are referred to as
the CSU in theGB structure images and in the discussion that follows.
Figure4.8 shows four grain boundary structures in theΣ13 CSL system. The grain
boundary structures for the two symmetric tilt grain boundaries,Σ13(510) andΣ13(320),
are shown in Figs.4.8(a) and4.8(d), respectively. TheΣ13 STGBs are not favored bound-
aries in the〈100〉 system and, consequently, are composed of a mixture of structural units
from the favored boundaries: the|DDC| SUs for theΣ13(510) STGBand the|AB′| SUs for















































































Figure 4.7: Six Σ5 GB structures in Cu for various inclination angles. The structures are
viewed along the[100] tilt axis; atoms on consecutive{200} planes are shown as black and
white. The grain boundary normal and period vectors for the lower and upper crystal are
shown in the corner boxes on the left-hand side for each grainbou dary. The inclination
angle is shown in the upper right corner. The twoΣ5 symmetric tilt grain boundaries are
































































Figure 4.8: FourΣ13GB structures in Cu for various inclination angles. The rest is viewed
as in Fig.4.7.
theSTGBs. Each facet consists of theSUs of one period of theSTGBs, as well. That is,
the minimum energyGB structure does not separate either theC andD SUs or theA and
B′ SUs onto different facets. As in Fig.4.7, there is a strong tendency for the〈110〉 plane to
bound the structural units of theΣ13ATGBs. Figs.4.9(a) and4.9(d) show the{110} planes
bounding the structural units of theΣ13 symmetric tilt grain boundaries.
TheΣ5 boundaries show the behavior ofATGB structure with respect to the inclination
angle for a favored boundary in the〈100〉 tilt axis system. Likewise, theΣ13 boundaries
show the change inATGB with respect to the inclination angle for non-favored boundaries
in the〈100〉 system. The well-defined order of structural units and faceting of ATGBs in the
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〈100〉 tilt system also follows the proposed model in Tschopp and McDowell [76,78]. This
model has shown that if theATGB ideally facets in its symmetric counterparts, theATGB
grain boundary period can be decomposed into the boundary periods of the two symmetric
boundaries to find the relative occurrence of the structuralnits of eachSTGB, similar to
how STGBs can be decomposed into the structural units of favored boundaries [90]. For
example, the period vector for theΣ13(11,3,0)1 / (970)2Φ = 26.57










/ (510)2Φ = 0
◦ STGB and two
periods of theΣ13(320)1 / (230)2Φ = 45














Note that the 1:2 ratio of|DDC| SUs of theΣ13(510)Φ = 0◦ STGBto the |AB′| SUs
of theΣ13(320)Φ = 45◦ STGB from Eq.4.3 is equivalent to the ratio ofSUs shown in
Fig. 4.8(c). The agreement of the calculated energies with Eq.4.2suggests that allΣ5 and
Σ13ATGBs can be decomposed in a similar manner.
4.4.2 〈110〉 Asymmetric tilt grain boundaries
Figure4.9 shows theGB structures in Al for fourΣ11 boundaries in order of increasing









planes are shown as black and white. Figure4.9(a) is the low energy
Σ11(113) θ = 50.48◦ STGB, which is composed of C structural units. Figure4.9(d) is
theΣ11(332) θ = 129.52◦ STGB, which is a combination of D structural units from the
Σ3(111) θ = 109.5◦ coherent twin boundary and E structural units from theΣ9(221) θ =
141.1◦ STGB.
Also shown are examples of calculated structures from two asymmetric tilt grain bound-
aries with a distinctly different ordering of structural units (Figs.4 9(b)-4.9(c)). For in-
stance, in Fig.4.9(b), theΣ11(225)1 / (441)2Φ = 54.74
◦ ATGB ideally facets into the

































































Figure 4.9: FourΣ11 grain boundary structures in Al for various inclination angles. The




tilt axis; atoms on consecutive{220} planes are shown
as black and white. The rest is viewed as in Fig.4.7
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theΣ3 ATGB system [76,78]. For inclination anglesΦ ≤ 54.74◦, theΣ11ATGBs facet into
the structural units of the twoSTGBs. Asymmetric tilt grain boundaries in theΣ11 system
are similar to those in theΣ3 system in that both systems facet into their symmetric coun-
terparts and both systems contain a relatively low energy boundary: theΣ3 coherent twin
boundary and theΣ11(113) STGB. The decomposition of theATGB into STGB facets
may be due to the low energy of theSTGBs in these systems, as discussed by Muschik and
coworkers for theΣ3 system [237].
At higher inclination anglesΦ ≥ 54.74◦, theΣ11ATGBs are composed of combinations






ATGB. Notice that the C structural units are no longer discernible in the boundary struc-
ture. This structure is very similar to theΣ11(332) θ = 90◦ STGB, except that some of
the E structural units are distorted and steps are present inthe boundary structure. Also,
the structural units have arranged such that the majority ofhe non-centrosymmetric atoms
bounding the interface are on a{111} plane, as shown in Figs.4 9(b) and4.9(c). The close-
packed{111} plane has the lowest surface energy inFCCmetals [238], which may serve as
the driving force for the observed arrangement of structural units. The{111} planes bound-
ing the 〈110〉 tilt boundaries are different from the{110} planes bounding the structural
units for the〈100〉 ATGBs. One purely geometrical reason is that the〈111〉 direction is not
perpendicular to the〈100〉 tilt axis, i.e., the direction on which the structural units align for
〈100〉 tilt boundaries.
Finally, Fig.4.10shows six structures from theΣ9 CSLsystem. The twoSTGBs — the
Σ9(114) θ = 38.94◦ and theΣ9(221) θ = 141.06◦ boundaries — are shown in Figs.4.10(a)
and 4.10(f). The structures of theΣ9(114) STGB is strongly affected by the stacking
fault energy of the material; hence, we only discuss the CuGB structure for the sake of
brevity. In Cu, theΣ9(114) STGBconsists of the structural units of (1) the CSU from the
Σ11(113) θ = 50.48◦ STGBand (2) the DSUfrom theΣ3(111) θ = 109.47◦ coherent twin
boundary. The DSUs, which can also be described as Shockley partial dislocations [91],
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dissociate away from the CSUleaving behind a stacking fault. However, the stacking fault
is difficult to distinguish because of the presence of two dissociated DSUs in close prox-
imity. Conversely, theΣ9(221) θ = 141.06◦ STGBis a favored boundary that contains only
the ESU (Cu and Al). This boundary has also been viewed in terms of the microfaceting
along two asymmetric boundary plane orientations,{111}1 / {110}2, in both experimentally
obtained [239] and calculated structures [90].
Several additional visuals are illustrated in Fig.4.10(f) to aid in the interpretation of
the remainingΣ9 ATGB structures. First, the dashed boxes in the perfect lattice are shown
to point out the{100}, {110}, and{111} planes. Notice that the non-centrosymmetricGB
atoms bordering the perfect lattice align on the{110} and {111} planes in both crystals.
Second, the directions on the left in Fig.4.10(f) show that a〈110〉 direction in the bottom
lattice is nearly parallel (∆ = 3.68◦) to the 〈111〉 direction in the upper lattice, and vice
versa.
TheGB structures for several low indexΣ9 ATGBs are shown in Figs.4.10(b)-4.10(e).
First, the calculated faceting into the structural units ofthe twoΣ9 symmetric tilt grain
boundaries is not observed in any of the structures for Cu or Al. A well-defined ordering
of the SUs within theATGB is often observed, but the structural units of theSTGBs are
not always observed. One possible reason is thatΣ9 ATGBs can dissociate into facets
of the Σ3 STGBs rather than facet into the higher energyΣ9 STGBs; this mechanism
has been reported by several researchers [240–243]. In agreement with these studies, the
Σ9(111)1 / (115)2Φ = 35.25
◦ ATGB in Fig. 4.10(b) supports a decomposition intoΣ3
facets. In this structure, the CSU with the dissociated DSUs are similar to the symmetric
structures in Fig.4.10(a), but the CSUs have all rotated to face the same direction. No-
tice that the C and DSUs from theΣ9(114) STGBare inclined about the grain boundary
period, which requires more DSUs to accommodate this rotation. At larger length scales,
these threeΣ3 facets would be easier to resolve. This structure may shed light on the ex-













































































































Figure 4.10: Six low indexΣ9 grain boundary structures in Cu with various inclination




Another characteristic ofΣ9 ATGB structures is shown in Figs.4.10(c)-4.10(e) for
higher inclination angles. TheSUs of theΣ9(114) θ = 38.94◦ are not present in these
boundaries; instead allSUs resemble ESUs of varying degrees of distortion. One possi-
ble reason for this distortion is that the E structural unit has a relatively large free volume
compared to other structural units in the〈110〉 STGB system [244], which may serve as
the impetus for atoms to rearrange to lower theGB energy; the ESU has been found to
distort as a function of the misorientation angle inSTGBs [72,79,90]. Additionally, notice
that the atoms associated with the ESUs have rearranged to form an almost continuous line
of structural units with very few steps or facets. The grain boundary planes bounding the
SUs are the{111} planes on one side of the boundary and the{110} plane on the other side,
which agrees with experimentally observed images [185]. Additionally, the misorientation
of these boundaries is very close (∆θ = 3.68◦) to the{111}1 / {110}2 ATGB, which presum-
ably has a low energy. Therefore, small facets orGB steps may be required to make up the
difference in orientation [245] (see Figs.4.10(c)-4.10(e)).
4.4.3 Comparison with experimental grain boundary structures
Duparcet al. [246] used molecular dynamics simulations of grain boundary structures to
verify experimentally observedΣ9 boundary structures. Figure4.11shows the calculated
andHRTEM images for an observed segment of asymmetric tilt character. Interestingly,
the HRTEM structure observed in Fig.4.11(b) is very similar to theΣ9 ATGB structures
at high inclination angles,i.e., Figs. 4.10(c)-4.10(e). In fact, they identified the red E’
structural unit as a Lomer lock dislocation configuration that terminates a row of〈110〉
atoms. Again, a similar structure is observed in Figs.4.10(d) and4.10(e). The difference
in identification of structural units is subjective. While Duparc and colleagues identify
multiple A’ structural units, only atoms in a distorted environment that correspond to the
structural units of theΣ9 STGBs were identified here. The identification of structural units
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2 asymmetric tilt grain boundary. The black and white circlescorre-
spond to atomic positions at±a/4 〈110〉 along the tilt axis direction. Dashed and full lines








, respectively. (b)HRTEM experi-
mental image completed with the structural units. Images arfrom Duparcet al. [246].
does not affect the underlying atomic structure, though - this is the same in both studies.
We may ask the question, can the calculated structures and energi s of asymmetric
tilt grain boundaries provide understanding for the experim ntal observations of low in-
dex planes in larger scaleFCC polycrystalline materials? To this end, the notion that
asymmetric tilt boundaries with low index normals have a large difference in energy com-
pared to boundaries of similar inclination with higher index normals is not supported
by this study. As shown in Figs.4.3-4.4, our results suggest that there is not a large
difference in energies (e.g., ∆E = 4.8 mJ/m2) betweenATGBs with a low index nor-
mal (e.g., Σ9(001)1 / (447)2Φ = 19.47
◦) and ATGBs with higher index normals (e.g.,
Σ9(11,11,17)1 / (1,1,23)2Φ = 22.99
◦) with respect to grain boundary inclination angle.
These results agree with the calculated and experimentallymeasured energy relationship
for Σ3 ATGBs; in this system, the boundaries with low index normals showvery similar
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energies to higher index boundaries with similar inclination angles [78, 158, 159]. As dis-
cussed earlier, there is the possibility that low index asymmetric tilt grain boundaries are
lower energy boundaries with respect to otherGB degrees of freedom, though.
The atomistic observation of low index{111} planes bounding the interface structure in
Σ9 andΣ11 ATGBs may provide insight into the experimental observations oflow index
planes, particularly{111} planes, at grain boundaries in larger scaleFCCpolycrystals. The
driving force for grain boundary structural rearrangementis to minimize the total boundary
energy. The low surface energy of the{111} surface compared to the{100} and {110}
surfaces may explain the high frequency of{111} planes bounding the structural units in the
〈110〉 tilt grain boundaries. EvenATGBs with higher index planes facet in such a manner
as to create low index{111} planes at the boundary. Since asymmetric tilt grain boundaries
rearrange at atomic levels to increase the fraction of{111} planes bounding the interface
structural units, perhaps similar microstructural rearrangement to minimize energy occurs
at even higher scales through grain rotation, grain boundary migration, or grain boundary
faceting. Further studies are necessary to validate this. However, the results of this paper
suggest that the observed frequency of low index planes in polycrystals may be associated
with the boundary structure rather than any low energy cuspsin the energy-inclination
angle relationship.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, atomistic simulations were used to explorethe structure and energy of sev-
eral low orderCSL ATGB systems (Σ5, Σ9, Σ11, andΣ13) about the〈100〉 and〈110〉 tilt
axes. TheΣ5 andΣ13 systems with a boundary plane rotated about the〈100〉 misorienta-
tion axis were examined along with theΣ9 andΣ11 systems rotated about the〈110〉 mis-
orientation axis. Asymmetric tilt grain boundary energieswere calculated as a function of
inclination angle and compared with an energy relationshipbased on faceting into the two
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symmetric tilt grain boundaries in each system. One finding is that asymmetric tilt bound-
aries with low index normals do not necessarily have lower enrgies than boundaries with
similar inclination angles, contrary to previous studies.Further analysis of grain boundary
structures provides insight into the asymmetric tilt grainboundary energy. TheΣ5 andΣ13
systems in the〈100〉 system agree with the aforementioned energy relationship;tructures
confirm that these asymmetric boundaries facet into the symmetric tilt boundaries. TheΣ9
andΣ11 systems in the〈110〉 system deviate from the idealized energy relationship. As
the boundary inclination angle increases towards theΣ9(221) andΣ11(332) symmetric tilt
boundaries, the minimum energy asymmetric boundary structu es contain low index{111}
and{110} planes bounding the interface region. Based upon prior results ofΣ3 ATGBs [78]
and results fromΣ5/9/11/13 ATGBs in this chapter, the observed frequency of low in-
dex planes in polycrystals doesnot appear to be associated with low energy cusps in the
energy-inclination angle relationship; this conclusion is in contrast to former studies [185].
Instead, the current results indicate that the structure and f ceting of asymmetric tilt grain
boundaries may play a more prominent role in the observed frequency of low index planes
in polycrystalline materials. For citation of the work contai ed in this chapter, the reader is
referred to Ref. [79].
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CHAPTER V
STRUCTURE AND FREE VOLUME OF 〈110〉 SYMMETRIC TILT
GRAIN BOUNDARIES WITH THE E STRUCTURAL UNIT
This chapter discusses the structure and free volume of〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain bound-
aries containing the E structural unit from theΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ grain boundary. A
stereologically-based methodology is used to calculate the grain boundary free volume
along with the spacing and connectivity of free volume. The mini um energy equilibrium
grain boundary is generated to examine: (i) the grain boundary structure, (ii) a measure
of free volume associated with the grain boundary, (iii) spatial correlation functions of the
distribution of free volume, and (iv) images of grain boundary free volume distribution.
Using the results from these calculations, the influence of free volume spatial distribution
and grain boundary structure on dislocation dissociation and nucleation is briefly discussed
for boundaries with the E structural unit subjected to tensil loading normal to the interface.
5.1 Introduction
A better understanding of the grain boundary (GB) structure and free volume can pro-
vide insight into the mechanical behavior and bulk properties of nanocrystalline and larger
grain polycrystalline materials. The free volume is definedas an interatomic region of
low atomic density that aids the mobility of neighboring atoms, enablingGB sliding, grain
rotation, andGB dislocation emission. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of defor-
mation in nanocrystalline materials have shown that the initial free volume and its evo-
lution within grain boundaries is a necessary component forGB sliding [45] and grain
rotation [59] at smaller grain sizes (on the order of 10 nm andbelow). Partial dislocation
emission from grain boundaries is important at larger grainsizes. Atomistic simulations
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have shown that prior to the nucleation of partial dislocations in nanocrystalline metals,
stress-assisted free volume migration is observed in the boundaries and at nearby triple
junction regions [60,141]. Local atomic shuffling enabled by the excess free volume facil-
itates the formation of the Burgers vector required to nucleate a partial dislocation within
the boundary region [60,141]. BicrystalMD simulations have also been used to investigate
the influence of the structure of specific grain boundaries ondeformation behavior. For
example, Spearot and coworkers investigated the dislocation nucleation and emission phe-
nomenon under uniaxial tension from both aluminum [97] and copper [139] symmetric tilt
grain boundaries. Tschopp and McDowell also examined how the structure ofΣ3 asymmet-
ric tilt grain boundaries impacts dislocation nucleation [77]. These simulations show that
the grain boundary acts as a dislocation source, and that thedislocation nucleation process
is highly dependent on theGB structural units and their sequence within the boundary (i.e.,
theGB dislocation content and arrangement).
This chapter investigates the structure and free volume of symmetric tilt grain bound-
aries with a〈110〉 tilt axis in the misorientation angle range 109.5◦ < θ < 180◦ (using
a [001] crystallographic reference plane). This misorientation ra ge corresponds to grain
boundaries that contain the E structural unit [90] from theΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ symmetric
tilt grain boundary (STGB). This work is motivated by bicrystalMD and quasicontin-
uum simulations that examined the tensile and shear strengths of specific grain bound-
aries [64,72]. Sansoz and Molinari [72] employed quasicontinuum simulations to examine
18 symmetric and two asymmetric tilt grain boundaries with〈110〉 tilt axis under shear
deformation; they found that the E structural unit is associated with the onset ofGB slid-
ing by atomic shuffling. Spearotet al. [64] formulated an interface strength model for
the nucleation stress required to emit dislocations from the GB; this model incorporates
both crystallographic parameters from the surrounding lattice as well as the initial free
volume of the interface. Figure5.1 shows the stress required for dislocation nucleation
and emission fromSTGBs with a 〈110〉 tilt axis. Notice the extremely low stresses to
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emit dislocations from theGB for misorientation anglesθ > 109.5◦; this corresponds to
boundaries containing the E structural unit. While this interface strength model adequately
captures the stress required for dislocation emission for〈110〉 STGBs with θ < 109.5◦,
the model fails to capture the large drop in strength associated with theθ > 109.5◦ mis-
orientation range. They hypothesized that a higher order formulation that accounts for the
distribution of free volume on the interface (.g., two-point statistics) may be required to
explain this effect. Therefore, the intent of this chapter is to investigateboth the structure
and free volume distribution to better explain: (i) the evolution ofGB structure throughout
the 109.5◦ < θ < 180◦ misorientation angle range, (ii) the evolution ofGB free volume
throughout this range using one- and two-point statistics,and (iii) the relationship between
GB structure,GB free volume, and the process of dislocation dissociation and nucleation.
Consequently, this chapter is organized as follows. First, the methodology that allows
for the calculation of one- and two-point statistics is presented along with the visualization
of GB free volume. After molecular statics simulations are used to characterize the mini-
mum energyGB structures within this range, the aforementioned methodology is utilized
to (i) analyze the one- and two-point statistics of free volume, (ii) study the relationship
between theGB structure and the free volume statistics, and (iii) visualize the evolution
of GB free volume with misorientation angle forGBs with the E structural unit. Last, the
effect ofGB structure and free volume onGB partial dislocation dissociation, nucleation,
and emission events in Cu is discussed.
5.2 Simulation methodology
A simulation cell with3D periodic boundary conditions is used to obtain the minimum
energy 0K structure for eachGB. The simulation cell and axis directions for this chapter
are shown in Fig.5.2. This cell consists of two grains and two periodic grain boundaries
separated by a minimum distance of 12 nm. A large number of initial configurations with
different in-plane rigid body translations and an atom deletioncriterion are used to access
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Figure 5.1: Maximum tensile strength versus misorientation angle for〈110〉 symmetric tilt
grain boundaries [64]. The stress required for dislocationnucleation in single crystal with
the same orientation is also shown. Notice the large drop in stres for grain boundaries with
misorientation angles greater than 109.5◦.
the minimum energyGB structures. A Sandia-based parallel molecular dynamics code,
Warp [69], that incorporates domain decomposition was usedto calculate ourGB struc-
tures. A nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm was used for energy minimization. Further
details of the methodology used to attain the grain boundarystructures are given in Chap-
ter 2 and in Tschopp and McDowell [78]. An embedded atom method (EAM) potential
for Cu [124] was also employed; this reproduces stacking fault energies consistent with
available experimental data andab initio calculations.
Once theGB structures are generated, a post-processing code was used to characterize
the initial GB free volume in terms of one-point (volume fraction) and two-point statistics
(e.g., two-point correlation functions and lineal path functions). To calculate two-point
statistics, a grid was defined in three-dimensional space. First, a grid of points with a
spacing of 0.05a0 or smaller, wherea0 is the lattice spacing, was superimposed in three
dimensions (ijk) over the volume of interest, in this case the entire simulation box. Next,















Figure 5.2: Schematic of the3D periodic computational cell used for grain boundary cal-
culations. The tilt axis is into the page.

















1, di jk > ca0
0, di jk ≤ ca0
(5.1)
whereNi jk is an indicator matrix that defines whether each grid point isassociated with free
volume or not,c is a constant, and the subscriptsi, j, andk are integer values that range from
1 to the number of grid points (nx, ny, andnz) in the X, Y and Z directions, respectively. For
these simulations,c was chosen such that no grid points were associated with freevolume
in a perfect fcc unit cell,i.e., c = 0.5. Grid points designated as free volume were assigned
the numeric value of one. Once each grid point was evaluated,several one- and two-point
statistical measures were calculated.
The volume fractionf1 occupied by free volume is the summation ofNi jk over all the
grid points divided by the total number of grid points,i.e., f1 =
∑
i jk Ni jk/(nxnynz). However,
for this bicrystal computational cell, the3D statistics for a3D planar structure, not a3D
microstructure, were of interest. Hence, the effect of the bulk lattice between the periodic













In Eq.5.2, 2AGB is the totalGB area (from the two periodicGB planes) andV is the sim-
ulation cell volume. TheGB structures have different period and normal vectors, resulting
in different simulation cell sizes, so it is important to use a measur that is not biased by
different simulation cell sizes.
Information concerning the spatial arrangement of elements in microstructures (e.g.,
particles, voids) is provided from two-point correlation functions (TPCFs). The traditional




that two points separated by a distance
r are both contained in a particular phase (i. ., phasei and phasej). In this case, theTPCF
of the free volume is the quantity of interest,i.e., P11 (r k). The subscriptk denotes that there
is directionality associated with the distance. In this chapter, theTPCFs are investigated
along specific directions as outlined in Fig.5.2: the GB period (X), theGB normal (Y),
and theGB tilt axis (Z) vectors. Last, to remove the eff ct of the number of grid points, the
TPCFwas normalized by the volume fraction of free volume,f1, i.e.,




Note that thisTPCF definition forcesP∗11 (r k) → 1 asr k → 0 since theTPCF P11 (r k)
will approach the volume fractionf1 at infinitely small distances,i.e., limrk→0 P11 (r k) =
f1. Other authors normalize theTPCFby f 21 so that as the distance increases the graph
approaches unity (cf. [247]). This method is based on limrk→0 P11 (r k) = f
2
1 ; however, due
to the perfect periodicity of the grain boundaries within this 3D periodic cell, theseTPCFs
do not necessarily follow this limit. Moreover, normalizing by f 21 does not eliminate the
dependence on the number of grid points as does Eq.5.3.
The lineal path function (LPF) Lii (r k) is the probability that a line of lengthr located
randomly in a microstructure is entirely in phasei. This parameter gives more insight into
the connectivity and clustering tendencies of free volume.Lineal path functions for free
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Free Volume Not Free Volume




Figure 5.3: One-dimensional schematic showing the difference between two-point corre-
lation functionP∗11 (r k) and the lineal path functionL
∗
11 (r k) for distances ofr = 1,2,3.
volume along directions identical to theTPCFcase are of interest,i.e., L11 (r k). Similar to
theTPCF, theLPFwas normalized by dividing by the volume fraction of free volume,i.e.,




As with the normalizedTPCF P∗11 (r k), the normalizedLPF L
∗
11 (r k)→ 1 asr k → 0. To
check the convergence for the two-point statistics, different grid spacings were used for
Σ9 andΣ11 GBs. The same trends in bothTPCFs andLPFs were found for grid spac-
ings of 0.05a0, 0.025a0, and 0.01a0 in all directions. Both two-point statistics were used to
characterize the spatial arrangement of free volume, becaus theTPCFrepresents thespac-
ing between free volume points while theLPF represents theconnectivityof free volume
points.
Figure5.3is a simple schematic showing the difference between theTPCFP∗11 (r k) and
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theLPF L∗11 (r k). This schematic contains a 1D representation of two phases that directly
corresponds to this chapter;i.e., free volume in gray boxes and occupied sites in white
boxes. Figure5.3shows the combination of boxes that are accounted for in boththeTPCF
P∗11 (r k) andLPF L
∗
11 (r k) for distances ofr = 1, r = 2, andr = 3. First, notice that as the
distance increases, the number of possible combinations for the TPCFincreases. Recall
that theTPCFdoes not consider the boxes in between; only the boxes at the end of the
line. However, theLPF requires that all boxes along the line belong to a particularphase;
therefore, the probability of this occurring decreases with increasing distance. Additionally,
this schematic shows that theTPCF represents thespacingbetween free volume points
while theLPFrepresents theconnectivityof free volume points. This trivial example is the
same concept as that used to calculate the two-point statistics P∗11 (r k) andL
∗
11 (r k) for three
dimensions.
5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Grain boundary structure
After calculating theGB structures, the atoms associated with theGB were identified and
characterized as structural units (SUs) using the methodology outlined in Section2.2.3.
OnceGB atoms were identified, these atoms were divided intoSUs that are consistent with
the three favored〈110〉 STGBs for this range [90]; the DSU of theΣ3(111) θ = 109.5◦
coherent twin boundary, the E (or E′) SU of theΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ GB, and the A (or A′)
SU of theΣ1(110) θ = 180◦ perfect lattice. Notice that allGBs with θ < 141.1◦ should
contain a combination of ESUs and DSUs, while allGBs with θ > 141.1◦ should contain
a combination of A (or A′) and E (or E′) SUs. The convention used for namingSUs is
consistent with that of Ref. [90].
Table5.1lists 12STGBs in the〈110〉 tilt axis system in order of increasing misorienta-
tion angle within the range 109.5◦ < θ < 180◦. TheseGBs should contain the ESU based
on the structural unit model [148]. Of the 12GBs listed in Table5.1, nine of theseGB
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Table 5.1: The misorientation angles andGB plane normals for the twelveGBs with the E
structural unit. The structural unit description is given for each of these boundaries along
with the publication where each structural image is shown. Note that although all these









114.5◦ Σ171(11,11,10) |9(D)E′′.9(D)E′′| This work
121.0◦ Σ33(554) |DDDE.DDDE| [72,90]
126.4◦ Σ123(775) |DDEDE.DDEDE| This work
129.5◦ Σ11(332) |DE.DE| This work, [72,90]
131.5◦ Σ291(11,11,7) |3(DE)E.3(DE)E| This work
141.1◦ Σ9(221) |E.E| This work, [90]
144.4◦ Σ267(11,11,5) |5(E)A.5(E)A| This work
148.4◦ Σ27(552) |EEA.EEA| [90]
153.5◦ Σ19(331) |EA.EA| This work, [90]
160.0◦ Σ33(441) |EAA.EAA| This work, [90]
166.6◦ Σ73(661) |EA′A′.EA′A′| [90]
169.9◦ Σ129(881) |EA′A′A′.EA′A′A′| This work
structures were calculated and shown in Figs.5.4, 5.5, and5.6. These figures are projected
2D views of the3D atom coordinates around the interface. These structures were chosen to
display the evolution ofGB structure within the misorientation region 109.5◦ < θ < 180◦.
The outlinedSUs represent oneGB period. Additionally, theGB normal and period vectors





is into the page for all structures in Figs.5.4-5.6.
First, notice theΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ GB in Fig. 5.4. This is a favoredGB, in the
sense of Sutton and Vitek [148], within this misorientationra ge that consists of only E
SUs. Therefore, theGB structure for one period is given as|E.E| in Table 5.1, where





along the tilt axis relative to the structure preceding to the period. Now,
notice theΣ11(332) θ = 129.5◦ and theΣ19(331) θ = 153.5◦ GBs in Figs.5.5(c) and
5.6(b), respectively. TheseGBs both contain either an identical ratio of D:ESUs (for the
Σ11 GB) or A:E SUs (for theΣ19 GB). All three GB structures agree with the〈110〉
STGBstructures generated for the low stacking fault energyEAM potential [112] used in








Σ9(221) θ = 141.1◦
Figure 5.4: Σ9 favored grain boundary structure with the E structural unit in Cu. The









as black and white. TheGB normal and period vectors for the lower and upper crystal are
shown in the left-hand corner boxes.
structure fromHRTEM studies for another low stacking fault energy fcc metal, Ni [211,
248].
To investigate the effect of the ratio ofSUs,GB structures with ratios of ESUs to other
units less than 1 and greater than 1 are included. TheGB structures in Figs.5.5(d) and
5.6(a) contain a larger ratio of ESUs, while the structures in Figs.5 5(b) and5.6(c) contain
a smaller ratio of ESUs to the D and ASUs, respectively. Notice that the ESUs in theGB
structures in Figs.5.5(b)-5.5(d) look very similar, while the ESUs in Figs.5.6(a)-5.6(c)
appear more elongated.
Last, theGB structures in Figs.5.5(a) and5.6(d) are examples of theGB structure
change as the ratio of ESUs perGB period length decreases even further. The structure
in Fig. 5.6(d) has elongated E′ SUs with slightly distorted A′ SUs between. However, the
E SU of theΣ171(11,11,10) θ = 114.5◦ GB is more triangular (in a2D projected sense)
with a dissociatedSU that alternates between{111} planes of the adjoining crystals. This
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(c) Σ11(332) θ = 129.5◦ (d) Σ291(11,11,7) θ = 131.5◦
Figure 5.5: Four 〈110〉 Cu grain boundary structures with the E structural unit withθ <










































(c) Σ33(441) θ = 160.0◦ (d) Σ129(881) θ = 169.9◦
Figure 5.6: Four 〈110〉 Cu grain boundary structures with the E structural unit withθ >
141.1◦. The structures are viewed as in Fig.5.4.
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use E′′ to describe thisSU because of the attached dissociated ISF. Accordingly, thisSU
is represented as E” in Table5.1, as this description correctly follows the structural unit
model [148]. Note that this boundary can be equally defined asa vicinal boundary to the
Σ3(111) θ = 109.5◦ singular boundary (i.e., the coherent twin boundary).
For boundaries with the ESU, as theGB misorientation approaches theθ = 109.5◦
coherent twin boundary, the distortion to the ESU causes the dissociation of an intrinsic
stacking fault (ISF). The ISF length increases to some extent as the deviation from the
coherent twin boundary misorientation angle decreases. Thi sort of structure is observed
experimentally. In particular, a defect structure similarto the E′′ SUwith a dissociatedISF
was observed inHRTEM images in Al [249–251] and Au [252]. A detailed analysis of the
observed defect structure in these studies has shown that this defect is aa0/3 〈111〉 twin dis-
location, also termed a0/3 〈111〉 disconnection. Furthermore, Marquis and Medlin have
shown that thea0/3 〈111〉 disconnections can relax into two structures: a structure with a
dissociated 90◦ Shockley partial dislocation or a compact core structure. The E′′ structure
is associated with the former. The emission of thea0/6 〈112〉 Shockley partial dislocation
is through a reaction of the typea0/3 〈111〉 → a0/6 〈112〉+a0/6 〈110〉 which leaves behind
a stair-rod dislocation at the interface. Interestingly, in the current work, theGBs with the
E′′ SU have alternating ‘exterior’a0/3 〈111〉 disconnections [252], resulting in a symmet-
ric configuration. Additionally, the ESU appears to be equivalent to thea0/3 〈111〉 twin
dislocation without the emitted Shockley partial dislocation.
5.3.2 Free volume characterization
The free volume per unitGB area,f ∗1 , defined in Eq.5.2was computed using a grid spac-
ing of 0.025a0 for numerous〈100〉 and〈110〉 STGBs. Figure5.7plots f ∗1 as a function of
misorientation angle for both〈100〉 and〈110〉 STGBs along with a free volume measure
Dc, defined in Ref. [1] based on the atomic coordination number (CN), which represents
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Free Volume per Area, f *
CN Free Volume w/ rcut=0.85a0
CN Free Volume w/ rcut=0.90a0
(a)
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Free Volume per Area, f *
CN Free Volume w/ rcut=0.85a0
CN Free Volume w/ rcut=0.90a0
(b)
Figure 5.7: Free volume for (a)〈100〉 and (b)〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain boundaries as
a function of the misorientation angle. The normalized freevolume measuref ∗1 and the
CN-based free volume measureD∗c are both shown on separate axes.
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an interfacial damage parameter. This measure is able to qualitatively capture the differ-
ences in damage evolution for dissimilar interfaces andpproximatelycorrelates to the free
volume within the interface [64]. In this work, however,Dc was modified from its original
form by normalizing with respect to theGB areaAGB instead of number of atoms in the
interface regionN′ , i.e., D∗c = (N
′/AGB) Dc. In this manner, this measure was normalized
similarly to f ∗1 to facilitate comparison; becauseD
∗
c is unitless in the numerator, it is scaled
to compare withf ∗1 .
Figure5.7 shows that theD∗c measure (CN free volume) depends on the cutoff radius
rcut to identify the free volume in theGB; i.e., rcut = 0.90a0 results in slightly lower free
volume values thanrcut = 0.85a0. This dependence of the cutoff radius causes aCN-
based approach to characterize free volume in certain areasdifferently compared to the
grid-based method presented here. For example, notice thatboth normalized free volume
measuresf ∗1 andD
∗
c display the same approximate trend for all misorientation angles for
Fig. 5.7(a), but these measures deviate significantly for Fig.5.7(b). Since the two free
volume measures have different units, using a scale factor of 6/Å3 shows that theCN-
based measure may overestimate the free volume in〈110〉 STGBs with θ < 109.5◦. While
the 〈100〉 STGBs have a similar free volume per unit area, the〈110〉 STGBs have a very
low free volume forθ < 109.5◦ and a sharp increase in free volume forθ > 109.5◦. This
may explain some of the deformation behavior ofGBs with θ > 109.5◦ in the interface
strength model [64]. However, not all〈110〉 GBs with θ > 109.5◦ have a high free volume
fraction; theΣ171(11,11,10) θ = 114.5◦ GB has a low free volume fraction. This is theGB
shown in Fig.5.5(a) with the E′′ SU and associated stacking fault. This indicates that the
dissociation of thea0/6 〈112〉 Shockley partial dislocation may not only result in a lower
energyGB structure, but also a lower free volume measure.
Recall the sharp decrease in the stress required for dislocation emission for misorien-
tation angles greater than 109.5◦ in Fig. 5.1. The low volume fractionf ∗1 of boundaries
vicinal to the coherent twin boundary suggest that the overall (one-point) free volume may
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not be able to entirely describe the large decrease in stressrequired for nucleation. For
theseGBs, the structure is also important to consider, since the intrinsic stacking fault from
the E′′ SU is caused by a dissociated Shockley partial dislocation.
5.3.3 Free volume two-point statistics, TPCF and LPF
The TPCFP∗11 (r) andLPF L
∗
11 (r) were calculated with Eqs.5.3 and5.4 for severalGBs
within the misorientation range 109.5◦ < θ < 180◦. Figure 5.8 shows an example of
the TPCFP∗11 (r) andLPF L
∗
11 (r) for theΣ9(221) θ = 141.1
◦ STGB. Table5.1 that this
GB has a periodic structure composed entirely of ESUs, i.e., |E.E| GB structure. Figure
5.8(a) shows theTPCF P∗11 (r) as a function of the distance for theΣ9(221) θ = 141.1
◦
STGB. For small distances,P∗11 (r) shows the relative spacing between free volume grid
points within a free volume cluster. However, at large distances the increase inP∗11 (r)
represents the spacingbetweenfree volume clusters. Notice that for the Z-direction (i.e.,
tilt axis direction), the spacing between clusters approachesa0/2 〈110〉 (2.556 Ångstroms),
i.e., every two{220} planes, as expected. In the X-direction (GB period), the spacing
between clusters approachesa0/2 〈114〉 (7.669 Ångstroms),i.e., half of theGB period for
theΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ GB. The spacing in the Y-direction (GB normal) is not shown; this
is merely the spacing between the two periodic grain boundaries in the simulation cell.
Figure5.8(b) shows theLPF L∗11 (r) as a function of distance for the X, Y, and Z di-
rections. Unlike theTPCFP∗11 (r) which refers to the free volumespacing, theLPF L
∗
11 (r)
represents theconnectivityof the free volume. Notice thatL∗11 (r) is greater in the X and
Z directions (i.e., the GB plane directions) than the Y-direction (GB normal). Also, the
maximum distance whereL∗11 (r) , 0 is the maximum length of the free volume clusters in
each direction; the free volume clusters have a maximum length of ∼ 1 nm in the X and
Z directions and a maximum length of∼ 0.4 nm in the Y direction. While theLPFs show
that the free volume has approximately the same length dimensions in theGB plane, the
TPCFs show that the spacing between the free volume clusters is very different between
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Figure 5.8: Normalized (a)TPCFP∗11(r) and (b)LPF L
∗
11(r) as a function of distance for
theΣ9(221)θ = 141.1◦ grain boundary.
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the two in-plane directions; there is a much smaller spacingbetween clusters in the Z (tilt
axis) direction.
Figure5.9 shows how severalGB structures with misorientation angles 109.5◦ < θ <
180◦ affect both the (a)TPCFP∗11 (rz) and the (b)LPF L
∗
11 (rz) in the Z (tilt axis) direction.
Figure5.9(a) shows that the free volumeTPCFP∗11 (rz) increases with increasing misorien-
tation angle within the range 109.5◦ < θ < 180◦. As discussed previously, the spacing of
the free volume clusters in the Z-direction isa0/2 〈110〉. Figure5.9(b) shows that the free
volumeLPF L∗11 (rz) also increases with increasing misorientation angle. NotethatL
∗
11 (rz)
for the Σ129(881) θ = 169.9◦ GB does not approach zero within the periodic length of
the Z-direction; this corresponds to a continuous line of free volume from one side of the
periodic boundary to the other. The lower limit of 0.0665 means that 6.65% of the free
volume points are continuous in the Z-direction for thisGB. While an infinite array of free
volume points and the violation of theLPFlimit, lim rz→∞ L
∗
11 (rz) = 0, is an artifact of using
periodic boundaries, this illustrates the propensity forGBs within this misorientation range
to have interconnected free volume.
TheTPCFs andLPFs offer insight into the atomic structure of the ESUover the misori-
entation angle range of 109.5◦ < θ < 141.1◦. Recall the structures of the threeSTGBs from
Fig. 5.9 within this misorientation range. TheΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ GB consists of only E
SUs, while theΣ11(332) θ = 129.5◦ GB has an equal ratio of D and ESUs. First, notice
that a 1:1 D to ESU ratio results in very little change to theTPCFP∗11 (rz) and theLPF
L∗11 (rz). This quantitative data is consistent with the qualitativeGB structure results; the E
SUs appear similar for both theΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ andΣ11(332) θ = 129.5◦ GBs. Addi-
tionalTPCFandLPFresults show that the ESUis very similar with respect to free volume
for misorientation angles as low asθ = 121.0◦ (i.e., theΣ33(554) STGB). However, for the
lower misorientation angleΣ171(11,11,10) θ = 114.5◦ GB, Figs.5.9(a) and5.9(b) show
that the free volume associated with the ESU (or E”, in this case) transforms into a more
compact free volume cluster. This is also evident from theGB structure in Fig.5.5(a).
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Figure 5.9: Normalized (a)TPCFP∗11(rz) and (b)LPF L
∗
11(rz) as a function of distance in
the tilt axis direction for several grain boundaries withinthe misorientation range 109.5◦ <
θ < 180◦. Notice that thespacingand connectivityof the free volume increases with
increasing misorientation angle.
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From our calculations, this transition of the E to E′′ SU occurs when the ratio of D:ESUs
exceeds some critical quantity between 3 (i.e., theΣ33(554) θ = 121.0◦ STGB) and 7 (i.e.,
theΣ113(998) θ = 115.7◦ STGB). Interestingly, this transition of the ESUoccurs near the
window given by the Brandon criterion [253] forΣ3 STGBs (i.e., 8.7◦ from the 109.5◦ Σ3
coherent twin boundary or 118.2◦).
TheTPCFs andLPFs also offer insight into the atomic structure of the ESU over the
misorientation angle range of 141.1◦ < θ < 180◦. TheΣ19(331) θ = 153.5◦ GB consists of
an equal amount of A and ESUs (i.e., 1:1 ratio). However, unlike the 1:1 ratio of D to E
SUs, this ratio corresponds to a structural change in the ESU, as evident by theTPCFand
LPF in Figs.5.9(a) and5.9(b), respectively. This change is also evident in the calculted
GB structure; notice that the ESU has elongated slightly compared to the ESU of the
Σ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ GB. The elongation of the ESU occurs at a misorientation angle
between 141.1◦ < θ < 153.5◦. AdditionalTPCFandLPF data for theΣ267(11,11,5) θ =
144.4◦ GB show that this elongation occurs between 141. ◦ < θ < 144.4◦. These data
suggest that the introduction of the ASU into a boundary of ESUs is associated with a
structural change that affects the free volume (i.e., the elongation of the ESU). As noted
earlier, theTPCFandLPF for theΣ129(881) θ = 169.9◦ GB show that the changes to the
E SU lead to a more connected free volume structure as the misorientation angle increases
in this region. Again, it is interesting that this transition to an ESU that is rotated to align
with theGB period (cf. Fig. 5.6(a)) and contains connected free volume (cf. Fig. 5.9(b))
occurs near the window defined by the Brandon criterion [253] (i.e., 15◦ from the 180◦
perfect lattice or 165◦).
As mentioned for Fig.5.8, theTPCFin the Z-direction (GB period) gives the spacing
between free volume clusters formed from ESUs. Since the A and DSUs are not associated
with free volume, the spacing between clusters is equivalent to the spacing between ESUs.
As the deviation from the perfectΣ9 misorientation angle increases, the spacing between
both ESUs and free volume clusters increases for the misorientationrange 109.5◦ < θ <
121
180◦.
5.3.4 Visualization of free volume
Figure5.10shows a3D view of the distorted atoms around the interface as well as the free
volume for theΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ STGB. This is the same boundary that is shown in the
2D projected view of Fig.5.4. In Fig. 5.10(a), only atoms with a centrosymmetry value
above 0.25 are shown. The magnified2D projected view (above left) shows the relation
between the3D view and theGB SUs. Figure5.10(b) shows a3D view of the free volume
for this interface. Notice the three-dimensional nature ofthe free volume. The magnified
2D projected views show the free volume as viewed from the tilt axis direction (below
left) and theGB normal direction (below right). The projected view along the GB normal
direction allows for visualization of the spacing and connectivity of free volume clusters
within theGB plane.
Figure5.11 shows a projected view of the free volume distribution in theGB plane
(i.e., viewed along theGB normal) for the fiveGBs used for theTPCF and LPF com-
parisons in Fig.5.9. First, notice that the smallest overall free volume occursfo the
Σ171(11,11,10) θ = 114.5◦ GB; recall that thisGB exhibits the dissociated E′′ SU in
Fig. 5.5(a). Second, the minimum free volume spacing in theGB period (x) direction is for
theΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ GB, as expected. As the number of ESUs per unit length decreases
(i.e., the deviation from the perfectΣ9 misorientation angle increases), the spacing between
free volume clusters in theGB period direction also decreases. Third, Fig.5.11shows that
the connectivity of the free volume in the tilt axis direction increases as the misorientation
angle increases, as shown in Figs.5.9(a) and5.9(b). In fact, theΣ129(881) θ = 169.9◦ GB
contains interconnected free volume in the tilt axis directon, which is also evident from
theLPF in Fig. 5.9(b). Last, changes in the shape of the free volume within theGB plane











Figure 5.10: Three-dimensional view of the (a) non-centrosymmetric atoms at the interface
and (b) free volume in the interface for theΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ GB. The magnified2D
projected views show the structural units (a, above left), and the free volume as viewed
from the tilt axis direction (b, below left) and the grain boundary normal (b, below right).
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(a) Σ171(11,11,10) θ = 114.5◦ GB
(b) Σ11(332) θ = 129.5◦ GB
(c) Σ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ GB
(d) Σ19(331) θ = 153.5◦ GB






Figure 5.11: Two-dimensional projected view of the free volume in the grain boundary
plane for five grain boundaries with misorientation angles in the range 109.5◦ < θ < 180◦.
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5.3.5 Role of GB structure and free volume in dislocation nucleation
As discussed in Refs. [64, 77, 97, 139],GB structure and free volume is important to dis-
location nucleation and emission under uniaxial tensile load applied perpendicular to the
GB. Figure5.12plots the normalized volume fractionf ∗1 versus the stress required forGB
dislocation nucleation and emission for allSTGBs in Ref. [64]. The four values corre-
sponding to zero free volume are the 3 single crystal values (i. ., the 0◦ “grain boundaries”)
and the coherent twin boundary (σmax = 12.4 GPa). Notice that there are two distinct
groups:STGBs with the ESU (i.e., 〈110〉 STGBs with θ > 109.5◦) and all otherSTGBs.
In Fig. 5.12, the lines for these two groups are shown to illustrate the general trends. The
trend for the generalSTGBs is that as the one-point measure of free volume fraction in-
creases, the stress required for dislocation nucleation decreases. Spearote al. [64] have
shown that initially the free volume increases in these boundaries until reaching a peak in
theCN-based free volume parameter whereby dislocation nucleation occurs. However, for
STGBs with the ESU, the stress required for dislocation emission increases only slightly
as the free volume increases. This is indicative of different mechanisms of dislocation
nucleation between grain boundaries with and without the ESU.
The mechanism whereby a partial dislocation is emitted froma GB has two essential
stages for grain boundaries with the ESU: dissociation and nucleation. The first stage is
thedissociationof partial dislocations from the boundary. The dissociative reaction for the
vicinal boundaries to theΣ3(111) θ = 109.5◦ boundary are similar to the calculated vicinal
reactions by Rittner and Seidman for the misorientation range between theΣ11(113) θ =
50.48◦ andΣ3(111) θ = 109.5◦ STGBs [90]. The period vector for theΣ171(11,11,10) θ =
114.5◦ boundary isa0 [5,5,11]; this can be separated into nine and one-half periods of the
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Figure 5.12: Free volume measuref ∗1 versus the stress required for dislocation nucleation
for 〈100〉 and〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain boundaries. The trend appears entirely different
between grain boundaries with and without the E structural unit.
Note that the 9:1 ratio of D:ESUs from Eq.5.5 is equivalent to the ratio ofSUs shown
in Fig. 5.5(a); this ratio is correct for all structures calculated within this range. However,
in the Σ171(11,11,10) θ = 114.5◦ GB, the E SU distorts into E′′ SU, also termed an
a0/3 〈111〉 disconnection (cf. [252]) following the discussion in Sec.5 3.1. As in Ref. [90],
to minimize the distortion of the DSUs, the E′′ SU (i.e., the a0/3 〈111〉 disconnection)











This leaves behind ana0/6 〈110〉 stair-rod dislocation in the boundary as well. Notice that
this reaction does not occur for all structures within the range 109.5◦ < θ < 141.1◦, only the
GB structures vicinal to the coherent twin boundary. The remainder of theGB structures
within this range require stress to assist in this reaction.For these remaining boundaries,
uniaxial tensile deformation nearly immediately producesa short intrinsic stacking fault,
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which is associated with thedissociatedpartial dislocation from this reaction. The combi-
nation of the large free volume of the E structural unit and the applied stress enables slip
among adjoining{111} planes for the dissociative reaction. This process is very similar to
dislocation nucleation in nanocrystalline metals, whereby stress-assisted free volume mi-
gration from triple junctions precedes dislocation nucleation [60, 141]. In this work, the
free volume inherent to the grain boundary enables the cooperativ atomic shuffling that
triggers the dissociation of the partial dislocation from the E structural unit. By initiating
dislocation dissociation from the boundary, the free volume is vital to emission of partial
dislocations from the boundary.
The spatial correlation of free volume with respect to intersecting slip planes may also
affect dislocation dissociation and nucleation. For dislocati n dissociation to occur from
the grain boundary, the cooperative motion of a large numberof atoms on a{111} slip plane
intersecting the grain boundary is required. It is likely that this depends on the spacing
and connectivity of free volume along that slip plane. For insta ce, an isolated free vol-
ume pocket that intersects the slip plane will only allow local atomic shuffling in the few
neighboring atoms. However, a large fraction (low spacing ad high connectivity) of grain
boundary free volume intersecting the slip plane aff cts a greater number of atoms along
the slip plane, enabling the cooperative atomic shuffling required to nucleate dislocations
at the boundary. For the boundaries in this work, the two active slip systems (maximum
Schmid factor analysis) occur on the same{111} slip plane (coplanar slip), which intersects
the boundary along the tilt direction. Thus, the spatial correlation statistics calculated relate
to this discussion.
The second required stage is thenucleationof partial dislocations at the boundary. For
these boundaries, a higher stress is required tonucleatethe partial dislocation from the
dissociated boundary in the form of a dislocation loop (cf. [64]). Following Fig.5.1, the
stress required for partial dislocationnucleationincreases with misorientation angle over
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the range studied. TheGB structure and free volume influence the stress required for dislo-
cation nucleation in these boundaries by determining the the spacing betweendissociated
partial dislocations, which affects the relative ease of dislocation nucleation from theGB.
Further investigation of dislocation nucleation mechanisms will be presented in Chapters
6, 7, and8.
5.4 Summary
In summary, atomistic simulations of grain boundary structure and free volume in〈110〉
STGBs containing the E structural unit were performed to help explain dislocation nucle-
ation behavior in Spearotet al. [64]. The current chapter presents a grid-based method for
calculating the free volume whereby both one- and two-pointstatistics were obtained. Nor-
malized forms for the volume fraction, the two-point correlation functions, and the lineal
path functions are introduced so the simulation cell does not skew the3D statistics cal-
culated for these3D planar structures. This methodology was then used to calculate free
volume statistics inGBs within the misorientation range 109.5◦ < θ < 180◦. It was found
that the grain boundary structure and distortion of the E structural unit evolves as a function
of the misorientation angle and ratio of E structural units in the boundary. Two-point statis-
tics, in the form of two-point correlation functions and lineal path functions, were useful in
quantitatively characterizing the spacingwithin andbetweenfree volume clusters as well as
characterizing theconnectivityof free volume. Last, the grain boundary structure and free
volume statistics provide a better understanding of dislocati n dissociation and nucleation
in these Cu grain boundaries. For citation of the work contained i this chapter, the reader
is referred to Ref. [79].
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CHAPTER VI
DISLOCATION NUCLEATION IN Σ3 ATGBS
Chapter6 focuses on dislocation nucleation from asymmetric tilt grain boundaries. Atom-
istic simulations were used to investigate dislocation nucleation fromΣ3 asymmetric (in-
clined) tilt grain boundaries under uniaxial tension applied perpendicular to the boundary.
Molecular dynamics was employed based on embedded atom method potentials for Cu and
Al at 10 K and 300 K. Results briefly discuss the grain boundary structure and energy from
Chapter3, along with mechanical properties and mechanisms associated wi h dislocation
nucleation from theseΣ3 boundaries. The stress and work required for dislocation nucle-
ation were calculated along with elastic stiffness of the bicrystal configurations, exploring
the change in response as a function of inclination angle. Analyses of dislocation nucle-
ation mechanisms for asymmetricΣ3 boundaries in Cu show that dislocation nucleation is
preceded by dislocation dissociation from the boundary. Then, dislocations preferentially
nucleate in only one crystal on the maximum Schmid factor slip plane(s) for that crystal.
However, this crystal is not simply predicted based on either Schmid or non-Schmid
factors. The synthesis of these results provides a better understanding of the dislocation
nucleation process in these faceted, dissociated grain boudaries.
6.1 Introduction
Grain boundaries (GBs) play a significant role in the properties of polycrystalline ma-
terials [154] and dominate responses as grain sizes approach the nanoscale. Interest in
nanocrystalline (nc) materials is motivated by the potential improvements in functional
properties over coarser grained polycrystals. The mechanial properties ofnc materials
show numerous advantages over their polycrystalline counterparts, including peak tensile
strength and strain rate sensitivity (e.g., [35, 36]), but the mechanisms of deformation are
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not as well understood. While some insight into the deformation mechanisms ofncmateri-
als was obtained from in situ high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
experiments [20,48,49], these experiments are often very difficult to perform.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can serve as an effective tool for analyzing dis-
location nucleation mechanisms andGB sliding processes inc face-centered cubic (FCC)
materials [25, 50, 51, 53–55, 58, 141, 142].MD has been utilized to investigate the critical
grain size for transition between dislocation emission-mediat d andGB-mediated defor-
mation modes, which also corresponds to the peak strength inFCC materials [19] and
the breakdown of the classical Hall-Petch relation [31, 32]. Below this critical grain size,
MD simulations have shown thatGB sliding becomes the dominant deformation mecha-
nism [59], giving rise to grain rotation. Furthermore, Van Swygenhovenet al. [54] have
shown thatGB sliding is triggered by atomic shuffling and stress-assisted free volume mi-
gration from triple junctions; the emission of dislocations fromGBs was limited. In addi-
tion, three-dimensional nanocrystals that undergo grain rotation have also displayed the in-
verse Hall-Petch response,i.e., the peak stress decreases with decreasing grain size [18,59].
Above this critical grain size,MD simulations have shown that partial dislocation nucle-
ation fromGBs was accompanied by atomic shuffling in theGB [60, 141]. Schiøtz [61]
predicted the formation of dislocation pileups at theGB in nc Cu samples with grain sizes
above 15-20 nm.MD simulations have shown that nanocrystalline Ni does not emia trail-
ing partial dislocation even for grain sizes as large as 30 nm, but trailing partial dislocations
were observed inc Al [132] andnc Cu for grain sizes above 15-20 nm. The deformation
mechanisms observed in theseMD simulations qualitatively agree with limited experimen-
tal results.
Dislocation nucleation inMD simulations of3D ncmaterials is very complex, though.
The combined tilt and twist character of grain boundaries and the inclination of the bound-
ary plane with respect to the tensile axis complicates the analysis of the role of specificGB
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structures innc simulations. Additionally, different boundaries may nucleate and emit dis-
locations at different stresses incsimulations; it becomes very difficult to separate out the
individual effects ofGB structural units on dislocation nucleation. An alternative method
is to use bicrystal simulations to study the dislocation nucleation mechanism for specific
GBs [97, 139]. For example, Spearotet al. [139] have shown how the spacing between
dissociated structural units in symmetric tilt grain boundaries (STGBs) impacts disloca-
tion nucleation in Cu and Al. However, while many bicrystal simulations have focused on
STGBs, experimental characterization shows that most boundaries in polycrystalline mate-
rials are actually asymmetric tilt grain boundaries (ATGBs) [65]. In view of the interest in
boundaries with a high density of coincident sites (i.e., 1/Σ) for GB engineering purposes
(cf. [66, 67]), theΣ3 system with a〈110〉 tilt axis was chosen in this study for two pure
FCC metals with significantly different stacking fault energies: Cu and Al. Asymmetric
tilt GBs present an interesting case for studying dislocation nucleation behavior because
of the faceted structure and dissimilar adjoining crystal orientations with different Schmid
factors.
Σ3 boundaries present an interesting case for studying dislocation nucleation as well.
The most commonΣ3 GB is the coherent twin boundary. Many experiments have in-
vestigated the role of the coherent twin boundary in plasticdeformation processes. For
example, Couzinièet al. [254] used transmission electron microscopy to analyze the reac-
tion process between a Shockley partial dislocation and aΣ3 GB. Additionally, introducing
coherent twin boundaries with nanoscale spacing (.e., nanoscale twins) into the grains of
polycrystals has been associated with increased strength,ductility, and hardness [172–176].
However, the orientation of theGB plane strongly influencesGB properties by determining
whether theΣ3 boundary is a coherent twin boundary, an incoherent twin boundary, or aΣ3
asymmetric tilt grain boundary. Current trends in grain boundary engineering have been
to characterize the grain boundary distribution in terms ofboth misorientationand grain
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boundary plane (e.g., [164,165]). In this respect, the grain boundary characterof polycrys-
talline materials can be engineered to enhance their beneficial effects while reducing their
detrimental effects, as was first proposed by Watanabe [75].
Additional impetus for using atomistic simulations to investigate inelastic deformation
processes is to inform higher scale models, such as continuum or dislocation dynamics
models. For example, Warnert al. [70] implemented a continuum model fornc Cu in-
formed by quasicontinuum deformation simulations for grain boundaries with different
structural units [71, 72]. Additionally, Potirnicheet al. [73] used molecular dynamics to
investigate nanoscale void growth and coalescence in single crystal Ni for potential appli-
cation to macroscopic constitutive relations. Similarly,dislocation dynamics simulations
have been used to model the three-dimensional character of disl cation mechanisms for
coupling with continuum finite element models (e.g., modeling planar dislocation bound-
aries in [74]). As discussed in the current paper, the results of the current study have
potential applicability for informing cohesive zone finiteelement models, dislocation nu-
cleation phenomena in dislocation dynamics models, or continuum constitutive relations
(cf. [64]).
Therefore, the objective of this paper is to investigate partial dislocation nucleation
from Σ3 ATGBs using embedded atom method potentials for both Al and Cu thataccu-
rately reflect both stable and unstable stacking fault energies. This paper is organized as
follows. Section6.2 briefly discusses the methodology used for attaining and deforming
the Σ3 ATGBs. In Section6.3, the structure and energy ofΣ3 ATGBs is discussed and
compared to previous experimental and calculated results.Sections6.4 and6.5 concen-
trate on the mechanical properties and mechanisms associated with dislocation nucleation
under a uniaxial tensile stress applied normal to the boundary. For the sake of brevity, in
Section6.5and further sections, the majority of the focus is given to dislocation nucleation
in Cu. Section6.6discusses the prediction of the observed preferential nucleation behavior
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in Section6.5 along with a comparison between stresses required for dislocation nucle-
ation in both Cu single crystals andΣ3 ATGBs at 300 K. Finally, results are summarized in
Section6.7.
6.2 Bicrystal interface model methodology
A parallel molecular dynamics code that incorporates domain decomposition was used to
deform theΣ3 ATGBs (Warp [69]). In this work, the embedded-atom method [108, 19]
potentials for Cu [124] and Al [125] were employed. First, molecular statics calculations
were used to locate the minimum energy 0 K structure. The 0 KGB structures and en-
ergies obtained prior to equilibration or deformation werep sented in Chapter3 along
with available experimental and calculated results for comparison; a brief review of these
results is discussed here along with calculations ofGB facet (orGB ledge) densities, which
relate to dislocation nucleation. Second, the configuration was equilibrated usingMD in
the isobaric-isothermal (i.e., NPT) ensemble [95] at 0 bar pressure and at the temperature
of interest: i.e., 10 K or 300 K. Last, the configuration was deformed in tensionapplied
along a direction perpendicular to the interfaces at a constant strain rate of 109 s−1, as in
Refs. [97,139]. The deformation details and the modified equations of motion are presented
in Chapter2. For mechanical properties, the system stress was calculated using the virial
definition without the kinetic portion [99], as was discussed in Chapter2.
Figure6.1 shows a schematic of the3D periodic computational cell used to investi-
gate theGB dislocation nucleation event during uniaxial tension. As discussed in Chapter
2, this computational cell was previously used to study dislocati n nucleation in selected
〈100〉 and〈110〉 symmetric tiltGBs [97, 139] and is deemed sufficient to avoid significant
effects of periodic boundaries on the3D dislocation nucleation dynamics. All simulation
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the3D periodic bicrystal computational cell showing crystal ori-
entation notation. The subscripts denote Crystal 1 and Crystal 2 (circled in the schematic).
The tilt axis for both crystals is the [11̄0] direction. All dimensions are greater than 16 nm.
Table6.1 lists all 11Σ3 tilt grain boundaries, including 2 symmetric tilt grain bound-
aries and 9 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries along with an example of the periodic distances
(shown in Fig.6.1) and number of atoms for Cu. TheΣ3 designation denotes that if the two
crystal lattices are allowed to overlap, one in every three points is coincident; this occurs




axis. This is the misorien-
tation angle for all grain boundaries in Table6.1. However, the term inclination angle (Φ)
is used to define the relative rotation of theGB plane about the tilt axis. The twoSTGBs
in theΣ3 system are the coherent twin boundary (CTB) and the symmetric incoherent twin
boundary (SITB); the CTB andSITB are defined asΦ = 0◦ andΦ = 90◦, respectively.
All other Σ3 boundaries with intermediate inclination angles areATGBs. The inclination
angles and theGB normals in Crystal 1 and Crystal 2 are given in Table6.1; GBs are subse-
quently referred to by their inclination angle throughout this work (e.g.,Φ = 35.26◦ ATGB
for theΣ3(110)1 / (114)2Φ = 35.26
◦ ATGB). An important point to remember is that by
choosing theΣ3 system, the misorientation across the boundary is identical for all STGBs
andATGBs in Table6.1 while theGB plane, described by the inclination angle from the
CTB about the misorientation axis, is altered. In this respect,the current study examines
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Table 6.1: The inclination angles andGB normals for the 11Σ3 boundaries investigated
in this study (2 symmetric and 9 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries). As an example of
simulation cell size and number of atoms, the periodic distance in all directions are given
along with the total number of atoms for Cu. Note that the specified distances follow the



































/ (113)2 16.36 35.97 20.35 1,013,760
ATGB 35.26◦ (110)1 / (114)2 16.36 33.74 16.27 760,320
ATGB 43.31◦ (551)1 / (117)2 16.36 36.14 18.25 913,920
ATGB 54.74◦ (221)1 / (001)2 16.36 32.54 16.87 757,504





16.36 35.24 16.61 807,936





16.36 33.81 18.60 865,536





16.36 35.97 20.35 1,004,544





16.36 33.65 16.28 758,784
the influence ofGB plane on dislocation nucleation by fixing four of the five macroscopic
degrees of freedom associated with the interface [255].
Many experiments have investigated the effect of the boundary plane orientation on
specific properties inΣ3 ATGBs. For example, the orientation of theGB plane forΣ3 GBs
strongly affects properties such as theGB energy [158],GB diffusion [160], or intragran-
ular corrosion resistance [161]. Additional experiments have investigated the distribution
of Σ3 boundaries and boundary planes in polycrystals. The recent ability to measure all
five independent parameters of interfaces in polycrystals (cf. [234]) has allowed for further
progress in understanding the mechanisms of grain boundaryengineering in various mate-
rial systems [164, 165, 231, 233]. Much of the focus in grain boundary engineering is on
increasing the distribution ofΣ3 boundaries in low stacking fault energy materials [66,67].
In fact, Randle [162, 163] proposed the concept of ‘grain boundary plane engineering’ to
maximize the proportions of desirable grain boundary planes. In line with these experimen-
tal studies, the present study aids in understanding how thegrain boundary plane affects the
mechanical behavior ofΣ3 ATGBs.
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6.3 Σ3 grain boundary structure and energy
6.3.1 Interfacial energy
The GB energies obtained for 25 CuΣ3 ATGBs are shown in Fig.6.2. In Figure6.2(a),
theGB energies are normalized by the surface energyγGB/γS ur f ace to compare the calcu-
lated CuGB energies in this work against experimentally measured and clculated val-
ues [158, 159]. The trend between the calculated values fromthe two studies are in agree-
ment considering that different simulation cells, potentials, and methodologies were used
to obtain the minimum energy CuGB structures. The experimentally measured values
from thermal grooving are included along with the experimental error. Notice the larger
difference between the calculated and experimentalATGB energies for inclination angles
above 70.53◦. This region corresponds to a different phase at theGB in Cu, which is termed
the 9R phase; the rhombohedral 9R phase is formed from an intri sic stacking fault on ev-
ery third plane in anFCCstructure. The presence of the 9R phase may explain the larger
difference inGB energies in this region. Other potential reasons [158] for the discepancy
between calculated and experimental values may be due to theemperature difference (i.e.,
the experimental values were 1313 K). The higher temperature for the experiment may
result in changes to theGB and surface energies; this, in turn, may result in a lower ra-
tio of γGB/γS ur f ace. While the magnitude of the calculated energies deviates slightly from
experimental energies, the trend between the experimentala d calculated values indicates
agreement.
Figure 6.2(b) compares calculatedGB energy values for Cu with calculated energy
values for Al. Notice the two relative minimumGB energies for Cu are at theCTB and at an
inclination angle approximately 5-8◦ from theSITB. For Al, the relative minimum energies
are associated with theCTB and theSITB structures. This difference is due to the 9R phase,
which is only present in the low stacking fault energy Cu. Now,assuming that the facets
corresponding to theCTB and theSITB are energetically independent,i.e., their respective
GB energies contribute additively, the equation forGB energy is easily derived forΣ3
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Figure 6.2: (a)GB energy normalized by surface energyγGB/γS ur f aceas a function of incli-
nation angle for Cu. The values calculated in this work are compared with both calculated
and experimental values [158]. (b)GB energy as a function of inclination angle for both
Cu and Al. The lines denote the fit according to Eq.6.1.
ATGBs [158]. First, the ideal relation between the inclination angleΦ and the lengths of
theCTB andSITB facets (LCT B andLS IT B, respectively) is tan(Φ) = LS IT B/LCT B. Note that
this relation holds only if the two faceted segments are perpendicular and theGB structure
does not change. From this relation, theΣ3 ATGB energy for an arbitrary inclination angle,
γΦ, is given by
γΦ = γCT BcosΦ + γS IT BsinΦ (6.1)
whereγCT B andγS IT B correspond to theCTB andSITB energies. This equation is plotted
against the calculatedGB energies from this study in Fig.6.2(b). The Cu curve fits the
calculatedGB energies with constants that correspond to the calculatedCTB energy,i.e.,
γCT B = 22 mJ/m2, and the hypothetical, unrelaxedSITB energy,i.e., γS IT B = 700 mJ/m2.
The hypothetical, unrelaxedSITB energy is a fitting parameter that corresponds to the
energy without the dissociation ofGB dislocations [18]. Only energies corresponding to
Φ < 70.53◦ are used to fit the Cu curve. The values in the 9R phase do not follw this trend
for Cu. The Al curve fits the calculatedATGB energies with constants that correspond to
theCTB andSITB energies that are calculated from atomistics,.e. γCT B = 75 mJ/m2 and
γS IT B = 354 mJ/m2. Interestingly, allΣ3 ATGB energies except those boundaries with the
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9R phase follow the ideal relationship in Eq.6.1, presumably because of the low energy of
theCTB.
6.3.2 Interface structure
The minimum energyGB structures for theCTB andSITB in Cu are shown in Figs.6.3(a)









planes are shown as black and white. TheGB normal and period vectors
for the lower and upper crystal are shown in the corner boxes on the left-hand side for each
GB. Following the notation of [90], theCTB in Fig. 6.3(a) consists of only D structural
units (SUs); theGB structure is defined as|D.D| where the period prior to the structural




. TheSITB, shown in
Fig.6.3(b), consists of exactly one CSUand one DSU; theGB structure is defined as|DC|.
Notice that the DSU dissociates from theGB in Cu resulting in an intrinsic stacking fault.
In terms of dislocations, the DSUis equivalent to a Shockley partial dislocation with edge
character (cf. [91]) while the CSU is equivalent to a pair of Shockley partial dislocations
(cf. [213,214]).
Figure6.4shows the structures forΣ3 ATGBs in Cu for three intermediate inclination
angles. The two arrows in the upper right corner correspond tthe ideal orientation of
theCTB andSITB facets based on the inclination angle (also shown). Interestingly, there
are two facets for eachΣ3 ATGB: one facet corresponds to theSUs of theCTB (i.e.,
Fig.6.3(a)) and one facet corresponds to theSUs associated with theSITB(i.e., Fig.6.3(b)).
For example, theΦ = 13.26◦ ATGB in Fig. 6.4(a) contains twelve DSUs on theCTB
facet for each|DC| SU on theSITB facet. As the inclination angle increases, the ratio
of D SUs on theCTB facets to the number of|DC| SUs on theSITB facets decreases, as
expected. Additionally, the dissociation of the DSU on theSITB facet transitions from
one side of the facet to the other as the inclination angle increases (compare Figs.6 4(a)






















Figure 6.3: Σ3 symmetric tiltGBstructures in Cu for the (a)Σ3(111) θ = 109.47◦ coherent
twin boundary and the (b)Σ3(112) θ = 70.53◦ incoherent twin boundary. The structures









shown as black and white. TheGB normal and period vectors for the lower and upper
crystal are shown in the corner boxes on the left side for eachGB.
on theSITB facet dissociates further into the adjoining crystal lattice, creating a low angle
boundary that delineates the 9R phase (i. ., the repeating intrinsic stacking fault on every
third plane). Moreover, theGB structures containing the 9R phase are in agreement with
the experimentalHRTEM images of low stacking fault energy materials in the literatu e
(e.g., [158,159,188]). Last, theΣ3 ATGB structures are very similar between low stacking
fault energy Cu and high stacking fault energy Al except that (i) the DSUon theSITB facet
dissociates less in Al, and (ii) the 9R phase is not observed in Al. For further information
regarding the structure and energy ofΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries, see Chapter3 o
Tschopp and McDowell [76,78].
The faceted nature of theΣ3 ATGB structure allows the calculation of the number of
GB ledges (or steps) per unit length ofGB, as shown in Fig.6.5. In this calculation, aGB
ledge is defined as an intersection of two different facets:i.e., in this case, the intersection
of a CTB facet and aSITB facet. Also, the unit length is based on theCTB andSITB
periods ofpCT B = 1/4[112] and pS IT B = [111], which correspond to the|D| and |DC|
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Figure 6.4: Σ3 asymmetric tiltGB structures in Cu for the (a)Φ = 13.26◦, (b)Φ = 54.74◦,
and (c)Φ = 81.95◦ GBs. The structures are viewed as in Fig.6.3. The inclination angle is
shown in the upper right corner along with the ideal facet locations.
SUs, respectively. This curve is based purely on geometry and does not include the lattice
constant,a0, in the length term; this is therefore material independent. The number of
|D| and |DC| SUs per unitGB length are also plotted. The number of minoritySUs per
unit length dictates the number ofGB ledges per unit length;e.g., the number of|DC|
SUs is equivalent to the number of intersections for inclination anglesΦ ≤ 70.53◦. The
Φ = 70.53◦ ATGB contains an equal number of|D| and|DC| SUs and is a transition point
in this relationship. Note that the inverse relation of thiscurve is the spacing betweenGB
ledges for each side of the boundary; the minimum spacing ofGB ledges is
√
27/8a0 (i.e.,
6.6 Ångstroms in Cu) for theΦ = 70.53◦ ATGB. Knowledge of the faceting, structural unit
and dissociative behavior ofΣ3 ATGB aids in understanding the mechanisms of dislocation
nucleation in these boundaries.
6.4 Mechanical response
6.4.1 Stress-strain response forΣ3 asymmetric tilt GBs
The stress-strain curves for Cu and Al under an applied uniaxial tensile strain were calcu-
lated at temperatures of 10 K and 300 K for all boundaries in Table 6.1. This results in a
total of 44 total curves. Figures6.6(a) and6.6(b) show 11 stress-strain curves for CuΣ3
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Figure 6.5: The change in the number of facet intersections (orGB ledges) per unitGB
length as a function of inclination angle forΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries. This
quantity is identical for Cu and Al (i.e., in terms of lattice units). Note that the inverse of
this measure is the spacing between theGB ledges. The structural unit images are from
Fig. 6.4.
ATGBs at 300 K with inclination anglesΦ < 45◦ andΦ > 45◦, respectively. Since nu-
cleation of the first partial at theGB coincides with the maximum tensile stress,σbcmax, the
simulations are stopped shortly after reaching the peak stress. Several quantitative param-
eters were calculated: the elastic stiffnessKbc, the maximum tensile stressσbcmax, the strain
corresponding to that stressǫbcmax, and the work per unit volume required for dislocation
emissionWbc, where the superscriptbc refers the bicrystal configuration.
The definitions for these quantities can be related to forceFn and displacementδn
normal to the interface for inclusion in cohesive zone finiteel ment models. The strain
is defined asǫ = δn/n, wheren is the initial height of the cell as in Table6.1 and δn
is the conjugate displacement of the overall unit cell. The atomistic stress is defined
in Eq. 2.8 of Chapter2; given the initial grain boundary area,AGB, the conjugate force
is related byFn = σAGB. The bicrystal elastic stiffness is then given with the relation
K = σ/ǫ = (n/AGB) Fn/δn. Last, the work is defined in terms ofFn, δn, and the volume
V = AGBn, i.e.,
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Figure 6.6: Stress-strain curves for 11Σ3 grain boundaries of varying inclination angles
at 300 K. The curves are separated according toGBs with inclination angles (a) below 45◦













where the upper limits of integration,ǫbcmax andδn,max, correspond to the strain and displace-
ment associated with dislocation nucleation from the boundary. Note that work scales with
volume, while the work per unit volumeWbc used here remains unchanged for increased
distances betweenGBs (n) and increasedGB plane dimensions (c andp).
The general trends for these quantities are apparent from the stress-strain curves. In
Fig. 6.6(a), the elastic stiffness, peak stress, strain at peak stress, and work decreaseswith
increasing inclination angle forΦ < 45◦. In Fig. 6.6(b), the elastic stiffness is nearly
identical forATGBs with inclination anglesΦ ≥ 64.76◦. Additionally, the peak stress,
strain at peak stress, and work appear very similar for inclination angles in the rangeΦ ≥
70.53◦. While these are indicative of the trends for Cu at 300 K, the trends for the remaining
simulations are presented in terms of the peak stress, strain at peak stress, elastic modulus,
and work.
6.4.2 Stress required for dislocation nucleation
Figure6.7(a) shows the peak stress values for all simulations. Recall th t the peak stress
σbcmax is directly related to dislocation nucleation from theGB. First, the stress required
for dislocation nucleation changes as a function of inclination angle. The magnitude of
the change in stress values is greater as a function of inclinatio angle in Cu than in Al,
though. The highest stressσbcmax for both Al and Cu is at theΦ = 0
◦ coherent twin bound-
ary. The lowest stress for Cu is at theΦ = 43.31◦ GB while the lowest stress in Al is at
theΦ = 29.50◦ GB; both are boundaries of intermediate inclination angles. TheΦ = 90◦
incoherent twin boundary is between these values for Cu, and is ear the low value in Al.
This graph also shows a decrease inσbcmax with increasing temperature, especially near the
symmetric twin boundaries (Φ = 0◦ andΦ = 90◦). The thermal component is expected to
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contribute to the dislocation nucleation process via the activ tion energy and activation vol-
ume associated with dislocation nucleation [256]. Of course, the 300 K case is overdriven
in terms of kinetics, so in reality the drop of stress may be somewhat more pronounced at
low strain rates (on the order of experimental strain rates). For example, at strain rate of
1 s−1 the number of atomic vibrations relative to the strain increment is 109 higher than
that for a strain rate of 109 s−1. However, MD simulations require timestep increments on
the order of femtoseconds, which commonly results in strainr tes on the order of 109 s−1
for calculated dislocation nucleation phenomena. As dislocati n nucleation can be aided
by thermal fluctuations, the stress required to nucleate dislocations is lower at lower strain
rates.
In relation to the stress required for dislocation nucleation, Figure6.7(b) shows the
change in strain at the peak stress for all simulations. Recall that prior to running these
simulations, the cell dimensions were tested to verify thate stress and strain values are
not significantly affected by the scale of the volume element considered; these can therefore
be related to the force and displacement of aGB cohesive separation law.
6.4.3 Bicrystal elastic stiffness
Figure6.7(c) shows the elastic stiffness of the bicrystal pair as a function of inclination
angle for the 44 stress-strain curves. The elastic stiffness was computed with a linear re-
gression fit for the equationσ = Kǫ for approximately 40 data points with strainsǫ < 0.01.
First, notice the large difference between Cu and Al, as expected. In general, the elastic
modulus of Cu (E[100] = 67 GPa andE[111] = 192 GPa) is higher than that of Al (E[100] = 63
GPa andE[111] = 76 GPa) [257]. In addition to the higher elastic modulus values, Cu has
a considerably higher degree of elastic anisotropy than Al:E[111]/E[100] = 2.91 for Cu and
E[111]/E[100] = 1.20 for Al.
The elastic modulus of each crystal was calculated for uniaxial loading in a given di-
rectiond with indices[hkl] by [257]
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Figure 6.7: The change in (a) maximum tensile stressσbcmax (i.e., stress required for dis-
location nucleation), (b) strain at peak tensile stressǫbcmax, (c) elastic stiffnessK
bc, and (d)
work required for dislocation nucleationWbc as a function of the grain boundary inclina-
tion angle. These curves are generated from the stress-strain curves for both Al and Cu at




= S11+ (2S12− 2S11+ S44)
(
k2l2 + l2h2 + h2k2
)
(
h2 + k2 + l2
) (6.3)
In this equation,Si j represents the elastic compliances for a given crystal. By calculat-
ing the elastic compliances for a cubic crystal from the elastic moduliCi j given for the Cu
and AlEAM potentials [124,125], the elastic modulus for each latticeadjoining theATGBs
was calculated. Since both crystals have equivalent volumes, th bicrystal elastic stiffness
can be approximated by averaging the elastic moduli for the two adjoining crystals. The
trend lines on Fig.6.7(c) are the individual elastic modulus for each crystal along with the
average elastic stiffness of the assembly as a function of inclination angle. Notethat this
definition of the elastic stiffness does not account for the effect of theGB. The boundary’s
influence on the elastic stiffness of the bicrystal increases as the surface-to-volume ratio
changes (i.e., theGB has a greater influence in nanocrystalline materials). For the present
configuration, though, this effect is negligible and Fig.6.7(c) shows that the calculated
elastic stiffness values are in agreement with predictions obtained by averaging the elastic
moduli for the two adjoining crystals, using Eq.6.3. Moreover, for Cu, the trend for the
elastic modulus in Fig.6.7(c) is very similar to the trend for the peak stress in Fig.6.7(a);
this is not necessarily the case for Al.
6.4.4 Work required for dislocation nucleation
Figure6.7(d) shows the work (Eq.6.2) as a function of inclination angle for the 44 stress-
strain curves. The work values were computed with a multiplesegment trapezoidal rule
for all stress-strain data points up to the peak stressσbcmax. As with the peak stress, the
work changes as a function of inclination angle. The largestwork value is for theΦ = 0◦
coherent twin boundary in both Cu and Al. For most inclinationangles, the work required
for dislocation nucleation is greater for Cu, but Al requiresmore work for some inclination
angles in the range 43.31◦ ≤ Φ ≤ 70.53◦.
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Table 6.2: The stress for dislocation nucleation, elastic stiffness, and work for dislocation
nucleation are summarized in terms of low values, high values, and the ratio between the
high and low values. The ratio of these extreme values reflects the variation of responses
with inclination of the boundary plane for both materials and temperatures. Notice the
signficant degree of variation of both the stress and work requi d for dislocation nucleation









High 9.00 81.25 0.66
Low 4.02 68.45 0.11
Ratio 2.24 1.19 5.71
300 K
High 5.73 86.18 0.31
Low 3.21 68.02 0.09
Ratio 1.78 1.27 3.44
Cu
10 K
High 18.29 192.43 1.12
Low 4.99 107.95 0.12
Ratio 3.66 1.78 9.00
300 K
High 12.11 186.70 0.51
Low 4.28 104.94 0.10
Ratio 2.83 1.78 5.22
Table6.2categorizes the data for stress required for dislocation nucleation, elastic stiff-
ness, and work for dislocation nucleation in terms of low andhigh values. Comparison of
the ratio between the high and low values shows the dependence on the boundary plane
inclination for both materials and temperatures. First, boh the stress and work required
for dislocation nucleation depend strongly on the inclination angle. Second, notice that the
variation of these responses with inclination angle decreases with increasing temperature.
Last, the variation of responses with inclination angle is greater in low stacking fault en-
ergy Cu than in high stacking fault energy Al. In terms ofGB character, all boundaries in
this work have the same disorientation angle/axis combination [153]; the only degree of
freedom changed is the inclination of theGB plane from theCTB about the misorientation
axis. The significant variation of mechanical response withrespect to the inclination angle
emphasizes the importance ofGB plane orientation in characterizingGBs, consistent with
recent trends inGB engineering [162,163,165,232].
Figure6.8(a) shows the correlation between the peak tensile stress and the correspond-
ing strain for both Al and Cu; Fig.6.8(b) shows the correlation of peak stress and the work
required for dislocation nucleation. In Fig.6 8(a), for an equivalent peak tensile stress, the
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Figure 6.8: Correlation between the stress required for dislocation nucleation and (a) the
strain at peak tensile stress, as well as (b) work required for islocation nucleation. The
linear regression fit is plotted along with the correlation cefficient. Plot includes both 10
K and 300 K data from Fig.6.7for Al and Cu.
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strain required to reach that stress is higher for Al than Cu. This is expected based on the
lower elastic stiffness of Al. In Fig.6.8(b), for an equivalent peak stress, the work required
for dislocation emission in Al is higher than that of Cu; this is also expected. Interestingly,
the data points for Cu and Al are from the stress-strain curvesat temperatures of 10 K
and 300 K, yet these data fit on the same linear trend line; it isnoted that the dynamic
strain rates in these analyses may mask nucleation differences at these two temperatures
that would be observed at much lower strain rates.
6.5 Dislocation nucleation mechanisms
A full understanding of the dislocation nucleation behavior for Σ3 ATGBs in Cu also re-
quires a discussion of the salient mechanisms. Three distinct mechanisms of dislocation
nucleation occur forΣ3 ATGBs, separated into three different regimes of inclination an-
gle: low inclination angles (Φ ≤ 35.26◦), intermediate inclination angles (35.26◦ ≤ Φ ≤
70.53◦), and high inclination angles (Φ ≥ 70.53◦). The dislocation nucleation mechanisms
for Cu Σ3 ATGBs provide similar observations for temperatures of 10 K and 300 K. The
present authors have used the 10 K simulations to minimize the thermal component of
dislocation nucleation and emission from these boundaries. Recall that all boundaries in
this study have identical misorientations and that only theGB plane (i.e., inclination an-
gle) is altered. The following results show thatGB plane can heavily influence dislocation
nucleation mechanisms as well.
6.5.1 Low inclination angles (Φ ≤ 35.26◦)
At low inclination angles, the boundary is composed of largecoherent twin boundary facets
separated by smaller incoherent twin boundary facets, as shown in Fig. 6.9(a). Figure
6.9 shows theΦ = 10.02◦ Cu ATGB subjected to uniaxial tensile deformation normal
to the interface plane at 10 K. In these images, only atoms with a centrosymmetry value
greater than 0.25 are shown (i.e., distortedGB atoms, dislocations, and stacking faults). As





SF = 0.148 primary, SF = 0.371
(a) ǫ = 0.000 (b) ǫ = 0.070 (c) ǫ = 0.077
Figure 6.9: Uniaxial tensile deformation of theΦ = 10.02◦ asymmetric tilt grain boundary
in Cu at 10 K. The different views represent (a) the faceted structure prior to defrmation,
(b) the dissociation of partial dislocations prior to dislocation nucleation, and (c) the nu-
cleation of partial dislocation loops that are emitted intoCrystal 1. Only atoms in a non-
centrosymmetric environment are shown. The top image is a three-dimensional oblique





stress, the Y-direction is along theGB period tangent to the interface, and the Z-direction
is along the tilt axis. Recall that the crystals adjoining theATGBs have different lattice
orientations. For the images in Fig.6.9, the two boundaries contain Crystal 1 (upper crystal
in Fig. 6.1); Crystal 2 is both above and below these boundaries (i. ., periodic with respect
to simulation cell bounds in the X-direction). Last, the images below the three-dimensional
views correspond to projections of the lower interface ontothe XY-plane, with Z normal
to the view. A detailed characterization of theGB structure of the upper boundary in
Figs.6.9(a)-(c) is shown in Figs.6.10(a)-(c).
Figure6.9(a) shows an oblique view of the interface after isobaric-isothermal equili-
bration, but prior to deformation. Notice the ledges formedby the intersection of coherent
twin facets with incoherent twin facets, as in Fig.6.10(a). Figures6.9(b) and6.10(b) show
that the interface structure evolves prior to dislocation nucleation and emission from the
boundary. Specifically, the D structural unit on the incoherent twin facet (i.e., the GB
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.10: Detailed view of the evolution of structure for theΦ = 10.02◦ asymmetric tilt
grain boundary in Cu at 10 K. The images correspond to the upperboundary in Figs.6.9(a)-








planes are shown as black and white. The arrows correspond tothe relative shift in
atoms compared to their nearest neighbors as measured by theslip v ctor [107]. Notice
that the dislocation nucleates on a different{111} plane than the dissociated glissile partial
dislocation.





intrinsic stacking fault (ISF). The arrows in Fig.6.10(b) show the shift (slip) of atoms on
the(111) plane relative to their nearest neighbors, as visualized with the slip vector [107].
A Schmid factor analysis [257] of the slip systems in Crystal 1shows that this is a sec-
ondary slip plane for this crystal (S Fmax(111̄) = 0.148) below all other possible slip planes
(S Fmax(1̄11) = S F
max
(11̄1) = 0.223,S F
max
(111) = 0.371), whereS F
max
(hkl) is the maximum Schmid fac-
tor for all three slip directions on the(hkl) slip plane. Additional tensile strain causes partial
edge dislocations to nucleate where the dissociated Shockley partial dislocation intersects
the coherent and incoherent twin facets, as shown in Figs.6.9(c) and 6.10(c). The partial
dislocations nucleate as a dislocation loop on the(111) plane with both edge and screw
character, unlike the planar dissociation of theGB partial edge dislocations in Fig.6 9(b).
Since the primary slip plane for dislocation nucleation is different from the dissociative
plane, the change in slip planes may serve as a nucleation barrier resulting in high peak
stressesσbcmax required for dislocation nucleation in low inclination angle Σ3 ATGBs (cf.
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Fig. 6.7(a)). Further tensile strain leads to the dislocation loopsmerging to form a contin-
uous dislocation line as well as propagating further into the lattice. Although not shown,
this is also accompanied by a decrease in the length of the dissociatedGB Shockley partial
andISF.
Interestingly, upon closer examination of the dislocationnucleation mechanism for this
boundary, the dissociated glissile partial dislocation does not cross slip onto the high re-
solved shear stress slip plane. In fact, a partial dislocatin loop homogeneously nucleates
on the{111} slip plane near the dissociated D structural unit. This is most likely associ-
ated with a local stress concentration near the intersection of the two facets, which may act
similarly to a boundary ledge in this respect. Due to the close proximity, the partial disloca-
tion is quickly absorbed into the nearby boundary, giving the appearance of heterogeneous
dislocation nucleation. It should be noted that this mechanism requires a very high stress,
which may preclude most grain boundaries. The implicationsf this mechanism on the
perfect sink/source concept for grain boundaries is discussed further inSection8.1.
6.5.2 Intermediate inclination angles (35.26◦ < Φ < 70.53◦)
Figure6.11shows dislocation nucleation and emission from theΦ = 54.74◦ ATGB in Cu
at 10 K. The images for Fig.6.11are presented in an identical manner to those in Fig.6.9.
The magnified view of theGB structure is also shown in Figs.6 12(a)-(c). At intermediate
inclination angles, the ratio of the length of the coherent twin facet to the incoherent twin
facets is around unity (cf. Fig.6.12(a)). Additionally, the short length of the facets leads to
a higher number of facet intersections, or ledges, in the boundary. This is evident from the
oblique view of the interface after isobaric-isothermal equilibration in Fig.6.11(a).
In Figs.6.11(b) and6.12(b), prior to dislocation nucleation, the application of a tensile
strain perpendicular to the boundary causes the glissile partial dislocations (i.e., D struc-





primary, SF = 0.408
(a) ǫ = 0.000 (b) ǫ = 0.040 (c) ǫ = 0.048
Figure 6.11: Uniaxial tensile deformation of theΦ = 54.74◦ asymmetric tilt grain bound-
ary in Cu at 10 K. The images are rendered the same as those in Fig. 6.9.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.12: Detailed examination of theΦ = 54.74◦ asymmetric tilt grain boundary in
Cu at 10 K. These images correspond to the upper boundary in Figs. 6.11(a)-(c) and are
viewed as in Fig.6.10. Note that the dislocation nucleates on the same{111} plane as the





plane. This is similar to the pre-nucleation behavior observed at low inclination an-
gles forΣ3 ATGBs. However, for intermediate inclination angles, this is the primary slip
plane for Crystal 1 (S Fmax(111̄) = 0.408). Prior to the peak stress, the dissociation is planar,
i.e., the dislocations each dissociate an equal distance (approximately) from the bound-
ary. As the stress reaches the peak tensile stress, Figs.6.11(c) and6.12(c), the first partial




slip plane, the same slip plane onto which par-
tial dislocations dissociated. Notice that not all dissociated partial dislocations are emitted
from the boundary; some are retained. The spacing between dissociated structural units
may serve as a critical length scale that influences the number of partial dislocations nucle-
ated on the primary slip system. As with the low inclination angleΣ3 ATGBs, the partial
dislocations emitted into the lattice are dislocation loops with edge and screw dislocation
character and the trailing partial is not observed in Cu. Additionally, since the primary slip
plane for dislocation nucleation is the same as the dissociative plane, the barrier for nucle-
ation is lower; this results in low peak stressesσbcmax required for dislocation nucleation in
Σ3 ATGBs within this inclination range (cf. Fig.6.7(a)).
6.5.3 High inclination angles (Φ ≥ 70.53◦)
Figure6.13shows dislocation nucleation for theΦ = 79.98◦ ATGB in Cu at 10 K. At incli-
nation anglesΦ ≥ 70.53◦, recall that the structure exhibits the 9R phase in Cu, as shown in
Fig. 6.4(c). The 9R phase structure in Fig.6.4(c) is identical to the structure in Fig.6 13(a),
after isobaric-isothermal equilibration, which is rendered using the centrosymmetry param-
eter as in Figs.6.9and6.11. Figure6.13(b) shows that the 9R phase structure evolves prior
to dislocation nucleation in theΦ = 79.98◦ ATGB. Again, tensile strain perpendicular to
the boundary causes the dissociation width for the glissilepartial dislocations (D structural




plane. This is similar to the pre-
nucleation behavior observed at low and intermediate inclination angles forΣ3 ATGBs, but









(a) ǫ = 0.000 (b) ǫ = 0.090 (c) ǫ = 0.093
Figure 6.13: Uniaxial tensile deformation of theΦ = 79.98◦ asymmetric tilt grain bound-
ary in Cu at 10 K. The images are rendered the same as those in Figs.6.9and6.11.
low energy 9R phase.
Figure6.14shows images of the 9R phase on the lower boundary just prior to dislo-
cation nucleation in the lattice. This image is rendered similarly to Fig. 6.4, where black




planes and distorted atoms are identified using
the centrosymmetry parameter. In the enlarged view of the boundary (right), the expansion
of the 9R phase results from partial dislocations further dissociating from the incoherent





plane, resulting in an ABCBCACAB stacking sequence. Unlike inter-
mediate inclination angles, the dissociation plane is not the primary slip plane for Crystal
1. Schmid factor analyses shows that this is a secondary slipplane (S Fmax(111̄) = 0.148);
the primary slip planes (S Fmax(1̄11) = S F
max





tilt axis as in Figs.6.9-6.11. For high inclination angles, partial dis-








slip planes; the partials propagate as dislocation loops. Interestingly, the dislocations
nucleate nearly simultaneously on both primary slip planesat the nucleation sites. Addi-
tionally, the dislocation loop contains a longer intrinsictacking fault along the direction




Figure 6.14: Detailed images of the structure of theΦ = 79.98◦ asymmetric tilt grain
boundary in Cu at 10 K. These images show the interface structure just prior to dislocation





planes. The magnified view (on right) shows the ex-
tended dissociation of the glissile partial dislocation (i.e., D structural unit), which expands
the 9R phase.
(S F(1̄11)[110] = S F(11̄1)[110] = 0.289).
6.5.4 Preferential dislocation nucleation in Cu
Partial dislocations preferentially nucleate into only one crystal lattice; this is characteristic
of all Σ3 ATGBs. In fact, allΣ3 ATGBs nucleate partial dislocations into Crystal 1 (see
Fig. 1) in this study. This phenomenon is as expected forATGBs with inclination angles
Φ < 25.24◦, for whichS Fmax(hkl) is highest in Crystal 1. However, the preferential dislocation
nucleation in Crystal 1 is observed for allATGBs in this study, despite a higherS Fmax(hkl) in
Crystal 2 for all inclination anglesΦ > 25.24◦. This preferred nucleation is in contrast
to the dislocation nucleation simulations of Spearotet al. [97, 139] for symmetric tiltGBs
with 〈100〉 and〈110〉 tilt axes. With lattice orientations that are symmetric with respect to
theGB plane, Spearot and coworkers have shown that partial dislocations are nucleated and
emitted into both lattices once the peak tensile stress is reached. ForΣ3 ATGBs, dislocation
emission into Crystal 2 only occurs at high strains after excessiv dislocation emission
severely alters the initialGB structure.
The observation of preferential dislocation nucleation depends on the arrangement of
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glissile partial dislocations within the boundary and their character. For allΣ3 ATGBs
in this study, the glissile partial dislocation (dissociated D structural unit) dissociates into
crystal 1 for the minimized energy grain boundary structure. These dissociated partial
dislocations are integral to dislocation nucleation inΣ3 ATGBs. The uniaxial tensile strain
merely resolves into stress components acting to overcome the stacking fault energy penalty
that restricts glide of these partial dislocation into the lattice. So it seems that the prefer-
ential dislocation nucleation event can be traced back to the minimum energy structure.
Perhaps the most important question is why does this partialdislocation dissociate into
crystal 1 for the minimum energy grain boundary structure? Interestingly, the elastic mod-
ulus is higher in crystal 1 for all inclination angles. The local relaxation of the dislocation
content of the ATGBs may result in any glissile partial dislocation content dissociating into
the adjoining crystal with the higher elastic modulus. The boundary structure, particularly
the dissociated glissile partial dislocation, serves as the impetus for dislocation nucleation
in Σ3 ATGBs.
6.6 Discussion
Schmid and non-Schmid eff cts are considered for prediction of the properties and behavior
observed in Sections 4-5. Non-Schmid effects have been used to capture the influence of
stress components acting on the slip plane in non-glide directions [143,258,259]. Previous
MD simulations of single crystal and interfaces have indicated that non-Schmid effects play
an important role in dislocation nucleation [64]. In fact, Spearot and colleagues show that
both Schmid and non-Schmid factors can be incorporated intoa interface strength model
capable of predicting the dislocation nucleation stress for 〈100〉 and〈110〉 CuSTGBs. The
calculated and predicted dislocation nucleation stressesar in good agreement for〈100〉
STGBs and〈110〉 STGBs with misorientation anglesθ < 109.5◦. As in Spearotet al. [64],
S Fprojects the uniaxial applied stress into the resolved shear stress on the slip plane in the
slip direction (i.e., the conventional Schmid factor),NF projects the uniaxial stress into the
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stressnormal to the slip plane, andPF projects the uniaxial stress into a shear stress acting
on the slip planeperpendicular to the slip direction (i.e., coslip direction).
Several challenges arise in the formulation of an interfacestrength model for asymmet-
ric tilt GBs. TheATGBs in this study contain an additional level of complexity relative to
theSTGBs in the aforementioned study; instead of two identical lattice orientations rela-
tive to theGB plane, the bicrystal lattice orientations relative to theATGB mean boundary
plane differ, resulting in differentS F, NF, andPF values for each lattice. Also, while
the free volume forATGBs can be calculated using the same methodology, the faceting
of ATGBs adds an additional layer of atomic level complexity because of its impact on
dislocation nucleation phenomena. Last, the preferentialuc eation of dislocations from
ATGBs dictates that the model parameters must have a physical basis. Obviously, using
the Schmid and non-Schmid parameters of Crystal 2 to predict the preferential nucleation
of dislocations from theATGB into Crystal 1 is not physically appropriate. Therefore, as
a first step towards an interface model for the stress required for dislocation nucleation at
Σ3 ATGBs, the present authors investigate the prediction of preferential nucleation in this
class of asymmetric boundaries.
6.6.1 Schmid and non-Schmid factors
First, the Schmid and non-Schmid effects are investigated to examine their potential util-
ity for understanding the preferential dislocation nucleation. As mentioned previously, the
crystal lattices on each side of anATGB are oriented differently relative to the applied
stress direction, resulting in different Schmid and non-Schmid factors. Therefore, disloca-
tion motionshould be easiest in the lattice with the slip system associated with the highest
Schmid factor, since this slip system has the highest resolvd shear stress. However, fol-
lowing the results in Section6.5, dislocationnucleationfrom ATGBs does not necessarily
occur on the highest Schmid factor slip system between the two crystals. Figure6.15(a)
shows the maximum Schmid factor for both crystal lattices asa function of the inclination
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angle. The vertical lines atΦ = 35.26◦ andΦ = 54.74◦ correspond to relative minima in
the maximum Schmid factor, which corresponds to a transition of active slip systems; the
vertical line atΦ = 70.53◦ delineates the region whereATGBs contain the 9R phase in
Cu. However, contrary to what might be expected from Fig.6.15(a) based on the Schmid
factor, the partial dislocations are nucleated into Crystal1 for all Σ3 ATGBs in Table6.1.
This observation matches the crystal predicted from the maxi um Schmid factors for low
inclination angles only (i.e., Φ < 25.24◦). Figures6.15(b) and6.15(c) show a similar trend
for the normal and coslip factors as well; there areΣ3 ATGB inclination angles for which
NF andPF are greater in Crystal 2 than Crystal 1. Consequently, neither the Schmid or
non-Schmid factors are useful as a criterion to predict the lattice in which the partial dislo-
cation nucleates. However, the Schmid factor can be used to predict which slip system the
dislocation nucleates on, once the crystal is known in whichnucleation occurs.
6.6.2 Interface stress model
Figure6.16(a) compares the stress required for dislocation nucleation in CuΣ3 ATGBs at
300 K with the stress required in Cu single crystals. The Cu single crystals are oriented the
same as Crystal 1. The single crystal stress values are calculated using the single crystal
maximum tensile stress values required for dislocation nucleation in the 300 K atomistic
simulations of Spearot and colleagues [64]. A cubic spline was used to interpolate stress
values at intermediate misorientation angles; the data andthe cubic spline fit is shown in
Fig. 6.16(b). The single crystal stresses represent thehomogeneousnucleation of dislo-
cations in a defect-free lattice. Therefore, the stress requi d forheterogenousdislocation
nucleation fromATGBs should be less than or equal to the crystal with the lowest stress
value. First, notice the good agreement between the single crystal andATGB stress values
for low inclination angles (Φ ≤ 35.26◦). Recall that the low inclinationATGB mechanism
shows that the dislocation nucleates on a slip plane diff rent from the plane of dissociation.
Interestingly, this phenomenon requires stresses near thelevel required for homogeneous
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Figure 6.15: Change in the (a) Schmid factorS F, (b) Normal FactorNF, and (c) Coslip
FactorPF as a function of grain boundary inclination angle for both Crystal 1 and Crystal
2. These curves are identical for Cu and Al. The 9R phase is onlyobserved in Cu.
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nucleation in Crystal 1. Second, the stress required for nucleation in all otherATGBs
(Φ ≥ 43.31◦) is much lower than the stress required for homogeneous nucleation. This
difference has been captured inSTGBs by consideringGB characteristics, such as free
volume [64].
The difference between stress values required forh mogeneous(single crystal) and
heterogeneous(bicrystal) dislocation nucleation at higher inclinationa gles in Fig.6.16(a)
may be due to a number of factors;GB free volume andGB faceting are investigated in
the current study. First, the initialGB free volume may account for lower stresses required
for dislocation emission from theGB. Figure6.17uses a grid-based free volume measure
f ∗1 and a normalized free volume measureD
∗
c based on the coordination number (CN) [1]
to calculate the change in the free volume as a function of inclination angle for 25Σ3
ATGBs. The free volume displays a linear trend between theCTB and theSITB for Σ3
ATGBs. This is in agreement with the calculated structural unit images, which show that
all Σ3 ATGBs facet intoCTB andSITB facets with their respective structural units [260].
The free volume contribution is mainly associated with the CSU for these boundaries.
Additionally, theGB ledge density (number of facet intersections) shown in Fig.6.5 may
help to explain the lower stress required for dislocation nucleation. Notice that the number
of ledges increase with inclination angle untilΦ = 70.53◦, at which point the ledge density
decreases. Furthermore, since deformation is associated wi h the D structural unit of the
SITB facet, the density of these partial dislocations per unit legth is seen to increase with
inclination angle over the entire range ofATGBs investigated. However, linear correlations
to either the free volume (Fig.6.17) or GB ledge density (Fig.6.5) are not able to capture
this difference; it may require more complicated nonlinear forms.
In addition to the free volume and faceting ofATGBs, the inclination of the facets with
respect to the mean boundary plane may play a role in the decreased stresses required for
heterogeneous nucleation of dislocations. As the inclinatio angle increases (decreases),
a higher fraction of the uniaxial stress will resolve into a shear stress component on the
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Figure 6.16: (a) Comparison between the stress required for dislocation nucleation inΣ3
asymmetric tilt boundaries and single crystals for Cu at 300 K. The difference between the
two curves is due to the presence of the interface in the asymmetric boundaries. The single
crystal curve in (a) is generated from (b) a cubic spline fit toCu single crystal data at 300
K [64].
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Figure 6.17: Free volume as a function of inclination angle forΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain
boundaries in Cu. The two free volume measures used display the same linear trend with
respect to the free volume, although a scaling factor is requi d due to the different units.
The coordination number (CN) approach is based on a modification from Spearotet al. [1].
CTB (SITB) facets. AtΦ = 45◦, the uniaxial tensile stress resolves equally normal to
the facets (tensile) and perpendicular to the facets (shear). Fu thermore, theCTB andSITB
facets will likely behave differently with respect to the applied shear;e.g., theCTB deforms
by twin migration under shear while many other boundaries deform via GB shuffling and
partial dislocation nucleation [72]. Moreover, Sansoz andMolinari [71] show that the
Σ9(221) STGB is about 4.5 times weaker in shear than in tension for Cu. Consequently,
the inclination of the facets with respect to the mean boundary plane should result in an
increased shear component, resulting in a lower tensile stress perpendicular to the mean
boundary plane required for dislocation nucleation.
6.7 Summary
In this chapter, atomistic simulations were used to model the nucleation of partial disloca-
tions fromΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries in Cu and Al that exhibitedboth a faceted
and dissociated structure. A total of 11Σ3 boundaries of varying inclination angle from
the coherent twin boundary were considered at temperaturesof 10 K and 300 K for Cu and
Al. Using an energy minimization procedure, the minimum energy structures and energies
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were obtained for the asymmetric boundaries. The calculated grain boundary energies ob-
tained in this work are comparable to previous calculated and experimental energies [158].
The structures show thatΣ3 asymmetric boundaries facet into coherent twin and incoher-
ent twin boundary facets; likewise, these boundaries contain the structural units associated
with these two symmetric tilt boundaries [260]. The intersections of these two facets can
be considered as grain boundary ledges or steps and their density can be calculated ac-
cordingly. Results show that the mechanical response up to disl cation nucleation for the
bicrystal configurations varies significantly as a functionof the boundary plane inclination
angle. The mechanisms for dislocation nucleation in Cu asymmetric boundaries are decom-
posed into three regimes with distinctly different behaviors: low (Φ ≤ 35.26◦), intermediate
(35.26◦ < Φ < 70.53◦), and high (Φ ≤ 70.53◦) inclination angles. Last, preferential dislo-
cation nucleation is observed forΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries, whereby dislocations
are only emitted into one of the adjoining crystals from the boundary. For citation of the
work contained in this chapter, the reader is referred to Ref.[77]
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CHAPTER VII
ATOMISTIC SIMULATIONS OF DISLOCATION NUCLEATION
IN COPPER GRAIN BOUNDARIES UNDER UNIAXIAL TENSION
AND COMPRESSION
Atomistic simulations are used to investigate how grain boundary structure influences dislo-
cation nucleation under uniaxial tension and compression for a specific class of symmetric
tilt grain boundaries that contain the E structural unit. After obtaining the minimum energy
grain boundary structure, molecular dynamics was employedbased on an embedded-atom
method potential for Cu at 10 K. Results show several differences in dislocation nucleation
with respect to uniaxial tension and compression. First, the average nucleation stress for
all 〈110〉 STGBs is over three times greater in compression than in tension for both the
high strain rate and quasistatic simulations. Second, partial dislocations nucleate from the
boundary on the{111} slip plane under uniaxial tension. However, partial and full dis-
locations nucleate from the boundary on the{100} and {111} slip planes under uniaxial
compression. The full dislocation nucleation on the{100} for boundaries with misorienta-
tions near the coherent twin boundary is explained through the higher resolved shear stress
on the{100} plane compared to the{111} plane. Last, individual dislocation nucleation
mechanisms under uniaxial tension and compression are analyzed. For the vicinal twin
boundary under tension, the grain boundary partial dislocati n is emitted into the lattice
on the same{111} plane that it dissociated onto. For compression of the vicinal twin, the
1/3〈111〉 disconnection is removed through full dislocation emission on the{100} plane
and partial dislocation emission parallel to the coherent twin boundary plane, restoring the
boundary to the coherent twin. For theΣ19 boundary, the nearly simultaneous emission of
numerous partial dislocations from the boundary result in the formation of theHCPphase.
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7.1 Introduction
Much of the recent scientific interest in nanocrystalline materi ls has regarded the improved
functional and mechanical properties as well as the atomic-level mechanisms of plastic de-
formation in the grain boundaries [9,10,13,14,16,18,19,2,24]. In particular, small grain
sizes (on the order of 10 nanometers) result in the heterogeneous nucleation and emission
of dislocations from the grain boundaries. These deformation mechanisms are confirmed
with in-situ transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) experiments, which have shown
grain boundaries emitting partial dislocations that form stacking faults and deformation
twins in nc Al and Cu [48, 49]. While some insight into the deformation mechanisms
of nc materials has been obtained from in situHRTEM experiments [20, 48, 49], these
experiments are often very difficult to perform. In many cases, atomic simulations of plas-
ticity phenomena actually preceded the experimental observation of the same phenomena.
For example, Yamakov and coworkers predicted deformation twi ning in aluminum with
molecular dynamics simulations [25, 50] prior to the experim ntalTEM evidence of de-
formation twinning in nanocrystalline aluminum by Chen and colleagues [10]. The good
agreement between calculated and experimentally observeddeformation mechanisms mo-
tivates using atomistic simulations to examine deformation mechanisms at the nanoscale,
as experiments at this scale are often difficult to perform.
Recently, experiments have used nanoindentation techniques (i.e., compression) to test
mechanical behavior in materials with small volumes. Uniaxial compression experiments
have primarily been used at smaller scales since they do not require gripping the specimen,
as with uniaxial tension tests. For example, recent experiments [261–265] have used fo-
cused ion beam (FIB) milling to machine a cylindrical column that remains attached to the
bulk substrate at one end. After fabricating the columns, a nanoindentor with a flat tip is
used to test the plastic response of the column under uniaxial compression. These results
have suggested that dislocation nucleation is the rate limiting process at small volumes,not
dislocation motion. However, there still remain questionsabout the differences in response
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between tension and compression. For example, are there differences in the nucleation
stresses for dislocation nucleation between tension and compression? Are there differences
in the dislocation nucleation mechanisms? Do dislocationsnucleate on the{111} slip plane
of maximum resolved shear stress? These research questionsprovide the motivation for
the current work.
As previously mentioned, atomistic simulations can be usedto probe the differences in
mechanical behavior and mechanisms between tension and compression. Prior literature
has focused very little on the eff ct of uniaxial loading (tension vs. compression) in materi-
als with small volumes. In one recent example, Tschopp and McDowell [80] used atomistic
simulations to show an asymmetry in the stress required for homogeneous dislocation nu-
cleation under an applied uniaxial tensile and compressiveload. These simulations are
applicable tonucleationof dislocations in perfect single crystals with no initial disloca-
tion content. For some loading axis orientations, a higher nucleation stress is required in
uniaxial compression than tension, and vice versa for otherloading axis orientations. This
work suggests that the resolved stress normal to the maximumSch id factor slip plane (on
which the dislocation nucleates) may be important for dislocation nucleation. But it is still
not known how interfaces affect the nucleation stress asymmetry or the dislocation nucle-
ation mechanisms from grain boundaries. Simulations examining this area may provide
insight into the plasticity of nanocrystalline metals and materials at small volumes, such as
in the aforementionedFIB machined nano-columns.
To address these questions, nine〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain boundaries with the E struc-
tural unit were deformed under uniaxial tension and uniaxial compression applied perpen-
dicular to the boundary until the dislocation nucleation event. To the author’s knowledge,
this is the first work to investigate the differences in dislocation nucleation from specific
grain boundaries under tension and compression. Additionally, this work will compare dis-
location nucleation via an applied strain rate with a quasist tic incremental approach. Last,
the mechanisms of dislocation nucleation are compared between tension and compression
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for a few select boundaries. In low stacking fault energy copper, partial dislocations emit
from the grain boundary during tension and full dislocations emit during compression. The
slip plane that dislocations nucleate on may be different in tension and compression as
well. This highlights the important nature of the resolved stre s normal to the dislocation
nucleation slip plane. Also, the grain boundary structure (more specifically, the disloca-
tion content and organization within the grain boundary) plays an important role in the
dislocation nucleation and emission process.
7.2 Methodology
The grain boundary structures are identical to those described by Tschoppet al. [82], and
were obtained using a similar methodology to that used for asymmetric tilt grain bound-
aries in theΣ3 system [78] and theΣ5/Σ9/Σ11/Σ13 systems [79]. After obtaining the
structures with molecular statics (energy minimization),the structures are deformed with
a parallel molecular dynamics code (Warp [69]) that incorporates domain decomposition.
First, the configuration is equilibrated usingMD in the isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensem-
ble [95] at a pressure of 0 bar and a temperature of 10 K for 10,000 timesteps (∆t = 1 fs).
Next, the configuration is uniaxially deformed using a consta t strain rate of 109 s−1 ap-
plied perpendicular to the boundary while controlling the lateral boundary motion using a
zero stress condition governed by theNPTequations of motion augmented by an additional
dampening term, as in Spearotet al. [64, 97, 139]. For mechanical properties, the system
stress is calculated using the virial definition without thekinetic portion as described in
Chapter2. The stress required for dislocation nucleation is defined as the maximum uni-
axial stress. Using Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD [266]), the centrosymmetry param-
eter [106] showed that dislocations nucleate at a displacement very close to the maximum
tensile stress for all boundaries. The embedded atom methodpotential for Cu [124] is em-
ployed in this study, as stated in Chapter2. Copper is an idealFCCmaterial that exhibits
weak bond directionality [143], admitting accurate characterization by the non-directional
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Table 7.1: The misorientation angles,GB plane normal, dimensions, and number of atoms









114.5◦ Σ171(11,11,10) 18.91/20.06/16.36 1,044,736
126.4◦ Σ123(775) 17.01/20.05/16.36 944,640
129.5◦ Σ11(332) 16.79/16.96/16.36 786,688
131.5◦ Σ291(11,11,7) 17.44/18.50/16.36 890,880
141.1◦ Σ9(221) 16.87/16.27/16.36 757,504
144.4◦ Σ267(11,11,5) 16.71/17.72/16.36 818,176
153.5◦ Σ19(331) 17.83/17.33/16.36 851,968
160.0◦ Σ33(441) 17.62/16.61/16.36 809,472
169.9◦ Σ129(881) 17.42/16.42/16.36 789,504
nature of the embedded-atom method.
The nine〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain boundaries selected for this study arelist d in Ta-
ble 7.1. Symmetric tilt grain boundaries are typically represented by a misorientation an-
gle/axis combination [153],i.e., the misorientation axis is the〈110〉 axis for all boundaries
and the misorientation angle for each boundary is given in Table 7.1. The coincident site
lattice (CSL) Σ notation and a grain boundary normal in one of the adjoining lattices are
listed, as these are also commonly used to refer to these boundaries. A3D periodic bicrys-
tal computational cell was used to investigate dislocationnucleation in grain boundaries
with the E structural unit. Cell dimensions were chosen to prope ly enforce the3D periodic
boundary conditions for each orientation, with a minimum length of 16 nm in all directions.
This length is chosen to minimize both the effect of periodic boundaries on dislocation nu-
cleation and the number of atoms in the system for computation l efficiency. A minimum
length of 16 nm or smaller has been employed in previous studies [64, 77, 97, 139], which
have found that these cell dimensions are sufficiently large to avoid significant effects of
periodic boundaries on the3D dislocation nucleation dynamics. Table7.1 lists the initial
simulation cell dimensions along with the resulting numberof atoms.
A quasistatic approach was also used to deform the bicrystalgrain boundary configura-
tions. This approach confirmed that the present results werenot significantly influenced by
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the large strain rates (109) used. The quasistatic approach alternated increments of srain
and equilibration to achieve deformation that was essentially uninfluenced by the strain
rate of the simulations. First, the bicrystal configurationwas deformed by a specified strain
increment. Then, the configuration is equilibrated at the temp rature of interest for 2 ps
with a timestep of 1 fs (i.e., 2,000 timesteps). During the equilibration step, the bound-
ary in the loading direction is held fixed and the lateral boundaries are allowed to relax
to zero stress through theNPT equations of motion [95]. This approach has been used in
non-periodic nanowires [267] and3D periodic nanocrystalline materials [152] to counter
the effects of the high strain rate. However, Leachet al. [267] have shown that a quasistatic
approach may not show results that differ too far from a high strain rate. This quasistatic
approach is investigated for these bicrystal configurations as the results are also relevant to
former studies of dislocation nucleation from symmetric and symmetric tilt grain bound-
aries [64, 77, 97, 139]. The quasistatic approach was used for five STGBs: three low order
CSL boundaries (Σ9, Σ11, andΣ19), the vicinal twin boundary (Σ171), and the low angle
boundary vicinal to theΣ1(110) single crystal configuration (Σ129). All five boundaries
were simulated under both uniaxial tension and compression. The dislocation nucleation
mechanisms discussed in Section7.3.2used the results from the quasistatic approach.
7.3 Atomistic simulation results
7.3.1 Nucleation stress for grain boundary dislocations
Figure7.1 shows the stress-strain curves for the nine〈110〉 STGBs with the E structural
unit under uniaxial tension. The curves are arranged in order of increasing misorientation
angle, as defined in Table7.1, with an artificial spacing of 0.01 strain added to separate the
curves. In these curves, the stress is calculated through Eq. 2.8while the strain is defined as
ǫ = δh/h, whereh is the initial height of the simulation cell andδh is the conjugate displace-
ment of the overall cell. The solid lines were obtained with a109 strain rate; the symbols
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Figure 7.1: Stress-strain curves for the symmetric tilt grain boundaries with the E struc-
tural unit. The solid line denotes the data obtained with a 109 strain rate and the symbols
denote the data obtained with the incremental approach.
were obtained with the incremental quasistatic approach. Interestingly, the stress-strain re-
sponse is very similar between the 109 strain rate and the quasistatic simulations in terms
of elastic stiffness, peak stress and strain corresponding to that stress. It is observed that the
quasistatic approach nucleates dislocations at slightly lower stresses, though. Once disloca-
tion nucleation occurs at or near the maximum stress for eachgrain boundary configuration,
the simulations are stopped shortly after this. The stress-strain curves in compression show
similar results between the quasistatic and dynamic deformation as well.
Figure7.2shows the stress required for dislocation nucleation for the nine〈110〉 bound-
aries under an applied uniaxial tensile strain. First, in uniaxial tension, the stress required
increases with increasing misorientation angle to theΣ9(221) STGB and the stress then
decreases with further increases to the misorientation angle. The lowest stresses required
for dislocation nucleation occur in grain boundaries with misorientation angles nearest the
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Σ3(111) θ = 109.5◦ coherent twin boundary and theΣ1(110) θ = 180◦ perfect lattice. In-
terestingly, both theΣ3 boundary andΣ1 single crystal require significantly higher stresses
under uniaxial tension (12.4 GPa and 4.6 GPa, respectively). This trend indicates that the
presence of the E structural unit, ora0/3 〈111〉 disconnection, in a〈110〉 STGBresults in a
large drop in the nucleation stress. Spearotet al. [64] have previously observed this large
drop in stress at theΣ3 coherent twin boundary, but did not studySTGBs with misorienta-
tion angles greater than theΣ9(221) boundary.
The spacing of the E structural unit plays a definitive role inthe nucleation stress under
uniaxial tension. The smallest spacing of E structural units is theΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦
STGB, which is composed of only E structural units. On the other hand, as the mis-
orientation angle approaches eitherΣ3(111) θ = 109.5◦ coherent twin boundary or the
Σ1(110) θ = 180◦ perfect lattice, the spacing between the E structural unitsi creases.
Therefore, the nucleation stresses from Fig.7.2 increase with decreasing spacing between
the E structural units.
Figure7.3shows the relation between the misorientation angle and thenucl ation stress
in uniaxial compression. The same correlation between the spacing of the E structural unit
and the nucleation stress is not found in compression. In general, the stresses required
for dislocation nucleation are greater in compression thanin tension. For example, the
average nucleation stress for all〈110〉 STGBs is over three times greater in compression
than in tension for both the high strain rate (10.8 GPa/3.4 GPa) and quasistatic (9.8 GPa/3.1
GPa) approaches. One potential reason is that the resolved stress normal to the slip system
on which the dislocation nucleates is compressive in compression and tensile in tension.
Spearotet al. [64] and Tschoppet al. [81] have found that the resolved stress normal to the
slip plane that the dislocation nucleates on is important for dislocation nucleation in single
crystal Cu. The compressive resolved normal stress increases the difficulty to nucleate




















































































































Figure 7.2: Stress required for dislocation nucleation for the nine symmetric tilt grain
boundaries with the E structural unit in uniaxial tension. The black and dotted horizontal


























































































































Figure 7.3: Stress required for dislocation nucleation for the nine symmetric tilt grain
boundaries with the E structural unit in uniaxial compression.
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7.3.2 Tension-compression asymmetry in dislocation nucleation
The dislocation nucleation mechanism for five〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain boundaries is
presented in this subsection. Prior to examining dislocatin nucleation, the grain boundary
structures will be briefly discussed. Figure7.4 shows the structure of the fourSTGBs
deformed in uniaxial tension and compression with the quasist tic methodology. The
structure of the grain boundary is characterized by structual units (SUs), similar to pre-
vious studies [90, 148]. Structural units essentially represent the dislocation or discli-
nation content of the boundary. TheΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ STGB (not shown) is the fa-
vored boundary within this misorientation range and contains only E structural units. The
Σ11(332) θ = 129.5◦ andΣ19(331) θ = 153.5◦ STGBs contain either an identical ratio of
D:E SUs (for theΣ11 GB) or A:E SUs (for theΣ19 GB). TheΣ171(11,11,10) θ = 114.5◦
STGB is vicinal to theΣ3(111) coherent twin boundary and theΣ129(881) θ = 169.9◦
is a low angle boundary near theΣ1(110) perfect crystal. For both boundaries, the grain
boundary structure is altered as the number of E structural units per unit boundary length
decreases; an intrinsic stacking fault (ISF) dissociates from the E structural unit in theΣ171
GB and the E structural unit elongates and becomes centered in theΣ129GB. Tschoppet
al. [82] provide further details on how the structure and free volume ofSTGBs with the E
structural unit evolve as a function of the misorientation angle.
Figure 7.5 shows orthonormal two-dimensional images from the three-dimensional
simulation cells of the five boundaries just after dislocation nucleation in uniaxial ten-




direction and only atoms in a non-
centrosymmetric environment are rendered using a centrosymmetry threshold of 0.25. This
allows visualization of the grain boundary atoms, the nucleated dislocations, and the stack-
ing faults within the simulation cell. Only one boundary is shown for each simulation cell.





tilt axis are shown in each crystal for theΣ19 GB. The solid lines indicate the
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(c) Σ19(331) θ = 153.5◦ (d) Σ129(881) θ = 169.9◦
Figure 7.4: Structural unit description for four symmetric tilt grain boundaries with the E
structural unit that are investigated for dislocation nucleation: theΣ171(11,11,10) θ =
114.5◦ GB, the Σ11(332) θ = 129.5◦ GB, the Σ19(331) θ = 153.5◦ GB, and the









planes shown as black and white. TheΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ GB, com-
posed of all E structural units, is not shown.
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Figure 7.5: Dislocation nucleation at five symmetric tilt grain boundaries with the E
structural unit under a uniaxial tensile load applied perpendicular to the boundary.
lines indicate the{111} slip planes with a lower resolved shear stress in the slip direction.
Only partial dislocations are nucleated from all five boundaries and an intrinsic stacking
fault trails the emitted dislocation; no trailing partial dislocation is observed in tension.
Moreover, all partial dislocations are nucleated and emittd on the{111} plane with the
maximum resolved shear stresses in the slip direction,i.e., the maximum Schmid factors.
Since these boundaries are symmetric about the boundary plane, the maximum Schmid fac-
tors in both crystal lattices adjoining the boundary are identical. By comparing theΣ171
and theΣ11 boundaries, it can be seen that the spacing between grain boundary dislocations
plays a role in their emission from the boundary. For theΣ171 boundary, the large spacing
between dislocations results in independent emission events for each grain boundary dis-
location,i.e., the nearly identical emission of each dislocation indicates that the individual
dislocations are relatively unaffected by the emission of other dislocations. On the other
hand, theΣ11 GB has a much smaller spacing between dislocations. The dislocation in-
teractions in this boundary result in the emission of a particular dislocation depending on
nearby dislocations and their impact on the local stress state. Spearotet al. [139] have also
shown that the spacing of certain structural units (GB dislocations) can affect dislocation
nucleation.
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Figure 7.6 is rendered the same as Figure7.5 and shows images of the five bound-
aries just after dislocation nucleation in uniaxial compression. A number of differences are
immediately noticeable. First, while nucleation of the leading partial dislocation is often
observed in copper, the trailing partial dislocation is also nucleated from most boundaries;
an intrinsic stacking fault separates the two{111}〈112〉 partial dislocations. The emission
of full dislocations is obvious in theΣ171STGB. The circles denote the emission of full
dislocations from theΣ9 andΣ129GBs as well as just prior to the emission of the trailing
partial in theΣ11GB. TheΣ19 is the only boundary in which full dislocations were not ob-
served. Also notice that when the leading partial dislocatin is initially nucleated from the
boundary, the intrinsic stacking fault is much larger than after the trailing partial is emitted
and the two partials glide away from the boundary. Second, the partial (and full) dislo-
cations are not necessarily nucleated and emitted on the{111} plane with the maximum
resolved shear stresses in the slip direction, as in uniaxial tension. While dislocation nucle-
ation occurs on the maximum Schmid factor slip system for theΣ9 andΣ19 boundaries, the
Σ129 emitted partial and full dislocations on the{111} plane with a slightly lower resolved
shear stress (S F = 0.377 on this plane compared to a Schmid factor ofS F = 0.427 on
the other{111} slip plane). Interestingly, theΣ171 andΣ11 boundaries emit partial and full
dislocations on the{100} slip plane under uniaxial compression; this will be discussed later.
For the sake of brevity, a detailed look at dislocation nucleation from theΣ171STGB
will be discussed for the uniaxial tension and compression smulations. TheΣ171 GB
presents an interesting case because it is a vicinal twin boundary with mirror image
a0/3 〈111〉 disconnections that result in a symmetric interface [79]. This boundary also
shows emission on the{100} slip plane. The dislocation reactions associated with the twin
boundary are of particular interest as the coherent twin plays an important role in low
stacking fault energyFCCmetals. For instance, grain boundary engineering [75] manipu-
lates the grain boundary character distribution to increase the number of boundaries with
beneficial properties and decrease the frequency of boundaries with detrimental properties.
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Figure 7.6: Dislocation nucleation at five symmetric tilt grain boundaries with the E
structural unit under a uniaxial compressive load applied prpendicular to the boundary.
Much of the focus of grain boundary engineering has been on increasing the frequency
of theΣ3 coherent twin boundary [66, 67]; this may increase the fraction of vicinal twin
boundaries as well. In addition, introducing nanoscale growth twins into ultrafine-grain
polycrystals has improved the hardness and flow stress by introducing barriers to disloca-
tion motion [13, 174]. It is anticipated that increasing thedistribution ofΣ3 coherent twin
boundaries will also result in a larger distribution of boundaries vicinal to the coherent twin.
Also, dislocation motion and transmission as a function of strain may result in the creation
of a0/3 〈111〉 disconnections within the coherent twin boundaries. A second boundary is
theΣ19 boundary in uniaxial compression, as the emission of partial dislocations appears
to form a new phase at the boundary; this will also be examined.
7.3.3 Dislocation nucleation at the vicinalΣ171coherent twin boundary
Figure7.7 shows partial dislocation nucleation from theΣ171 vicinal coherent twin. The
centrosymmetry parameter is used to identify atoms whose local environment is elastically
distorted (bulk crystal lattice) from atoms whose local environment is distorted due to lat-
tice defects, or grain boundary structural units. Figure7.7(a) shows the boundary structure
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after equilibration, but prior to application of the uniaxil tensile load normal to the inter-
face. In terms of structural units, the two triangular shaped regions are defined as distorted
E (or E” [72, 79]) structural units with a dissociated D strucural unit connected by an in-
trinsic stacking fault (ISF). This triangular region can also be described as the cores of
alternatinga0/3 〈111〉 twin dislocations, ora0/3 〈111〉 disconnections, which accommo-
date the≈ 5◦ misorientation from the coherent twin boundary and providea symmetric
structure. The dissociated D structural unit can equally berepresented as ana0/6 〈112〉
Shockley partial dislocation, following the work of Merkleand Rittner [91]. Thea0/3 〈111〉
disconnections has been observed experimentally inHRTEM images in Al [249–251] and
Au [252]. The dissociation of the Shockley partial dislocation is through a reaction of the
type
a0/3 〈111〉 → a0/6 〈112〉 + a0/6 〈110〉 (7.1)
that leaves behind a stair-rod dislocation at the interface. Figure7.7(b) shows the bound-
ary structure at the maximum tensile stress, which typically corresponds to dislocation
nucleation. In theΣ171 boundary, the term dislocation emission seems more appropriate
than dislocation nucleation since the peak tensile stress corresponds to the release of the
dissociateda0/6 〈112〉 Shockley partial dislocation from the grain boundary into the bulk
crystal lattice. The trailing partial is not observed, so anintrinsic stacking fault connects the
Shockley partial to thea0/6 〈110〉 stair-rod dislocation lock at the boundary. The Shock-




slip planes in the
upper and lower crystal, respectively. The movement of atoms n the{111} slip planes in
Fig. 7.7(b) corresponds to the resolved shear stress components (black arrows) acting on
the two adjoining{111} slip planes; atomic movement in the tilt axis direction corresponds
to thea0/6 〈112〉 partial dislocations. The grain boundary acts a perfect source of dislo-
cations,i.e., the Burgers vector content of the grain boundary is merely reduc d by the













Figure 7.7: Dislocation emission of a0/6 〈112〉 Shockley partial dislocation from the
Σ171(11,11,10) θ = 114.5◦ STGBin Cu under uniaxial tension.
Figure 7.8 shows the evolution of the intrinsic stacking fault length and stress as a
function of strain under uniaxial tension. In this plot, theintrinsic stacking fault length is
defined in the boundary normal direction based on the atom coordinates of the Shockley
partial dislocations on both sides of the two periodic grainboundaries (1 and 2). The
partial dislocations were identified with the centrosymmetry parameter. In the undeformed
configuration, the intrinsic stacking fault length is approximately 15 Ångstroms from the
coherent twin boundary. With increasing elastic strain, the Shockley partial dislocations
dissociate further into the bulk crystal lattice, which increases the intrinsic stacking fault
length. The peak tensile stress corresponds to dislocationemission and marks a transition
in the slopes of theISF length in Fig.7.8. Prior to this point, the bulk crystal lattice
could dissipate the elastic work without dislocation emission (plasticity). However, at the
maximum tensile stress (tensile strain of 1%), the bulk lattice can no longer accommodate
the tensile deformation elastically, which enables the emission event.
The dislocation nucleation and emission process is quite diff rent in compression than
in tension for theΣ171STGBvicinal to the coherent twin, as shown in Figs.7.5 and7.6.
The structure after equilibration is identical to Fig.7.7(a) with the dissociateda0/6 〈112〉
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Figure 7.8: Intrinsic stacking fault length as a function of tensile strain for the
Σ171(11,11,10) θ = 114.5◦ STGBin Cu under uniaxial tension.
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Figure 7.9: Dislocation emission of a0/6 〈110〉 full dislocation on the{001} plane from
theΣ171(11,11,10) θ = 114.5◦ STGBin Cu under uniaxial compression. Atoms associ-
ated with the emitted full dislocation loops and the coherent twin are rendered black and
silver, respectively. The remaining atoms along the boundary are rendered red.
Shockley partial and an intrinsic stacking fault. However,t nsile deformation applied nor-
mal to the interface causes theISF length to decrease until dislocations are emitted from
the a0/3 〈111〉 disconnection at the boundary. Figure7.9 shows dislocation nucleation at
one of the periodic boundaries for theΣ171STGB, where all centrosymmetric atoms are
removed. As the full dislocation loops are emitted from thea0/3 〈111〉 disconnection at
the boundary, dislocations parallel to the coherent twin boundary plane (red) are also emit-
ted from thea0/3 〈111〉 disconnection. To better interpret the dislocation reactions at the
vicinal coherent twin under compression, slices from threelocations (a-c, lower right) are
analyzed in Fig.7.10(a)-(c).
Figure 7.10(a) shows that the dissociated Shockley partial dislocations are attracted
toward thea0/6 〈110〉 stair-rod dislocation, despite their location on the{111} slip plane
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with the maximum resolved shear stress. This is an example ofhow the dislocation content
dictates where the dislocation will nucleate from, not the resolved shear stress. Specifically,
the dissociateda0/6 〈112〉 partial dislocation glides in opposite directions in tensio and
compression because of the interaction between the resolved shear stress on the{111} slip
plane and the Burgers vector of the dislocation.
Figure7.10(b) shows the dislocation loop after emission from one of thea0/3 〈111〉
disconnections. The full dislocation is emitted on the{001} plane and a Burgers circuit
identifies that the emitted dislocation isa0/2 〈110〉 dislocation. Unlike dislocations on
{111} slip planes inFCC Cu, the dislocation on the{001} causes a highly distorted en-
vironment, possibly due to the atypical{001} slip plane. Further explanation regarding
dislocation emission on the{001} plane is discussed in Section7.4. As the dislocation loop
is emitted on the{001} plane, aa0/6 〈112〉 Shockley partial dislocation is emitted parallel to
the coherent twin boundary plane. Notice that behind the Shockley partial, thea0/3 〈111〉
disconnection is removed and the ordering around the coherent twin boundary is restored.
Again, this suggests a reaction like Eq.7.1, a0/3 〈111〉 → a0/6 〈112〉 + a0/6 〈110〉, except
where both the Shockley partial and the stair-rod dislocatin are emitted from the discon-
nection. Also notice that the disconnection on the right side of Fig.7.10(b) is starting to
dissociate onto the{001} plane of the lower crystal.
Figure7.10(c) shows the configuration after thea0/6 〈112〉 Shockley partial dislocation
emitted parallel to the interface is absorbed by thea0/3 〈111〉 disconnection on the right.
The disconnection now dissociates onto the{111} plane of the upper lattice and the{001}
plane of the lower lattice. Figure7.10(d) shows the emission of a second full dislocation
on the{001} plane. Interestingly, the configuration in7.10(c) could have emitted a dislo-
cation on either the{111} plane or the{001} plane. Since emission on either plane seemed
possible, the{001} plane must have a larger driving force for dislocation emission than the
{111} plane. The potential influence of resolved stress components on hese two slip sys-






























Figure 7.10: Dislocation emission of aa0/6 〈110〉 full dislocation from theΣ171
(11,11,10) θ = 114.5◦ STGB in Cu under uniaxial compression, where atoms on suc-
cessive{110} planes are colored black and white.
the{100}〈110〉 cube slip systems are commonly used to model dislocation behavior at high
homologous temperatures and high resolved shear stress in materials such as directionally
solidified Ni-base superalloys [268,269]. Cube slip is most cmmonly associated with the
〈111〉 orientation is these models, in part because of the low resolv d shear stress on the
{111}〈110〉 slip systems near this orientation.
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Figure 7.11: Dislocation nucleation in theΣ19 symmetric tilt grain boundary in Cu under
uniaxial compression. (a) Configurations at two strains,ǫ, after dislocation nucleation has
occurred (ǫ1 < ǫ2). (b) Closeup of the stacking arrangement on the{111} slip planes caused
by the emission of partial dislocations from the boundary, where atoms on different{111}
slip planes are colored differently.
7.3.4 Dislocation nucleation at theΣ19boundary in compression
Figure7.11shows dislocation nucleation from theΣ19(331) grain boundary under uniaxial
compression. In the present simulations, one partial dislocati n is emitted for every two
{111} slip planes intersecting the boundary, leaving behind a stacking fault on every other
{111} slip plane, as shown in Fig.7.11(a) by the green non-centrosymmetric atoms. To
analyze the new phase created by the emission of the partial dislocations, Fig.7.11(b)
shows atoms on successive{111} slip planes in this region. The top images show the atoms
on two successive{111} slip planes, which is indicative of hexagonal close-packed(HCP)
stacking. The bottom images from Fig.7.11(b) show the atoms on four successive{111}
slip planes, where the atom size is decreased on the first two slip planes to facilitate viewing
the HCP structure. The atoms on the third (fourth) slip plane correspond to those on the
first (second) slip plane, indicating that theHCPphase is created by the emission of partial
dislocations under uniaxial compression.
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Interestingly, the cooperative emission of partial dislocations from the boundary pro-
motes the formation of theHCP phase in this Cu boundary. To verify that the formation
of this phase is not related to the chosen potential, the formulation of theEAM potential
must accurately describe the energies of different nonequilibrium structures in Cu. Mishin
et al.[124] have shown good agreement between the cohesive energis for several nonequi-
librium structures (FCC, HCP, 9R,BCC, simple cubic, and diamond) obtained byab initio
(local density approximation), tight-binding, andEAM calculations. In fact, Mishin and
coworkers [124] state that the agreement is especially goodbetweenab initio and their
EAM potential for theHCPand 9R structures. The excellent agreement of these energies
with ab initio calculations helps validate the theHCPstructure generated may, in fact, be
energetically favorable as a function of compressive deformation in some boundaries. The
9R phase andBCCphase have been experimentally observed at the boundaries by Ernstet
al. [159, 188] and Schmidtet al. [187, 189], respectively. Tschoppet al. [77] used atom-
istic simulations to show expansion of the 9R phase under uniaxial tension with the same
Mishin potential. The expansion of the 9R phase has also beenobserved experimentally
in theHRTEM [197], presumably because of the local stress state of the thin foil. These
results reinforce that the formation of nonequilibrium crystal structures (9R,HCP, BCC)
may be possible at the grain boundary with the appropriate combination of applied loading
and grain boundary structure.
7.4 Discussion
The stress required to nucleate dislocations from the〈110〉 STGBs in this study were three
times greater in uniaxial compression than tension. The resolv d stress components acting
upon the slip plane on which the dislocation nucleates may help to explain this difference.
Schmid and non-Schmid parameters are often used to describehow the uniaxial tensile or
compressive stress projects onto the orthogonal coordinate sys em located on the active slip
system. Following the results of Spearotet al. [64], the analysis is restricted to the resolved
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shear stress in the slip direction (Schmid factor,S F) and the resolved stress normal to the
slip plane (normal factor,NF). The resolved stress components on the maximum Schmid
factor{111}〈110〉 slip systems and the{001}〈110〉 slip system will be investigated for both
uniaxial tension and uniaxial compression.
The affine elastic distortion of the lattice during application of uniaxial stress prior to
nucleation is significant in terms of rotation of the slip system and associated co-slip and
slip plane normal directions. This work considers how the strain prior to nucleation may
influence the resolved stress components in the current (deform d) configuration at the
point of nucleation. To do this, the motion of the simulationcell boundaries was used to
compute a deformation gradient tensorFij , used to map the original orthogonal triad of unit
vectors in the slip, co-slip and slip plane normal directions from the undeformed to the




gives the deformed configuration componentsdα∗i of these three unit vectorsd
α, α = 1,2,3
in the initial (undeformed) configuration.
The direction cosines, as used in Ref. [64], can resolve the Cauchy stress onto slip vec-
torsdα in the undeformed configuration. However, the deformed configuration components
dα∗i are no longer orthogonal vectors in the current configuration, having undergone stretch
and rotation. To provide a meaningful description of the resolved shear stress in the slip
direction and the normal stress to the slip plane in the deformed configuration at the point
of nucleation, the cross product of the deformed vectors in the slip and co-slip directions
(which establish the slip plane tangent) is taken to determine the slip plane normal direc-
tion. Then, a vector cross product of this slip plane normal direction with the deformed
slip direction vector gives a modified co-slip direction, yielding an orthogonal triad which
can describe the projection of the current uniaxial stress onto the slip system through di-
rection cosines. This method preserves the slip direction and slip plane normal as primal
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descriptors of the deformed configuration.
Figure7.12shows the evolution of the Schmid factor and normal factor atdislocation
nucleation with grain boundary misorientation angle. Using the aforementioned method to
calculate the resolved stress components in the current (deform d) configuration can illu-
minate differences that arise from a number of factors: initial vs. deformed, uniaxial tension
vs. compression, dynamic strain rate vs. quasistatic, and{111} vs. {001} slip planes. For
instance, uniaxial tension and uniaxial compression have diff rent effects on the resolved
shear stress and resolved normal stress at dislocation nucleation. In uniaxial tension, the
resolved stress parametersS FandNF at dislocation nucleation have decreased on average
by 1% and 6%, respectively, from the resolved stress parameters in the initial configuration
S F0 andNF0. Uniaxial compression increasesS F andNF by 2% and 14%. Note that the
resolved stress components change by the same percentage. The resolved stress normal to
the {111} slip plane is altered much more by elastic deformation than te resolved shear
stress in the slip direction. Since these grain boundaries requi e the lowest stresses for
dislocation nucleation from all〈100〉 and〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain boundaries [64], other
grain boundaries may have a significantly larger change in the resolved stress components
as a function of elastic deformation prior to dislocation nucleation.
A comparison of the 109 dynamic strain rate with the quasistatic calculations in
Fig. 7.12 show that the calculated resolved stress components are notadversely affected
by either deformation approach. The dynamic and quasistatic deformation conditions are
similar for uniaxial compression as well.
Based on the Schmid factorS F calculated at dislocation nucleation, the critical re-
solved shear stresses for dislocation nucleation in these boundaries under uniaxial tension
are approximately 0.55-1.85 GPa, or≈ τ/90-τ/25 using a shear modulus ofτ = 48 GPa. In
unaxial compression, the resolved shear stresses are approximately 2.4-6.4 GPa, or≈ τ/20-
τ/8 using a shear modulus ofτ = 48 GPa. These calculated shear stresses should be inter-
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Uniaxial Compression {001} - 109
































































































Uniaxial Tension {111} - 109
Uniaxial Compression {111} - 109
Uniaxial Compression {001} - 109
Uniaxial Tension {111} - QS
NF0
(b)
Figure 7.12: (a) The change in (a) Schmid factor,S F, and (b) normal factor,NF, at
dislocation nucleation with grain boundary misorientation angle. The legend shows that
different symbols are used to distinguish between (a) tension and compression, (b) dynamic
strain rate (109) and quasistatic (QS), and (c) the{111} slip plane and the{001} slip plane.
The change in Schmid factor and normal factor prior to deformation are labeled asS F0 and
NF0.
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vacancies in the boundary are expected to reduce the critical s ress required for dislocation
nucleation from boundaries.
The resolved stress parameters for the{111} and {001} slip planes in uniaxial comp-
ression are also plotted to help explain the observed full dislocation emission on the{111}
and{001} slip planes for various misorientation angles (see Fig.7.6). The{001} slip plane
has both a higher resolved shear stress in the[110] slip direction and a higher resolved
normal stress for lower misorientation angles within this range, perhaps explaining the ob-
served full dislocation emission on the{001}〈110〉 slip system in compression. While this
seemingly explains the observed dislocation behavior for compression, the resolved stress
components for the{001} slip planes are higher in uniaxial tension as well. The tension-
compression asymmetry in dislocation emission behavior may be explained in two ways.
First, as discussed earlier, the Burgers vector character ofthe dislocations that comprise
the grain boundary may be influenced differently depending on the sign of the resolved
shear stress. Second, while theNF curves in tension and compression are very similar in
Fig. 7.12(b), they are in fact opposite in sign. For instance, the resolv d normal stress is
tensile in uniaxial tension and compressive in uniaxial compression. The full dislocation
emission on the{001} plane is most likely due to the combination of the large resolved shear
stress on the{001}〈110〉 slip system, the dislocation character of thea0/3 〈111〉 disconnec-
tion, and the large compressive normal stress on the{001} plane. While grain boundary
dislocation character should not be overlooked, since theΣ9 STGBemits partial disloca-
tion on the{111} planes in tension and emits full dislocations on the{111} slip planes in
compression, the resolved normal stress appears to have themost significant contribution
to the emission of the trailing partial dislocation in Cu.
One may ask the question, can the emission of the trailing partial dislocation observed
in uniaxial compression, but not in uniaxial tension, provide understanding of how resolved
stress components affect grain boundary dislocation reactions in low stacking fault energy
FCC nanocrystalline materials? Again, the main difference in how the applied stress is
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resolved for uniaxial tension and compression is the stressnormal to the slip plane; in
tension, this normal stress is tensile, and vice versa. In this s udy, full dislocation nucleation
observed under uniaxial compression implies that a compressive tress normal on the active
slip plane may contribute to the nucleation of a second partial dislocation. Conversely, it
can also be argued that the tensile stress normal to the slip plane may deter the nucleation
of a second partial dislocation; here the latter argument was chosen. This may be explained
with the generalized stacking fault (GSF) curve [270, 271] in the〈112〉 direction for an
FCC crystal. Zimmermanet al. [127] show that theGSF is affected by deformation of
the material. They biaxially stretch the lattice by 4% whilecalculating theGSFcurves
and find that the unrelaxedγUS F of 175 mJ/m2 is reduced to 99 mJ/m2 for the ‘deformed
and relaxed’ simulations. The unstable stacking fault energy (γUS F) of the GSFcurve is
associated with the energy barrier for dislocation nucleation [126]. In this sense, the barrier
to dislocation nucleation is reduced by the applied deformation. TheGSFcurve may be
similarly affected by the magnitude and directionality of the resolved stres normal to the
slip plane, particularly with respect to dislocation nucleation. An analysis [143] of the
ideal shear strength of Al and Cu has shown that the hydorstatic pressure has a significant
effect on the critical resolved shear stress at the atomic scale; this may also suggest that the
normal stress has an equally important role.
Interestingly, several well-known studies on the influenceof stacking fault energy on
dislocation nucleation in nanocrystalline materials do not consider the effect of loading
orientation (tension versus compression). Rather, Yamakovnd coworkers [26] proposed
a deformation mechanism map that described the transition from dislocation-mediated to
grain boundary-mediated plastic deformation based on the equilibrium splitting distance for
partials atσ = 0 and the grain boundary diameter, among other quantities. However, the de-
scription for the splitting distance is based solely on the intrinsic stacking fault energyγS F,
with no dependence on the unstable stacking faultγUS F. Simulations of nanocrystalline
deformation do not support the cross-over of dislocation-based deformation mechanisms
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(slip of extended partial dislocations versus perfect slipof full dislocations) with the ab-
solute value ofγS F. Van Swygenhovenet al. [23] noted that extended partial dislocations
are observed above and below the predicted cross-over grainsize in Cu [18,19,59]. Addi-
tionally, ncdeformation simulations [60,141] with a Ni potential (higherγS F than Al) only
revealed extended partial dislocations for grain sizes as large as 20 nm. In contrast to the
deformation mechanism map proposed by Yamakovet al., Van Swygenhoven and cowork-
ers [23] proposed that extended or full dislocation activity should be understood in terms of
γs f/γus f and, more importantly, thatγS F alone cannot capture the important physics of the
nucleation of leading and trailing partial dislocations from grain boundaries. The present
simulations suggest that the resolved stress normal to the slip plane may affect theGSF
curve and stable/unstable stacking fault energies. In turn, this may significantly influence
the nucleation of the trailing partial dislocation in low stacking fault energy materials. Fur-
ther work exploring how tensile and compressive normal stres es affect theGSFcurve may
shed some valuable insight into these arguments.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter, atomistic modeling of dislocation nucleation in grain boundaries with the
E structural unit was investigated under uniaxial tension and compression using molecular
dynamics. Results show several differences in dislocation nucleation with respect to uni-
axial tension and compression. First, the average nucleation s ress for all〈110〉 STGBs is
over three times greater in compression than in tension for both the high strain rate and qua-
sistatic simulations. Second, partial dislocations nucleate from the boundary on the{111}
slip plane under uniaxial tension. However, partial and full dislocations nucleate from the
boundary on the{100} and{111} slip planes under uniaxial compression. The full dislo-
cation nucleation on the{100} for boundaries with misorientations near the coherent twin
boundary is explained through the higher resolved shear stress on the{100} plane compared
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to the{111} plane. Last, individual dislocation nucleation mechanisms under uniaxial ten-
sion and compression are analyzed. For the vicinal twin boundary under tension, the grain
boundary partial dislocation is emitted into the lattice onthe same{111} plane that it dis-
sociated onto. For compression of the vicinal twin, the 1/3〈 11〉 disconnection is removed
through full dislocation emission on the{100} plane and partial dislocation emission paral-
lel to the coherent twin boundary plane, restoring the boundary to the coherent twin. For
theΣ19 boundary, the nearly simultaneous emission of numerous partial dislocations from
the boundary result in the formation of theHCP phase. These results show that the re-
solved stress normal to the slip planes plays an important role in the nucleation of partial
dislocations from the grain boundary.
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CHAPTER VIII
IMPLICATIONS OF DISLOCATION NUCLEATION STUDIES ON
HIGHER SCALE MODELS
This chapter provides insight from studies of dislocation nucleation from grain boundaries
in this work and discusses potential implications on higherscale models. The structure
and nucleation of dislocations at bicrystal boundaries illuminates certain issues pertaining
to fundamental understanding of the role of grain boundaries. Here, some important as-
pects are discussed regarding dislocation nucleation inFCCmetals under uniaxial loading
applied perpendicular to the boundary plane: (i) dislocation sources or sinks, (ii) tension-
compression asymmetry of trailing partial emission in Cu, (iii) the activation energy and
volume for grain boundary dislocation nucleation, (iv) theinfluence of grain boundary free
volume on dislocation nucleation, and (v) the influence of grain boundary free volume
on dislocation nucleation. This understanding may benefit understanding of behavior of
nanocrystalline and polycrystallineFCCmetals.
8.1 Source/sink concepts based on dislocations
The perfect source/sink model is based on the assumption of conservation of the net Burg-
ers vector associated with dislocations. In this model, thegrain boundary is viewed as
having specific dislocation content; when a dislocation is emitt d from the grain boundary,
the boundary loses the Burgers vector content of the emitted dislocation. This phenomenon
has been applied to vacancy content within the grain boundary as well as transmission (ab-
sorption and desorption) of dislocations through boundaries [154]. In the latter case, a
lattice dislocation is transmitted through the grain boundary, but may leave behind a resid-




Dissociated Partial Dislocation 
w/ Intrinsic Stacking Fault
primary, SF = 0.408
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Figure 8.1: (a) A schematic showing how dislocations nucleate at boundaries with disso-
ciated partial dislocations on the maximum Schmid factor(111) slip plane. (b) An example
of dislocation nucleation for aΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundary of intermediate inclina-
tion angle.
Some grain boundaries act as a perfect sink/source for dislocations.Figure 8.1(a)
shows a schematic of dislocation nucleation that occurs when a dissociated partial disloca-
tion at the grain boundary is emitted into the adjoining lattice. For example, forΣ3 asym-
metric tilt grain boundaries of intermediate inclination agle, the grain boundary partial
dislocation (D structural unit) is dissociated from the boundary on the maximum Schmid
factor plane. The dissociation{111} plane is the same{111} plane that the dislocation is
emitted into the adjoining lattice onto, as shown in Fig.8.1(b). In this case, the Burgers
vector content of the grain boundary is reduced by the emission of the partial dislocation,
i.e., bGB∗ = bGB + bdislocation wherebGB∗ , bGB, andbdislocation are the GB Burgers vector con-
tent before (∗) and after emission, and the Burgers vector of the emitted partial dislocation,
respectively. In this case, the GB Burgers vector after emission i merely reduced by the
Burgers vector of the emitted partial dislocation,i.e., bGB = bGB∗ − bdislocation.
Other grain boundaries violate the perfect sink/source relationship for dislocations.
That is, for certain boundaries, the Burgers vector content of the grain boundary is not
reduced following dislocation nucleation. For example, inthe Σ3 asymmetric tilt grain
boundary of low inclination angle, the grain boundary dislocation is initially dissociated
from the boundary on a{111} slip plane of low resolved shear stress. However, the partial
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dislocation prefers nucleation on a{111} slip plane of high resolved shear stress. Upon
closer examination, a partial dislocation loop nucleates on the maximum Schmid factor
slip plane very near to the facet intersection (or GB ledge),as shown in Fig.8.2. Because
of the proximity to the boundary, the segment of the partial dslocation loop that glides
toward the boundary is quickly absorbed, adding Burgers vector content to the boundary.
The other half of the loop glides into the lattice, giving theappearance that this dislocation
was emitted directly from the boundary. This reaction can also be given asbGB∗ = bGB +
bdislocation, but the Burgers vector content of the boundary is increased by the absorbed
dislocation halfloop,i.e., bGB = bGB∗ + bhal f loop.
This is a clear breakdown of the perfect source/sink model if one considers the dislo-
cation to have nucleated from the boundary. However, as Fig.8.2 shows, the dislocation
source visibly lies in the lattice near the intersection of theATGB facets, and this ledge-like
structure is the impetus for the dislocation nucleation event. This event can be thought of
as the emission of a single dislocation loop from a Frank-Readtype source located near
the GB ledge. The size of simulation cell size limits our ability to discern whether these
sources emit successive partial loop dislocations under further strain. Atomistic studies
of this type offer details of the emission sequence that enhance our understanding of the
source/sink nature of boundaries.
Dislocation sources can also lie directly in the interface.This sort of dislocation re-
action is depicted in Fig.8.3(a) with an example of dislocation nucleation from〈110〉
symmetric tilt grain boundaries with dissociated structure from Spearotet al. [139] in
Fig.8.3(b). Spearot and coworkers have shown that increasing tensile strain applied perpen-
dicular to the boundary resulted in constriction of the dissociated partial dislocation after
which partial dislocations are emitted in another nearby site, producing extrinsic stack-
ing faults, and later intrinsic stacking faults, in both symmetric lattices. In this case, the
dislocation source lied directly in the interface, leadingto the nucleation of the partial dis-









Figure 8.2: Dislocation loops nucleate homogeneously in the lattice ata dislocation source
nearby the intersection of two boundary facets. A schematicshowing the lattice dislocation






/ (112)2Φ = 19.47
◦ ATGB in Cu at 10 K (upper left), as rendered
with the centrosymmetry parameter [106]. Slices of the(111) slip plane showing various
stages of dislocation loop nucleation are shown to the right.
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grain boundary dislocation source and the boundary accommodates their emission through
local structural rearrangement near the source. This example also shows a breakdown of
a perfect source/sink relationship, if one considers the Burgers content of the boundary to
decrease by the Burgers content of the emitted dislocation.
These kinds of complex sequence effects in dislocation nucleation become evident us-
ing atomistic simulations. A particularly fruitful area ofendeavor is the characterization of
Burgers vector content in various general boundaries following nucleation of dislocations,
discerning how the residual content is manifested in terms of change of boundary structure,
as with the example in Fig.8.3(b). Moreover, the impact of this evolution on continued
nucleation or absorption/desorption reactions is of great interest.
It should also be emphasized that both dislocations and disclinations may be required to
describe the lack of closure over a Burgers circuit in a crystal in the relaxed configuration.
This is especially important near grain boundaries that have undergone dislocation nucle-
ation or other interactions with dislocations. The associated change in the Burgers circuit
at the boundary when a dislocation nucleates may not be feasibly described with a discrete
set of partial or full dislocations. In this respect, disclination dipole content may need to
be introduced into the boundary during dislocation nucleation to conserve the Burgers vec-
tor content. Additionally, Hirthet al. introduced the term “disconnection” to describe the
Burgers vector content of steps, ledges, and residual dislocations after dislocation trans-
mission reactions [272].
8.2 Tension-compression asymmetry in trailing partial emission in Cu
The issue of partial dislocation versus full dislocation emission from grain boundaries has
been the subject of recent interest in models for nanocrystalline materials. Recall that the
mechanism of dislocation emission from the grain boundary occurs in several steps. First, a
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Figure 8.3: (a) Dislocation loops nucleate in the grain boundary at a dislocation source.
(b) An example of partial dislocations nucleating in a〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain boundary
with dissociated structure [139].
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have shown that stress-assisted free volume migration leads to the atomic shuffling neces-
sary to form the Burgers vector required to nucleate a partialdislocation from the boundary
region [60,141]. As the leading partial dislocation transect the grain, an intrinsic stacking
fault is created behind the partial dislocation. For smaller grain sizes, the leading partial
dislocation can be absorbed at the grain boundary on the opposite side of the grain prior to
the emission of the trailing partial. For larger grain sizes, the trailing partial dislocation is
nucleated from the boundary, restoring the order of the stacking sequence of{111} planes
within the lattice and bounding the intrinsic stacking fault.
Developing models or relations with physically-based parameters that give insight to
partial versus full dislocation nucleation has received much attention. For example, Ya-
makov and coworkers [26] proposed a deformation mechanism map that described the
transition from dislocation-mediated to grain boundary-mediated plastic deformation based
on the equilibrium splitting distance for partials atσ = 0 and the grain boundary diameter,
among other quantities. However, the description for the splitting distance is based solely
on the intrinsic stacking fault energy,γS F, with no dependence on the unstable stacking
fault energy,γUS F. Simulations of nanocrystalline deformation do not support the cross-
over of dislocation-based deformation mechanisms (slip ofextended partial dislocations
versus perfect slip of full dislocations) based only on the value ofγS F. Van Swygenhovenet
al. [23] noted that extended partial dislocations are observedabove and below the predicted
cross-over grain size in Cu [18, 19, 59]. In addition, nc deformation simulations [60, 141]
with a Ni potential (higherγUS F than Al) only revealed extended partial dislocations for
grain sizes as large as 20 nm. In contrast to the deformation mechanism map proposed
by Yamakov and coworkers, Van Swygenhovenet al. [23] proposed that extended or full
dislocation activity should be understood in terms ofγS F/γUS F and, more importantly, that
γS F alone cannot capture the important physics of the nucleation of leading and trailing par-
tial dislocations from grain boundaries. Along those lines, A aro and Suresh [273] present
a mechanistic model forFCCnanocrystalline metals that employed the ratioγS F/γUS F to
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predict the emission of the trailing partial dislocation.However, none of these arguments
or models consider the eff ct of loading orientation (tension versus compression) orthe
resulting resolved normal stress on the emission of the trailing partial.
Interestingly,MD simulations in this work have shown a distinctly different behav-
ior of the trailing partial dislocation between uniaxial tension and uniaxial compression
for homogeneous and heterogeneous dislocation nucleationfrom single crystals and grain
boundaries, respectively. For homogeneous dislocation nucleation in single crystal Cu,
Fig. 8.4shows that partial dislocation loops containing an intrinsic stacking fault are nucle-
ated in tension and full dislocation loops are nucleated in compression for a single crystal
with a[321] loading axis orientation. This phenomenon is commonly observed for multiple
crystal orientations around the stereographic triangle.
For heterogeneous dislocation from grain boundaries, symmetric tilt grain boundaries
with the E structural unit were deformed under uniaxial tensio and compression. Figure
8.4(c) shows the emission of partial dislocations from theΣ171(11,11,10) vicinal coherent
twin boundary under uniaxial tension. Figure Figure8.4(f) shows the emission of full
dislocations from the same boundary under uniaxial compression. Interestingly, the full
dislocation is emitted on the{100} slip plane, which has a higher resolved shear stress in
the〈110〉 slip direction than the{111}〈110〉 slip systems. Despite the higher resolved shear
stress, dislocation emission on the{100} slip plane is only observed in compression. As
with single crystals, the partial (full) dislocation behavior in uniaxial tension (compression)
is observed for a wide range of boundary structures across the misorientation range that
corresponds to boundaries with the E structural unit. Othergrain boundaries have not yet
been deformed, but are expected to display similar behaviordue to the high compressive
resolved normal stress.
The contrast between the nucleation mechanisms under uniaxial tension and comp-
ression may shed light on our fundamental understanding of how resolved stresses affect
dislocation nucleation in single crystals and grain boundaries. As discussed in Chapter11
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Figure 8.4: Dislocation nucleation behavior in uniaxial tension (a-c)and uniaxial compres-
sion (d-f) for the (a-b,d-e)[321] single crystal and (c,f)Σ171(11,11,10) vicinal coherent
twin boundary. The emission of the trailing partial dislocation is observed in compression,
but not in tension. Images (b) and (e) are slices of the slip plane on which dislocations
nucleate.
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and depicted in Fig.11.2, the main difference in how the applied stress is resolved for uni-
axial tension and compression is the stress normal to the slip plane; in tension, this normal
stress is tensile, and vice versa for compression. Full dislocation nucleation observed un-
der uniaxial compression implies that a compressive stressnormal on the active slip plane
contributes to the nucleation of the trailing partial dislocation. In contrast, a tensile stress
normal to the slip plane may deter the nucleation of a second partial dislocation. This may
be explained with the generalized stacking fault (GSF) curve on the{111} slip plane in the
〈112〉 direction for anFCCcrystal. Zimmermanet al. [127] show that theGSFis affected
by deformation of the material. They biaxially stretched the lattice by 4% while calculating
the GSFcurves and found that the unrelaxedγUS F of 175 mJ/m2 is reduced to 99 mJ/m2
for the “deformed and relaxed” simulations. The unstable stacking fault energy (γUS F)
of the GSF curve is associated with the energy barrier for dislocationnucleation [126].
In this sense, the barrier to dislocation nucleation is reduc by the applied deformation.
The GSFcurve may be similarly affected by the magnitude and directionality of the re-
solved stress normal to the slip plane, particularly with respect to nucleation of the trailing
partial dislocation. Indeed this feature of a changing potential energy landscape of grain
boundaries under stress renders the prospect of characterizing the activation energies and
transition state pathways for various dislocation nucleation events quite challenging from a
unit process standpoint.
8.3 Activation volumes and energies for grain boundary dislocation nu-
cleation
The activation volume and the activation energy are important experimentally-measurable
scalar quantities that can be used to model the rate and temperature sensitivity of plas-
ticity mechanisms in constitutive relations [256, 273, 274]. The activation energy barrier
for nucleation can be overcome with contributions from bothmechanical work (applied
stress) and thermal energykBT, wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant andT is temperature.
The activation volume is that required for the reaction to occur. Asaro and Suresh [273]
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have compiled a summary of available data on the eff ct of grain size on the activation
volume in Cu and Ni. They show that the magnitudes of the activation volumes decrease
substantially as the material length scale decreases to thenanoscale, in line with other cal-
culated and experimental observations [256, 274–276]. Forexample, Schuhet al. [277]
performed nanoindentation experiments on platinum at various temperatures and found ac-
tivation volumes of≈ 0.5 b3. Lu et al. [174] experimentally measured activation volumes
of ≈ 10−20 b3 for nano-twinned copper. In addition to measurement of activ tion energies
and activation volumes through experiments, Zhu and coworkers [256] have developed a
computational methodology whereby atomistic simulationsare used to calculate the activa-
tion energy and activation volume and assess the strain rateand temperature sensitivity of
dislocation reactions. Here,MD calculations are used to obtain a first-order approximation
of the activation energies and volumes for dislocation nucleation fromΣ3 asymmetric tilt
grain boundaries in Cu and Al, as discussed in Chapter6.
Calculations have shown that there is a significant drop in thes ress required to nu-
cleate dislocations from 10 K to 300 K, suggesting that thermal activation plays a role
in dislocation nucleation from the grain boundary. The activ tion volumeΩ and activa-
tion energyQ for dislocation nucleation are calculated from a first-order model of stress-
dependent activation energy whereby the activation energylinearly depends upon stressσ,
i.e., Q(σ) = Q∗ − σΩ. In this model,Q∗ corresponds to the athermal nucleation energy
barrier in the absence of applied stress. The activation energy Q measures the sensitivity
of nucleation rate to temperature while the activation volumeΩmeasures the sensitivity of
nucleation rate to stress. Zhuet al.[256] derived a form for the dislocation nucleation stress
that takes into account both the temperature and strain-rate dependence. They applied this
form to dislocation nucleation at surfaces under a constanttrain rate. The same equation











In Eq. 8.1, the temperatureT = 300 K, N is the number of nucleation sites (N =
50,000), ν0 is the jump frequency (ν0 = 3 ∗ 1011 s−1), E is the elastic modulus, and ˙ǫ
is the applied strain rate (˙ǫ = 109 s−1). The definitions of the terms are given by Zhu
and coworkers [274]. The first termQ∗/Ω is the athermal stress required to nucleate a
dislocation from the grain boundary. The pre-factor of the second termkBT/Ω reduces the
nucleation stress by virtue of thermal fluctuation. In the logarithmic function, the numerator
is the rate of energy exchange of the system with the thermal bath and the denominator is the
rate of energy delivery into the system through mechanical work; the ratio between these
terms determines the relative influence of thermal fluctuations in reducing the nucleation
stress.
Several assumptions are made to calculate the activation volume and activation energy.
First, the atomic jump frequency (ν0) is chosen to represent the cooperative atomic motion
necessary to form a dislocation, and is on the order of the frequency of free oscillation in
Cu [278]. Second, the number of nucleation sites (N) represents the approximate number
of non-centrosymmetric atoms at the grain boundary. Since these are embedded in the log-
arithmic term, variation ofNν0 by several orders of magnitude results in very little change
to the activation volume. Third, since the first term in Eq.8.1corresponds to the athermal
nucleation stress, the calculated nucleation stresses at 10 K were used as an approximate
value. The nucleation stresses from allΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries were used to
capture the effect of variation in boundary structure and dislocation nucleation mechanisms
on the activation energy and volume. Last, the elastic stiffness of the computational cell
was calculated using the theoretical values of the two adjoining lattice regions; the effect
of elastic anisotropy had little effect on the calculations. Using the nucleation stress values
for uniaxial tension atT = 300 K, the activation volumes for dislocation nucleation were
on the order of≈ 0.5− 3 b3 in both Cu and Al, whereb = 0.255 nm in Cu andb = 0.286
nm in Al. Rearranging the first term in Eq.8 1 such thatQ∗ = σΩ gives the athermal
activation energy barrier under zero applied stress, whichranges from≈ 0.8 − 2.4 eV for
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Σ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries. Also, using our first order approximation of a linear
dependence of activation energy on stress (Q(σ) = Q∗ − σΩ) the activation energy for dis-
location nucleation at 300 K is calculated as≈ 0.24− 0.28 eV. Interestingly, the activation
energies at 300 K are roughly the same for allΣ3 boundaries examined, despite the wide
range of boundary structures.
Zhu and coworkers [256, 274] have calculated activation volumes and activation ener-
gies for heterogeneous dislocation nucleation and dislocation reactions using the climbing
image nudged elastic band (CINEB) method. TheCINEB method allows for a direct cal-
culation of the activation energy versus stress relationship, without relying on several of the
aforementioned assumptions made in the current calculations. Even so, the calculated ac-
tivation energies are on the order of those computed for sidesurface nucleation (Q = 0.64
eV) and corner nucleation (Q = 0.1 eV) from nanopillars [256]. Furthermore, Zhu and
coworkers [274] calculated activation energies for dislocation absorption (Qabs= 0.49 eV)
and dislocation direction transmission (Qtrs = 0.67 eV) at the coherent twin boundary that
are similar to the present molecular dynamics calculationsat a strain rate of 109 s−1. The
similarity of values suggests that the current calculations are a reasonable approximation
of the activation volumes and activation energies for dislocation nucleation fromΣ3 asym-
metric tilt grain boundaries.
The small activation volumes of 0.5−3 b3 promote enhanced temperature sensitivity of
dislocation nucleation at grain boundaries and indicate that the atomic volume required for
grain boundary dislocation nucleation is similar to the activ tion volume required for grain
boundary shear events,Ω = 1 b3, in anotherFCC metal, Au [279]. The small activation
volumes indicate that at the appropriate stress level, the motion of a few atoms may serve as
the impetus for nucleating a dislocation from the boundary.In addition, the small activation
volume suggests that the nucleation event is appropriatelyvi wed as a small dislocation
loop nucleating at the grain boundary, as shown by ourMD calculations in Chapter6. As
the length scales associated with activation volumes are onthe order of interatomic spacing,
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it is also anticipated that the grain boundary free volume contributes to the driving force
for the dislocation nucleation reaction.
8.4 Influence of grain boundary free volume on dislocation nucleation
The extent and distribution of grain boundary free volume may pl y a significant role in
dislocation nucleation. For example, clusters of free volume on boundaries or at triple junc-
tions are on the order of the activation volumes computed in Section8.3. In addition, the
average free volume assists in correlation of the stress required for dislocation nucleation
from 〈100〉 and 〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain boundaries, as discussed in Chapter9. How-
ever, recall that the interface stress model in Chapter9 was unable to capture the abrupt
drop in the stresses required for dislocation nucleation insymmetric tilt grain boundaries
with the E structural unit. This particular structural unitis associated with theΣ9 (221)
STGB and contains a large amount of free volume compared to other〈110〉 symmetric tilt
grain boundaries. Bicrystal simulations can provide insight nto the relationship between
grain boundary structure, grain boundary free volume, and dislocation nucleation from the
boundary. Previous studies have shown that both the amount of free volume within the
boundary and the spatial correlation of free volume within te boundary are important fac-
tors that play a role in dislocation nucleation [82].
A number of symmetric tilt grain boundaries within the misorentation range 109.47◦ <
θ < 180◦ were examined in terms of structure and free volume. The freevolume was
visualized and characterized with spatial correlation functions using a stereologically-based
methodology, whereby a grid of points was superimposed in three dimensions over the
atomic coordinates and each point was tested against a free volume criterion [82]. This
methodology enabled Tschoppet al. [82] to show that both the spacing and connectivity of
the free volume in the tilt direction increase with increasing misorientation angle over the
range 109.47◦ < θ < 180◦. In fact, for low angle boundaries near the 180◦ perfect single
crystal, the free volume is completely connected in the tiltdirection.
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The spatial distribution of free volume relates to dislocation nucleation because the
free volume enables the cooperative atomic shuffling that triggers the emission of partial
dislocations from the grain boundary. Not only is the spatial d stribution important, but
the spatial distribution of free volumewith respect to intersecting slip planesmay also
affect dislocation nucleation. For dislocation nucleation tooccur from the grain boundary,
the cooperative motion of atoms on a{111} slip plane intersecting the grain boundary is
required. It is likely that this depends on the spacing and connectivity of free volume along
that slip plane. For example, an isolated free volume pocketthat intersects the slip plane
will only allow local atomic shuffling in the few neighboring atoms. However, a large
fraction of grain boundary free volume intersecting the slip plane affects a greater number
of atoms along the slip plane, enabling the cooperative atomic shuffling required to nucleate
dislocations at the boundary. Moreover, for the E structural nit boundaries [82], the two
active slip systems (maximum Schmid factor analysis) occuron the same{111} slip plane
(coplanar slip), which intersects the boundary along the tilt direction. Thus, the spatial
correlation statistics of free volume in the tilt directionare essential to the discussion of
dislocation nucleation from boundaries with the E structural nit.
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CHAPTER IX
DISLOCATION NUCLEATION MODEL FOR SINGLE CRYSTALS
AND INTERFACES
Chapter9 is the first chapter to focus on a model to correlate dislocatin nucleation stresses
calculated from atomistic simulations with continuum parameters related to the resolved
stresses. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used to model dislocation nucleation
at or near symmetric tilt bicrystal copper interfaces with〈100〉 or 〈110〉misorientation axes.
MD simulations indicate that orientation of the opposing lattice regions and the presence
of certain structural units are two critical attributes of the interface structure that affect the
stress required for dislocation nucleation. Boundaries that contain the E structural unit
are found to emit dislocations at comparatively low tensiletr ss magnitudes. A simple
model is proposed to illustrate the impact of interfacial porosity and stresses acting on the
slip plane in non-glide directions on tensile interface strngth. Accounting for interfacial
porosity through an average measure is found to be sufficient to model the tensile strength
of boundaries with a〈100〉 misorientation axis and many boundaries with a〈110〉 misori-
entation axis.
9.1 Introduction
The character and distribution of grain boundary interfaces in polycrystalline metals are
known to play a prominent role in many material properties. For example, experimental
studies on metallic polycrystalline specimens have indicated that grain boundary struc-
ture can effect interface mobility, corrosion, crack nucleation resistance and ductility (cf.
[65, 280, 281]). Interestingly, many investigations have indicated that there is some corre-
lation between the occurrence of certain coincident site lat ice (CSL) [65] boundaries and
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particular aspects of material behavior. For example, Lim [280] studied the distribution of
cracked and uncracked boundaries during low-cycle fatigueof polycrystalline nickel sam-
ples; he found that boundaries with low-orderCSLcharacter (Σ3 andΣ5) did not crack dur-
ing the deformation process. Uniaxial tensile deformationexperiments on polycrystalline
copper samples [281] have provided similar conclusions regarding the possible relationship
betweenCSL occurrence and cavitation. Motivated by these experimental fi dings, grain
boundary engineering [155] techniques aim to increase the percentage of ‘special’ bound-
aries and to reduce the connectivity of ‘random’ boundaries, ulting in enhancements in
a range of material properties [282–284].
For metallic nanocrystalline materials, the role of grain boundary character and dis-
tribution on material properties is amplified due to the increased fraction of atoms that
are positioned at or near interfaces. Atomistic simulationserves as a tool to explore po-
tential relationships between interface structure and interfacial failure mechanisms on the
nanoscale. For example, Spearotet al. used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to ex-
amine the role of interface structure on the nucleation of dislocations from copper [139]
and aluminum [97] bicrystal boundaries under uniaxial tensio . In copper, they found that
the spacing between specific structural units can play a significa t role on the character of
the nucleated dislocations. Sansoz and Molinari [72] used th quasicontinuum method to
study the deformation of tilt bicrystalΣ boundaries. Atomic shuffling during shear defor-
mation was correlated to the presence of the E structural unit (cf. [90]) and appeared to
be triggered by the free volume inherent to this structural fe ture. Moreover, Sansoz and
Molinari did not find a relationship between maximum shear stress and interface structure
over the range of misorientations considered.
In a recent review article, Van Swygenhoven and Weertman [138] emphasized the im-
portance of studies on single interfaces [72,97,139] to explore “particular interesting” grain
boundaries in nanocrystalline plasticity. Accordingly, the objective of this work is to uti-
lize MD simulations to study the tensile deformation of bicrystal boundaries in copper with
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a range of tilt interface misorientations.MD simulations are used to identify particular
features of the interface structure that play an important role in the tensile deformation re-
sponse. Bicrystal boundaries considered in this work are initially refined using an energy
minimization procedure;i.e., all defects that exist at the interface between crystalline re-
gions are a natural consequence of the misorientation across the boundary. Other forms of
interfacial defects, such as ledges and disconnections, are not considered in this work.
Based on theMD simulations in this work, a first-order model is proposed to corre-
late interfacial strength in tension and pertinent characteristics of the interface structure.
Here, tensile interfacial strength is regarded as the maximum tensile stress achieved during
deformation and is associated with the partial dislocationnucleation event. The proposed
model is used to study the relative importance of both interfacial porosity and individual
stress components acting on the slip plane in non-glide directions.MD simulations on both
single crystal and interface models indicate that non-Schmid effects must be incorporated
when formulating a model for dislocation nucleation. This observation is in agreement
with ab initio calculations of dislocation nucleation in copper and aluminum available in
the literature [143, 259, 285]. Furthermore, using an averag measure of nanoporosity1 to
characterize the interface structure is sufficient to account for dislocation emission from
tilt boundaries with a〈100〉misorientation axis and many tilt boundaries with a〈110〉mis-
orientation axis. However, for〈110〉 boundaries which contain the E structural unit, the
first-order model fails to capture the complete effect of interface structure on tensile inter-
face strength associated with dislocation nucleation.
9.2 Interface model
The bicrystal interface model used in this work is shown in Figure9.1(a). MD simula-
tions consider symmetric tilt boundaries in copper formed by rotations around the〈100〉
or 〈110〉 crystallographic misorientation axes. The specific misorientations studied in this
1In this chapter, nanoporosity is used to represent an approximate measure of the free volume of the
interface, as defined by a coordination number-based approach in Spearotet al. [1].
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work are shown on the stereographic orientation triangle inFigure9.1(b). For boundaries
with a [001] misorientation axis, the interface misorientation angle is measured using the





interface misorientation angle is measured using the[001] direction as the reference (0◦).
Copper is modeled using the Mishinet al.embedded-atom method (EAM) potential [124].
Periodic boundary conditions are used in all directions; thus, the bicrystal interface model
dimensions are defined accordingly to properly enforce thisboundary prescription. In total,
each bicrystal interface model contains between 450,000 and 750,000 atoms. Note that the
use of periodic boundary conditions in the Y-direction introduces a second interface at the
periodic border; both interfaces have identical structures. Based on previousMD simula-
tions [97,139], which consider both atomically sharp and dissociated interfaces, the dimen-
sions of the interface models are considered sufficient to study three-dimensional disloca-
tion nucleation at early stages from tilt bicrystal boundaries. In particular, the dimensions
of the boundaries in the X- and Z-directions are adequately large to avoid image effects
which could suppress dislocation nucleation to specific slip systems. To study dislocation-
dislocation or dislocation-interface interactions at advanced stages of deformation, more
advanced boundary conditions are necessary to properly handle dislocation image effects
related to the periodic boundary conditions [286].
Molecular statics calculations, which employ a nonlinear conjugate gradient method,
are used to determine the minimum energy interface configurations. A number of initial
‘starting positions’ are used to increase the probability that the global minimum energy
configuration is attained during this procedure [90]. When avail ble, interface structures
are compared with high-resolution transmission electron microscopy images in the litera-
ture (cf. [287]). After the minimum energy configuration is attained,the interface model is
equilibrated usingMD in the isobaric-isothermal ensemble [95] at a pressure of 0 bar and
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Figure 9.1: (a) Bicrystal interface model studied in this work. The interface is created by
a symmetric tilt rotation around the〈100〉 or 〈110〉 misorientation axis; (b) corresponding
boundary misorientations examined.
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300 K in uniaxial tension, at a constant strain rate of 109 s−1, which is applied in the Y-
direction (normal to the interface plane). Deformation is imposed by decoupling the vector
which describes the dimensions of the periodic cell from theequations of motion in the
loading direction and extending the length of this vector atthe prescribed rate during the
simulation, as described in Chapter2. The X- and Z-direction boundaries are specified as
stress-free [95].
Mechanical quantities, such as stress [103] and displacement, and a measure of inter-
facial damage termed ‘nanoporosity’ [1], are calculated over a defined volume around the
interface (interface region); this volume includes the boundary and a portion of the lattice
from each crystal. For all interface models (misorientations), the size of the interface re-
gion spans the entire model dimensions in the X- and Z-directions. The thickness of the
interface region in the Y-direction is identical for all interface models and is equal to 12
lattice constants, centered about the interface. The nanoporosity measure is determined
using the atomic coordination number and is regarded as anapproximationof the average
unoccupied volume within the interface region [1]. Calculations in this work show that
the nanoporosity measure is capable of identifying relative differences in porosity between
dissimilar interfaces; however, since nanoporosity is derived from atomic coordination via
an averaging scheme, this measure is not able to portray porosity c alescence at advanced
stages of interfacial fracture. Based on its derivation [1],the magnitude of the nanoporos-
ity measure will depend on the thickness of the interface region. However, the qualitative
details of nanoporosity evolution are unaffected by the choice of the volume over which the
nanoporosity measure is averaged.
9.3 Symmetric tilt interfaces:〈100〉 misorientation Axis
Figure9.2(a) shows the tensile stress-displacement response for bicrystal interface mod-
els with 〈100〉 tilt axis and misorientations between 19.7◦ (23,4,0) and 41.1◦ (830). This
range encompasses bothΣ5(310) θ = 36.9◦ andΣ13(510) θ = 22.6◦ boundaries, which are
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two low Σ boundaries for the〈100〉 misorientation axis [65]. Clearly, as the misorientation
angle increases, the maximum tensile stress achieved during deformation decreases. Con-
trary to the experimental evidence discussed in the introduction, the low-orderΣ boundaries
within this misorientation range do not show any special behavior with regard to maximum
tensile interface stress. Visual inspection of theMD simulation results indicates that par-
tial dislocations are nucleated from the bicrystal interface t the displacement associated
with maximum tensile stress nearly simultaneously on two different slip systems for each
misorientation. The activated slip systems in each case arein agreement with those pre-
dicted using a Schmid factor analysis [257]. Trailing partial dislocations are not nucleated
from the interface during deformation, in agreement with the work of Van Swygenhoven
et al. [23], who argued that extended partial dislocations are thepredominant mode of in-
elastic failure for nanocrystalline materials that have anunstable to intrinsic stacking fault
energy ratio much larger than unity (this ratio is 3.56 in Cu [124]). The spacing between
tilt bicrystal interfaces in this work is between 8 and 12 nm (depending on the boundary
misorientation and the necessary height of the interface model t enforce periodic boundary
conditions), which is on the same order as the nanocrystalline grain sizes studied in previ-
ous work by Van Swygenhoven and colleagues (cf. [23]). Accordingly, a similar response
is expected with regard to the character of the nucleated dislocations in copper.
Nanoporosity evolution during uniaxial tensile deformation s shown in Figure9.2(b).
In general, the nanoporosity measure offers a means to differentiate between interfaces with
different misorientations, boundaries with the smallest initial nanoporosity are those with
misorientations closest to the low-angle (dislocation) regimes. The nanoporosity measure
indicates that the interface evolves prior to the emission of partial dislocations, in qualita-
tive agreement with previousMD simulation work on nanocrystalline samples (cf. [138]).
Specifically, Figure9.2(b) shows that maximum nanoporosity occurs at a slightlysmaller
displacement (of the interface region) than that associated with the maximum tensile stress.
For high-angle boundaries, like theΣ5(310) θ = 36.9◦ interface,MD simulations indicate
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Figure 9.2: (a) Stress versus displacement and (b) nanoporosity versusdi placement dur-
ing uniaxial tension of symmetric tilt bicrystal interfacemodels in copper with〈100〉 tilt
axis.
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that the maximum nanoporosity is associated with the initiation of grain boundary ‘coars-
ening’ within the interface region.
This phenomenon is shown in greater detail in Figure9.3 for theΣ5(310) θ = 36.9◦
interface at 300 K. Specifically, Figure9.3(a) shows a 3D view of the interface model after
isobaric-isothermal equilibration (before deformation), Figure9.3(b) shows a ‘projected’
view of the initial structure of the interface before deformation, Figure9.3(c) shows a 3D
view of the interface model after the nucleation of the first partial dislocations from the
boundary and Figure9.3(d) shows a close-up projected view of the interface after thdis-
location nucleation event. All images are colored based on the centrosymmetry parameter,
which is a scalar quantity designed to identify atoms in distorted configurations [106].
Clearly, the thickness of the region that is identified as being distorted by the centrosym-
metry parameter increases during uniaxial tensile deformation. Coarsening at the interface
distorts the interface structural units in such a way as to increase the local coordination of
atoms in the vicinity of the interface. Interface coarsening appears to be more prevalent
in materials with low stacking fault energies, as this effect is not observed for the same
boundary in aluminum [97]. For low-angle boundaries, coarsening at the interface is less
prevalent due to periodic regions of perfect lattice along the interface plane between dislo-
cation cores. Accordingly, the tensile displacement of theint rface region associated with
maximum nanoporosity and maximum tensile stress nearly coincide for low-angle bound-
aries.
Figure9.4shows the maximum tensile stress achieved during the deformation process
and the maximum resolved shear stress (MRSS) in the activated{111}〈112〉 slip system
as a function of interface misorientation angle. To isolatethe influence of lattice orienta-
tion on the magnitude of the peak tensile stress, single crystal (SC) calculations are also
presented in Figure9.4 for comparison. The orientation of eachSCmodel is identical to
that of the lower lattice region of the corresponding interface model; because the interfaces









Figure 9.3: Detailed view of theΣ5(310) θ = 36.9◦ interface (a) and (b) after isobaric-
isothermal equilibration (before dislocation nucleation), (c) and (d) after the nucleation of
the first partial dislocation from the interface.
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Figure 9.4: Maximum tensile stress and maximum resolved shear stress attained during
uniaxial tensile deformation as a function of misorientation angle for〈100〉 tilt axis. Single
crystal calculations are included for comparison.
region as well. The reference single crystal orientations have the same tilt axis relative
to the direction of applied stress, with the same reference values for zero misorientation
as the interface models to facilitate a direct comparison. For single crystal models,MD
simulations indicate that dislocations are nucleated on the primary slip systems [257] at the
uniaxial tensile deformation associated with maximum tensil stress. The range ofMRSS
magnitudes forSCcalculations is consistent with the ideal shear strength ofcopper com-
puted fromab initio calculations [143, 259, 285], indicating thatMD with the Mishinet
al. EAM potential is capable of ascertaining the stress required for islocation nucleation.
Figure9.4 indicates that the orientation of the lattice with respect to the applied uniaxial
tension is important for modeling the tensile strength of tilt interfaces with a〈100〉 mis-
orientation axis. Note that the tensile stress required fordislocation nucleation for single
crystal models is greater than that for bicrystal interfacemodels, demonstrating the role of
the interface in promoting dislocation nucleation.
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9.4 Symmetric tilt interfaces:〈110〉 misorientation Axis
Figure9.5(a) shows the tensile stress-displacement response for copper tilt bicrystal in-
terface models with〈110〉 misorientation axis and interface misorientations between Σ17
(334) θ = 93.4◦ andΣ267(11,11,5) θ = 144.4◦ STGB.MD simulations indicate that the
interface serves as the source for dislocations in all casesexcept theΣ3(111) θ = 109.5◦ co-
herent twin boundary. For this interface, dislocations arenucleated homogeneously within
each lattice. Accordingly, Figure9.5(a) shows that the coherentΣ3 boundary has the high-
est tensile strength compared with the other misorientations considered. This observation
may be contrasted with the case of shear in which the coherentΣ3 boundary showed a
high propensity to migrate at low applied shear stresses [72]. An abrupt decrease is ob-
served in the tensile strength as the misorientation angle of the interface is increased be-
yond 109.5◦. Interfaces with misorientations greater than 109.5◦ are different from the
other〈110〉 boundaries in two respects: (i) boundaries in this range deform via dislocation
nucleation on coplanar slip systems [257] and (ii) visual inspection indicates that bound-
aries in this range of〈110〉misorientations contain the E structural unit. Recall that Sansoz
and Molinari concluded that boundaries that contained the Estructural unit are prone to
atomic shuffling when subjected to a shear deformation [72]. In this work,symmetric tilt
boundaries with a〈110〉 misorientation axis that contain the E structural unit emitpartial
dislocations at low applied tensile stresses normal to the interface.
Figure 9.6 shows a projected view of dislocation nucleation from theΣ9(221) θ =
141.1◦ boundary in copper. The initial structure of theΣ9 boundary is composed entirely of
E structural units, in agreement with previous work [90]. Deformation occurs in two stages
when subjected to a tensile deformation. First, very short int insic stacking fault (ISF)
facets are nucleated from the interface, as shown in Figure9.6(b). These facets are emitted




slip plane is activated with slip occurring in both[101] and[011] directions. Second, ex-
tended partial dislocations begin to propagate away from the boundary at the displacement
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Figure 9.5: (a) Stress versus displacement and (b) nanoporosity versusdi placement dur-
ing uniaxial tension of symmetric bicrystal interface models in copper with〈110〉 tilt axis.
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associated with maximum tensile interface stress, as shownin Figure9.6(c). Interestingly,
many of theISF facets remain close to their original length. The trailing partial dislocation
is not observed to be emitted from the interface; thus, subsequent dislocation nucleation
events (beyond Figure9.6(c)) will likely be affected by the presence of the trailing par-
tial dislocation at the interface. Analogous to the interface coarsening event observed for
some boundaries with a〈100〉 misorientation axis (Figure9.3), there is some inelastic be-
havior that occurs at the interface prior to peak tensile strs . This observation is also in
qualitative agreement withMD simulations of deformation in nanocrystalline materials,s
discrete atomic events (such as shuffling) are often observed at the boundary prior to partial
dislocation emission (cf. [138]).
Nanoporosity evolution during tensile deformation is shown in Figure9.5(b). Again,
the nanoporosity measure is capable of differentiating between dissimilar groups of bound-
aries. TheΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ boundary, which is composed entirely of E structural units,
has the highest initial interfacial porosity. For boundaries with misorientations between
Σ113(998) θ = 115.7◦ andΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦, the porosity within the interface region
decreases nearly immediately upon application of the tensile deformation. This decrease is
associated with the nucleation of the short intrinsic stacking fault facets from the E struc-
tural units, as shown in Figure9.6(b). Similar to the coarsening eff ct for copper boundaries
with 〈100〉 misorientation axis, the formation of shortISF facets reduces the free volume
along the interface, improving the coordination of atoms atthe boundary.
Figure9.7 shows the maximum tensile stress achieved during uniaxial tension of in-
terface models with a〈110〉 misorientation axis as a function of interface misorientation
angle. Again, several single crystal calculations are report d to determine the role of the
lattice orientation on the magnitude of the peak tensile strs . Recall, the orientation of
eachSCmodel is identical to that of the lower lattice region of the corresponding interface
model. These results re-emphasize the abrupt drop in the maximum tensile stress for〈110〉
tilt boundaries with misorientations greater than 109.5◦. This drop in tensile strength is
223
  






Figure 9.6: Projection view of theΣ9(221) θ = 141.1◦ interface (a) after isobaric-
isothermal equilibration, (b) showing the emission of short ISF facets from the interface
and (c) after the nucleation of extended partial dislocations from the interface.
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Figure 9.7: Maximum tensile stress and maximum resolved shear stress attained during
uniaxial tensile deformation for symmetric tilt boundaries as a function of misorientation
angle for〈110〉 tilt axis. Single crystal case is included for comparison.
related to the interface structure, as the single crystal calculations do not indicate a discon-
tinuous reduction in the stress required for dislocation emission as the misorientation angle
of the interface is increased beyond 109.5◦.
9.5 Interface strength model
A simple model is proposed to correlate tensile interface strength, which is associated with
the emission of partial dislocations and certain first-order characteristics of the interface
structure. The aim of the proposed model is to illustrate theimpact of interfacial porosity
and non-glide direction stresses on tensile interface streng h. This model is developed
through the following two step process. First,MD simulation results for uniaxial tensile
deformation of single crystal models are used to isolate theinfluence of lattice orientation
on the maximum tensile stress. Figures9.4 and9.7 indicate that the partial dislocation
nucleationprocess inSCmodels shows non-Schmid character, as the maximum resolved
shear stress varies as a function of orientation. To capturethis volution, non-glide direction
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stress components acting on the slip plane must be taken intoco sideration [143,259,285].
For example, the effect of non-Schmid components on dislocation nucleation wasstudied
usingab initio calculations by Ogataet al. [143]. They found that compressive stresses




µsS F+ µnNF + µpPF
(9.1)





Here,ℓi j are the direction cosines relating a coordinate axis fixed tothe slip plane (x′
is the slip direction,y′ is normal to the slip plane andz′ lies within the slip plane, per-
pendicular to the slip direction [257]) to a fixed specimen coordinate system (x, y loading
direction, andz). These direction cosines pertain to the initial (undeformed) configuration
of the crystal. Thus,S F projects the uniaxial applied stress into the resolved shear stress
acting on the slip plane in the slip direction (the conventioal Schmid factor),NF projects
the uniaxial stress into the stress normal to the slip plane,d PF projects the uniaxial
stress into a shear stress acting on the slip plane perpendicular to the slip direction (coslip
direction). The active slip system is defined by the maximumS F among all possible slip
systems. In Equation9.2, the ideal shear strengthτideal is defined as the resolved shear
stress required for partial dislocation nucleation when all other stress components acting
on the slip plane are zero.Ab initio calculations by Ogataet al. [143] find thatτideal = 2.16
GPa for copper. The parametersµs, µn andµp are positive scalars used to characterize the
degree of non-Schmid behavior. Therefore, an increase in any of the coefficientsµs, µn or
µp reduces the predicted peak stress required for dislocationnucleation by increasing the
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weight of the corresponding stress component. Ifµs = 1 andµn = µp = 0, the proposed
model reduces to Schmid’s law for single crystal slip,i.e. σmax= τideal/S F.
The evolution ofS F, NF andPF as a function of orientation for atomistic models with
〈100〉 and〈110〉 tilt axes is shown in Figures9.8(a) and9.8(b), respectively. For atomistic
models with a〈100〉 tilt axis in Figure9.8(a), theS F is symmetric about the 45◦ rotation.
Thus, if the tensile stress required for dislocation nucleation showed perfect Schmid be-
havior, the minimum tensile stress would occur at 45◦, while the maximum tensile stress
would occur at 0◦ and 90◦. Figure9.4clearly shows that the tensile stress required for dis-
location nucleation inSCmodels decreases as the orientation of the lattice increases from
0◦ to 90◦. To capture this response, the stress normal to the slip plane (normal factor,NF)
must contribute to the maximum tensile stress for dislocatin nucleation in single crystal
samples. For atomistic models with a〈110〉 tilt axis in Figure9.8(b), bothS F and NF
indicate that the maximum tensile stress required for dislocati n nucleation should occur at
the 109.5◦ rotation, in agreement with the single crystalMD simulation results presented
in Figure9.7.
Least squares regression is used to determine appropriate valu s forµs, µn andµp for
atomistic models with〈100〉 and〈110〉misorientation axes; these values are shown in Table
9.1. Parameters are fit separately for models with〈100〉 and〈110〉 misorientation axes by
minimizing the sum of the squares of the residual error betwen the calculated peak ten-
sile stress data and the predicted values. The values of the fitting parameters represent the
minimum sum of squares for both single crystal and bicrystalcalculations; the difference
between minimizing the sum of squares separately versus concurrently is negligible. Fig-
ures9.4and9.8show that the proposed relationship (Equation9.1) correlates well with the
MD simulations for uniaxial tension of single crystals rotated at various orientations about
〈100〉 and〈110〉 axes, respectively. Apparently, theNF is essential to describe dislocation
nucleation in〈100〉 single crystal models, while the maximum tensile stress requi d for
dislocation nucleation in〈110〉 single crystal models correlates more strongly with theS F
227
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Figure 9.8: Evolution of the Schmid factor (S F), the normal factor (NF) and the coslip
factor (PF) as a function of the interface misorientation angle for symmetric tilt boundaries
with (a) 〈100〉 and (b)〈110〉 tilt axes.
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Table 9.1: Parameters used in the strength model for single crystal andbicrystal interfaces.
Boundaries τideal µs µn µp ξ
〈100〉 Single Crystal 2.16 GPa 0 0.69 0 N/A
〈100〉 Bicrystal 2.16 GPa 0 0.69 0 4.6
〈110〉 Single Crystal 2.16 GPa 0.60 0 0 N/A
〈110〉 Bicrystalθ < 109.5◦ 2.16 GPa 0.60 0 0 9.3
parameter. For example, Figure9.8(b) shows that for misorientations greater than 109.5◦,
the NF increases at a much faster rate than theS F; this would necessitate that the corre-
spondingSCtensile stress values in Figure9.7decrease much more dramatically than those
calculated fromMD. Finally, for both〈100〉 and〈110〉 tilt axis orientations, the coslip fac-
tor PF has minimal effect on the dislocation nucleation stress inSC models. Typically,
the non-Schmid parameterPF is used to modify the driving force for cross-slip of screw
dislocations inBCC metals (cf. [288]).
To further illustrate the relative differences in the roles ofS F andNF on dislocation
nucleation for uniaxial tension of atomistic models with〈100〉 and 〈110〉 misorientation
axes, Figures9.9(a) and9.9(b) show the magnitudes ofS F andNF, respectively, against
the maximum tensile stress required for dislocation nucleation in single crystal samples. In
general, Figure9.9(a) shows that for smallS F values (small resolved shear stress in the
direction of slip) the tensile stress required for dislocation nucleation is greater than that
at higherS F values. However, for some〈100〉 orientations, the maximum tensile stress
values deviate from this general trend, revealing thatS F alone is incapable describing the
nucleation stress for the〈100〉 case. In Figure9.9(b), a similar trend is observed; as the
NF magnitude increases, the stress required for dislocation nucleation decreases. In other
words, an increase in the stress projected normal to the slipplane decreases the applied
stress necessary to nucleate dislocations within the crystal lat ice; this dependence on the
normal stress has been observed usingab initio simulations by Ogataet al. [143]. Inter-
estingly, the〈110〉 curve displays the same general trend as the〈100〉 data, but is divided
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into two regions:θ < 109.5◦ andθ > 109.5◦. TheΣ3 coherent twin boundary (θ = 109.5◦)
separates these two regions, delineating the transition between active slip systems for the
two regions. Recall that the two active slip systems for theθ < 109.5◦ single crystal ori-
entations occur on different slip planes while the two slip systems forθ > 109.5◦ are on
the same slip plane (coplanar slip). These data suggest a strong correlation between the
stress normal to the slip plane and the dislocationnucleationevent. However, to correlate
NF and the nucleation stress completely clearly requires a more c mplex formulation that
accounts for the relationship between active slip systems.
Once the effect of lattice orientation has been isolated, the second step in the devel-
opment of the interface strength model is to incorporate a first-o der dependence on the
inherent GB nanoporosity,Dc, via the simple relation
σintmax= (1− ξDc)σscmax (9.3)
Here,ξ is an amplification factor, the magnitude of which is dependent on the scale
of the selected interface region which is used to compute theaverage nanoporosity (recall
Section 2). This representation considers only the averageporosity within a strip around the
interface, without regard to its distribution along the interface plane. Here,Dc is the initial
nanoporosity [1] inherent to the interface structure. It iscomputed in the present case from
atomistic simulations prior to imposition of tensile deformation (stress). The nanoporosity
measure is developed by examining the first-nearest neighbor coordination number of each
atom,Zi1. Of course, atoms in a perfect bulkFCCcrystalline arrangement have a first-order
coordination number of 12. Atoms withZi1 less than that of the bulk crystal are defined
as ‘damaged’ in this methodology. Previous molecular dynamics simulations on nanocrys-
talline samples [289] have shown that atoms at grain boundaries nd triple junctions have
a range of coordination numbers, implying the presence of initial porosity within the inter-
face structure. In this work, damaged atoms may be directly attributed to porosity at the
interface between crystalline regions (aside from thermalvibrations which have been found
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Figure 9.9: Single crystal tensile strength for dislocation nucleation as a function of (a) the
Schmid factor parameter (S F) and (b) the normal factor (NF) parameter.
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to have a negligible affect on theDc calculation at 300 K). Using this concept, a damage




Z1,re f − Z1,th
〉
(9.4)
In Equation9.4, Z1,re f is the coordination number associated with a perfect crystalline
lattice andZ1,th is the threshold coordination number required for an atom tobe considered
completely damaged (Di = 1). This threshold value is taken asZ1,th = 8 in this work;
however,Z1,th may be adjusted to make the calculation ofDi sensitive to different types of
interfacial damage. Equation9.4 allows the ith atom to have partial damage (0≤ Di ≤ 1)
depending on its local environment. Angle brackets define that atoms withZi1 < Z1,th have
Di = 1 and atoms withZi1 > Z1,th haveD
i = 0. The nanoporosity measure is defined as the





















































Here,N′ is the total number of atoms within the interface region. Numerically, Equa-
tion 9.5 may be evaluated at each time step from the atomic positions and requires noa
priori knowledge of the interface structure or the form of the porosity evolution. In sum-
mary, the proposed model for tensile interface strength requi s specification of the crystal
lattice geometry, the associated non-Schmid parametersµs, µn andµp, the initial interface
nanoporosity, and an amplification factor,ξ. Further development of a relationship relating
the crystal lattice geometry with nanoporosity would allowthe calculation of the tensile
stress required for interfacial dislocation nucleation using only continuum quantities and
the aforementioned non-Schmid parameters.
The interface strength model (Equation9.3) is then fit to the computed peak tensile
stress values for interface models with〈100〉 and〈110〉 misorientation axes (the value of
the amplification parameter is included in Table9.1). The amplification factorξ is regarded
as an additional fitting parameter that is required in Equation9.3to predict the peak tensile
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interface stress values. The least-squares regression fit fr the interface models with〈100〉
and〈110〉misorientation axes uses the same non-Schmid parametersµs, µn andµp that were
calculated using the single crystal data. Figure9.4shows that the proposed relationship is
capable of capturing the influence of interface structure onthe maximum tensile stress for
bicrystal interfaces with a〈100〉 misorientation axis. For these boundaries, the role of the
interface misorientation on dislocation nucleation is effectively captured through the aver-
aged description of the interfacial porosity. Figure9.7shows that the proposed relationship
works well for boundaries with a〈110〉 misorientation axis andθ < 109.5◦. However,MD
simulation results indicate that the proposed first-order model is not universally applicable,
as this model is unable to capture the significant drop in the maxi um tensile stress for
symmetric boundaries which include the E structural unit (θ > 109.5◦).
In order to address a greater range of interface misorientato s for the〈110〉 tilt axis,
two solutions are currently being pursued to enhance the interface strength model. First, a
higher-order formulation may be proposed, which includes adependence on thegradient
of nanoporosity within the interface region. It is possiblethat localized ‘pockets’ of poros-
ity, characteristic of interfaces with the E structural unit, result in high stress concentrations
that contribute to the drop in tensile strength by promotingdislocation nucleation. Second,
the amplification factor for the nanoporosity measure may beposed as a function of the
distribution of specific structural elements. This modification acknowledges that dissimilar
interface features can contribute differently to the dislocation nucleation process. For ex-
ample, Van Swygenhovenet al.have observed that stress concentrations at ledges and triple
junctions in nanocrystalline samples can promote dislocati n nucleation [53]. In our work,
the natural alignment of certain structural units with respect to the primary slip systems ap-
pears to render certain interface features particularly susceptible to dislocation nucleation.
For these boundaries, the tensile interface strength computed fromMD simulations is prob-
ably closer to the Peierls-Nabarro stress (the applied stress required to overcome the lattice
resistance to the movement of the interfacial dislocations).
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Although not considered in this work, temperature will alsoaffect the peak stress re-
quired for dislocation nucleation. For example, Schiøtzet al. reported stress-strain data
over a wide range of temperatures for nanocrystalline copper samples with grain size be-
tween 3 and 13 nm [59]. They observed a clear softening effect in the tensile stress-strain
response as the temperature was increased from 0 K to 1200 K. In this work, allMD simula-
tions are performed at 300 K; thus temperature dependence isot included in Equations9.1
and9.3. One possible method to incorporate temperature is to formulate a multiplicative
temperature dependent function,f (T), and to present the interface tensile strength relation
as,σintmax= f (T) (1− ξDc)σscmax. Of course,f (T = 300K) = 1 would give the results in the
present study. Indeed, preliminaryMD simulations which compare the peak tensile stress
values at 10 K and 300 K show that the magnitude off (T) changes with interface mis-
orientation; this indicates that thermal activation influenc s dissimilar interfaces differently
with respect to dislocation nucleation. We leave consideration of the form off (T) to future
work, although it is clear from Schiøtzet al. [59] that this form is nonlinear.
9.6 Summary
In this chapter, molecular dynamics simulations are used tomodel nucleation of disloca-
tions at or near symmetric tilt interfaces in copper with〈100〉 and〈110〉misorientation axes.
The aim of this work is to (i) identify particular features ofthe interface structure that play
an important role in the tensile deformation response and (ii) propose a simple first-order
model to illustrate the influence of interfacial porosity and stresses in non-glide directions
on interfacial strength in tension. Aside from the coherentΣ3(111) θ = 109.5◦ boundary,
no increase in tensile strength (or other special behavior)is observed at boundaries with
low-orderCSL character. For all other models, failure in uniaxial tensiooccurs by way
of partial dislocation nucleation from the bicrystal interface. The partial dislocation nucle-
ation event may be accompanied by structural rearrangementprior to emission (coarsening
or the emission of short stacking fault facets) that locallyimproves the coherency of the
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interface.MD simulations indicate that the orientation of the opposing lattice regions rela-
tive to the applied stress and the presence of certain structural units are two critical features
of the interface structure that affect the tensile interface strength. Specifically, boundaries
that contain the E structural unit nucleate dislocations atlow applied tensile stresses.MD
simulations on both single crystal and interface models indicate that non-Schmid effects
must be incorporated when formulating a model for dislocation nucleation. Specifically,
the stress normal to the slip plane is found to play a significant role in the dislocation
nucleation event for boundaries with the〈100〉 misorientation axis. Last, accounting for
interfacial porosity through an average measure based on coordination number is found to
be sufficient to model the tensile strength of boundaries with the〈100〉 tilt axis and many
boundaries with the〈110〉 tilt axis. However, for〈110〉 boundaries that contain the E struc-
tural unit, it is likely that a higher-order model must be invoked that includes the eff ct of
porosity gradients or more detailed information concerning the relationship between struc-
tural unit configuration and slip system orientation. For citation of the work contained in
this chapter, the reader is referred to Ref. [64].
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CHAPTER X
ATOMISTIC SIMULATIONS OF HOMOGENEOUS
DISLOCATION NUCLEATION IN SINGLE CRYSTAL COPPER
Chapter10describes a second generation model to correlate dislocation nucleation stresses
calculated from atomistic simulations with continuum parameters related to the resolved
stresses. Molecular dynamics simulations are used to invest gate how the stress required
for homogeneous nucleation of partial dislocations in single crystal copper under uniaxial
tension changes as a function of crystallographic orientation. An embedded-atom method
potential for Cu is employed at temperatures of 10 K and 300 K. Results indicate that non-
Schmid parameters are required to describe dislocation nucleation for certain single crystal
orientations. Specifically, the stereographic triangle can be divided into two regions: a
region where dislocation nucleation is dominated by the conventional Schmid factor (the
resolved shear stress in the direction of slip) and a region where dislocation nucleation
is dominated by the normal factor (the resolved stress normal to the slip plane). A con-
tinuum relationship that incorporates Schmid and non-Schmid terms to correlate the stress
required for dislocation nucleation over all tensile axis orientations within the stereographic
triangle is presented. The significance of this work is that simulation results are cast into
an atomistically inspired continuum formulation for partil dislocation loop nucleation in
FCC single crystals.
10.1 Introduction
Dislocation motion in face-centered cubic (FCC) single crystals is well-known to be gov-
erned by the critically resolved shear stress via Schmid’s law [215]. However, the factors
that control dislocation nucleation are not as well understood as dislocation motion inFCC
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crystals.
Rice [126] proposed using the unstable stacking fault energyas a criterion for predicting
heterogeneous dislocation nucleation from a crack tip. In his work, the unstable stacking
fault energy acts as an energetic barrier for nucleating dislocations (ductile response) that
competes with Griffith cleavage (brittle response) at a crack tip. More recent simulations
have focused on the atomic mechanisms associated with dislocation nucleation. Spearot
and colleagues used bicrystal atomistic simulations to show t at grain boundary structural
units play an important role in the mechanisms of dislocation nucleation from specific
symmetric tilt grain boundaries in Cu [139] and Al [97]. Van Swygenhoven and cowork-
ers also used atomistic simulations to show that grain boundary ledges and triple junctions
play an important role in dislocation nucleation and propagation in nanocrystalline materi-
als (cf., [53]). Such simulations help identify the role of grain boundary structure and the
underlying nanocrystalline grain boundary network, respectiv ly, onheterogeneousdislo-
cation nucleation.
Improved understanding of how dislocations nucleatehomogeneouslywithin a per-
fect single crystal is also relevant. For example, nanoindentation simulations, which have
been used to explain experimentally observed nanoindentatio behavior (e.g.,[290–292]),
showed that homogeneous dislocation nucleation occurs beneath the indented free sur-
face [106, 107, 293] due to the localized stress state. Moreove , atomistic simulations
have been used to analyze the effect of non-glide stress components inFCC [143] and
BCC [294] metals to understand how local stress conditions may influence homogeneous
dislocation nucleation. Homogeneous nucleation becomes increasingly important as scales
of materials or applications approach tens to hundreds of nanometers, and the probability
of finding heterogeneous sources decreases. One of the challnges in the characterization
of homogeneous dislocation nucleation is the definition of acriterion in continuum mod-
els that accurately describes the mechanical conditions that lead to dislocation nucleation
(e.g.,[295–298]).
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The ability to predict homogeneous dislocation nucleationin single crystals due to the
localized stress state has potential impact on discrete dislocation dynamics simulations
[299–301]. In this computational approach, the deformation of a crystalline material is
often modeled by introducing dislocations into the material through Frank-Read sources
and tracking the movement of each dislocation segment as a function of the applied stress.
A criterion which is capable of predicting dislocation nucleation via the localized stress
state would extend the applicability of dislocation dynamics simulations to problems where
Frank-Read sources are not the dominant dislocation nucleation mechanism, such as in
length scales approaching the nanoscale.
This work utilizes atomistic simulations to examine homogeneous dislocation nucle-
ation in single crystals with the goal of casting the atomistic results in terms of continuum
parameters, specifically with regard to the resolved stresscomponents onto the primary slip
plane(s). Previous work by the present authors on dislocatin nucleation in single crystals
has examined the influence of the interface on the nucleations ress [64] and the tension-
compression asymmetry of dislocation nucleation in singlecrystals [80]. Spearot and
coworkers [64] examined orientations on the exterior of thestereographic triangle at 300K
to contrast with bicrystal calculations of dislocation nucleation. Conversely, the current
chapter also examines orientations on the interior of the stereographic triangle, aiming to
capture the dependence of dislocation nucleation for all possible single crystal orientations
under uniaxial tension. Tschopp and McDowell [80] examinedthe tension-compression
asymmetry in homogeneous dislocation nucleation in singlecrystal copper and found cer-
tain regions of the stereographic triangle that require a higher stress in compression than
in tension (e.g., [110] and [111]), and vice versa ([100]). The current chapter provides
more detail than Ref. [80] by examining how homogeneous dislocati n nucleation in sin-
gle crystal copper under uniaxial tension depends on loading orientation, temperature, and
the Schmid and non-Schmid stresses. In contrast to prior studies of the effect of non-glide
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stress components (i.e., confining pressure and compressive normal stresses) on disl ca-
tion nucleation by other authors (e.g.,[143, 294]), this work examines the dependence of
homogeneous dislocation nucleation on the orientation of the uniaxial tensile axis. In this
manner, the applied uniaxial tensile stress resolves onto the primary slip system(s), creating
stress components in the direction of slip, in the directionn rmal to the slip plane, and in a
direction orthogonal to the first two directions. Furthermoe, in the present simulations the
normal stress on the slip plane is tensile instead of compressive. Therefore, the objective of
this work is to investigate how both the tensile axis orientation and the stress components
resolved onto the active slip systems affect homogeneousdislocation nucleation inFCC
Cu. Results show that homogeneous dislocation nucleation inFCCCu single crystals can
depend on the magnitude of both the resolved shear stress in the direction of slip and the
resolved tensile stress normal to the slip plane. This increased understanding of the dislo-
cation nucleation process is then used to formulate a continuum relationship that accounts
for the dependence of dislocation nucleation on the uniaxial tensile axis orientation.
10.2 Simulation methodology
A parallel molecular dynamics code (Warp [69]) that incorporates domain decomposition
is used to deform the single crystal atomistic models. In this work, the embedded-atom
method [108, 109] potentials for Cu [124] was employed for theaforementioned reasons
in Chapter2. First, the configuration is equilibrated usingMD in the isobaric-isothermal
(NPT) ensemble [95] at a pressure of 0 bar and a temperature of either 10 K or 300 K for
10 ps. Next, the configuration is deformed in uniaxial tensioat a constant strain rate of
109 s−1 with a stress-free condition for the other two boundaries, as in Refs. [97,139]. The
deformation details and the modified equations of motion arepresented in Chapter2. For
mechanical properties, the system stress was calculated using the virial definition without
the kinetic portion [99], as was discussed in Chapter2.
The stress required for dislocation nucleationis defined as the maximum uniaxial
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tensile stress. Visualization of selected tensile axis orientations with the centrosymmetry
parameter [106] have shown that dislocations are nucleatedat a displacement very close
to the maximum tensile stress for all single crystal models.In some cases, dislocations
appeared to nucleate slightly before the maximum tensile stres is reached (< 1.0% below
the maximum tensile stress). However, in light of the difficulty of visually ascertaining
exactly when the dislocation nucleates (i.e., how many spatially clustered, distorted atoms
on the slip plane constitute a dislocation?), the maximum tensil stress provides an accu-
rate indication of the stress required to homogeneously nucleate a dislocation in a single
crystal. Visualization of the nucleated partial dislocations confirmed that the activated slip
system(s) for all tensile orientations is (are) in agreement with that (those) predicted via a
Schmid factor analysis [257].
A 3D periodic computational cell is used to investigatehomogeneousdislocation nucle-
ation in single crystal Cu under uniaxial tension at a constant strain rate. Cell dimensions
are chosen to properly enforce the 3D periodic boundary conditi s for each orientation,
with a minimum length of 16 nm in all directions. This length is chosen to minimize both
the effect of periodic boundaries on dislocation nucleation and the number of atoms in the
system for computational efficiency. Although not explicitly shown in this work, simula-
tions investigating the effect of the periodic length (2, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 24 nm lengths)
validate that the stress required for dislocation nucleation is essentially unaffected by fur-
ther increases in the size of the simulation cell (i.e., an error of≤ 0.8% for the maximum
tensile stress of a 163 nm3 cell when compared to a 243 nm3 cell with a[321] tensile axis at
300 K). This minimum periodic length results in cells with sizes ranging from 352,800 to
842,400 atoms ([310] and[751] orientations, respectively). Therefore, the 163 nm3 cell size
is deemed sufficient to avoid significant effects of periodic boundaries on the 3D dislocation
nucleation dynamics.
Figure10.1 shows the tensile axis for the 47 crystallographic orientations examined
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Figure 10.1: Stereographic triangle showing the 47 crystallographic orientations for which
dislocation nucleation was investigated. Also included are the nucleation stresses from 20
tensile loading orientations from Spearotet al. [64]. Each direction denotes the uniaxial
tensile axis for the corresponding single crystal deformation simulation.
Each single crystal model is deformed under uniaxial tension at temperatures of either 10 K
or 300 K to examine the effect of temperature on the dislocation nucleation stress. The crys-
tallographic orientations and calculated stress values requir d for dislocation nucleation at
10 K and 300 K are listed in Tables10.1 and10.2. For the 300 K case, the dislocation
nucleation stress values for an additional 20 crystal orientations along the exterior of the
stereographic triangle are used from Spearotet al. [64]. The axes of the stereographic tri-
angle represent the latitudeθ and longitudeφ of the tensile axis, whereθ = {0◦,45◦} and
φ = {0◦,35.26◦}; this coordinate system is employed for plotting the computational results
for each orientation on the stereographic triangle. The expected slip system (maximum




[101] slip system for all tensile axis orientations on the interior
of the [100]-[110]-[111] triangle. Note that all the interior tensile axis orientations de-




[101] slip system, while all tensile axis orientations on the
boundary of the stereographic triangle have at least two active slip systems. If the tensile














[011] system. The[110], [111], and[100] vertices have 4, 6, and 8 active slip systems,
respectively, which may have conjugate, critical, and coplanar slip system arrangements.
Figure 10.2 shows images of dislocation nucleation for several loadingorientations:
[110], [111], [221], and[321]. These images show multiple dislocations at different stages
of their formation. Dislocations are rendered by using a cutoff in the centrosymmetry pa-
rameter [106] to show only the atoms in a local non-centrosymmetric environment. First,
the collective motion of several atoms along the active slipystem(s) begins nucleation.
Then, the cooperative atomic shuffling of these atoms nucleates a partial dislocation loop
within the single crystal, where the exterior of the dislocation loop is the partial dislocation
core that bounds an intrinsic stacking fault in the lattice.Thus, the nucleated dislocations
have both edge and screw dislocation character. Multiple dislocations are nucleated within
the crystal lattice at very similar strains at 10K, which causes dislocation loop interactions
as the dislocation loops propagate throughout the crystal.However, these interactions oc-
cur after the stress required for dislocation nucleation has been obtained. Examination of
the calculated partial dislocation loops indicates that dislocations nucleate on the maxi-
mum Schmid factor slip system(s). Figure10.2shows that the quadruple slip[110] (Fig-
ure10.2(a)) and octahedral slip[111] (Figure10.2(b)) orientations have partial dislocation
loops on two and three{111} slip planes, respectively. Only partial dislocation loopson
one{111} slip plane are observed for the single-slip[321] (Figure10.2(d)) and double slip
[221] (Figure10.2(c)) orientation, which agrees with the predicted slip systems. Recall
that the[221] orientation is a coplanar slip system,i.e., both slip directions are on the same
slip plane. Other loading orientations show a similar respon e with respect to the expected
slip systems.
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910ε =ɺ 910ε =ɺ
(a) [110] loading axis (b) [111] loading axis
910ε =ɺ 910ε =ɺ
(c) [221] loading axis (d) [321] loading axis
Figure 10.2: Homogeneous dislocation nucleation for (a)[110], (b) [111], (c) [221], and
(d) [321] loading orientations in single crystal Cu at 10 K. Only atoms in a local non-
centrosymmetric environment are shown.
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Table 10.1: List of the 30 crystallographic orientations on the interior of the stereographic
triangle examined in this work. Also listed is the calculated stress required for dislocation

















[321] 11.60 8.52 [651] 7.68 6.02
[421] 10.46 7.84 [652] 11.00 7.81
[431] 9.75 7.22 [653] 13.86 9.88
[432] 14.02 9.82 [654] 15.86 11.14
[521] 9.81 7.55 [731] 9.17 6.99
[531] 9.43 7.18 [732] 10.60 7.98
[532] 12.56 9.01 [742] 11.00 8.09
[541] 8.49 6.55 [751] 7.70 5.95
[542] 12.37 8.92 [752] 10.59 7.81
[543] 15.31 10.61 [753] 12.90 9.27
[621] 9.55 7.33 [754] 14.87 10.44
[631] 9.28 6.89 [762] 9.94 7.41
[632] 11.43 8.42 [764] 14.84 10.38
[641] 8.45 6.47 [821] 9.61 7.47
[643] 13.82 9.98 [12,2,1] 10.14 8.36
Table 10.2: List of the 17 crystallographic orientations on the exterior of the stereographic
triangle examined in this work. Also listed is the calculated stress required for dislocation

















[100] 11.26 9.12 [322] 15.40 10.63
[110] 5.57 4.23 [331] 9.74 7.20
[111] 18.21 11.79 [332] 15.43 10.24
[210] 6.66 4.81 [410] 9.18 6.26
[211] 13.00 9.25 [411] 9.63 7.44
[221] 12.75 8.71 [433] 16.61 11.33
[310] 8.07 5.65 [610] 10.37 7.54
[311] 10.33 7.70 [611] 9.71 8.00
[320] 5.96 4.45
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10.3 Results and discussion
10.3.1 Schmid and non-Schmid effects
The glide of dislocations inFCC crystals is commonly observed to obey Schmid’s
law. However, other crystal structures have displayed ‘non-Schmid’ dislocation behav-
ior [302,303], whereby dislocation motion exhibits a strong dependence on resolved stress
components in directions other than the slip direction. Fordislocation nucleation, Ogata
et al. [143] usedab initio calculations to show that compressive stress components acting
normal to the slip plane can affect the critical resolved shear stress in Cu and Al, indicating
that non-Schmid terms may be required for dislocationnucleation. In addition, previous
MD calculations [64] showed that the maximum resolved shear stress varies as a function
of the tensile axis, reinforcing that non-Schmid terms are required. Consequently, Spearot











Here,ℓi j are the direction cosines relating a coordinate axis fixed tothe primary slip
plane (x′ is the slip direction,y′ is normal to the slip plane andz′ lies within the slip
plane, perpendicular to the slip direction [257]) to a fixed specimen coordinate system (x,
y loading direction, andz). These direction cosines pertain to the initial (undeformed)
configuration of the crystal. Thus,S F projects the uniaxial applied stress into the resolved
shear stress on the slip plane in the direction of the slip direction (the conventional Schmid
factor), NF projects the uniaxial stress into a stressnormal to the slip plane, andPF
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projects the uniaxial stress into a shear stress acting on the slip planeperpendicular to the
slip direction (coslip direction). The active slip system(s) for each tensile axis is defined by
the maximumS F value(s) among all possible slip systems. The ideal shear strengthτideal
is defined as the resolved shear stress required for partial dislocation nucleation when all
other stress components acting on the slip plane are zero.Ab initio calculations find that
τideal = 2.16 GPa for Cu [143]. The parametersµs, µn, andµp are positive scalars used
to characterize the degree of non-Schmid behavior. Therefore, an increase in any of the
coefficientsµs, µn, andµp reduces the predicted stress required for dislocation nucleation
by increasing the weight of the corresponding stress component. Ifµs = 1 andµn = µp = 0,
Eq.10.1reduces to Schmid’s law for single crystal slip,i.e.,σmax= τideal/S F. In this work,
the applicability of the relationship in Eq.10.1to the entire stereographic triangle will be
re-evaluated.
Figure10.3shows how the Schmid factor (S F) and the normal factor (NF) change as a
function of the crystal orientation with respect to the tensile axis. The maximumS F= 0.5,
occurs in the interior of the stereographic triangle, whileth maximumNF = 0.666, occurs
for the [110] direction. The minimum Schmid factor,S F = 0.272, and normal factor,
NF = 0.111, occur for the[111] orientation. MD simulations in this work show that
dislocation nucleation can be correlated to specific regions within the stereographic triangle
where theS F is greater than theNF, or vice versa. The orientation dependence ofS Fand
NF play an important role in the homogeneous dislocation nucleation process.
The coslip factor (PF) is not included in Figure10.3; an analysis of the Schmid and
non-Schmid components forFCC Cu shows that the coslip factor has essentially no ef-
fect (i.e., µp = 0) on the stress required for dislocation nucleation [64]. Typically, the
non-Schmid parameterPF is used to modify the driving force for cross-slip of screw dis-
locations in body-centered cubic metals (cf., [288]).
The stress required for dislocation nucleation is calculated for all tensile axis orienta-





























Figure 10.3: Orientation dependence of the (a) Schmid factor (S F) and (b) normal factor
(NF) for FCCcrystals.
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dislocation nucleation as a function of the tensile axis orientation on the stereographic tri-
angle at 10 K and 300 K, respectively. All intermediate tensile axis orientations in the
stereographic triangle are obtained through linear interpolation. For both temperatures,
the[111] axis requires the largest stress for dislocation nucleation while the[110] axis re-
quires the lowest stress for dislocation nucleation. Moreover, the stress contours between
10 K and 300 K appear very similar, other than the magnitude ofthe nucleation stresses.
Note that the stress along the[100]-[110] boundary is relatively unchanged near the[110]
vertice of the stereographic triangle; this trend is similar to the normal factor contour in
Figure10.3(b). All other stress contours for Fig.10.4(a) and10.4(b) appear similar to the
Schmid factor contours in Figure10.3(a).
To illustrate the relative differences in the role of theS F andNF terms in dislocation
nucleation process for uniaxial loading, Figs.10.5(a) and10.5(b) show the magnitudes of
S F andNF, respectively, against the maximum tensile stress required for dislocation nu-
cleation in single crystals at 300 K. In general, Figure10.5(a) shows that the tensile stress
required for dislocation nucleation decreases as the magnitude of S F increases (i.e., as
the resolved shear stress in the direction of slip increases). However, several orientations
deviate from this trend, revealing thatS F alone is not capable of capturing all aspects
of the dislocation nucleation process. In Figure10.5(b), a similar trend is observed; as
the magnitude ofNF increases (i.e., as the resolved stress normal to the slip plane in-
creases), the stress required for dislocation nucleation decreases. The peak stress values
in Figs.10.5(a) and10.5(b) are separated into orientations where single slip is predict d
(interior of stereographic triangle) and those where multiple slip systems are expected (ex-
terior of stereographic triangle). Interestingly, for a similar magnitude ofS F, a higher
stress for dislocation nucleation is found for tensile axisor entations for which single slip
















Figure 10.4: Tensile stress required for homogeneous dislocation nucleation as a function
of tensile axis orientation for single crystal models at (a)10 K and (b) 300 K.
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Schmid Factor (SF)
































Multiple Slip Cu 300 K 
Single Slip Cu 300 K
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Normal Factor (NF)
































Multiple Slip Cu 300 K 
Single Slip Cu 300 K
(b)
Figure 10.5: Tensile stress required for homogeneous dislocation nucleation as a function
of (a) Schmid factor (S F) and (b) normal factor (NF) at 300 K. Black and white symbols
denote multiple slip or single slip orientations, respectively.
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10.3.2 Temperature effect
The influence of temperature on the stress required for dislocati n nucleation in single crys-
tal Cu is investigated in Figs.10.6(a) and10.6(b) as a function ofS FandNF, respectively.
As expected, the peak stress decreases with increasing temperature;i.e., thermal energy
aids the dislocation nucleation process. In Figure10.6, arrows illustrate the difference in
the stress required for dislocation nucleation between thetwo temperatures for the[100],
[110], and[111] tensile axis orientations. The[111] axis shows the largest difference in the
peak stress magnitude with respect to temperature, while the [110] axis shows the smallest
difference. Clearly, thermal energy affects the magnitude of the stress required for disloca-
tion nucleation differently depending on the tensile axis of the single crystal configuration.
Figure10.7 shows the percent decrease in the dislocation nucleation stress at 300 K
relative to that at 10 K as a function of the stress required for dislocation nucleation at 10
K. Data in Figure10.7 shows that tensile axis orientations with a higher dislocati n nu-
cleation threshold stress at 10 K are more adversely affected by increases in temperature.
This trend is quite strong for single crystal models with orientations on the interior of the
stereographic triangle (single slip regime). The trend is les apparent for tensile axis orien-
tations along the exterior of the stereographic triangle (multiple slip regime), possibly due
to an interaction between the temperature and the nature of th multiple active slip systems
(conjugate vs. critical vs. coplanar). Interestingly, theobserved trend correlates well with
respect toNF, i.e., tensile axis orientations with a higherNF component have a greater
percentage decrease in the dislocation nucleation stress with increasing temperature, which
is apparent from Figure10.6(b).
10.3.3 Model for homogeneous dislocation nucleation in single crystal Cu
A modified model is proposed to correlate the stress requiredfor islocation nucleation
using bothS F andNF. The aim of this model is to isolate the influence of lattice orien-
tation with respect to the uniaxial tensile axis on the homogeneous dislocation nucleation
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Figure 10.6: Tensile stress required for homogeneous dislocation nucleation as a function
of (a) Schmid factor (S F) and (b) normal factor (NF) at 10 K and 300 K. Arrows illustrate
the difference in dislocation nucleation stress between 10 K and 300K for [100], [110],
and[111] tensile axis orientations.
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Figure 10.7: Percent decrease in the dislocation nucleation stress at 300 K as a function
of the stress required for dislocation nucleation at 10 K. Black nd white symbols denote
multiple slip or single slip orientations, respectively.
event. Recall that the relationship given in Eq.10.1 is unable to capture the eff ct on
dislocation nucleation stress for all orientations. Spearot nd colleagues [64] used different
values ofµs, µn, andµp in Eq.10.1to correlate the stress required for dislocation nucleation
along the[100]-[110], [100]-[111], and[110]-[111] boundaries of the stereographic trian-
gle. They find that the[100]-[110] boundary correlates best withNF and the[100]-[111]
boundary correlates best withS F, indicating that there are two regions within the stereo-
graphic triangle whereby dislocation nucleation is drivenby different resolved stresses: a
S F-dominated region and anNF-dominated region. Furthermore, these models are only
applied to specific orientations along the exterior of the stereographic triangle.
The aforementioned model in Eq.10.1 is modified to capture the stress required for
dislocation nucleation from all orientations within the streographic triangle as well as the
transition between theNF-dominated dislocation nucleation along the[100]-[110] bound-
ary to theS F-dominated dislocation nucleation along the[100]-[111] boundary. The fol-





















, if µs,1S F+ µn,1NF ≥ µs,2S F+ µn,2NF,
τideal
µs,2S F+µn,2NF
, if µs,1S F+ µn,1NF < µs,2S F+ µn,2NF,
(10.3)
whereµs,i andµn,i are fitting coefficients for the Schmid factor and normal factor;i = 1
corresponds to theS F-dominated dislocation nucleation region andi = 2 corresponds to
the NF-dominated dislocation nucleation region. This equation is formulated to allow a
mild dependence onNF in an S F-dominated region, and vice versa. The use of the fit-
ting parameters within the criterion acts as additional constraint (τideal/µs,1S F+ µn,1NF =
τideal/µs,2S F+ µn,2NF whenµs,1S F+ µn,1NF = µs,2S F+ µn,2NF) that forces a first order
transition between theS F andNF-dominated regions.
Least squares regression is then used to determine the appropriate values ofµs,1, µn,1,
µs,2, andµn,2 based on the data for homogeneous dislocation nucleation insingle crystal
Cu. The tensile axis of each crystal orientation, Schmid and normal factors, and peak stress
required for dislocation nucleation are listed in Tables10.1and10.2; these values are used
for the proposed model. The parameters for Eq.10.3at 10 K and 300 K are listed in Table
10.3. These parameters are obtained by minimizing the sum of squares of the residual
error between the calculated stress data and the predicted values. Interestingly, by forcing
µs,i ≥ 0 andµn,i ≥ 0, the minimum sum of squares shows that the normal factorNF has no
influence (µn,1 = 0 at 10 K and 300 K) in theS F-dominated dislocation nucleation region,
while the Schmid factorS F has minimal influence (µs,2 = 0 at 10 K andµs,2 = 0.037 at
300 K) on dislocation nucleation in theNF-dominated region. Consequently, if the small



















, if µs,1S F≥ µn,2NF,
τideal
µn,2NF
, if µs,1S F< µn,2NF.
(10.4)
While Eq.10.4represents a simplified version of Eq.10.3, the parameters from Table10.3
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Table 10.3: Parameters used in the model for homogeneous dislocation nucleation stress
(Eq.10.3) in single crystals at both 10 K and 300 K.
Temperature τideal S F-dominated region NF-dominated region
(K) (GPa) µs,1 µn,1 µs,2 µn,2
10 K 2.16 0.574 0.000 0.000 0.693
300 K 2.16 0.396 0.000 0.037 0.473
are used with Eq.10.3for the remaining discussion in this section.
Figures10.8(a) and10.8(b) show that the proposed relationship (Eq.10 3) correlates
well with the MD simulations for uniaxial loading of crystals with tensile axis orienta-
tions along the exterior of the stereographic triangle at 300 K. Dislocation nucleation for
tensile axis orientations along the[100]-[110] boundary (Figure10.8(a)) is entirely driven
by resolved stress normal to the slip plane (the normal factor), while dislocation nucle-
ation along the[100]-[111] boundary (Figure10.8(b)) is entirely driven by the resolved
shear stress in the direction of slip (the Schmid factor). The proposed model is also able
to capture the transition between theS F-dominated response toNF-dominated response
along the[110]-[111] boundary in Figure10.8(b), unlike the first-generation single crystal
model [64]. There is a slight difference in the fitting parameters for the two models in
Fig. 10.8(b) that results from the interior orientations of the stereographic triangle in this
study. Note that both models overestimate the stress at the[111] corner of the stereographic
triangle. Recall that Figure10.5(a) shows a slight decrease in the stress required for dislo-
cation nucleation (for similarS F values) if the single crystal is oriented such that multiple
slip systems are active.
Finally, to show the agreement of the proposed relationshipwith all stresses for dislo-
cation nucleation in the stereographic triangle, Figure10.9compares the predicted values
from Eq.10.3using parameters from Table10.3against the calculated stresses required for
dislocation nucleation fromMD simulations. The correlation coefficients (R2) for 10 K and
300 K areR2 = 0.886 andR2 = 0.920, indicating good agreement between the predicted
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Cu [100]-[111] Single Crystals
Cu [111]-[110] Single Crystals
SC Stress Model - Spearot et al. 2007
SC Stress Model - This study
(b)
Figure 10.8: Tensile stress required for homogeneous dislocation nucleation as a function
of the tensile axis orientation for the (a)[100]-[110] boundary and (b)[100]-[111]/[111]-
[110] boundaries. Data points represent calculated stress values fromMD simulations. Two
trend lines are shown in (b): the solid line is the dislocation nucleation stress relationship
given in Eq.10.3and the dotted line is the trend line from Spearotet al. [64].
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Cu Single Crystal @ 10 K
Cu Single Crystal @ 300 K
Figure 10.9: The predicted stress values required for dislocation nucleation (Eq.10.3)
versus the calculated stress values from the atomistic simulations for all tensile axis orien-
tations at 10 K and 300 K. Deviation of any data points from thelin denotes the relative
error between the calculated values and Eq.10.3.
Since homogeneous dislocation nucleation in single crystals follows the relationship
in Eq. 10.3, this implies that a tension-shear coupling exists betweenth resolved tensile
stress normal to the slip plane and the resolved shear stressin the direction of slip. For
instance, dislocation nucleation cannot be predicted based solely on the magnitude of the
Schmid stress or the non-Schmid stress; both resolved stress components are necessary for
the inequality governing Eq.10.3. Future work will investigate the tension-shear coupling
in homogeneous dislocation nucleation along with the development of a ‘yield’ surface for
dislocation nucleation in single crystals under uniaxial lo ding.
In addition to the application of Eq.10.3to homogeneous dislocation nucleation, this
formulation also has the potential to be applied to heterogeneous dislocation nucleation.
Recent simulations by Spearot and colleagues [64] examined the correlation between the
stress required for dislocation nucleation from〈100〉 and〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain bound-
aries using the crystallographic orientations of the adjacent lattices (S FandNF) and a mea-
sure of the interface free volume, termed nanoporosity. Thefirst step in the development of
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the interface strength model required an understanding of the influence of lattice orienta-
tion onhomogeneousdislocation nucleation in single crystals. Accordingly, Eq. 10.3has a
wider range of applicability and can be applied to all singlecrystal tensile axis orientations
instead of Eq.10.1[64]. The second step in the interface strength model involved the mod-
ification of the homogeneous dislocation nucleation stressfor dislocation nucleation due to
the presence of a heterogeneous defect (grain boundary inteface). In a similar manner, the
homogeneous dislocation nucleation stress in the current work can provide a form whereby
the influence of other heterogeneous defects (e.g., vacancies, impurities, free surfaces) on
dislocation nucleation can be ascertained.
10.4 Summary
In this chapter, atomistic simulations were used to investigate how the stress required for
homogeneous nucleation of partial dislocations in single crystal copper under uniaxial ten-
sion changes as a function of crystallographic orientation. Molecular dynamics was em-
ployed based on an embedded-atom method potential for Cu at 10K and 300 K. Results
indicated that non-Schmid parameters are required to describ dislocation nucleation for
certain single crystal orientations. Specifically, it is found that the stereographic triangle
can be divided into two regions: a region where dislocation nucleation is dominated by the
conventional Schmid factor (the resolved shear stress in the direction of slip) and a region
where dislocation nucleation is dominated by the normal factor (the resolved stress nor-
mal to the slip plane). A continuum relationship that incorporates Schmid and non-Schmid
terms to correlate the stress required for dislocation nucleation over all tensile axis orienta-
tions within the stereographic triangle was presented. Thesignificance of this work is that
simulation results are cast into an atomistically inspiredcontinuum formulation for partial
dislocation loop nucleation inFCCsingle crystal copper. For citation of the work contained
in this chapter, the reader is referred to Ref. [81].
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CHAPTER XI
INFLUENCE OF SINGLE CRYSTAL ORIENTATION ON
HOMOGENEOUS DISLOCATION NUCLEATION UNDER
UNIAXIAL LOADING
The chapter investigates homogeneous dislocation nucleation from single crystal copper.
Atomistic simulations are used to investigate how the stresquired for homogeneous nu-
cleation of partial dislocations in single crystal copper under uniaxial loading changes as
a function of crystallographic orientation. Molecular dynamics is employed based on an
embedded-atom method potential for Cu at 10 K and 300 K. Resultsindicate that non-
Schmid parameters are important for describing the calculated dislocation nucleation be-
havior for single crystal orientations under tension and compression. A continuum re-
lationship is presented that incorporates Schmid and non-Schmid terms to correlate the
nucleation stress over all tensile axis orientations within e stereographic triangle. Sim-
ulations investigating the temperature dependence of homogeneous dislocation nucleation
yield activation volumes of≈0.5-2 b3 and activation energies of≈0.30 eV. For uniaxial
compression, full dislocation loop nucleation is observed, in contrast to uniaxial tension.
One of the main differences between uniaxial tension and compression is how theapplied
stress is resolved normal to the slip plane on which dislocati ns nucleate — in tension,
this normal stress is tensile, and in compression, it is compressive. Last, the tension-
compression asymmetry is examined as a function of loading axis orientation. Orientations
with a high resolved stress normal to the slip plane on which dslocations nucleate have
a larger tension-compression asymmetry with respect to disl cation nucleation than those
orientations with a low resolved normal stress. The significance of this research is that the
resolved stress normal to the slip plane on which dislocations nucleate plays an important
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role in partial (and full) dislocation loop nucleation inFCCCu single crystals.
11.1 Introduction
Dislocation motion in face-centered cubic (FCC) single crystals is well-known to be gov-
erned by the critical resolved shear stress via Schmid’s law[215]. However, the factors that
control dislocation nucleation inFCC crystals are not as well understood as dislocation
motion. Specifically, the influence of the loading axis orientation and the loading direc-
tionality (tension versus compression) on dislocation nucleation has not been extensively
investigated inFCCsingle crystals.
Rice [126] proposed using the unstable stacking fault energyas a criterion for predict-
ing heterogeneous dislocation nucleation from a crack tip.In his work, the unstable stack-
ing fault energy acts as an energetic barrier for nucleatingd slocations (ductile response)
that competes with Griffith cleavage (brittle response). More recent simulations have fo-
cused on the atomic mechanisms associated with dislocationnucleation due to the interest
in plasticity of structures at the nanoscale,e.g., nanocrystalline materials and nanowires,
to name a few. Spearot and colleagues used bicrystal atomistic simulations to show that
grain boundary structural units play an important role in the mechanisms of dislocation
nucleation from specific symmetric tilt grain boundaries inCu [139] and Al [97]. Van
Swygenhoven and coworkers also used atomistic simulationso show that grain boundary
ledges and triple junctions play an important role in dislocation nucleation and propaga-
tion in nanocrystalline materials (cf., [53]). Such simulations help identify the role of grain
boundary structure and the underlying nanocrystalline grain boundary network, respec-
tively, onheterogeneousdislocation nucleation.
Improved understanding of how dislocations nucleatehomogeneouslywithin a per-
fect single crystal is also relevant. For example, nanoindentation simulations, which have
been used to explain experimentally observed nanoindentatio behavior (e.g.,[290–292]),
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have shown that homogeneous dislocation nucleation occursbeneath the indented free sur-
face [106, 107, 293] due to the localized stress state. Moreove , atomistic simulations
have been used to analyze the effect of non-glide stress components inFCC [143] and
BCC [294] metals to understand how local stress conditions may influence homogeneous
dislocation nucleation. Homogeneous nucleation becomes increasingly important as scales
of materials or applications approach tens to hundreds of nanometers, and the probability
of finding heterogeneous sources decreases. One of the challnges in the characteriza-
tion of homogeneous dislocation nucleation is the definitioof criteria in continuum mod-
els that accurately describe the mechanical conditions that lead to dislocation nucleation
(e.g.,[295–298]).
The ability to predict homogeneous dislocation nucleationin single crystals has poten-
tial impact on discrete dislocation dynamics simulations [299–301], in which the deforma-
tion of a crystalline material is often modeled by introducing dislocations into the material
through Frank-Read sources and tracking the movement of eachdislocation segment as a
function of the applied stress. A criterion which is capableof predicting dislocation nucle-
ation via the localized stress state would extend the applicabi ty of dislocation dynamics
simulations to problems where Frank-Read sources are not thedominant dislocation nucle-
ation mechanism, for example in length scales approaching te nanoscale.
This work utilizes atomistic simulations to help understand how the resolved stress
components on the primary slip plane(s) impact homogeneousdislocation nucleation in
FCCCu single crystals. In contrast to prior studies of the eff ct of non-glide stress compo-
nents (i.e., confining pressure and compressive normal stresses) on disl cat on nucleation
(e.g.,[143, 294]), this work examines the dependence of homogeneous dislocation nucle-
ation on the orientation of the uniaxial loading axis relative to the crystal system under
both compression and tension. In this manner, the applied uniaxial stress resolves onto the
primary slip system(s), creating three main stress components acting upon the slip plane on
which the dislocation nucleates:
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• A resolved stress normal to the{111} slip plane,
• A resolved shear stress upon the{111} slip plane in the slip direction, and
• A resolved shear stress upon the{111} slip plane perpendicular to the slip direction.
Therefore, in the present simulations the normal stress on the slip plane is both tensile (for
uniaxial tension) and compressive (for uniaxial compression), which can aid in the analysis
of how the normal stress affects dislocation nucleation.
The non-Schmid stresses, particularly the resolved normalstress, play an important
role in plasticity in other material systems. Qin and Bassani[304] have shown that the
non-Schmid stresses are necessary to characterize slip in the i termetallic Ni3Al system.
Ito and Vitek [303] have shown that non-Schmid stresses impact the motion of screw dis-
locations and the critical resolved shear stress in body-center d cubic (BCC) metals. Lund
and Schuh [305] have shown that yield in metallic glasses hasa significant dependence
upon pressure or the normal stress, analogous to the case of granular materials. Used suc-
cessfully in modeling nucleation and growth of small fatigue cracks under multiaxial strain
states, the Fatemi-Socie parameter [306] combines the maximum plastic shear strain am-
plitude with the modifying influence of normal stress actingon the associated plane to
predict mean stress eff cts. It is particularly interesting to note that while normal stress
effects are often used in mesoscopic or macroscopic constitutive theories of plasticity and
damage, the resolved normal stress also has a fundamental role in atomic scale nucleation
of dislocations inFCCmetals.
Therefore, the objective of this work is to investigate how the loading axis orientation
and the stress components resolved onto the active slip systemsaffect homogeneousdis-
location nucleation inFCCCu. Results show that homogeneous dislocation nucleation in
FCC Cu single crystals can depend on the magnitude of both the resolved shear stress in
the slip direction and the resolved tensile stress normal tothe slip plane. The distinctly
different dislocation nucleation behavior under tension and compression is attributed to the
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resolved stress normal to the slip plane. Methodically analyzing the role of loading axis
orientation and directionality inFCC single crystals can help our understanding of how
resolved stresses impact dislocation nucleation processes.
11.2 Methodology
A parallel molecular dynamics code (Warp [69]) that incorporates domain decomposition
is used to deform the single crystal atomistic models. Aftergenerating the atom positions
in the desired crystallographic orientation, the configuration is equilibrated usingMD in
the isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble at a pressure of 0 bar and a temperature of either
10 K or 300 K for 10 ps. The configuration is then deformed in uniaxial tension at a
constant strain rate of 109 s−1 with a stress-free condition for the other two simulation
cell boundaries [97, 139]. Spearotet al. [97] implemented these boundary conditions by
decoupling the boundary in the loading direction from the Melchionnaet al. [95] NPT
equations of motion. Therefore, the motion of the boundary is prescribed in the loading
direction while the two orthogonal boundaries are controlled through theNPTequations.
Recall from Chapter2 that the originalNPT equations were modified by adding an





V (σ (t) − PextI ) − γη (11.1)
whereσ (t) is the instantaneous stress tensor,Pext is the externally applied pressure,N is the
total number of atoms in the system,kB is Boltzmann’s constant,Text is the external tem-
perature, andνP is the barostating rate. The isobaric damping constantγ reduces pressure
fluctuations acting upon the cell boundaries. This additional damping termγη [89] modifies
the original Melchionnaet al. equations. The lateral boundaries are specified as stress-free
(Pext = 0) and controlled through Eq.11.1, while the boundary in the loading direction is




Figure 11.1: Stereographic triangle showing the 49 crystallographic orientations investi-
gated for dislocation nucleation. Each direction denotes th uniaxial loading axis for the
corresponding single crystal deformation simulation.
nucleation within a three-dimensional (3D) periodic configuration, since improper motion
of the periodic boundaries may falsely affect dislocation nucleation.
For mechanical properties, the system stress was calculated using the virial definition
without the kinetic portion [99], as was discussed in Chapter2. An embedded-atom method
[108, 109] potential for Cu [124] is employed in this study forreasons outlined in Chapter
2.
Figure11.1shows the loading axis for the 49 crystallographic orientations examined
in this work, within the basic stereographic triangle with[100], [110], and[111] vertices.
Each single crystal model is deformed under uniaxial tension and compression at tempera-
tures of 10 K and 300 K to examine the effect of loading directionality and temperature on
dislocation nucleation. The crystallographic orientations and calculated stress values re-
quired for dislocation nucleation under uniaxial compression at 10 K and 300 K are listed
in Table11.1; the values under uniaxial tension can be found elsewhere [81]. For uniaxial
tension at 300 K, the dislocation nucleation stress values for an additional 20 crystal ori-
entations along the exterior of the stereographic triangleare used from Spearote al. [64].
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The axes of the stereographic triangle represent the latitudeθ and longitudeφ of the load-
ing axis, whereθ = {0◦,45◦} andφ = {0◦,35.26◦}; this coordinate system is employed for
plotting the computational results for each orientation onthe stereographic triangle. The




[101] slip system for all tensile
axis orientations on the interior of the[100]-[110]-[111] triangle. Note that all the interior





while all axis orientations on the boundary of the stereographic triangle have at least two





[110] system. If the tensile axis is on the[100]-[110] boundary, thecriti-




system. If the loading axis is on the[110]-[111] boundary,




[011] system. The[110], [111], and[100] vertices
have 4, 6, and 8 active slip systems, respectively, which mayhave conjugate, critical, and
coplanar slip system arrangements.
11.3 Atomistic simulation results
11.3.1 Schmid and non-Schmid dependence
The glide of dislocations inFCC crystals is commonly observed to obey Schmid’s
law. However, other crystal structures have displayed ‘non-Schmid’ dislocation behav-
ior [302,303], whereby dislocation motion exhibits a strong dependence on resolved stress
components in directions other than the slip direction. Fordislocation nucleation, Ogataet
al. [143] usedab initio calculations to show that compressive stress components acting nor-
mal to the slip plane can affect the critical resolved shear stress in Cu and Al, indicating that
non-Schmid terms may be required for dislocationnucleation. In addition, previousMD
calculations examining dislocation nucleation in single crystals and grain boundaries by
Spearotet al. [64] have shown that the maximum resolved shear stress varies s a function
of the tensile axis, reinforcing that non-Schmid terms are required. Consequently, Spearot
and colleagues [64] proposed the following relationship for single crystals subjected to
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Table 11.1: List of the 49 crystallographic orientations examined in this work. Also listed
is the calculated stress required for dislocation nucleation under uniaxial compression at 10

















[100] 4.82 3.71 [542] 19.01 14.42
[110] 17.82 15.58 [543] 19.57 15.40
[111] 24.39 19.47 [610] 7.41 5.72
[210] 17.76 14.51 [611] 8.20 6.50
[211] 15.88 12.80 [621] 12.86 9.32
[221] 18.57 15.48 [631] 17.06 12.25
[310] 14.88 10.53 [632] 15.31 11.71
[311] 12.48 9.97 [641] 18.19 14.48
[320] 18.02 15.34 [643] 17.66 13.92
[321] 17.91 13.63 [651] 18.48 15.52
[322] 19.04 15.07 [652] 19.05 14.55
[331] 18.43 15.43 [653] 19.48 14.66
[332] 19.52 16.17 [654] 18.90 15.90
[410] 11.03 7.86 [731] 16.11 11.08
[411] 10.48 8.48 [732] 14.08 10.69
[421] 15.85 11.80 [742] 17.03 12.84
[430] 18.32 15.64 [751] 18.27 15.02
[431] 18.63 14.78 [752] 18.41 13.82
[432] 18.76 14.32 [753] 17.93 13.97
[433] 20.55 16.61 [754] 17.94 14.75
[441] 18.28 15.50 [762] 18.93 15.33
[521] 14.33 10.52 [764] 19.95 15.42
[531] 17.87 13.68 [821] 10.52 7.70













Here,ℓi j are the direction cosines relating a coordinate axis fixed tothe primary slip
plane (x′ is the slip direction,y′ is normal to the slip plane andz′ lies within the slip
plane, perpendicular to the slip direction [257]) to a fixed specimen coordinate system (x,
y uniaxial loading direction, andz). Thus,S F projects the uniaxial applied stress into
the resolved shear stress on the{111} slip plane in the slip direction (the conventional
Schmid factor),NF projects the uniaxial stress into a componentnormal to the{111} slip
plane, andPF projects the uniaxial stress into a shear stress acting on the {111} slip plane
perpendicular to the slip direction (coslip direction). The active slip system(s) for each
loading axis is(are) defined by the maximumS F value(s) among all possible slip systems.
Figure11.2shows a schematic of how the uniaxial tensile stress,σ11, is resolved into stress
components acting on the active{111}〈110〉 slip system given the above definitions for
the Schmid and non-Schmid parameters. Whenσ11 in Fig. 11.2reachesσscmax, dislocation
nucleation occurs in the single crystal configuration.
In Eq. 11.2, the ideal shear strengthτideal is defined as the resolved shear stress in the
slip direction required for partial dislocation nucleation when all other stress components
acting on the slip plane are zero.Ab initio calculations find thatτideal = 2.16 GPa for
Cu [143]. The parametersµn andµp are positive scalars that characterize the degree of non-
Schmid behavior;µs characterizes the degree of Schmid behavior. Therefore, anincrease
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Figure 11.2: Schematic showing how the uniaxial tensile stress,σ11, resolves into different
stress components acting upon the active{111}〈110〉 slip system. The resolved shear stress
in the slip direction,τS F the resolved shear stress perpendicular to the slip direction, τPF,
and the resolved normal stress,σNF, are all related toσ11 through the Schmid and non-
Schmid parametersS F, PF, andNF, respectively.
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the corresponding stress component. Assuming thatτideal = 2.16 GPa for the Mishin Cu
potential used, ifµs = 1 andµn = µp = 0, Eq.11.2 reduces to Schmid’s law for single
crystal slip, i.e., σmax = τideal/S F. In this work, the applicability of the relationship in
Eq. 11.2 to the entire stereographic triangle for uniaxial compression will be evaluated.
Tschoppet al. [81] have correlated the dislocation nucleation stresses for uniaxial tension
with all 49 orientations in a modified form of Eq.11.2; this will be briefly discussed later
as well.
Figure11.3shows how the Schmid factor (S F) and the normal factor (NF) change as a
function of the crystal orientation with respect to the tensile axis. The maximumS F= 0.5,
occurs in the interior of the stereographic triangle, whileth maximumNF = 0.666, occurs
for the [110] direction. The minimum Schmid factor,S F = 0.272, and normal factor,
NF = 0.111, occur for the[111] orientation. MD simulations in this work show that
dislocation nucleation can be correlated to specific regions within the stereographic triangle
where theS F is greater than theNF, or vice versa. The orientation dependence ofS Fand
NF play an important role in the homogeneous dislocation nucleation process. The coslip
factor (PF) is included in Fig.11.3. However, an analysis of the Schmid and non-Schmid
components forFCC Cu has shown that the coslip factor has essentially no effect (i.e.,
µp = 0) on the nucleation stress [64]. The coslip factor resolvesth shear stress in the
〈112〉 direction on the{111} slip plane. Typically, the non-Schmid parameterPF is used to
modify the driving force for cross-slip of screw dislocations in body-centered cubic metals
(cf., [288]).
11.3.2 Elastic lattice distortion
The affine elastic distortion of the lattice during application of uniaxial stress prior to nu-
cleation is significant in terms of rotation of the slip system and associated co-slip and slip
plane normal directions. Here the influence of the strain to nucleation on the resolved stress










































Figure 11.3: Orientation dependence of the (a) Schmid factor (S F), (b) normal factor
(NF), and (b) coslip factor (PF) for FCCcrystals.
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nucleation, since simulation results show high strains (6-14%) are required for dislocation
nucleation. To do this, the motion of the simulation cell boundaries was used to compute
a deformation gradient tensorFij , used to map the original orthogonal triad of unit vectors
in the slip, co-slip and slip plane normal directions from the undeformed to the deformed




gives the deformed configuration componentsdα
∗
i of the three unit vectors in the initial (un-
deformed) configurationdα, α = x, y, z. Components of both vectors in both configurations
are expressed with respect to the global Cartesian coordinates shown in Fig.11.2.
It is noted that they are no longer orthogonal vectors in the current configuration, having
undergone stretch and rotation. The direction cosinesℓi j used in Eq.11.3 pertain to the
resolution of Cauchy stress onto slip vectors in the undeformed configuration. To provide
a meaningful description of the resolved shear stress in theslip direction and the normal
stress to the slip plane in the deformed configuration at the point of nucleation, the cross
product of the deformed vectors in the slip and co-slip direct ons (which establish the slip
plane tangent) is taken to determine the slip plane normal direction. Then, a vector cross
product of this slip plane normal direction with the deformed slip direction vector gives a
modified co-slip direction, yielding an orthogonal triad which is then normalized to a set of
unit vectors for defining an updated set of direction cosinesi Eq.11.3. In so doing, the slip
direction and slip plane normal are preserved as primal descriptors. Next, the differences
in using this rotated basis is compared to the original undeformed basis of slip, co-slip and
slip plane normal directions in Eq.11.3.
Figure11.4examines the evolution of the resolved stress parametersS F andNF as a
function of strain for the 12{111}〈110〉 slip systems for the[321] orientation under uniaxial
tension at 10 K. The temperature of 10 K requires larger strains for dislocation nucleation
than the simulations at 300 K and therefore represents the upp r bound for slip system
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[101] slip system in the undeformed config-
uration has the highestS F value throughout uniaxial loading in tension. Even for large
strain deformation (10% strain), the increase inS F on an individual slip system is not





[101] slip system. The magnitude and direction of the change inS F indicates
that homogeneous elastic deformation affects the evolution of the resolved stresses differ-
ently among{111}〈110〉 different slip systems. For example, theS F values range from
increasing by 10% to decreasing by 9% at dislocation nucleation. The differences in the
evolution ofS F is due to a combination of the decreasing inclination of the slip direction
and the increasing inclination of the slip plane normal withrespect to the loading axis. For
the NF plot, only four curves are needed for the four{111} slip planes. TheNF values
decrease with increasing strain for all slip systems due to the increasing angle between the
slip plane normal and the loading axis. The active slip planehas only the second highest
resolved normal stress, yet dislocations nucleate on this slip plane. This emphasizes an
important point. Despite the dependence of many aspects of di l cation nucleation on the
normal stress in the current work, the resolved normal stresdiscussed is associated with
the maximum Schmid factor slip system. A high normal stress in the absence of a high
shear stress is insufficient for nucleating dislocations on that slip plane.
The evolution of the resolved stress parametersS FandNF were investigated as a func-
tion of strain for four orientations ([100], [110], [111], and[321]) under uniaxial tension
and compression at 10 K. Figure11.5shows a plot of the evolution ofS F andNF as a





[101] slip system is shown in Fig.11.5. The black arrows point to the strain
associated with the peak stress (i.e., the first dislocation nucleates). The normal factor de-
creased(increased) as function of strain in uniaxial tension(compression) for all four crystal
orientations. There is some anisotropy in the evolution of the Schmid factor as a function
of elastic deformation for the four crystal orientations. Specifically, the Schmid factor for
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Figure 11.4: The change in the resolved stress parameters,S F andNF, as a function of
strain for all 12{111}〈110〉 slip systems for the[321] orientation under uniaxial tension.
The arrows denote the strain associated with dislocation nucleation.
the [100], [111], and[321] decreased in tension and increased in compression. However,
S F for the[110] orientation increased in uniaxial tension and decreased inuniaxial comp-
ression. Unlike these other orientations, the slip direction and slip normal rotate towards
an inclination angle of 45◦ from the loading axis in tension and rotate away in compres-
sion. The different evolution ofS F may contribute to anisotropy in dislocation nucleation
behavior.
For some orientations in Fig.11.5, there is a visible step in theS F/NF curves, while
the other orientations only show the step upon higher resolution of the axis scale (see inset
for the [111] orientation in Fig.11.5(b)). When the first dislocation nucleates, there is a
rapid expansion or contraction of the lateral boundaries toaccommodate the nucleation
and propagation of the dislocation, causing a step in the first derivative of the lengths of
the lateral boundaries with respect to the applied strain. Since the simulation cell boundary
lengthshi are used to calculate the deformation gradientF̃i j , this ends up causing the small
steps observed in theS F/NF curves in Fig.11.5. Once dislocations nucleate within the
single crystals, the assumption of homogeneous elastic deformation is no longer valid.
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Figure 11.5: The change in the resolved stress parameters,S F andNF, as a function of
strain for four orientations ([100], [110], [111], and[321]) under (a) uniaxial tension and
(b) uniaxial compression.
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This methodology was applied to all crystal orientations around the stereographic tri-
angle to find the approximate increase in the resolved stressparametersS F and NF at
the strain associated with dislocation nucleation. Figure11.6comparesS F andNF in the
initial configuration (referred to asS F0 andNF0) versusS F andNF in the deformed con-
figuration. The slope of a linear regression fit of the data with a zero intercept gives the
total percent increase or decrease of the resolved stress components on the slip system at
dislocation nucleation. In uniaxial tension at 10 K,S F andNF decreasedby an average
of 2.5% and 14.2%, respectively. In uniaxial compression at10 K, S F andNF increased
by an average of 1.5% and 16.8%, respectively. The changes inthe resolved shear stress in
the slip direction (i.e., S F) as a function of elastic deformation are minimal compared to
the changes in the resolved stress normal to the slip plane (NF). Moreover, on average, the
resolved stresses evolve differently in tension and compression,i.e., in tension the resolved
stress components decrease and vice versa. This may contribute o the tension-compression
asymmetry observed for dislocation nucleation [80], whichis also discussed in Section
11.3.2.3. However, while the evolution of resolved stress components u der tension and
compression may partly explain the calculated tension-compression asymmetry, the magni-
tude changes are still small relative to the sign change for the esolved normal stress (tensile
in tension, compressive in compression). For example, for the [321] orientation at 10 K,
the change in the resolved shear stress due to lattice rotation is∆τS F = 4.7− 4.6 = 0.1 GPa
in tension and∆τS F = 8.4 − 8.5 = −0.1 GPa in compression. However, the difference in
the resolved normal stress between tension and compressioni ∆σNF = 11.5 GPa at dis-
location nucleation (∆σNF = 10.7 GPa based on the geometry of the undeformed lattice),
considerably more pronounced than the change in the resolved shear stress.
This methodology is used in the following subsections to investigate the effect of the
evolving resolved stress components on the{111} slip plane on homogeneous dislocation
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Figure 11.6: Comparison of the resolved stress parameters, (a)S Fand (b)NF, in the ini-
tial configuration versus the deformed configuration at dislocation nucleation for uniaxial
tension and compression. All single crystal configurationsat 10 K are shown.
nucleation. Moreover, Section11.3.2.4examines the effect of the resolved stress param-
eters at dislocation nucleation on previous single crystalmodels that predict the stress re-
quired for homogeneous dislocation nucleation [64, 81]. Spearotet al. [64] used a model
for homogeneous dislocation nucleation in single crystalsto isolate the influence of the
lattice on heterogeneous dislocation nucleation from〈100〉 and〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain
boundaries in copper.
11.3.2.1 Uniaxial tension at 10 K
The nucleation stress is calculated for all tensile axis orientations examined in this work.
Figure11.7(a) shows a contour plot of the nucleation stress as a function of the tensile axis
orientation on the stereographic triangle at 10 K. All interm diate tensile axis orientations
in the stereographic triangle are obtained through linear interpolation. The[111] axis re-
quires the largest tensile stress for dislocation nucleation while the[110] axis requires the
lowest tensile stress for dislocation nucleation. The stres along the[100]-[110] boundary
is relatively unchanged near the[110] vertice of the stereographic triangle; this trend is
similar to the normal factor contour in Fig.11.3(b). All other regions of the contour plot in
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Fig. 11.7(a) appear similar to the Schmid factor contours in Fig.11.3(a).
Copper has a large degree of elastic anisotropy as a function of the loading axis orienta-
tion. For example, the elastic modulus in the[111] orientation (E[111] = 192 GPa) is nearly
three times greater than in the[100] orientation (E[100] = 63 GPa) [257]. Figure11.7(b)
normalizes the nucleation stress by dividing by the elasticmodulus for each single crystal
loading orientation. The elastic modulus of each crystal was calculated for uniaxial loading
in a given direction[hkl] by
1
E[hkl]
= S11+ (2S12− 2S11+ S44)
(
k2l2 + l2h2 + h2k2
)
(
h2 + k2 + l2
) (11.5)
whereSi j represents the elastic compliances for a given crystal, which were calculated
from the elastic moduliCi j given for the Cu EAM potential [124]. The normalized stress,
σ/E[hkl], differs from the stress contours in Fig.11.7(a). The low elastic modulus of the
[100] orientation results in the highest normalized stress (σ/E[100] = 0.168), while the low
stress required for dislocation in the[110] orientation yields the lowest normalized stress,
σ/E[110] = 0.042. In comparison, the high nucleation stress in the[111] orientation is
offset by the high elastic modulus, resulting in an intermediatv lue ofσ/E[111] = 0.094.
The elastic modulus calculated by Eq.11.5 is for the initial configuration only; note that
the stress-strain curves in section11.3.3show that the elastic modulus evolves with elastic
strain up to the dislocation nucleation event. Section11.3.4examines the dislocation nu-
cleation mechanisms, which may be affected by the elastic response that results from the
loading orientation.
To illustrate the relative differences in the role of theS F andNF terms in dislocation
nucleation process for uniaxial loading, Figs.11.8(a) and11.8(b) show the magnitudes of
S F and NF, respectively, against the maximum tensile nucleation stres in single crys-
tals at 10 K. In general, Fig.11.8(a) shows that the tensile nucleation stress decreases as
the magnitude ofS F increases (i.e., as the resolved shear stress in the slip direction in-





















Figure 11.7: Contour plots of (a) the tensile stress required for homogeneous disloca-
tion nucleation and (b) the tensile stress normalized by theelastic stiffness,σ/E[hkl], as a
function of loading axis orientation for single crystal models at 10 K.
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not capable of capturing all aspects of the dislocation nucleation process. In Fig.11.8(b),
a similar trend is observed; as the magnitude ofNF increases (i.e., as the resolved stress
normal to the slip plane increases), the nucleation stress dcreases. The peak stress values
in Figs.11.8(a) and11.8(b) are separated into orientations where single slip is predict d
(interior of stereographic triangle) and those where multiple slip systems are expected (ex-
terior of stereographic triangle). Interestingly, for a similar magnitude ofS F, a higher
stress for dislocation nucleation is found for tensile axisor entations for which single slip
is expected. In other words, a lower resolved shear stress inthe slip direction is required
for crystal orientations with multiple active slip systems. A similar trend is not observed
for NF.
11.3.2.2 Uniaxial compression at 10 K
The nucleation stress was also calculated for all compressiv axis orientations. Figure
11.9(a) shows a contour plot of the nucleation stress as a function of the compressive axis
orientation on the stereographic triangle at 10 K. As with Fig.11.7, the stresses for all inter-
mediate axis orientations in the stereographic triangle were obtained using linear interpola-
tion. The[111] axis requires the largest compressive stress for dislocation nucleation while
the[100] axis requires the lowest compressive stress for dislocation nucleation. There is a
large change in dislocation nucleation stress along the[100]-[110] and[100]-[111] bound-
aries compared to the relatively unchanged[110]-[111] boundary.
Figure 11.9(b) normalizes the nucleation stress in a similar manner as Fig. 11.7(b),
dividing by the elastic modulus (Eq.11.5. As with Fig.11.7(b), when the stress is normal-
ized by the elastic modulus, the[111] orientation has an intermediate normalized stress,
σ/E[111] = 0.126, compared to the[100] and[110] orientations withσ/E[100] = 0.072 and
σ/E[110] = 0.136, respectively. Interestingly, in uniaxial compression, the nucleation stress
increases with increasing elastic modulus in the loading direction with a much more de-
fined trend than in tension, in which the lowest nucleation stress occurs at the intermediate
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Figure 11.8: Tensile stress required for homogeneous dislocation nucleation as a function
of (a) Schmid factor (S F) and (b) normal factor (NF) at 10 K. Black and white symbols





















Figure 11.9: Contour plots of (a) the compressive stress required for homogeneous dislo-
cation nucleation and (b) the compressive stress normalized by the elastic stiffness,σ/E[hkl],
as a function of loading axis orientation for single crystalmodels at 10 K.
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elastic modulus of the[110] direction.
As with the uniaxial tension configurations, Figs.11.10(a) and11.10(b) show the mag-
nitudes ofS F andNF, respectively, against the maximum compressive nucleation stress
in single crystal Cu at 10 K. Unlike Fig.11.8 for uniaxial tension, no clear trend exists
betweenS F or NF and the nucleation stress in uniaxial compression. While thehighest
stress (the[111] direction) has the lowest values ofS FandNF, the lowest stress (the[100]
direction) has intermediate values ofS F andNF. Additionally, there is a large amount of
variability in the calculated stresses versusS F/NF in Fig. 11.10compared to the uniax-
ial tension simulations.The lack of a trend in this relationship suggests that dislocation
nucleation under uniaxial compression may require a different form than in tension. The
peak stresses in Figs.11.10(a) and11.10(b) are separated into orientations where single slip
is predicted (interior of stereographic triangle) and those where multiple slip systems are
expected (exterior of stereographic triangle). Interestingly, multiple slip axis orientations
seem to bound the single slip axis orientations.
11.3.2.3 Tension-compression asymmetry at 10 K
At the nanoscale, plastic deformation behavior ofFCC crystals has exhibited a tension-
compression asymmetry in various materials,e.g., nanowires and nanocrystalline materials.
Atomistic simulations are often used to analyze this tension-c mpression asymmetry. For
example, Diaoet al. [307] have shown that the yield strength asymmetry in Au nanowires
for the [100] and [111] orientations is due to surface-induced internal stresses.Tomar
and Zhou [308] related the yield strength asymmetry in nanocrystallineα-Fe2O3-FCCAl
composites to differences in grain boundary sliding behavior. Lundet al. [309, 310] have
shown that nanocrystalline Ni has higher yield and flow streses in compression than in
tension (both uniaxial and biaxial simulations); these results suggest a similar atomic-level
mechanism controls yield in bothFCC Ni and metallic glasses [305]. Chenget al. [291]
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Figure 11.10: Compressive stress required for homogeneous dislocation nucleation as a
function of (a) Schmid factor (S F) and (b) normal factor (NF) at 10 K. Black and white
symbols denote multiple slip or single slip orientations, respectively.
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propose a pressure-dependent analytical model that predicts the observed tension/compres-
sion asymmetry of the yield strength in nanocrystalline Cu, Al, andBCCFe. Consequently,
as the material length scale decreases to the nanoscale, tension-compression asymmetry is
expected. While these studies focused on inelastic deformation due to heterogeneities at
the nanoscale, the influence of crystal orientation on dislocati n nucleation in theabsence
of heterogeneities is also vital to a full understanding of inelasticity at the nanoscale.
Figure11.11shows the ratio of the stress required for homogeneous dislocation nucle-
ation under compression to that in tension as a function of the loading axis orientation of
single crystal copper. A ratio greater(less) than unity signifies that homogeneous disloca-
tion nucleation requires a higher(lower) stress in compression than in tension. Most ori-
entations within the stereographic triangle require a higher stress in uniaxialcompression
to nucleate dislocations; the[110] axis has the largest ratio of 3.20 at 10 K(17.82 GPa in
compression/5.57 GPa in tension). The[110] orientation also has the highestNF value of
all orientations (NF = 0.58 in tension andNF = 0.72 in compression). Interestingly, not all
orientations require a higher stress in compression. Figure11.11also shows that some axis
orientations require a greater stress in uniaxialtensionthan uniaxial compression. Specif-
ically, the[100] axis has the lowest ratio of 0.43 (4.82 GPa/11.26 GPa), showing a much
greater propensity to homogeneously nucleate partial dislocations under an applied uniax-
ial compressive stress. As the material length scale decreases to the nanoscale, a tension-
compression asymmetry is expected. Therefore, the currentMD simulations, which show
a tension-compression asymmetry of dislocation nucleation in single crystals, agrees with
previous simulations and analytical models that have showna tension-compression asym-
metry in the yield stress for nanocrystallineFCCmetals [291,309], metallic glasses [305],
and nanocrystallineα-Fe2O3-FCCAl composites [308].
Figure11.12shows the tension-compression asymmetry (ratio of the stress required for
homogeneous dislocation nucleation under compression to tha in tension) as a function of












Figure 11.11: The tension-compression asymmetry for homogeneous dislocation nucle-
ation in single crystals as a function of the loading axis orientation at 300 K. The tension-
compression asymmetry is rendered by plotting the ratio of the stress required for homo-
geneous dislocation nucleation in uniaxial compression tothat in uniaxial tension.
initial configuration was used becauseS F andNF are different at dislocation nucleation
in tension and compression. No clear trend exists between the tension-compression asym-
metry and the Schmid factor. However, the tension-compression asymmetry increases for
high NF0 values (NF0 > 0.5), which may help describe the fundamental mechanism for
this asymmetric behavior.
Figure11.13shows how the uniaxial tensile and compressive stresses areresolved into
stress components acting upon the active{111}〈110〉 slip system. The main difference
between the two loading cases is that the resolved normal stress o the slip plane is tensile
in uniaxial tension and compressive in uniaxial compression. Also recall that the elastic
lattice distortion results inNF evolving differently in tension and compression.
Figure 11.13(c) shows that the tensile normal stress acts to increase theinterplanar
spacing between{111} planes, which may allow easier nucleation of the partial dislocation
loop by lowering the resistance to slip on adjoining{111} planes. Additionally, in uniaxial
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Figure 11.12: The tension-compression asymmetry for homogeneous dislocation nucle-
ation as a function of (a) Schmid factor (S F0) and (b) normal factor (NF0) in the initial



















Figure 11.13: Schematic showing the differences in resolved stresses on the active slip
plane for (a) uniaxial tension and (b) uniaxial compression. At the atomic scale (c), the
different directionality of the resolved normal stresses results in forces acting on the spacing
of {111} planes, which may prove beneficial or detrimental to dislocati n loop nucleation
in single crystals depending on the loading.
compression, the compressive normal stress acts to decreasthe interplanar spacing be-
tween{111} planes, which may effectively increase the interatomic “friction” to slip along
these planes. Therefore, since the[110] orientation has the largest normal factor, it is ex-
pected that this orientation should also have the largest ten ion-compression asymmetry,
as is shown in Fig.11.12(b). Moreover, by examining the orientation dependence of the
normal factor (Fig.11.3(b)), it is expected that large tension-compression asymmetries in
the dislocation nucleation stress should exist around the[110] orientation with contours
skewed towards the[100] orientation, as is observed in Fig.11.11. While this simple de-
scription of how the resolved normal stress affects dislocation nucleation agrees with the
calculated results from most loading axis orientations, itdoes not agree with all orien-
tations (specifically, near the[100] axis), indicating that there may be additional factors
contributing to the tension-compression asymmetry in these r gions. The[100] orientation
has a much lower stress for dislocation nucleation in compression than tension, which may
indicate a different dislocation nucleation mechanism; this is examined further in Section
11.3.4. Additionally, there is a tension-compression asymmetry in the elastic response of
the[100] and[110] orientation that is briefly discussed in Section11.3.3.
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11.3.2.4 Model for homogeneous dislocation nucleation in single crystals
The aforementioned first generation single crystal model inEq.11.2[64] was modified to
capture the nucleation stress fromall orientations within the stereographic triangle [81].
This model is also able to capture the transition between theNF-dominated dislocation nu-
cleation along the[100]-[110] boundary to theS F-dominated dislocation nucleation along
the [100]-[111] boundary identified by Spearot and colleagues [64]. The following crite-




















, if µs,1S F+ µn,1NF ≥ µs,2S F+ µn,2NF,
τideal
µs,2S F+µn,2NF
, if µs,1S F+ µn,1NF < µs,2S F+ µn,2NF,
(11.6)
whereµs,i andµn,i are fitting coefficients for the Schmid factor and normal factor;i = 1
corresponds to theS F-dominated dislocation nucleation region andi = 2 corresponds to
the NF-dominated dislocation nucleation region. This equation was formulated to allow
a mild dependence onNF in anS F-dominated region, and vice versa. The use of the fit-
ting parameters within the criterion acts as additional constraint (τideal/µs,1S F+ µn,1NF =
τideal/µs,2S F+ µn,2NF whenµs,1S F+ µn,1NF = µs,2S F+ µn,2NF) that forces a first order
transition between theS F andNF-dominated regions.
Tschoppet al. [81] employed least squares regression to determine the appropriate
fitting coefficients for Eq.11.6: µs,1 = 0.574,µn,1 = 0.000,µs,2 = 0.000, andµn,2 = 0.693 at
10 K. Interestingly, in Cu at 10 K, the normal factorNF has no influence (µn,1 = 0) in the
S F-dominated dislocation nucleation region, while the Schmid factorS Fhas no influence
(µs,2 = 0) on dislocation nucleation in theNF-dominated region. Consequently, Eq.11.6



















, if µs,1S F≥ µn,2NF,
τideal
µn,2NF
, if µs,1S F< µn,2NF.
(11.7)
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This equation indicates that the critical component necessary for dislocation nucleation in
single crystals under uniaxial tension is either the resolved shear stress in the slip direction
or the resolved normal stress to the slip plane in which the dislocation nucleates, depending
on their magnitudes. Recall that this second generation model f r the stress required for
homogeneous dislocation nucleation is based on the resolved stress parameters in the initial
configuration, though.
The S F and NF values in the deformed configuration corresponding to dislocati n
nucleation were fit to Eq.11.6 to evaluate the change in the model with more accurate
resolved stress parameters. Least squares nonlinear regression fit to Eq.11.6 results in
µs,1 = 0.426 andµn,2 = 0.583 withµn,1 = µs,2 = 0.000, which is mainly influenced by the
large decrease ofNF under uniaxial tension. The fitting parameters for Eq.11.6are in line
with those based off of the initial S F andNF. While a fit to Eq.11.6with the resolved
stress parameters at dislocation nucleation may be more appopriate, this required atomistic
information to calculate the elastic deformation gradientn this work. In this respect, the
resolved stress parametersS F andNF from the initial single crystal configuration give a
relatively good approximation of the resolved stress components required for dislocation
nucleation, noting that the largest change at the onset of plasticity is in the resolved stress
normal to the slip plane on which the dislocation nucleates.
A model correlating the calculated dislocation nucleationstresses in uniaxial compres-
sion for single crystals with the resolved stress components o the active slip plane(s) was
also investigated. Equations11.2 and11.6 were used along with a nonlinear regression
to find the appropriate fitting parameters:µs, µn, µp, etc. However, a satisfactory fit to
the calculated values could not be obtained. While Figure11.9shows that the dislocation
nucleation stress clearly trends with the compressive loading orientation, the form of this
relation is different than in tension. As noted earlier, the compressive stress normal to the
active slip plane(s) in uniaxial compression has a much different role in dislocation nucle-
ation than the tensile stress normal to the active slip planein uniaxial tension. However,
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Figure 11.14: The tension-compression asymmetry for homogeneous dislocation nucle-
ation as a function of (a) Schmid factor (S F0) and (b) normal factor (NF0) in the initial
configuration at 10 K. Black and white symbols denote single and multiple slip lattice ori-
entations.
as briefly mentioned, the initial elastic modulus appears tocorrelate fairly well with the
compressive nucleation stress. Figure11.14shows the homogeneous nucleation stress as a
function of the initial elastic modulus for uniaxial tension and compression. For tension, no
direct correlation exists. For compression, the nucleation stress increases with increasing
elastic modulus of the single crystal orientation. Note that Fig. 11.14also shows a larger
asymmetry in the nucleation stress as the elastic modulus decreases toward the orientation
with the lowest elastic modulus ([100]). Further work is required to understand the phe-
nomenological form of dislocation nucleation stress during u iaxial compression and to
explain the observed correlation with the elastic modulus in compression.
In addition to the application of Eq.11.6 to homogeneous dislocation nucleation in
single crystals, this formulation also has the potential tobe applied to heterogeneous dislo-
cation nucleation. Recent simulations by Spearot and colleagu s [64] examined the corre-
lation between the nucleation stress from〈100〉 and〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain boundaries
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using the crystallographic orientations of the adjacent lattices (S F andNF) and a measure
of the interface free volume, termed nanoporosity. The firststep in the development of
the interface strength model required an understanding of the influence of lattice orienta-
tion onhomogeneousdislocation nucleation in single crystals. Accordingly, Eq. 11.6has a
wider range of applicability and can be applied to all singlecrystal tensile axis orientations
instead of Eq.11.2[64]. The second step in the interface strength model involved the mod-
ification of the homogeneous dislocation nucleation stressfor dislocation nucleation due to
the presence of a heterogeneous defect (grain boundary inteface). In a similar manner, the
homogeneous dislocation nucleation stress in the current work can provide a form whereby
the influence of other heterogeneous defects (e.g., vacancies, impurities, free surfaces) on
dislocation nucleation can be ascertained.
11.3.3 Temperature dependence of dislocation nucleation
This section examines the relation between the results obtained t 10 K and 300 K. Previous
discussion focused solely on results at 10 K. The influence oft mperature on the tensile
nucleation stress in single crystal Cu is investigated in Figs.11.15(a) and11.15(b) as a func-
tion of S F0 andNF0, respectively. As expected, the peak stress decreases withincreasing
temperature;i.e., thermal energy aids the dislocation nucleation process. In Fig.11.15, ar-
rows illustrate the difference in the nucleation stress between the two temperatures for the
[100], [110], and[111] tensile axis orientations. The[111] axis shows the largest difference
in the peak stress magnitude with respect to temperature, while the [110] axis shows the
smallest difference. Clearly, thermal energy affects the magnitude of the nucleation stress
differently depending on the tensile axis of the single crystal configuration.
Figure11.16shows the percent decrease in the dislocation nucleation stress at 300 K
relative to that at 10 K as a function of the nucleation stressat 10 K. Data in Fig.11.16
show that tensile axis orientations with a higher dislocation nucleation threshold stress at
10 K are more adversely affected by increases in temperature. This trend is quite strong for
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Figure 11.15: Tensile stress required for homogeneous dislocation nucleation as a function
of (a) Schmid factor (S F) and (b) normal factor (NF) at 10 K and 300 K. Arrows illustrate
the difference in dislocation nucleation stress between 10 K and 300K for [100], [110],
and[111] tensile axis orientations.
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Single Slip Orientations Cu
Figure 11.16: Percent decrease in the dislocation nucleation stress at 300 K as a function
of the nucleation stress at 10 K. Black and white symbols denote multiple slip or single slip
orientations, respectively.
single crystal models with orientations on the interior of the stereographic triangle (single
slip regime). The trend is less apparent from Fig.11 16for tensile axis orientations along
the exterior of the stereographic triangle (multiple slip regime), possibly due to an interac-
tion between the temperature and the nature of the multiple active slip systems (conjugate
vs. critical vs. coplanar). Interestingly, the observed trend correlates well with respect to
NF, i.e., tensile axis orientations with a higherNF component have a greater percentage
decrease in the dislocation nucleation stress with increasing temperature, which is apparent
from Fig.11.15(b).
While the analysis to this point has focused on the differences in the effect of temper-
ature on the stress required for nucleation in uniaxial tension, there are many similarities
in the responses as well. Figure11.17(a) shows a graph of the stresses required for dis-
location nucleation under uniaxial tension and compression at 10 K and 300 K with a fit
linear regression line that has a zero intercept. For uniaxial tension, a correlation coeffi-
cient of R2 = 0.95 indicates that, on average, the dislocation nucleation sresses at 10 K
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and 300 K are related by a temperature-dependent ratio,i.e., σ300K = 0.72σ10K, which is
not very sensitive to the loading orientation axis. Figure11.16indicates that some of the
deviation involved with this temperature-dependent consta t may be due to orientations
with multiple active slip systems. A similar analysis of both the compressive nucleation
stress (also in Fig.11.17(a)) and the tension-compression ratio (Fig.11 17(b)) at the two
temperatures also gives correlation coefficients ofR2 = 0.96 andR2 = 0.97, respectively.
The temperature-dependent ratios for the compressive nucleation stress and the tension-
compression ratio are 0.79 and 1.07, respectively. These ratios suggest that temperature has
a slightly larger influence in tension (∆avg = 28% decrease) than compression (∆avg = 21%
decrease) and temperature has a relatively minor effect (∆avg = 7% increase) on the tension-
compression ratio.
11.3.3.1 Activation energy and activation volume associated with dislocation nucle-
ation
Since the stress required to homogeneously nucleate dislocations at 10 K and 300 K is
related by a constant, this suggests that thermal activation plays a similar role in homo-
geneous nucleation in single crystal Cu as in heterogeneous dislocation nucleation (e.g.,
surfaces or defects). The activation volumeΩ and activation energyQ for homogeneous
nucleation are calculated from a first-order model of stress-dependent activation energy
whereby the activation energy linearly depends upon stressσ, i.e., Q (σ) = Q∗ − σΩ. In
this model,Q∗ corresponds to the nucleation energy barrier in the absenceof applied stress.
The activation energyQ measures the sensitivity of nucleation rate to temperaturewhil the
activation volumeΩ measures the sensitivity of nucleation rate to stress.
Zhuet al. [274] derived a form for the nucleation stress that takes into account both the
temperature and strain-rate dependence. They applied thisform to dislocation nucleation
at surfaces under a constant strain rate. The same equation is employed to calculate the
activation energy and activation volume in this study,i.e.
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Figure 11.17: Comparison of (a) the nucleation stress and (b) the tension-compression
ratio at 10 K and 300 K. A linear regression line with a zero intercept is also shown along











In Eq.11.8, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,T is temperature (T = 300 K),N is the number
of nucleation sites (N = 500,000), ν0 is the jump frequency (ν0 = 3 ∗ 1011 s−1), E is
the elastic modulus, and ˙ǫ is the applied strain rate (˙ǫ = 109 s−1). The definitions of
the terms are given by Zhu and coworkers [274]. The first termQ∗/Ω is the athermal
stress required to nucleate a dislocation within the singlecrystal. The pre-factor of the
second termkBT/Ω reduces the nucleation stress by virtue of thermal fluctuation. In the
logarithmic function, the numerator is the rate of energy exchange of the system with the
thermal bath and the denominator is the rate of energy delivery nto the system through
mechanical work; the ratio between these terms determines the relative influence of thermal
fluctuations in reducing the nucleation stress.
Several assumptions were made to calculate the activation volume and activation en-
ergy. First, the atomic jump frequency (ν0) chosen represents the cooperative atomic mo-
tion necessary to form a dislocation, and is on the order of the requency of free oscillation
in copper [278]. Second, the number of nucleation sites (N) chosen represents the ap-
proximate number of atoms in the system. Since these are embedded in the logarithmic
term, variation ofNν0 by several orders of magnitude results in very little changeto the
activation volume. Third, since the first term in Eq.11.8corresponds to the athermal nu-
cleation stress, the calculated nucleation stresses at 10 Kare used as an approximate value.
The nucleation stresses from multiple orientations were used to capture the effect of the
orientation-dependent variation in the nucleation stresson the activation volume. Last, the
initial elastic moduli (Eq.11.5) for multiple orientations were used to determine the eff ct
of elastic anisotropy on the calculations; this had little effect. Using the nucleation stress
values for uniaxial tension atT = 300 K, the activation volumes for homogeneous disloca-
tion nucleation were on the order of 0.5-2 b3. Rearranging the first term in Eq.11.8, i.e.,
Q∗ = σΩ, gives the activation energy barrier under zero applied stres . However, using
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[100] 9.5 67.1 1.63 1.92 0.30
[110] 4.2 131.4 2.17 1.26 0.30
[111] 12.5 193.1 0.55 1.05 0.33
[321] 8.6 131.4 1.02 1.23 0.32
our first order approximation of a linear dependence of activtion energy on stress,i.e.,
Q (σ) = Q∗ − σΩ, the activation energy for homogeneous dislocation nucleation at 300
K can be calculated. For example, the[100], [110], [111], and[321] orientations have
calculated activation volumes ofΩ = 1.63, 2.17, 0.55, and 1.02 m3, respectively, and cal-
culated activation energies ofQ = 0.30, 0.30, 0.33, and 0.32 eV, respectively. These values
and others are summarized in Table11.2. Interestingly, the activation energies at 300 K
are roughly the same for all orientations examined. Since the activation volume is defined
asΩ ≡ −dQ/dσ, changes in the nucleation stress as a function of loading orientation
slightly affect the calculated values ofΩ. Small activation volumes of 0.5-2 b3 promote
enhanced temperature sensitivity of homogeneous dislocation nucleation in single crystal
simulations.
Conversely, Zhu and coworkers [256, 274] have calculated activation volumes and ac-
tivation energies for heterogeneous dislocation nucleation and dislocation reactions using
the climbing image nudged elastic band (CINEB) method. TheCINEB method allows for a
direct calculation of the activation energy vs stress relationship, without relying on several
of the aforementioned assumptions made in the current calculations. Even so, the calcu-
lated activation energies for homogeneous dislocation nucleation in the present study are
on the order of those computed for side surface nucleation (Q = 0.64 eV) and corner nucle-
ation (Q = 0.1 eV) from nanopillars [274]. Moreover, Zhu and coworkers [256] calculated
activation energies for dislocation absorption (Qabs = 0.49 eV) and dislocation direction
transmission (Qtrs = 0.67 eV) at the coherent twin boundary that are similar to the present
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molecular dynamics calculations at a strain rate of 109 s−1. The similarity of values sug-
gests that the current calculations are a reasonable approximation of the activation volumes
and activation energies for homogeneous dislocation nucleation in pure Cu single crystals.
The calculated activation energies does seem to contrast with some former studies on
the activation energies required for homogeneous dislocation nucleation, though. For in-
stance, Xu and Argon used a continuum description of dislocati ns to determine an activa-
tion energy of 16 eV in Cu at a shear stress half of the ideal shear stress [311, 312]. This
suggests that thermal motion should have no effect on the nucleation of dislocation loops
in perfect crystals. In fact, due to the high activation energies for homogeneous dislocation
nucleation [311, 312], Gutkin and Ovidko [313] have proposed that the dislocation loops
nucleate by a special mechanism in nanocrystalline materials, whereby the Burgers vec-
tor of the dislocation loop gradually increases from zero with the increasing size of the
dislocation loop; they show this to be energetically favorable in nanocrystalline materials.
The activation energies and activation volumes for dislocati n nucleation in single crys-
tals can be measured from nanoindentation experiments. While these values can be mea-
sured, there is some debate as to whether this is the result ofhomogeneous or hetero-
geneous nucleation. Numerous atomistic simulations of nanoi dentation of perfect sin-
gle crystals have shown that dislocations nucleate homogeneously beneath the indenter
(e.g., [106, 107, 314]). Schuhet al. [277] measured activation volumes of≈ 0.5 b3 and
activation energies of≈ 0.28 eV associated with nanoindentation experiments on platinum
at various temperatures. However, homogeneous dislocation loop nucleation is expected
to have larger activation volumes [277, 315], corresponding to the cooperative process of
atomic motion. These low activation volumes suggested thathomogeneous dislocation
nucleation was not likely the case. Rather, heterogeneous dislocation nucleation from pre-
existing point defects, such as vacancies, were more likely.
On the other hand, the current study suggests that dislocation nucleation is in fact sen-
sitive to temperature fluctuations (atomic vibration) and has low activation volumes. The
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low activation volumes indicate that at the appropriate strss level, the motion of a few
atoms may serve as the impetus for nucleating the dislocation loop. Zuoet al. [316] used
atomistic simulations of Ni3Al to show that dislocation nucleation occurs when one atom
reaches a critical displacement relative to its neighbors under the influence of temperature
and stress. In previous studies, Spearotet al. [64] have shown that the dislocation nu-
cleation stresses for some symmetric tilt grain boundariesar very similar to the stresses
required for homogeneous dislocation nucleation in a single crystal with identical lattice
orientation. These simulations were performed at the same te perature and strain rate, so
very few parameters within Eq.11.8would change between the single crystal and bicrystal
deformation simulations. This results in similar calculated activation energies and volumes
for both heterogeneous and homogeneous dislocation nucleation. The simulations suggest
that while heterogeneities offer an additional driving force for dislocation nucleation,i
some cases this may not result in a significant deviation fromthe driving force for homo-
geneous dislocation nucleation in the corresponding defect-fr e single crystal lattice.
11.3.3.2 Temperature dependence of dislocation nucleation
To further examine the temperature dependence of dislocation nucleation in single crystals,
Figure11.18plots the stress-strain response for four loading orientations under uniaxial
tension and compression as a function of several temperaturs: 10, 100, 200, 300, 400,
500, 600, and 700 K. In these graphs, the tensile stress is positive while the compressive
stress is negative. The strain is defined asǫ = δh/h, whereh is the initial height of the cell
in the loading direction andδh is the conjugate displacement of the overall unit cell. The
four loading orientations correspond to the three corners of the stereographic triangle (i.e.,
[100], [110], and[111]) and an interior orientation ([321]). The tension-compression asym-
metry in dislocation nucleation as a function of temperature is evident from Fig.11.18, i.e.,
the peak stress is very different for some orientations. Interestingly, the strain associated
with dislocation nucleation also differs between tension and compression. The eff ct of
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temperature on the peak stress and strain can be observed from Fig. 11.18. For instance,
temperature greatly affects the stress for some orientations (e.g., [111]) and less so in other
orientations (e.g., [110] in tension). The temperature may also affect the same orientation
differently in tension than in compression. For example, the strain required for dislocation
nucleation is greatly affected by temperature for the[110] orientation in uniaxial tension,
but it is not affected as much in compression by comparison.
The strain at dislocation nucleation in Fig.11.18may be very different in terms of mag-
nitudes for (i) tension and compression, or for (ii) different crystallographic orientations,
which will influence the magnitudes of the resolved stress comp nents. The parameters
S F andNF were calculated from the initial crystal orientation in orde to give an approx-
imate description of how the uniaxial loads resolve into stress components acting on the
active slip systems. However, as deformation occurs, the active slip systems will rotate
with the lattice creating slightly different resolved stresses on the slip systems. The mag-
nitude that the slip systems rotate just prior to dislocation nucleation will depend on the
strain corresponding to the peak stress. The rotation is notnecessarily negligible as the
strain to nucleation is on the order of 10%. Therefore, the influe ce of lattice rotation on
the resolved stress components is investigated further in Section11.3.2.
Lattice rotation may also explain the nonlinear elastic effect observed for the[100] and
[110] orientations in Figs.11.18(a) and (b), respectively. For example, the change in the
stress as a function of strain increases for the[100] orientation in tension and the[110]
orientation in compression. On the other hand, there is a pronounced decrease in the stress
as a function of strain for the[100] orientation in compression and the[110] orientation in
tension, despite the fact that no dislocations have nucleated yet. This tension-compression
asymmetry in elastic response for the[100] and[110] orientations is in line with Fig.11.11,
which shows that these two orientations are the extreme values of the tension-compression
asymmetry for the stresses required for dislocation nucleation. Moreover, the normalized
stress (σ/E[hkl]) contour plots in Figs.11.7(b) and11.9(b) also show that the[100] and
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Figure 11.18: Stress-strain curves for uniaxial loading in the (a)[100], (b) [110], (c)
[111], and (d)[321] orientations at multiple temperatures: 10, 100, 200, 300, 4, 500,
600, and 700 K. The outer stress strain curves are labeled with the temperature and all
other stress-strain curves follow in order of temperature.
[110] orientations are the extreme values ofσ/E[hkl]. On the other hand, the[111] and
[321] orientations do not exhibit this nonlinearity nearly to theextent of the[100] and
[110] orientations.
The nucleation stress was extracted from Fig.11.18and is shown in Fig.11.19(a) for
uniaxial tension and compression. In agreement with the earlier findings in tension at
temperatures of 10 K and 300 K, the decrease in the nucleationstress at an elevated tem-
perature depends on the magnitude of theathermalnucleation stress (or at 10 K, in this
work). Temperature had a much greater effect on orientations that required a higher stress
at 10 K to nucleate dislocations. This was true for both uniaxial tension and compression.
The lines for the uniaxial tension nucleation stresses wereg nerated using Eq.11.8with
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the activation volume as a fitting parameter for each orientation, i.e., the activation vol-
ume is assumed constant for all temperatures. Least squaresregression gives activation
volumes of 0.7-3.0 b3 for the four orientations, in line with the previously calculated ac-
tivation volumes at 300 K. However, the trend lines generated using a constant activation
volume do not capture the nonlinear behavior of the stress-tmperature relationship (e.g.,
see data for the[111] orientation). A slight temperature dependence of the activtion vol-
ume may be required to capture this relationship with Eq.11.8. Figure11.19(b) shows
the tension-compression ratio as a function of temperaturefor these four loading orienta-
tions. The tension-compression ratio is relatively unaffected by temperature in comparison
to the stresses required for dislocation nucleation in Fig.11.19(a). The nucleation stress
scales similarly with respect to temperature in both uniaxial tension and compression. This
implies that the activation volumes and activation energies ar similar in tension and comp-
ression for a given crystal orientation.
11.3.4 Dislocation nucleation mechanisms and slip system an lysis
11.3.4.1 Dislocation activity in uniaxial tension
Figure11.20shows images following dislocation nucleation under uniaxial tension at 10
K for several loading orientations:[110], [111], [221], and[321]. These images show
multiple dislocations at different stages of their formation. Dislocations are renderedby
using a cutoff in the centrosymmetry parameter [106] to show only the atomsin a local
non-centrosymmetric environment. First, the collective motion of several atoms along the
active slip system(s) begins nucleation. Then, the cooperativ tomic shuffling of these
atoms nucleates a partial dislocation loop within the single crystal, where the exterior of
the dislocation loop is the partial dislocation core that bounds an intrinsic stacking fault in
the lattice. Thus, the nucleated dislocations have both edge and screw dislocation character.
Multiple dislocations are nucleated within the crystal lattice at very similar strains at 10 K,
which causes dislocation loop interactions as the dislocati n loops propagate throughout
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Figure 11.19: The temperature influence on (a) the uniaxial tensile and compres-
sive stresses required for dislocation nucleation and (b) the tension-compression ratio,
σcompression/σtension. The four orientations correspond to those in Fig.11.18.
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the crystal. However, these interactions occur after the nucleation stress has been obtained.
Examination of the partial dislocation loops indicates that dislocations nucleate on slip
planes with the highest resolved stress components. Fig.11.20shows that the quadruple
slip [110] (Fig. 11.20(a)) and octahedral slip[111] (Fig. 11.20(b)) orientations have partial
dislocation loops on two and three{111} slip planes, respectively. Only partial dislocation
loops on one{111} slip plane are observed for the single-slip[321] (Fig. 11.20(d)) and
double slip[221] (Fig. 11.20(c)) orientation, which agrees with the predicted slip systems.
Recall that the[221] orientation is a coplanar slip system,i.e., both 〈110〉 slip directions





plane for each crystal; for the three orientations along the[110]-[111] boundary of the
stereographic triangle, the dislocation loop expands morerapidly in the[112] partial slip
direction. The[321] orientation expands more rapidly in a〈110〉 slip direction, similar to
the[210] and[211] orientations (not shown). The asymmetric dislocation loopex ansion
is the consequence of differing resolved shear stresses in the〈110〉 and〈112〉 directions on
the{111} slip planes. Last, temperature does not appear to affect the calculated dislocation
mechanism; partial dislocation loops are also observed at 300 K.
11.3.4.2 Dislocation activity in uniaxial compression
Dislocation nucleation in uniaxial compression shows several differences from that in ten-
sion, particularly at 300 K. For the 10 K simulations, partial dislocation loops are nucle-
ated in compression, similar to those nucleated in tension.H wever, seven loading orienta-
tions from various locations around the stereographic triangle —[100], [110], [111], [210],
[211], [221], and[321] — were examined at 300 K. Five of these orientations nucleated
full dislocation loops, while the other two orientations ([100] and[110]) nucleated partial
dislocation loops similar to those at 10 K. This emphasizes th role of thermal activation in
the nucleation of the second partial. Dislocation nucleation for these orientations at 300 K
is analyzed further in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 11.20: Homogeneous dislocation nucleation for (a)[110], (b) [111], (c) [221], and
(d) [321] loading orientations in single crystal Cu at 10 K under uniaxial tension. Only
atoms in a local non-centrosymmetric environment are shown. The inset in the upper right






Figure 11.21shows images of dislocation nucleation under uniaxial compression at
300 K for five loading orientations:[111], [210], [211], [221], and[321]. These images are
rendered in a similar manner to Fig.11.20to show multiple dislocation loops, at different
stages of their formation, for each loading orientation. Inco trast to uniaxial tension, the
dislocations nucleate as full dislocation loops in uniaxial compression for many loading
axis orientations. That is, each dislocation loop is the result of two partial dislocations: an
initial Shockley partial dislocation and a trailing Shockley partial dislocation. The intrinsic
stacking fault separating the two partials can be observed in Fig.11.21as well. Examina-
tion of the calculated partial dislocation loops indicatesthat dislocations nucleate on the
maximum Schmid factor slip planes. Figures11.21(c) and (d) show the dislocation loops
at two slightly different strain levels; Fig.11.21(d) is at a higher strain than Fig.11.21(c).
Interestingly, there appears to be an evolution to the nucleation of a full dislocation loop in
uniaxial compression.
Figure11.22shows different stages of evolution for dislocation loops under an applied
uniaxial compressive stress. As with uniaxial tension, thecollective motion of several
atoms along the active slip system(s) marks the onset of nucleation. Then, the coopera-
tive atomic shuffling of these atoms nucleates a partial dislocation loop within t e single
crystal as shown in Fig.11.22(a), where the exterior of the dislocation loop is the partial
dislocation core that bounds an intrinsic stacking fault inthe lattice. This is similar to how
dislocation loops nucleate in uniaxial tension. However, unlike in uniaxial tension, the sec-
ond trailing partial dislocation is nucleated at the centerof the partial dislocation loop as
shown in Fig.11.22(b). At this point, the width of the stacking fault is wider than at sub-
sequent strains. Figures11.22(c) and (d) show the full dislocation loop as it expands under
an increasing compressive strain. The separation distancebetween the two partial dislo-
cations (i.e., the stacking fault width) has decreased. Notice that the width of the stacking
fault depends on the location on the dislocation loop; this corresponds to portions of the
dislocation loop with edge and screw dislocation character. By equating the attractive force
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Figure 11.21: Homogeneous dislocation nucleation for (a)[111], (b) [211], (c-d) [210],
(e) [221], and (f) [321] loading orientations in single crystal Cu at 300 K under uniaxial
compression. Only atoms in a local non-centrosymmetric enviro ment are shown. Slightly
different stages of dislocation nucleation are shown for the[210] orientation in (c) and (d).
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Figure 11.22: Evolution of dislocation loop nucleation for[321] loading orientation in
single crystal Cu at 300 K under uniaxial compression. The dislocation loops are viewed




direction. The coordinate system
is shown to the right. The Burger vector is in the[101] direction.
due to the stacking fault energy and the repulsive elastic force f the two partials, Hirth and
Lothe ( [215], p. 315-316) calculate that the ratio ofequilibriumseparations for two Shock-
ley partials of edge and screw character is 7:3 (the edge orientat on exceeds that for a screw
orientation). In the present case, the separation distanceof th edge segment with Burgers
vector in the[101] direction is greater than the screw segment. The separationdistance
from Ref. [215] is for equilibrium between two infinite partial dislocations (not dislocation
loops) and does not account for either the influence of the resolv d stresses or the motion
of the dislocations (dynamics), but the agreement with the present results is still good. The
dislocation loop also expands non-uniformly with the edge dislocation segment moving at
a slightly higher rate than the edge dislocation segment. This non-uniform expansion is
likely due to the much higher resolved shear stress in the〈110〉 slip direction.
One may ask the question, can the calculated behavior in single crystals promote under-
standing in configurations with heterogeneities, such as grin boundaries and free surfaces?
To this end, the calculated dislocation loop behavior for these orientations is also compared
with bicrystal grain boundary dislocation nucleation simulations and nanocrystalline defor-
mation simulations. It is frequently observed that partiald s ocations are emitted from the
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grain boundary and absorbed into the opposite boundary without t e trailing partial being
emitted (e.g., in bicrystal Cu [64] or nanocrystalline Cu simulations [18,19,59]). However,
relatively few simulations in the literature focus on the deformation of copper in compres-
sion. Bringaet al. [7] show the presence of full dislocation emission in nanocrystalline
copper simulations under compressive shock loading. Moreover, in Chapter7, bicrys-
tal MD simulations calculate full dislocation nucleation and emission from a vicinal twin
boundary and other[110] symmetric tilt grain boundaries in Cu under a compressive strain
rate of 109 s−1. Additionally, nanowire deformation simulations of Parket al. [317] show
that slip by full dislocation emission for single crystalFCCnanowires with〈100〉 and〈110〉
orientations is only calculated in compression. These studies indicate that the present calcu-
lated dislocation behavior for single crystals in tension and compression may also improve
understanding about plasticity inFCClattices with heterogeneities as well.
11.3.4.3 Anomalous dislocation activity in uniaxial compression
While many single crystal orientations nucleate a full dislocation loop under uniaxial comp-
ression, the[100] and[110] orientations display quite different dislocation behavior. Dislo-
cation nucleation for the[100] axis orientation in compression is similar to that in tensio,
as shown in Figure11.23. Notice that no trailing partial dislocation is nucleated for the
[100] orientation, so the exterior of the loop is an0/6 〈112〉 partial dislocation. Relating
to the resolved stresses, the[100] orientation has a normal factor value ofNF = 0.333,
but due to the low applied nucleation stress, the resolved str ss normal to the slip plane
is σNF = −1.24 GPa at 300 K. This is the lowest compressive normal stress for all orien-
tations in uniaxial compression, implying that the nucleation of the second trailing partial
dislocation may be related to the magnitude of the resolved normal stress (σNF) in uniaxial
compression.
On the other hand, the dislocation nucleation behavior for the[110] axis orientation is
much different in compression than in tension. Figure11.24shows dislocation nucleation
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Figure 11.23: Homogeneous dislocation nucleation for the[100] loading orientation in
single crystal Cu at 300 K under uniaxial compression.





page). Figures11.24(d-f) show an orthonormal view of a 1-nm slice taken from parts (a-c).
At first glance, there appears to be a noticeable absence of disl cation line defects within
the single crystal. Instead, there appears to be a noticeable b nd of atoms (perpendicular
to the loading axis) in a non-centrosymmetric environment tha widens in the compressive
axis direction with increasing strain. This seems to agree with the observations of Park
and coworkers [317], who observed a similar sort of plastic deformation behavior in Ni
nanowires with a〈110〉 axis and{111} side surfaces. However, upon closer examination
of the slices in Figs.11.24(d-f), this band behavior is actually due to short segments of




slip planes. Possible factors that contribute to this
behavior include:









planes are rendered inactive since the resolved shear stress (and resolved normal
stress) is zero for these planes (i.e., these planes contain the[110] loading orienta-
tion). The only possible slip planes for dislocation nucleation and motion are the




. This crystallographic situation only arises in
〈110〉 orientations.
2. The resolved stresses on the slip planes may also contribute to this behavior. The
normal factor (NF = 0.666), the ratio of the normal factor to the Schmid factor
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Figure 11.24: Homogeneous dislocation nucleation for the[110] loading orientation in
single crystal Cu at 300 K under uniaxial compression. The loading direction shown in (a)
is consistent for all orientations.
(NF/S F= 1.633), and the resolved normal stress (σNF = −10.39 GPa at 300 K) are
highest for the[110] orientation.
Figure11.25shows the resolved shear stressτS F and resolved normal stressσNF for
all single crystal orientations at 300 K. The magnitudes of the resolved stress components
are much higher in compression than in tension. In particular, the resolved stress normal
to the maximum Schmid factor slip plane is much higher in compression. Unlike most
orientations in compression, the[100] and[110] orientations nucleate partial dislocations
similar to in tension and are pointed out with arrows. Noticehat these orientations have the
lowest and highestσNF values, perhaps explaining their behavior. Not all orientations were
examined for the dislocation nucleation mechanism, so it isnot precisely known where
plastic deformation transitions from a partial dislocation t a full dislocation mechanism.
Some orientations near the[100] and[110] may exhibit similar dislocation behavior.
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Figure 11.25: Resolved shear stressτS F and resolved normal stressσNF associated with
homogeneous dislocation nucleation for all single crystalorientations under uniaxial ten-
sion and compression at 300 K. The[100] and[110] orientations nucleated partial disloca-
tions, while all other orientations examined in uniaxial compression nucleated full disloca-
tion loops.
11.3.4.4 Resolved stresses, stacking fault energies and dislocation activity
The contrast between the nucleation mechanisms under uniaxial tension and compres-
sion sheds light on our fundamental understanding of how resolv d stresses affect dislo-
cation loop nucleation in single crystals. As discussed in Section11.3.2.3and depicted in
Fig.11.13, the main difference in how the applied stress is resolved for uniaxial tension and
compression is the stress normal to the slip plane; in tension, this normal stress is tensile,
and vice versa. Full dislocation nucleation observed underuniaxial compression implies
that a compressive stress normal on the active slip plane may(i) contribute to the nucleation
of a second partial dislocation, and (ii) may exert an additional attractive force between the
two partial dislocations, both of which are observed in Fig.11 21. In contrast, a tensile
stress normal to the slip plane may deter the nucleation of a second partial dislocation
and possibly exert an additional repulsive force between thtwo partial dislocations. This
may be explained with the generalized stacking fault (GSF) curve [270, 271] in the〈112〉
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direction for anFCC crystal. Zimmermanet al. [127] show that theGSFis affected by
deformation of the material. They biaxially stretch the lattice by 4% while calculating the
GSFcurves and find that the unrelaxedγUS F value1 of 175 mJ/m2 is reduced to 99 mJ/m2
for the ‘deformed and relaxed’ simulations. In this sense, th barrier to dislocation nucle-
ation is reduced by the applied deformation. TheGSFcurve may be similarly affected by
the magnitude and directionality of the resolved stress normal to the slip plane, particularly
with respect to dislocation nucleation.
Interestingly, several well-known studies on the influenceof stacking fault energy on
dislocation nucleation in nanocrystalline materials do not consider the effect of loading
orientation (tension versus compression). Rather, Yamakovnd coworkers [26] proposed
a deformation mechanism map that described the transition from dislocation-mediated to
grain boundary-mediated plastic deformation based on the equilibrium splitting distance
for partials atσ = 0 and the grain boundary diameter, among other quantities. However,
the description for the splitting distance is based solely on the intrinsic stacking fault en-
ergy,γS F, with no dependence on the unstable stacking fault energy,γUS F. Simulations of
nanocrystalline deformation do not support the cross-overf dislocation-based deforma-
tion mechanisms (slip of extended partial dislocations versus perfect slip of full disloca-
tions) based only on the value ofγS F. Van Swygenhovenet al. [23] noted that extended
partial dislocations are observed above and below the predicted cross-over grain size in
Cu [18, 19, 59]. Additionally,nc deformation simulations [60, 141] with a Ni potential
(higherγS F than Al) only revealed extended partial dislocations for grain sizes as large as
20 nm. In contrast to the deformation mechanism map proposedby Yamakovet al., Van
Swygenhoven and coworkers [23] proposed that extended or full dislocation activity should
be understood in terms ofγs f/γus f and, more importantly, thatγS F alone cannot capture the
important physics of the nucleation of leading and trailingpartial dislocations from grain
1Recall that the unstable stacking fault energy (γUS F) of the GSF curve is associated with the energy
barrier for dislocation nucleation [126].
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boundaries. Although only single crystal atomistic simulations, the present simulations
show that the loading orientation, and the resolved stress normal to the slip plane, may
affect theGSFcurve as discussed in the preceding paragraph. Further workexploring how
both compressiveand tensile normal stresses affect theGSFcurve would shed valuable
insight into these arguments.
11.4 Summary
In this chapter, atomistic modeling ofhomogeneousdislocation nucleation in Cu single
crystals was investigated under uniaxial tension and compression using molecular dynam-
ics with the MishinEAM potential [124]. Atomistic simulations are used to investiga e how
the stress required for homogeneous nucleation of partial dislocations in single crystal cop-
per under uniaxial loading changes as a function of crystallographic orientation. Results
indicate that non-Schmid parameters are important for describing the calculated disloca-
tion nucleation behavior for single crystal orientations uder tension and compression. A
continuum relationship is presented that incorporates Schmid and non-Schmid terms to
correlate the nucleation stress over all tensile axis orientations within the stereographic tri-
angle. Simulations investigating the temperature dependence of homogeneous dislocation
nucleation yield activation volumes of≈0.5-2 b3 and activation energies of≈0.30 eV. For
uniaxial compression, full dislocation loop nucleation isobserved, in contrast to uniaxial
tension. One of the main differences between uniaxial tension and compression is how
the applied stress is resolved normal to the slip plane on which d slocations nucleate —
in tension, this normal stress is tensile, and in compression, it is compressive. Last, the
tension-compression asymmetry is examined as a function ofloading axis orientation. Ori-
entations with a high resolved stress normal to the slip plane on which dislocations nucleate
have a larger tension-compression asymmetry with respect to dislocation nucleation than
those orientations with a low resolved normal stress. The significance of this research is
that the resolved stress normal to the slip plane on which dislocations nucleate plays an
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This dissertation has addressed dislocation nucleation insingle crystals and grain bound-
aries inFCCCu and Al. The subject is of considerable importance given theinterest in the
plasticity nanocrystalline materials. The work presentedh re has focused on understanding
the role of the grain boundary structure and single crystal orientation in the nucleation and
emission of dislocations from grain boundaries. This effort necessitated the development
and implementation of computational tools for performing simulations and analyzing the
results. A number of independent studies were required to gain a better understanding of
how dislocations nucleate at atomic scales, including:
• Structure and energies ofΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries
• Structure and energies of low orderCSLasymmetric tilt grain boundaries
• Structure and free volume of symmetric tilt grain boundaries with the E structural
unit
• Dislocation nucleation fromΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries
• Atomistic simulations of dislocation nucleation under uniaxial tension and compres-
sion
• Implications of Dislocation Nucleation Studies on Higher Scale Models
• Tensile strength of〈100〉 and〈110〉 symmetric tilt bicrystal interfaces
• Atomistic simulations of homogeneous dislocation nucleation in single crystal cop-
per
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• Influence of crystal orientation on homogeneous dislocation nucleation under uniax-
ial loading
Consequently, the chapters in this dissertation systematically address the computational
methodologies used, the results found, and the analyses perform d on the aforementioned
topics. It is clear that each of these topics is addressed by the work presented in this
dissertation. The synthesis of knowledge from all these aspct of dislocation nucleation
from grain boundaries. The significant contributions of this work are summarized in the
following sections, which are organized by chapters.
12.2 Structures and energies ofΣ3 ATGBs
In Chapter3, atomistic simulations are used to investigate the energy and structure of sym-
metric and asymmetricΣ3 〈110〉 tilt grain boundaries. A nonlinear conjugate gradient
algorithm was employed along with an embedded atom method potential for Cu and Al to
generate the equilibrium 0 K grain boundary structures. A total f 25 〈110〉 grain bound-
ary structures were explored to identify the various equilibrium and metastable structures.
Simulation results show that theΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries in the〈110〉 system
are composed of only structural units of the twoΣ3 symmetric tilt grain boundaries. The
energies for theΣ3 grain boundaries are similar to previous experimental andcalculated
grain boundary energies. A structural unit and faceting model for Σ3 asymmetric tilt grain
boundaries fits all of the calculated asymmetric grain boundary structures. The signifi-
cance of these results is that the structural unit and facet description of allΣ3 asymmetric
tilt grain boundaries may be predicted from the structural units of theΣ3 coherent twin and
incoherent twin boundaries for both Cu and Al.
The conclusions from this chapter are as follows:
1. TheGB energy values obtained using the current methodology are inagreement with
previous calculated and experimentally obtainedGB energies. For Cu, two relative
energy minima were calculated: theCTB and theΣ3(223)1/(4,4, 1̄1)2Φ = 81.95◦
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ATGB. An excellent fit to the AlΣ3 ATGB energies was obtained with an equation
that requires only theCTB andSITB energies. This same equation fails to capture
the dissociated DSUs that create the 9R phase in Cu.
2. The structure ofΣ3 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries for both Cu and Al is composed
of CTB andSITB atomistic facets. As such, the onlySUs present for allΣ3 ATGBs
are the DSU on theCTB facet and the|DC| SUs on theSITB facet. Additionally,
even though Cu exhibits the 9R phase, theSUdescription for allΣ3 ATGBs is equiv-
alent for Cu and Al. The higherSFEof Cu causes theGB SUs to rotate from their
ideal location to reduce theGB energy and presumably allow for further dissociation
of the DSU on theSITB facet. It is also observed that the 9R phase is formed from
this dissociated DSU on theSITB facet. The width of the intrinsic stacking fault
created by the dissociated DSU evolves as a function of the inclination angle. The
dissociation width is affected by the orientation of the surrounding lattices as wellas
the rotation of the CSUand the DSUon theCTB facet.
3. A model of the structural unit and microfaceting description for Σ3 asymmetric tilt
grain boundaries predicts theSU description for allΣ3 ATGBs calculated in this
study, both in Cu and Al. The significance of this description is that it only requires
theSUdescription for the twoΣ3 STGBs and a coincidence plot.
12.3 Structures and energies for low order CSL ATGBs
In Chapter4, atomistic simulations were used to explore the structure and energy of several
low orderCSL ATGB systems (Σ5, Σ9, Σ11, andΣ13) about the〈100〉 and〈110〉 tilt axes.
TheΣ5 andΣ13 systems with a boundary plane rotated about the〈100〉misorientation axis
were examined along with theΣ9 andΣ11 systems rotated about the〈110〉 misorientation
axis. Asymmetric tilt grain boundary energies were calculated as a function of inclination
angle and compared with an energy relationship based on faceting into the two symmetric
tilt grain boundaries in each system. One finding is that asymmetric tilt boundaries with
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low index normals do not necessarily have lower energies than boundaries with similar in-
clination angles, contrary to previous studies. Further analysis of grain boundary structures
provides insight into the asymmetric tilt grain boundary energy. TheΣ5 andΣ13 systems in
the〈100〉 system agree with the aforementioned energy relationship;tructures confirm that
these asymmetric boundaries facet into the symmetric tilt boundaries. TheΣ9 andΣ11 sys-
tems in the〈110〉 system deviate from the idealized energy relationship. As the boundary
inclination angle increases towards theΣ9(221) andΣ11(332) symmetric tilt boundaries,
the minimum energy asymmetric boundary structures containlow index {111} and {110}
planes bounding the interface region.
The conclusions from this chapter are as follows:
1. TheΣ5 andΣ13 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries about the〈100〉 tilt axis facet into
their corresponding symmetric tilt grain boundaries. The grain boundary energy rela-
tionship as a function of inclination angle (Fig.4.3) closely follows a geometrically-
based energy relationship for ideal faceting into symmetric tilt grain boundaries
(Eq. 4.2). On the other hand, the deviation of theΣ9 andΣ11 grain boundary en-
ergies (Fig.4.4) from Eq.4.2 indicates that these systems may not ideally facet into
the symmetric tilt grain boundaries. TheΣ9 asymmetric boundaries deviate greatest
from this relationship. The deviation from this relationship is caused by a combina-
tion of the anisotropy of energies for theΣ9 symmetric tilt grain boundaries as well
as the inclination angle separating the two symmetric boundaries,α, which is depen-
dent on the tilt axis. It is noted that the〈100〉 boundaries have a much lower value
of α (α = 45◦) while theΣ3 andΣ11 have a much larger degree of anisotropy in the
symmetric tilt boundary energies due to the low energies of theΣ3 coherent twin and
Σ11(113) boundaries.
2. Examination of the calculated grain boundary structuresfor both theΣ5 andΣ13
asymmetric tilt grain boundaries in Cu (Figs.4.7and4.8) shows that the asymmetric
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boundaries facet into the corresponding structural units of he Σ5 andΣ13 symmet-
ric tilt grain boundaries, respectively. This agrees with the rend of the calculated
boundary energies.
3. TheΣ9 andΣ11 asymmetric tilt grain boundaries about the〈110〉 tilt axis have a more
complicated structure and faceting description than the〈100〉 asymmetric boundaries.
Examination of the calculatedΣ11 asymmetric boundary structures in Al (Fig.4.9)
confirms that many of these boundaries do not facet into the corresponding sym-
metric boundaries. TheΣ11(225)1 (441)2 asymmetric boundary does facet into the
structural units of theΣ11 symmetric tilt grain boundary in Al. However, at higher
inclination angles (e.g.,theΣ11(557)1 / (771)2 boundary in Fig.4.9(c)), the C struc-
tural unit of theΣ11(113) STGBis not observed. Instead, the boundary is composed
of a combination of D and E structural units from theΣ11(332) STGB, which arrange
to form {111} planes on both sides of the boundary.
4. Further examination of the calculatedΣ9 asymmetric boundary structures in Cu
(Fig. 4.10) confirms that many of these boundaries do not facet into the correspond-
ing symmetric boundaries. TheΣ9 asymmetric tilt grain boundary structures show a
similar structure — at high inclination angles (e.g.,Figs.4.10(c-e)) only the E struc-
tural unit from theΣ9(221) STGB is observed. Additionally, the observed planes
bounding the structural units are the{111} plane in one lattice and the{110} plane
in the other lattice, as is observed experimentally [185]. At the Σ9(111)1 / (115)2
asymmetric tilt grain boundary, the boundary facets into the structural units of the





asymmetric tilt grain boundary structure. This structure is similar to experimentally-
observedΣ9 asymmetric tilt boundaries [185].
Based upon prior results ofΣ3 ATGBs [78] and results fromΣ5/9/11/13 ATGBs in
this study, the observed frequency of low index planes in polycrystals doesnot appear
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to be associated with low energy cusps in the energy-inclinatio angle relationship; this
conclusion is in contrast to former studies [185]. Instead,the current results indicate that
the structure and faceting of asymmetric tilt grain boundaries may play a more prominent
role in the observed frequency of low index planes in polycrystalline materials.
12.4 Structure and free volume of〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain boundaries
with the E structural unit
In Chapter5, atomistic simulations were used to investigate the structu e and free volume of
〈110〉 symmetric tilt grain boundaries containing the E structural nit from theΣ9(221) θ =
141.1◦ grain boundary. In this chapter, a stereologically-based mthodology is used to
calculate the grain boundary free volume along with the spacing and connectivity of free
volume. The minimum energy equilibrium grain boundary is generated to examine: (i) the
grain boundary structure, (ii) a measure of free volume associated with the grain boundary,
(iii) spatial correlation functions of the distribution offree volume, and (iv) images of grain
boundary free volume distribution. Using the results from these calculations, the influence
of free volume spatial distribution and grain boundary structure on dislocation dissociation
and nucleation was briefly discussed for boundaries with theE structural unit subjected to
tensile loading normal to the interface.
The conclusions from this chapter are as follows:
1. The grain boundary structure and distortion of the E structural unit evolves as a func-
tion of the misorientation angle and ratio of E structural units in the boundary. For
grain boundaries vicinal to the coherent twin boundary, theE structural unit dis-
torts to the E′′ structural unit with a dissociated Shockley partial dislocation. This
E′′ structural unit is equivalent to thea0/3 〈111〉 disconnection observed inHRTEM
images from Al [249–251] and Au [252]. The dissociative reaction that forms this
structure is important for understanding the dissociationof partial dislocations for all
grain boundaries within the range 109.5◦ < θ < 141.1◦.
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2. Two-point statistics, in the form of two-point correlation functions and lineal path
functions, are useful in quantitatively characterizing the spacingwithin andbetween
free volume clusters as well as characterizing theconnectivityof free volume. These
two-point statistics were used to characterize the degree of distortion to the E struc-
tural unit as a function of misorientation angle. There are several transitions in the E
structural unit for Cu; the E′ and E′′ structural units occur as the misorientation an-
gle approaches 180◦ and 109.5◦, respectively. The visualization of these free volume
clusters also lends insight into deformation processes, asthe free volume indicates
areas where the dissociation of partial dislocations occurs in these boundaries.
3. The grain boundary structure and free volume statistics provide a better understand-
ing of dislocation dissociation and nucleation in these Cu grain boundaries. The
reaction (see Eq.5.6) that leads to adissociatedpartial dislocation with an intrin-
sic stacking fault for vicinal boundaries to the coherent twin boundary (e.g., the
Σ171(11,11,10) θ = 114.5◦ grain boundary) also occurs under stress for other grain
boundaries within the 109.5◦ < θ < 141.1◦ misorientation range. This reaction oc-
curs near free volume in the boundary. Further stress is thenrequired to nucleate and
emit a partial dislocation from the boundary in the form of a dislocation loop. This
stress may depend on thespacingof the dissociated partial dislocations in the grain
boundary period direction (which is identical to the spacing between free volume
clusters).
12.5 Dislocation nucleation inΣ3 ATGBs
In Chapter6, atomistic simulations were used to investigate dislocatin nucleation from
Σ3 asymmetric (inclined) tilt grain boundaries under uniaxial tension applied perpendicu-
lar to the boundary. Molecular dynamics was employed based on embedded atom method
potentials for Cu and Al at 10 K and 300 K. Results briefly discussthe grain boundary
structure and energy from Chapter3, along with mechanical properties and mechanisms
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associated with dislocation nucleation from theseΣ3 boundaries. The stress and work re-
quired for dislocation nucleation were calculated along with elastic stiffness of the bicrystal
configurations, exploring the change in response as a function of inclination angle. Anal-
yses of dislocation nucleation mechanisms for asymmetricΣ3 boundaries in Cu show that
dislocation nucleation is preceded by dislocation dissociation from the boundary. Then,
dislocations preferentially nucleate in only one crystal on the maximum Schmid factor slip
plane(s) for that crystal. However, this crystal is not simply predicted based on either the
Schmid or non-Schmid factors. The synthesis of these results provides a better understand-
ing of the dislocation nucleation process in these faceted,dissociated grain boundaries.
The conclusions from this chapter are as follows:
1. The mechanical response ofΣ3 grain boundaries varies greatly as a function of in-
clination angle when subjected to uniaxial tension at a constant strain rate. Results
show that the stress required for dislocation nucleation ishighest at the coherent
twin boundary and lowest at intermediate inclination angles. The calculated elastic
stiffness of the bicrystal system correlates well with predictions based on the elastic
modulus of the adjoining lattices [257]. The large variation of responses (cf. Ta-
ble 6.2) with inclination angle shows that grain boundary plane plays n important
role in mechanical behavior, since misorientation is identical for all 11 boundaries in
this study. Additionally, the stress required for dislocation nucleation correlates well
with both the strain at peak stress and the work required for dislocation nucleation;
these measures are related to force and displacement normalto the interface, both
necessary for cohesive zone models for interface separation.
2. The mechanisms for dislocation nucleation in Cu asymmetric boundaries are decom-
posed into three regimes: low (Φ ≤ 35.26◦), intermediate (35.26◦ < Φ < 70.53◦),
and high (Φ ≤ 70.53◦) inclination angles. In Cu, the interface structure evolvesprior
to dislocation nucleation; the glissile partial dislocation (D structural unit) on the
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incoherent twin boundary facet dissociates into one of the adjoining crystal lattices.
The plane that this dislocation dissociates onto depends more on the grain boundary
structure than the Schmid factor for that plane in the adjoining lattice. However, this
dissociated structure serves as the nucleation point for partial dislocations that are
emitted on the maximum Schmid factor slip planes for that lattice. For low inclina-
tion angles, the dissociation and nucleation processes occur n different slip planes;
consequently, the stress required for dislocation is relativ ly high. For intermedi-
ate inclination angles, dislocation dissociation and nucleation processes occur on the
same slip plane; the stress required for nucleation is low. Fr high inclination angles,
extended dissociation of the boundary results in an increased volume of the 9R phase.
The dislocation nucleation process then occurs both at the dissociated structure and
within the lattice on the two slip planes with maximum Schmidfactor. Again, it is in-
teresting that dislocation nucleation mechanisms can change greatly with inclination
angle (i.e., grain boundary plane) for identical misorientations.
3. Dislocation nucleation only occurs in one of the adjoining crystals forΣ3 asymmetric
tilt grain boundaries. Schmid and non-Schmid factors from each crystal lattice are
unable to accurately predict the crystal lattice into whichthe partial dislocation pref-
erentially nucleates. However, once the crystal lattice isknown, the Schmid factor
is able to determine the slip plane that the partial dislocati n forms on. Finally, the
required stress for heterogeneous dislocation nucleationin Σ3 asymmetric tilt grain
boundaries is compared to the stress for homogeneous dislocation nucleation in Cu
single crystals of similar orientation [64]; the difference in stress values is due to
the presence of the interface. Linear correlations involving either the free volume
or grain boundary ledge density are unable to capture this difference; it may require
more complicated forms.
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12.6 Atomistic simulations of dislocation nucleation in copper grain
boundaries under uniaxial tension and compression
In Chapter7, atomistic modeling of dislocation nucleation in grain boundaries with the E
structural unit was investigated under uniaxial tension and compression using molecular
dynamics. After obtaining the minimum energy grain boundary st ucture, molecular dy-
namics was employed using the Mishinet al. [124] Cu embedded-atom method potential
at 10 K. The simulation results show several differences in dislocation nucleation with re-
spect to uniaxial tension and compression that are important considerations for higher scale
models.
The conclusions from this chapter are as follows:
1. The stress required for dislocation nucleation increases with decreasing spacing of
the E structural units (a0/3〈111〉 disclinations),i.e., the spacing of the grain bound-
ary dislocations impacts the nucleation stress. The nucleation stresses for uniaxial
tensile and compressive loading with the quasistatic approach were very similar to
the dynamic strain rate of 109 s−1. The observed mechanisms were identical.
2. Quite different dislocation nucleation behavior is observed under uniaxial tension
(Fig. 7.5) and compression (Fig.7.6) in copper bicrystal interfaces. For uniaxial ten-
sion, partial dislocations are nucleated on the{111} slip plane with the maximum
resolved shear stress. However, for uniaxial compression,both partialand full dislo-
cations are nucleated on the{111} and {100} slip planes with the maximum resolved
shear stress. Calculations show that the maximum resolved shear tress (in the direc-
tion of slip) on the{100} slip plane is higher than the{111} slip plane for misorienta-
tion angles close to the coherent twin boundary. However, dislocations on the{100}
slip plane is only observed in compression, indicating thate resolved stress nor-
mal to the slip plane may impact the activation of this slip system. Additionally, the
resolved normal stress, which is compressive in compression and tensile in tension,
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impacts the nucleation of the trailing partial dislocationn low stacking fault energy
Cu.
3. Dislocation nucleation mechanisms for individual grainboundaries were also ana-
lyzed. For the vicinal twin boundary under tension, the grain boundary partial dis-
location is emitted into the lattice on the{111} plane with the highest resolved shear
stress, which it dissociated on under zero stress. For compression of the vicinal twin,
the 1/3〈111〉 disconnection is removed through full dislocation emission on the{100}
plane and partial dislocation emission parallel to the coherent twin boundary plane,
restoring the boundary to the coherent twin. For theΣ19 boundary, the cooperative
emission of partial dislocations from the boundary result in theHCPphase.
These results show that the resolved stress normal to the slip planes plays an impor-
tant role in the nucleation of dislocations. Moreover, the nucleation of the trailing partial
dislocation in low stacking fault energy copper may be explained by the change in the gen-
eralized stacking fault energy curve as a function of the resolv d normal stress. Further
work in this area is needed.
12.7 Implications of dislocation nucleation studies on higher scale mod-
els
In Chapter8, the insight obtained from grain boundary dislocation nucleation studies was
discussed along with the potential implications on higher scale models. The structure and
nucleation of dislocations at bicrystal boundaries illuminates certain issues pertaining to
fundamental understanding of the role of grain boundaries.Here, some important aspects
are discussed regarding dislocation nucleation inFCC metals under uniaxial loading ap-
plied perpendicular to the boundary plane: (i) dislocations urces or sinks, (ii) tension-
compression asymmetry of trailing partial emission in Cu, (iii) the activation energy and
volume for grain boundary dislocation nucleation, (v) the influence of grain boundary free
volume on dislocation nucleation, and (vi) the influence of grain boundary free volume
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on dislocation nucleation. This understanding may benefit understanding of behavior of
nanocrystalline and polycrystallineFCCmetals.
The conclusions from this chapter are as follows:
1. Dislocation sources at grain boundaries can act in several different ways. For in-
stance, the grain boundary dislocation source may be located ei her in the grain
boundary or within the lattice near potential stress concentrators, such as the inter-
section ofATGB facets. The grain boundary dislocation source can act as a perfect
sink/source of dislocations – by emitting dislocation content from the boundary – or
can act as an imperfect source, if the dislocation content ofthe boundary is assumed
to decrease during dislocation nucleation.
2. Tension/compression simulations show that the nucleation of the trailing partial dis-
location in copper depends on the resolved stress normal to the (111) slip plane.
Examples are shown for both homogeneous dislocation nucleation in single crystals
and heterogeneous dislocation nucleation from grain boundaries. The tension/com-
pression asymmetry with respect to dislocation nucleationsuggests that the stable
stacking fault energyγS F, and maybe even the ratioγS F/γUS F, are not be able to
capture the influence of the resolved normal stress. More work should be conducted
to understand the influence of the resolved normal stress on dislocation nucleation
and the generalized stacking fault energy curve.
3. The temperature has a noticeable effect on the nucleation stress forΣ3 asymmetric
tilt grain boundaries. To account for the influence of thermal activation, the activation
volume and activation energy are used. The activation volumes are≈ 0.5− 3 b3 and
the activation energies are≈ 0.24−0.28 eV, indicating the increased temperature and
rate sensitivity at small volumes for both single crystals and grain boundaries.
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12.8 Dislocation nucleation model for single crystals and interfaces
In Chapter9, the dislocation nucleation stresses calculated from atomis ic simulations are
directly correlated with continuum parameters related to the resolved stresses. Molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations were used to model dislocation nucleation at or near symmet-
ric tilt bicrystal copper interfaces with〈100〉 or 〈110〉misorientation axes.MD simulations
indicated that orientation of the opposing lattice regionsa d the presence of certain struc-
tural units are two critical attributes of the interface struc ure that affect the stress required
for dislocation nucleation. Boundaries that contain the E structural unit are found to emit
dislocations at comparatively low tensile stress magnitudes. A simple model was proposed
to illustrate the impact of interfacial porosity and stresses acting on the slip plane in non-
glide directions on tensile interface strength. Accounting for interfacial porosity through
an average measure was found to be sufficient to model the tensile strength of boundaries
with a 〈100〉 misorientation axis and many boundaries with a〈110〉 misorientation axis.
The conclusions from this chapter are as follows:
1. Aside from the coherentΣ3(111) θ = 109.5◦ boundary, no increase in tensile strength
(or other special behavior) is observed at boundaries with low-orderCSL character.
Increased tensile strength at theΣ3(111) θ = 109.5◦ boundary can be attributed to
the homogeneous nucleation of dislocations within each lattice for this orientation.
For all other models, failure in uniaxial tension occurs by way of partial dislocation
nucleation from the bicrystal interface. The partial dislocation nucleation event may
be accompanied by structural rearrangement prior to emission (coarsening or the
emission of short stacking fault facets) that locally improves the coherency of the
interface.
2. MD simulations indicate that the orientation of the opposing lattice regions relative
to the applied stress and the presence of certain structuralunits are two critical fea-
tures of the interface structure that affect the tensile interface strength. Specifically,
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boundaries that contain the E structural unit nucleate dislocations at low applied ten-
sile stresses.
3. MD simulations on both single crystal and interface models indicate that non-Schmid
effects must be incorporated when formulating a model for dislocati n nucleation.
Specifically, the stress normal to the slip plane is found to play a significant role in
the dislocation nucleation event for boundaries with the〈100〉misorientation axis.
4. Accounting for interfacial porosity through an average masure based on coordina-
tion number is found to be sufficient to model the tensile strength of boundaries with
the 〈100〉 tilt axis and many boundaries with the〈110〉 tilt axis. However, for〈110〉
boundaries that contain the E structural unit, it is likely that a higher-order model
must be invoked that includes the effect of porosity gradients or more detailed in-
formation concerning the relationship between structuralnit configuration and slip
system orientation.
12.9 Atomistic simulations of homogeneous dislocation nucleation in
single crystal copper
In chapter10, a second generation model is described, which correlates dislocation nucle-
ation stresses calculated from atomistic simulations withcontinuum parameters related to
the resolved stresses. Molecular dynamics simulations areused to investigate how the stress
required for homogeneous nucleation of partial dislocations in single crystal copper under
uniaxial tension changes as a function of crystallographicorientation. An embedded-atom
method potential for Cu is employed at temperatures of 10 K and300 K. Results indicate
that non-Schmid parameters are required to describe dislocation nucleation for certain sin-
gle crystal orientations. Specifically, the stereographictriangle can be divided into two
regions: a region where dislocation nucleation is dominated by the conventional Schmid
factor (the resolved shear stress in the direction of slip) and a region where dislocation nu-
cleation is dominated by the normal factor (the resolved stres normal to the slip plane).
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A continuum relationship that incorporates Schmid and non-Schmid terms to correlate the
stress required for dislocation nucleation over all tensile axis orientations within the stereo-
graphic triangle is presented. The significance of this workis that simulation results are cast
into an atomistically-inspired continuum formulation forpartial dislocation loop nucleation
in FCCsingle crystals.
The conclusions from this chapter are as follows:
1. Homogeneousdislocation nucleation inFCCCu single crystals depends on both the
Schmid factorS F and the non-Schmid normal factorNF, whereS F andNF repre-
sent the resolved shear stress in the direction of slip and the resolved tensile stress
normal to the slip plane, respectively. In general, atomistic simulation results show
that the uniaxial tensile stress required for dislocation nucleation decreases as both
S FandNF increase (i.e., as the corresponding resolved stress component increases).
The dislocation nucleation stress is interpolated and plotted on a basic stereographic
triangle as a function of the tensile axis orientation (Fig.10 4) to show how ten-
sile axis affects the stress required for homogeneous dislocation nucleation in single
crystals. Moreover, by comparing to the contour plots forS F andNF (Figure10.3),
it is apparent that there are certain regions on the stereographic triangle where the
nucleation stress correlates much more strongly with the normal factorNF than the
conventional Schmid factorS F (e.g., along the[100]-[110] boundary).
2. The influence of temperature on the uniaxial tensile stresr quired for homogeneous
dislocation nucleation in single crystals is studied at twoemperatures: 10 K and
300 K. Figure10.4shows that the stress behavior is fairly similar at the two temp r-
atures, aside from the change in the magnitudes. However, athigher temperatures
(with increased thermal assistance), the percent decreasein th stress for dislocation
nucleation from 10 K to 300 K is greater for those orientations that require a higher
stress to nucleate dislocations at 10 K. Therefore, the[111] tensile axis exhibits a
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larger decrease in stress (35.26%) than the[110] tensile axis direction (24.15%).
This trend is stronger for tensile axis orientations aligned for single slip.
3. A constitutive equation and criterion (Eq.10.3) is proposed to correlate the uniaxial
tensile stress required for dislocation nucleation withS F andNF for all tensile axis
orientations. This criterion allows for a transition between two distinct regions of the
stereographic triangle: anS F-dominated dislocation nucleation region and anNF-
dominated dislocation nucleation region. A least squares regression fit the calculated
data shows good agreement with Eq.10 3(cf., Figure10.9).
12.10 Influence of single crystal orientation on homogeneous disloca-
tion nucleation under uniaxial loading
In this chapter, atomistic modeling ofhomogeneousdislocation nucleation in Cu single
crystals were investigated under uniaxial tension and compression using molecular dynam-
ics with the MishinEAM potential [124]. By sampling different loading axis orientations,
these simulations examine the influence of Schmid and non-Schmid stress components on
dislocation nucleation.
The conclusions from this chapter are as follows:
1. Homogeneousdislocation nucleation inFCCCu single crystals depends on both the
Schmid factorS F and the non-Schmid normal factorNF, whereS F andNF repre-
sent the resolved shear stress in the slip direction and the resolved tensile stress nor-
mal to the slip plane, respectively. In general, atomistic simulation results show that
the uniaxial tensile nucleation stress decreases as bothS F andNF increase (i.e., as
the corresponding resolved stress component increases). The dislocation nucleation
stress is interpolated and plotted on a basic stereographictriangle as a function of the
loading axis orientation (Figs.11.7and11.9) to show how the loading axis affects
the stress required for homogeneous dislocation nucleation in single crystals. In uni-
axial tension, it is apparent that there are certain regionson the stereographic triangle
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where the nucleation stress correlates much more strongly with the normal factorNF
than the conventional Schmid factorS F (e.g., along the[100]-[110] boundary).
2. The influence of lattice rotation on the resolved stresseswas investigated using an
elastic deformation gradient informed by the evolution of the MD simulation cell
lengths. In uniaxial tension at 10 K,S F andNF decreasedby an average of 2.5%
and 14.2%, respectively. In uniaxial compression at 10 K,S F andNF increasedby
an average of 1.5% and 16.8%, respectively. However, the most significant resolved
stress component explaining asymmetries in dislocation nucleation between uniaxial
tension and compression is still the resolved normal stress.
3. A constitutive equation and criterion (Eq.11.6) was proposed to correlate the uni-
axial tensile nucleation stress withS F andNF for all axis orientations [81]. This
criterion allows for a transition between two distinct regions of the stereographic
triangle: anS F-dominated dislocation nucleation region and anNF-dominated dis-
location nucleation region. In this work, the evolution ofS F andNF as a function
of elastic strain is considered. The observed trend is the same. However, a similar
phenomenological form could not be obtained for dislocation nucleation in single
crystals under uniaxial compression.
4. The tension-compression asymmetry in dislocation nucleation may be attributed to
the resolved stress normal to the slip plane on which the dislocation nucleates. In ten-
sion, this normal stress is tensile, and in compression, it is compressive. The normal
stress accounts for higher dislocation nucleation stresses in compression than in ten-
sion. Additionally, large tension-compression asymmetries in the stresses required
for dislocation nucleation trend with large values ofNF, i.e., large resolved normal
stresses.
5. The influence of temperature on the stress required for homogeneous dislocation
nucleation in single crystals is studied at two temperatures: 10 K and 300 K.
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Figs.11.15(a) and11.15(b) show that the stress behavior is fairly similar at the two
temperatures, aside from the change in the magnitudes. However, at higher tem-
peratures (with increased thermal assistance), the percent decrease in the stress for
dislocation nucleation for temperatures from 10 K to 300 K isgreater for those ori-
entations that require a higher stress to nucleate dislocations at 10 K. Therefore,
the [111] tensile axis exhibits a larger decrease in stress (35.26%) than the[110]
tensile axis direction (24.15%). This trend is stronger fortensile axis orientations
aligned for single slip. In general, though, a temperature-dependent constant relates
the stresses at 10 K and at 300 K with correlation coeffici nts ofR2 = 0.95,R2 = 0.96,
andR2 = 0.97 for tensile nucleation stresses, compressive nucleation s resses, and
tension-compression ratios, respectively. Calculations of the temperature depen-
dence of homogeneous dislocation nucleation yield activation volumes of≈0.5-2 b3
and activation energies of≈0.30 eV.
6. The dislocation nucleation mechanisms differ between tension and compression. In
tension, partial dislocation loops are nucleated in the lattice. In compression, for
many orientations, full dislocation loops are nucleated incopper,i.e., both the ini-
tial and trailing partial dislocation loops are nucleated.The calculated behavior is
attributed to the compressive normal stress that yields a higher nucleation stress than
in tension and, possibly, easier nucleation of the trailingpartial dislocation loops.
12.11 Recommendations for future work
This dissertation provides the foundation necessary for pursuing a number of different di-
rections which can provide further understanding of plasticity at the atomic scale. While
this dissertation has answered the research questions related to dislocation nucleation in
grain boundaries and single crystals posed in Chapter1, further research questions also
arise from this better understanding. Some potential reseach areas are as follows:
1. Grain boundary properties. The minimum energy structures obtained from this
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work can be subjected to other atomistic simulations to ascertain the effect of the
faceted structure of asymmetric tilt grain boundaries on a number of different proper-
ties. For instance, there is also a large interest in the mobility of grain boundaries, but
most atomistic simulations have concentrated on rather simple symmetric tilt grain
boundaries. However, the well-defined structure of the low order CSL asymmetric
tilt systems in this work may allow for the correlation of grain boundary properties,
such as the mobility, with the structure of asymmetric tilt grain boundaries. In this
respect, this work can provide the basis for understanding the structure-property for
grain boundaries that are similar to general grain boundaries in polycrystalline mate-
rials.
2. Grain boundary plasticity. This work has concentrated mainly on dislocation nu-
cleation from boundaries with an applied load perpendicular to the grain boundary.
However, in nanocrystalline materials, the grain boundaries are more often inclined
with respect to the loading axis, resulting in resolvedshearstresses within the grain
boundary plane. The uniaxial loading applied perpendicular to the grain boundary
plane can be considered an upper bound to the dislocation nucleation stresses, while
shearapplied parallel to the grain boundary plane may provide a lower bound for
stresses required to initiate boundary plasticity (grain boundary sliding, dislocation
nucleation, grain boundary migration, etc. [72]).
3. Dislocation transmission through grain boundaries.Dislocation nucleation from
the grain boundary relates to plasticity in nanocrystalline materials. At higher scales,
the large initial density of dislocations leads to the evoluti n of the dislocation den-
sity through Frank-Read sources and results in a greater importance of dislocation
reactions with the grain boundary. Very little work has usedatomistic simulations
to examine dislocation transmission through the grain boundary, although some ex-
perimental work on dislocation transmission exists. The atomic studies that do exist
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regard symmetric tilt grain boundaries of relatively simple boundary structure. It is
not known how the complex character of asymmetric tilt grainboundaries may form
a barrier to dislocation transmission.
4. Combined tilt-twist boundaries on dislocation nucleation. The grain boundary
character of polycrystalline materials will often containa twist component to the
misorientation between grains. While asymmetric tilt grainboundaries comprise
the majority of boundaries in polycrystals, there is a significant fraction of grain
boundaries with tilt character, especially about low indexaxes (i.e., 〈111〉). The
addition of a twist component to asymmetric tilt grain boundaries will break the
symmetry of the boundary structure with respect to the tilt axis. This, in turn, may
complicate the dislocation nucleation event.
5. Effect of impurities or vacancies on dislocation nucleation.As mentioned previ-
ously, the dislocation nucleation simulations in this workp ovides an upper bound
for the nucleation stress inFCC copper and aluminum. In actual nanocrystalline
materials, impurity segregation to the grain boundaries, or vacancies in the grain
boundary, may play an important role in aiding dislocation nucleation. Indeed, Li
has shown that the Hall-Petch effect can be attributed entirely to the effect of impu-
rity segregation to the grain boundaries [41]. Research in this area can improve our
understanding of the role of impurities and vacancies on dislocation nucleation.
6. Other material systems. This work helps form a more comprehensive picture of
the structure and properties of grain boundaries inFCC metals. However, with the
appropriate potentials (e.g., MEAM) the same methodology can be applied toBCC
andHCPmetals to understand how boundary structure is influenced inthese systems.
Very little research has focused on understanding how grainboundary degrees of
freedom impact interface structure and plasticity inBCCandHCPmetals, although a
similar motivation –i.e., understanding nanocrystalline and polycrystalline plasticity
335
– still exists for these systems.
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